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The Concordance Base material for Paul’s Letter to The Galatians 
     (Issue: 30 Sept 2009)   1st  Rev. 13 Aug 2013      2nd  Rev. 27 June 2015      Rev. 04 Nov. 2020 
 
The Aim of this document is to:- 

1.  Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds. 
2.  Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today. 
3.  Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us. 
4.  Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates. 
5.  Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study. 
6.  Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere. 
7.  To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus repudiates  “Religion”. 
8.  To  entirely remove all  “mystique and mystery”  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”. 
9.  To  cause vociferous debate  and thus bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this translation. 
 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  “wise and 
sophisticated”  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  ‘master’  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/wellbeing  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 54 “allegories” to the 55 stated or that a  “reasoning”  should be 
classified as an  “instruction”  (and likewise with the other headings)  –  but they have been given to expose the many 
examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 
of material given for our consideration! 
Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”) because 
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 
 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  
requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 
Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 
Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 
Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 
people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 
procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 
individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 
ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 
imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  
bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 
complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 
prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today  –  being true on both sides of the equation! 
The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 
thing”,  and thus personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping,  and thus renege on their 
personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 
People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close,  
because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).    
It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some very important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 
the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 
human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 
accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   
By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  
together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    
To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within  “God’s 
(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Paul’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 
It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us  –  there is no escape  –  are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 
 
Important Note   Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  
The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus  The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  is  
(1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology  –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules  
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus more applicable today,  (2) and the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
 
 
Paul’s letter to the Galatians:       Issued date: 01 Aug 2007 
     (Revised: 24 Sept 2009)    2nd  Rev. 13 Aug 2013    3rd Rev. 27 June 2015      Rev. 04 Nov. 2020 
 
1st Comment – Paul is declaring himself to be an apostle  (demonstrated by his fidelity to  “The Knowledge”). 
1st Instruction – Only Yahweh appoints apostles  (= “appointed to tell”  thus holy = TCs)  -  no  human is able! 
2nd Comment – Paul informs us,  he only speaks  “The Word of God”  that has  not  been sourced by men. 
3rd Comment – Paul informs us,  he does not  bend/twist  God’s Word to please worldly ears for a large people following! 
1st Warning – By inference,  “Professional”  (= earning a fleshly living)  “Leaders of Religion”  twist  “The Word of 
God”  to gain a large following of devotees,  from whom proportionally more money can flow into the leaders’ pockets! 
2nd Instruction – “The Word of God”  comes through JC  (Rev.19v13)  and is sourced by Yahweh. 
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1st 'Allegory' – awakened/resuscitated = This is  actually what the Greek word means  and is  not  “rise up”  as given in 
worldly bibles which sadly hides what Yahweh is telling us.  It was by understanding the Greek Word that it dawned upon 
me what The Scriptures were  really telling us.  Humans have a  “2 part life”  separated by  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15). 
3rd Instruction – It was Yahweh having  “The Capability”  to  awaken/rouse  JC to be JCg from out of the corpses (plural) 
1st Good News – Yahweh righteously demonstrates His Capability in  awakening/rousing  JC to become JCg. 
2nd Good News – Because Yahweh raised JCg,  likewise He will raise JCg's new  brothers/sisters  (Matt.12v48-50, 20v23). 
4th Comment – Paul is edifying the union between The Brethren through declared mutual altruism. 
4th Instruction – lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
5th Comment – The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what  “The Word of God”  tells 
us –  which means we must  first know and then understand  “The Word of God”  before we become a slave to it! 
Seems obvious –  but is utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians” -  and  endorsed/encouraged  by the leaders over them! 
Gal.     1v1 og (the) Paul  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell}. 
Gal.     1v1 og no/not/none  off/away/separated/from  (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men,   
Gal.     1v1 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  through (reason of)   (of the) countenance/{human-being}/man,   
Gal.     1v1 og but  through (reason of)   (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}   (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Gal.     1v1 og also  (of the) God  (the) Father/Forebear  of the  (one/him  [JC to become JCg upon awakening])   
Gal.     1v1 og (the having) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  (the) him (JCg)   
Gal.     1v1 og {from/out of}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers. 
Gal.     1v1 = The  Paul,  the  apostle/{appointed [by Yahweh and not the world] to tell}, 

not (sourced)  off/from  of the  men,  nor (twisted)  through reason  of the  man,    (desiring to mutually  “give to receive”  to/from  men)  
but  through reason  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,    (“The Word of God”  is desirous to bring about reform for future Sonship) 
also  of the  God (Yahweh)  The Father  of the  one/(him)  (JC)   
(Yahweh)  the having  awakened/roused/resuscitated  the  him   (JC to become JCg)    
{from out of}  the  {dead people}/corpses. 

 

The Apostle Paul   (Paul has been  “Appointed by Yahweh  [and  not  by The World of “Religion”]  to tell”  The World about  “Yahweh’s Plan”) 
not  (sourced)  from of men   (principally being “Professional Leaders of Religion”  establishing their cohorts to rule their flocks),    
nor  (an appointment twisted )  through of men   (to provide gain from out of their devotees,  tithes and solicited donations) 
but  (an Appointment)  through reason of the Christ Jesus   (JC taking up  “The Office of The Anointed”  to yield  “Mankind's Salvation”) 
also of the God (Yahweh),    (where , both Yahweh and JC are of the same mind to bring about  The Salvation  for the Early and Late Adopters) 
          (Paul has The Credentials and Authority to speak God’s Word [JC] sourced by Yahweh to explain Yahweh’s Righteous Plan for Human Salvation) 
(Yahweh)  The Father of the one  (JCg,  where Yahweh placed the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JCg within JC) 
having  awakened/roused/resuscitated  him   (Yahweh resurrected JC to be JCg,  begotten  from a fleshly body into a  heavenly/celestial  body) 
from out of the dead people   (JC as JCg became  “The First”  of the  Firstfruits,  who are to follow later at  “The 1st Resurrection”  [Rev.20v6]). 
 

Slightly different nuance to what we are told in our English bible translations  –  where the inference is sourced by  “men”  twice  (men generally,  and 
Paul singularly).  But that is  not  quite what The Original Greek tells us!  
Firstly,  “The Apostle”  definition  “appointed to tell” shows the hierarchy upwards of JC as  “The Word of God” [Rev.19v13]  and then Yahweh as  
“The Supreme Entity of The Universe”  having the Authority and Capability to make  Life/Death  decisions. 
Secondly, the Greek tells us that  “What Paul speaks”  is not sourced by The World of “Religion” (being ultimately of  Satan,  because it is  
“adversarial”  to what The Almighty God truly desires).  Furthermore,  what Paul teaches is  “The Message explaining how Yahweh’s Plan for Human 
Salvation righteously operates”  has not been passed through The World to become  twisted  into “Religion”  (2Cor.11v13-15)  to suit the  
giving/receiving  “to please the ears” (2Tim.4v3-4)  -  see v8 onwards in context. 

This is  not  quite what our English bible translations tell us!  
Being my usual sceptical self  –  I would expect the  mistranslation  (along with many others)  to become replicated within many key places to endorse 
what we witness within The World today  -  to allow specifically v8 onwards to occur,  and thus enabling corruption within  “The Word of God”  to go  
“undetected”  under a cover of legitimacy  (2Pet,2v1)!   It is for this specific reason  why  I am  faithfully  translating  “The Original Greek”  because,  
sadly,  I have discovered within many places of existing worldly bible translations  (especially poor is the NIV,  being a  “worldly translation”),  having 
many discrepancies forcing me to the conclusion that -  

I  cannot trust  that what  “traditional scholars”  beholden to old doctrine  produce - because they need to befriend their pay-masters,  being 
how The World of this present system operates,  where  “The Absolute Truth”  comes  a distant second  in this world  (as we have witnessed  –  
particularly in “Religion”)! 

The reason for this website is to explode current myth  (apparent in many locations)  and replace it with solidly reasoned,  coherent righteous exegesis! 
Now after explaining my driver,  then please let me continue - 

“The Word of God”  that Paul,  as The Apostle,  gives to The World is directly  through  JC as being  “The Word of God”  of which JC,  himself had 
given to The World during his 3.5 year ministry  (where JC did  not  twist anything).  “The Word of God”  is  “also”  sourced  by Yahweh,   The Father 
of JC and  awakened/roused  (= resurrected from The Dead [being “The 1st Death”])  JC from the  {dead people} (plural)  to become JCg  (as the Son of 
God in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  incapable of dying).    
Please see  “begotten”  in glossary  –  because it absolutely does  not  mean what our errant Christian leaders preach to us when applied to JC! 
A 4th revision addition. 
The Tanakh  (The Old Testament rearranged)  was  “God’s Word part 1”  that was  righteously answered  by JC as  “God’s Word part 2”. 
This is what JC explained by both word and deed expressing  “The Wisdom of God”  faithfully replicating what he taught by his deportment. 
“God’s Word part 1”  foretold through  thousands  of prophecies - 

1. Described a future new society. 
2. Enacted the physical laws that would be equitably applied to make this future society righteously work. 
3. Of Yahweh’s Righteous Servant to make this future society a reality. 

“God’s Word part 2” as JC righteously made the above possible. 
1. Demonstrated what this future society would be like while he was alive – especially during his 3.5 year ministry. 
2. Had a purified spiritual mind to physically fulfil the Law on Works,  to be the exemplar for us to imitate and become personally successful. 
3. JC’s Methodology (God’s Word) vanquished worldly methodology by allowing Professional Religious Leaders fulfil their worldly desire,  by 

murdering him,  thereby enabling Yahweh to righteously resurrect  all  people  (without favour, 1John.2v2)  into the 2nd part of their physical 
life to then correctly learn  “Righteousness”  while covered over  “The Great Sabbath Day/Millennium”   in JC’s death  (Mark.2v27-28, 
John.19v31, 20v1, 2Pet.3v8). 
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If  our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  were doing  “Their Paid Job”  correctly,  then  they would be explaining all the above,  based upon the 
thousands of prophecies of which Yahweh has given to us through His faithful scribes to give  real  worship/honour  to Yahweh  (and not the useless 
sycophantic words of vanity as given today –  of which Yahweh abhors)! 
Consequently,  all  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  reneging on the above are utterly rejected for future rulership as perhaps most of JC’s parables 
and illustrations as given in The Gospels tell us  (please read my many hundreds upon hundreds of commentaries associated to those four Gospels of 
almost 2,000,000 words). 
Gal.     1v2 og Also  the (persons [The Brethren])  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Gal.     1v2 og {to [= in/with/by/on] me}   (the) all (persons)   (the) brothers/{The Brethren} 
Gal.     1v2 og to the  {calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches  of the  Galatia; 
Gal.     1v2 = Also  all  The Brethren  {united as companions}/{in union}  {to me}  (Paul),   

to the  ecclesiae/{calling outs}  of the  Galatia; 
 

Also  (I Paul, representing)  all The Brethren united as companions with me,    (Implying   “Galatians,  please listen to what I must teach you.”) 
           (Paul has The Credentials and Authority to speak God’s Word as recognised by the brethren within the major ecclesiae of Jerusalem and Antioch) 
to the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae  of Galatia; 
 

Important to note,  The Brethren working  with Paul  are united together  -  being unlike the obvious 20,000 Christian schisms in the 1990s (CE) and now 
some ten years later with perhaps 37,000 Christian schisms,  all having their  own  doctrine  (else why all the schisms)  that has been sourced,  or passed 
through The World so they most certainly are  not  united.  Because they are demonstrably  not  united  (irrespective of what they might state),  and are 
thus in  no  manner part of JC’s  small/own  flock  (Luke.12v32, John.10v3,  that truly  are  united as “one/same” together)!    
Thereby concluding they are  not  of the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to make 
Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment”  (= “HS”).   Consequently,  these  “Christian schisms”  are clearly  not  having the  “HS”  –  
because  by definition  there is  only  ONE/SAME  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  which is 
sourced by  ONE  Yahweh and not many  (some 37,000)  “Yahwehs”.  This obvious inductive reasoning is counter to the  “erroneous justifications”  
given by  worldly Christian leaders to excuse their demonstrable delinquency  (as I thoroughly explain elsewhere,  given with  very many  examples to 
underwrite my authoritative claim)! 

Hence back to my commentary as that given in the previous verse! 
Perhaps the  only  commonality is their claim   To “come in the name of JC”  –  but sadly,  having neither of the other two requisite qualities that come 
with “name”  that are   His Character and his Authority  (1Pet.2v21-23, Mark.1v22, Matt.22v46, hence Matt.3v17,17v5)  hence making them fraudsters 
to the claim of coming in his name.   This occurs because they have  not  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that sourced by Yahweh,  nor 
are they accepted by Yahweh during His present  “Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1),  unless personal reform occurs,  firstly by true 
repentance  (noting what John the Baptist recognised of similar minded religious leaders Matt.3v6-10)!    
Hence,  we deduce  worldly Christian leaders have  the  one common  spirit/personality/desire/traits  of authority,  being that of the air  (Eph.2v2)  
suitably described as we witness within The World today as sourced by Satan,  2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19. 

This is only the  logical/rational  answer  to what we witness  –  “The big elephant in the room about which people refuse to discuss”! 
 
6th Comment – The Brethren are receiving  gift/benefit  from Yahweh  in/with/through  JCg as  “The Intermediary”. 
5th Instruction – Gifts/favours/benefit are  (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The Gospel),  
(2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim,  (4) good habits, (5) 
pleasing persona,  (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment.   All of which come together in a TC to best  
promote/publicise  “The Word of God”  to yield the next generation of TCs  (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota). 
1st Reasoning – Gifts/favours  operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment. “The Word of God” 
teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our neighbour 
for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) means we 
have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  
pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield 
more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs! 
2nd Reasoning – It is JC as  “The Word of God”  that gives us “ The Knowledge”  on how to correctly behave within The 
World that ultimately leads to “The Perfected Society”.  It is this Knowledge that guides us away from indulging ourselves 
which brings pain and suffering to us and thus becomes  “The  Gift/Favour/Benefit”  from God's Word to protect us. 
7th Comment – The Brethren here are receiving  peace/rest  from Yahweh  in/with/through  JCg as  “The Intermediary”. 
3rd Reasoning – It is JC as  “The Word of God”  that gives us  “The Knowledge”  on how to correctly behave within The 
World that finally leads to The Perfected Society.  It is this Knowledge that keeps us completely neutral in worldly politics  
and thus becomes  The  Peace/Prosperity/Rest  from God's Word that gives us an unblemished metaphoric PTFE coating. 
6th Instruction – Yahweh is The Father of JC,  where JC is The  Lord/Master  of TCs,  only because TCs  choose  to have 
JC as their  lord/master; – by definition  “worldly”  Christians do  not  choose JC to be their Master,  they choose The 
World,  but say in Name:  They are “Christians”  -  but are  not  in Character or Authority  (there is a big difference)! 
7th Instruction – JCg chose to rescue those specific people  who desire to be rescued  from this present age  (being its 
methodology)  and  “The Results”  thereof,  according to Yahweh’s Determination  (according to His Decree on Sin). 
8th Instruction – JCg as JC became  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  by providing  “The Undeserved Gift”  (of his life)  and 
potential loss of his very existence to redeem his personal creation. 
3rd Good News – JCg our creator freely volunteered his existence to give us one last opportunity to fulfil Yahweh's Desire 
by become personally reformed like him based upon  “The Word of God” (= JC)  -  freely demonstrating agapao for us. 
2nd Warning – This world will become hurtful  (as witness throughout The Gospel Age)  -  and evermore so,   thus we must 
climb out of this “sinking ship” while we are able,  by absolutely imbuing  “The Word of God”  for the gift and rest above. 
9th Instruction – Because it is Yahweh that  oversees/ensures  “Righteousness”  is maintained to preserve harmony within 
His Universe,  then He deserves all praise and worship from all entities that benefit from this  “Omnipotent Authority”. 
Gal.     1v3 og (the) grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  {to yourselves}  also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest   
Gal.     1v3 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) God  (the) Father/Forebear,   
Gal.     1v3 og also  (of the) Lord/Master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
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Gal.     1v3 = The  gift/favour  {to yourselves}  also  the  peace/prosperity/rest  off/from  of the  God  (Yahweh), 
The Father,  also  of our  lord/master  Jesus  of the  Christ    (now having  awakened/resurrected  as to become the begotten JCg), 

 

The  gift/favour  to yourselves   (The benefits that come from a mind that  fully replicates  “The Word of God”  within our deportment) 
also the  peace/rest  from of the God  (Yahweh)   (by being a model citizen,  fully cleaned away from worldly methodology yields  peace/rest  in us) 
The Father (Yahweh),    (Yahweh sources all intrinsically  ideal/good  things  –  including  “The Word of God”  for the reforming of our mind) 
also of our  lord/master  Christ Jesus   (Yahweh sourced JC as  “The Word of God”,   “Anointed”  at his resurrection to be a  Son of God). 
 

As this website profusely states  all  “intrinsically  ideal/good”  things  (gifts/favours)  are ultimately sourced by Yahweh.   
It is of crucial importance to understand the four Greek cases for  “God”  whose true significance, -  when it comes to  “ho theos”  (nominative),   is not 
understood by our Greek scholars  (for the last 1700+ years) -  

It is  {OF THE} (genitive)  Him these things come,  it is  {TO THE} (dative)  Him,  we give all praise in recognition that  {THE}  (accusative)  
Him is  “The Almighty God”  as the three  absolute  Greek pointers. 
Then we have  “ho theos”  [nominative]  as  the relative  pointer  [floating]  to either represent  “Yahweh”  or  “JCg”  depending upon the 
context  of the subject matter,  representing Yahweh if the context is either JC (or “The Early Adopters”);  or  represents JC if the context is 
of The World  (because JC is The Intercessor, Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5). 
This understanding becomes  The Key that unlocks The New Testament,  and it came to me like a  “bolt of lightning”  (at some time in about 
2003 CE)  when I was writing some microprocessor software at machine code level manipulating the stack pointer as either an  absolute  or  
relative  pointer. 

Also we  are told,  Yahweh is The Father to us  (TCs as “The Early Adopters”)  being  “The Adoptive Father”  to us because we  (as TCs)  choose to 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  else a perfect Father will  not adopt  into  The Family  Name/Character/Authority (= The Inheritance)  dissident 
children  (precisely as Paul told us at Heb.12v8)!   These presently dissident children must first be entirely reformed  (through JC)  during our 2 part 
physical life,  either as  “The Early Adopters”  (Sons of God)  or “The Late Adopters”  (sons of JCg and the 144000 TCs),  noting upon our resurrection 
there are no men or women,  but neuters  (Matt.22v34, Luke.20v35)  because The World is then full,  having accomplished, Gen.1v28, 9v1. 
Everything in the above paragraph is true  irrespective  of what  worldly Christian leaders might state in  self-indulgent  error  to the contrary! 
These errant religious leaders are of v8 onwards and will need to answer to JCg upon their resurrection!   I welcome their errant input so I might,  
through Bible exegesis,  publicly straighten out their  “erroneous reasoning”  on this website for The World to see and publicly recognise! 
Then we have within this verse Paul specifically telling us,  Yahweh is The Father  (= “Forebear”  =  “{ancestor to}/progenitor”)  of JC  –  clearly 
Yahweh was  not  JC,  else Paul would have told us so!    
Sadly,  that is something else  (out of many hundreds of which the reader will discover on this website)  that  worldly Christian leaders falsely tell us 
when they state   “God  (implied as The Almighty God)  was a baby on this Earth”,  –  this is  utter and complete rubbish  -  they do  not  understand “ho 
theos”! 
It was Yahweh’s premier son JCg whose  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is the  “reasoning delivering his character”,  that was placed by Yahweh into a 
fleshly DNA frame to give us  “humans”  two very important  things - 

1. The Ministry of  “The Word of God”  to for us to  personally  purify our minds in the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life. 
2. The Ransom Sacrifice so that  Yahweh can righteously  awaken/resurrect  us into the 2nd part of our  physical  life. 

I expand these two especially important aspects in many other places on this website  –  and thus not repeat it here  –  please bear with me. 
Gal.     1v4 og Of the (one [JCg])   (the having) given/bestowed/granted  (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself, JCg/JC]   
Gal.     1v4 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  sins/faults/offences  {of/from us},   
Gal.     1v4 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}   
Gal.     1v4 og (he may/should) {tear out}/{to select}/release/deliver/rescue/{pluck out} [middle voice]   us/our/we   
Gal.     1v4 og {from/out of}  of the  {place on hand}/impending/present   age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}   
Gal.     1v4 og (of the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd,   
Gal.     1v4 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire     
Gal.     1v4 og of the  God [Yahweh]  also  (the) Father/Forebear  {of/from us} [TCs], 
Gal.     1v4 = Of  the one  (JCg)  having  given/bestowed  himself  (as JC)  {for the sake/behalf of}  our  sins/offences,   

{so that}  he  (JC)   may/should  personally  {tear/pluck out}/rescue/select  us  (TCs)   
{from out of}  of the  impending/present  hurtful/wicked/harmful  age    (operating under Satan’s jurisdiction – as worldly methodology), 
according to  the  determination/desire  of the  God (Yahweh)  also  our  (TCs)  Father  (Yahweh). 

 

Of the one (JCg)  having given himself (as JC)  for the  sake/behalf  of our (humans’)  sins/offences, 
so that he (JC)  might personally rescue us   (TCs and The Brethren actively aiming to be TCs  [during  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  “Christians”])  
from out of the present hurtful age   (The Gospel Age,  operating to worldly  [Satan’s]  methodology  “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”) 
according to the  determination/desire  of the God  (Yahweh to  elect His  144000 TCs),   also our  (TCs’ adopting)  Father (Yahweh).  
 

Paul is an apostle  (appointed by Yahweh to tell  [and  not  a  worldly Christian leaders appointed by The World to tell what The World wants to hear]). 
Because Paul  is  a true apostle  (= one of 144000, Rev.14v1-4,  to come from out of The Gospel Age)  then he is  exhorting/urging  The Brethren  to 
become like him  by using the inclusive word  “us”  as  an exhortation  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12).   Thus we realise,  The Brethren have been given JC 
as  “The Word of God”  through Paul on his earlier missionary journey,  they know  JC  “might”  “{tear/pluck out}/rescue/select us”  –  so it is 
dependent upon The Brethren to  start imitating  Paul to become part of  “The Body of Christ”  (1Cor.12v12-22, John.15v1-6, etc.).  

Paul is prompting the question   “What is stopping you?” 
Notice the particularly important wording  according to the desire of Yahweh  (being  “The Election”  unto  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointing”) 
It is  not  according to JC,  nor anyone else  (certainly  not  worldly humans in their  very worldly  beatification/canonisation  process  –  all contrary to 
what JC taught us at Mat.20v23,  and hence Matt.24v36 when Yahweh has elected His prophesied quota of 144000 TCs  (to be  “The Early Adopters”)  
as we are told at Rev.14v1-4 for “The 1st Resurrection”  at Rev.20v6).  Thus it is according to Yahweh’s Desire who He  Personally  chooses to become 
part of  His  Family  (John.15v1-6),  being accepted as being part of  “The Body of Christ”  (1Cor.12v12-22)  to ultimately become as  “The One Body”  
in  “The Union of Marriage”  as  “The Bride of Christ”  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2,9, etc.)  for The Millennium  teaching program  for  “The 
Resurrected World”.   The successful people  (as “The Late Adopters”)  from out of this training regime become  “The Children from out of The Union 
(JCg as the bridegroom + 144000 TC as the bride)”,  Eph.5v30-32.  
This process of  selection/election  (from out of The Christian Nation)  to become one of the 144000 TCs occurs  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  precisely as this 
website screams out as  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  made by Yahweh upon  all  Christians during The Gospel Age.  Obviously 
the vast majority fail  (only because 144000 make the grade),  and thus The World becomes resurrected as  “humans”  in  perfected  DNA fleshly bodies  
(given  in trust)  to learn where they went wrong.   They are given their last opportunity to make reforms within their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to 
become like the  one/same  with JCg and his bride  (= the 144000 former TCs)  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (to form the final [= 3rd] “Remnant”  to 
come out of the metaphoric  [3rd Epoch] Israel’ that returns to The Lord,  Isa.10v20-22,   [being under The 3rd Heaven/Authority] 2Cor.12v2).  
So as we read  –  it was JC who gave us by his deportment  

(1) “The Word of God”  (= The Instruction on  how  to become a future Son of God  –  like him),  and then provided   
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(2) The Ransom Sacrifice  to enable  Yahweh to  righteously  operate   (against His decree on  “sin”  Gen.2v17)   His infinite capability to 
resurrect those people whom He  (Yahweh)  chooses to become  His  “Sons of God”  to be  awoken/roused  in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
bodies at the 1st 2nd C of JCg to become JCg’s  “mate”  for the next part of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.   

All this is  “Yahweh’s  Pure/Blameless/Holy  Desire made manifest within The Environment”  (= the “HS” in operation). 
JC has provided an escape route to all of us  “remaining humans”,   -  from a declared death sentence of personal annihilation caused by Satan’s 
deception in this age  (where we humans choose to operate under his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of self-indulgence  –  Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19). 
JC did this by making “death” that would have been one of annihilation,   to become now  “The 1st Death”  of  “Asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  for  all  
humans  (there is  no  differentiator specified in the scriptures – 1John.2v2, 4v14).    
JC has effectively  “deferred Annihilation”  until  after  The Millennium by covering  “The Great Sabbath Day”  in his death  (John.19v31, 20v1). 
“The 2nd Death”  is on  “The Horizon”  while we learn to reform in a perfected environment in the  park/paradise  of The Millennium  (hence 
Mark.2v27-28, Heb.4v4),  “The 2nd Death” shall become  “The Death of Annihilation”   (of which 144000 TCs are protected – Rev.2v11, 20v6).    
Please read all my NT cited commentaries that fully explain God’s Word in a manner never seen elsewhere on this planet  (2015 CE)!  
Gal.     1v5 og {To whom/which}  the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  into/unto   
Gal.     1v5 og the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}  of the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}.   
Gal.     1v5 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
Gal.     1v5 = {To Whom}  (Yahweh)   the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  unto  the ages  of the  ages  (= forever).   Amen! 
 

To Whom (Yahweh)   (is)  the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   (being what Yahweh has made righteously possible through the aeons of time) 
into the ages of the ages   (into The Millennium age,  and then afterwards,  for the then  “perfected Mankind”  into  “The Culmination of Time”). 
Amen.   (It will be so!  –  Yahweh has  [1] foretold and  [2] underwritten this future scenario.    It shall occur as explained on  “FutureLife.Org”.) 
 

It must be understood   “glorify/honour/dignity/magnificence”  is driven by the mind in an  unfeigned  manner.   
The  “unfeigned manner”  is to  precisely  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  within The Environment.   

When we fully comprehend the enormity of what JC did,  then we realise that virtually all  “Christians”  do not truly “glorify/honour/dignify/worship”  
within our life – especially those people who are apparently our  “Leaders of Religion”,  who seem to become further away from what JC represented  
(by both  ministry/lifestyle  in his interactions with society)  the  higher-up  they climb in their worldly religious edifice!  
This is precisely why Yahweh can  only  find 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  who  truly  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to the very best of 
their ability  –  Luke.19v16-19)  over a period of some 2000 years of The Gospel Age! 
“The Good News”  is that at the time of this 3rd revision  (2015 CE)  Yahweh has  not  yet filled these places  (because JC has not yet come at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”)  to collect his future bride,  so there may be room for both you and me.  However,  that is solely dependent upon  (1) us working to imitate 
JC,  and  (2) Yahweh’s Decision in His judging of us who are trying to precisely imitate JC,  and able to carry  “The Responsibility for overseeing The 
Inheritance”  of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.  This is what Paul explains later in his epistle to The Galatians as  “The Goal”. 
As I copiously explain elsewhere,  numbers in The Bible are  never  allegoric,  but only the nouns  (as these examples testify   Gen.37v7-10, 40v5-13, 
41v25-32, Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc.),  please also see my commentaries at Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4 and 13v18.   

Perhaps a  worldly Christian scholar might investigate to see if  he/she  can find  any  example to the contrary? 
But they need not bother – there are none! 

When we understand what the word   “Israel”  really means  (as I often explain in my commentaries and dissertations )  then we understand the 144000 
people do not come out of The Jewish Nation of The Gospel Age  –  but rather out of  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  (= “The Christian Nation”). 
Sadly,  at the time of writing this exegesis as sourced by Yahweh  is absolutely  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians. 
 
8th Comment – People can be very fickle and are prone to manipulation either from a good or bad source! 
Comment – repeat - The Brethren are receiving  gift/benefit  from Yahweh  in/with/through  JCg as The Intermediary. 
2nd Allegory – Heaven(s) = singular refers to the  authority  around  “The Earth”,  plural represents  “The Universe”. 
Thus,  singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refer to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our many near useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the 
translators seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word 
(Matt.23v13)  except in the NIV, they proudly state in the preface to ignore the plural in its entirety! 
10th Instruction – “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

11th Instruction – “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Reasoning – repeat - It is JC as  “The Word of God”  that gives us  “The Knowledge”  on how to correctly behave within 
The World that finally leads to “The Perfected Society”. It is this Knowledge that guides us away from indulging ourselves 
that brings pain and suffering to us and thus becomes  “The  Gift/Favour/Benefit”  from God's Word to protect us. 
12th Instruction – JC teaches us how to become suitable for “The Office of Appointment” of “The Anointment” by Yahweh 
4th Reasoning – Yahweh's plan is to achieve His future Sons of God for the purification of  “The Resurrected World”  
being  “The Appointment of Office”.  However,  this requires a  Christlike character – and it is this our  worldly  Christian 
leaders destroy by their teaching,  which embraces worldly methodology by both their word and deed. 
3rd Warning – People are easily beguiled by charismatic leaders who manipulate human thinking to their own advantage. 
4th Warning – There are many assumed leaders who climb above to manipulate people below for worldly self-indulgence. 
5th Warning – These leaders do  not  have the best interests of the devotees at heart,  and will change The Gospel from 
that given by JC to a gospel sourced by the worldly religious leader – so they might gain personal advantage. 
6th Warning – Those leaders who effectively create their own bible through errant teaching shall become accursed! 
(This is  endemic  within The Christian Nation –  hence the need to create this translation and Concordance of Topics). 
7th Warning – All  people/leaders  who become influenced by corrupt teaching  to cause further schism  shall be accursed. 
Gal.     1v6 og (I) wonder/{have in admiration}/marvel  because  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
Gal.     1v6 og (you) briefly/speedily/shortly/rapidly/soon/suddenly  off/away/separated/from  of the  (One [= ?]) 
Gal.     1v6 og (the having) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned  {specifically yourselves}   
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Gal.     1v6 og in  (to the [= within]) grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Gal.     1v6 og into/unto  (the) other/different/altered  (the) {good news/message}/{the gospel}; 
Gal.     1v6 = Because  I  marvel/wonder/{am amazed}  {in this manner}/as  you  briefly/quickly/suddenly   

separated/away/from  the one  (= ?)  having  called/summoned/bided  {specifically yourselves}  within  the  gift/favour/benefit   
of the  Christ/Anointed  unto  another/different/altered  gospel; 

 

Because I marvel in this manner you suddenly separated   (away from  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles)   
from the one  (= ? [see commentary])   
having called specifically yourselves   (to enter “The Race”  to  ideally achieve  “The Goal” of “The Anointing”) 
within the  gift/favour/benefit   (of which “The Word of God” can yield  [1] perfected character  [2] reduced worldly ills  [3] possible Sonship) 
of the Anointed   (being what  “The Appointment of Office”  yields to purify our mind  –  only built upon  “The Word of God”  as proven of The Goal) 
unto anther gospel   (being that of  “the new upstart gospel”  of  “worldly Christianity”  that we have today  –  being a subset of “Religion”) 
 

Paul is utterly amazed how quickly The Brethren (= Christians)  changed their thinking  away from  God’s Word  (as given by JC and faithfully 
reproduced by The Apostles  -  throughout The Gospel Age),  these Brethren  (read = “Christians”)  moved unto erroneous  worldly  thinking and 
reasoning of which  “worldly Christianity”  yields when becoming a subset of  “Religion”. 
As this website consistently states    

Exactly like today where The Christian Nation has had some 1700+  years to  apparently  “perfect The Art/Craft of Deviancy”  as we have 
witnessed  throughout  The Gospel Age,  -  and Yahweh has used His Apostles throughout this age to drag those people who  are  interested,  
back onto the  straight/tight  course  (Matt.7v12-14)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (away from practising  “worldly methodology”). 

It must be clearly understood by the reader - 
Yahweh is not desirous of  “The Brand” of “Religion”  of which human  leaders  turn God's Word into the various,  thousands upon 
thousands of schisms through the application of worldly methodology to yield a worldly return for its leaders operating to the  “Divide and 
Rule”  principal. 
But rather,  Yahweh builds upon  “The 1st Stage” of The Tanakh to show His Omnificence within allegoric prophecy,  hence He is now 
desirous of  “1st Century Christianity”  to be taught  as “The 2nd Stage”  and more importantly  accurately applied  to become  “The Wisdom 
of God”,   to ultimately yield Mankind's Salvation in The Millennium as “The 3rd Stage”. 
Presently we are within  “Stage 2”  of Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

That is  “The Crux”  upon which everything on this planet stands,  and to which “FutureLife.Org” is dedicated to explaining. 
Thus it is these specific apostles  working to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  through affliction and opposition by  “The Religious Authorities”  (John.16v1-4)  
having their hypocrisy exposed,   thereby feeling their power base (= lifestyle)  is threatened by these faithful apostles  (just as that which occurred with 
JC faithfully giving us  “The Word of God”  -  John.11v47-53)! 
It is these apostles who  are  elected by Yahweh in  “The Special Greater (1st) Judgement” (James.3v1)  as faithful stewards in small things  (Luke.19v16-
19)  to become resurrected as  “Sons of God”  to be equally faithful in greater things within The Millennium when they teach The Resurrected World 
“Righteousness”. 
Consequently,  as we are to read,  “the rot” was starting in small beginnings within the new churches,   there were,  are,  and shall be members striving 
to start new deviant sects,  schisms  (for the new leader’s self-gratification –  under the maxim   “Divide and Rule”)  as we read in The New Testament.   
Likewise this becomes reproduced throughout The Gospel Age to have what we witness today – many 10,000’s sects/schisms  existing today,  perhaps 
having shallow roots going only back to 2012 CE – but others,  maybe having roots spanning all the way back to 325 CE.  During that time,  we have 
witnessed some schisms having died-out,  while others are dying-out today,  and yet  -  some of  “The Most Deviant”,  still continuing today!  

Clearly -  Because  there  are  some 37,000 worldly Christian’ sects today  (2007 CE)  then it is  most unlikely  that you,  as  “The Reader”,  
- are in the  one/single/same  “small/own”  flock of JC  (as we are told in Luke.12v32, John10v3)!     (In 2020 CE,  now over 47000 schisms) 
Where it must be clearly understood  “one/single/same”  is  “united by methodology”  and absolutely  not  by a schism’s’ worldly  title/name. 

We are to use  The Bible  (and the tool-kit given on this website)  to audit  our Christian leader else  we will be deceived  as we are now read in these 
(and later)  verses within this  epistle/letter. 
It is a  personal  matter – between  {specifically yourselves}  and Yahweh! 

Do we desire the titivation of The World to please an animalistic mind,  or Yahweh’s  solid/dependable  “Disclosing  Truth”? 
I,  the writer of this commentary,  cannot make  “The Decision”  for you,  “The Reader” – but it  is  my responsibility to present  “The Disclosing Truth”  
by  freely  giving you, The Reader,  “The Tool Kit”  so that  “{specifically yourselves}”  can then make an  educated  decision upon any individual who 
claims to represent  “The Almighty God” of The Universe - else I too,  become condemned  (Eze.33v1-20)  for remaining silent,  if I have this knowledge! 

Now a note on “(=?)” above (next to “one”). 
Actually,  I dropped a clue about four paragraphs earlier.   
It started by JC  (=?)  being  “The Word of God”  who  invites  us  (Rev.3v20)  to become part of  The “Anointed/Christ”  during The Gospel Age – for 
Yahweh to then make The Decision of  election  to sit alongside JCg  (Matt.20v23)  to  teach/rule/adjudicate  upon The Resurrected World  (Matt.19v28, 
1Cor.6v1-3, 2Cor.6v6, etc.,)  in The Millennium  (Rev.20v3-7)  being  “The Great Sabbath Day of The Lord”  to purify Mankind  (Mark.2v27-28). 
Thus,  the important note    

It is  only  “The Invitation/Calling”  and  absolutely not  a forgone conclusion of  “Election/Selection”  to become a  “Son of God”  –  
because the vast majority of people who  “make the claim”  upon sonship  –  are,  as determined by Yahweh,  to be  “bastards”  (Heb.12v8)  
as JC told us  (at Matt.7v14-15 not achieving Sonship, 20v16, 22v14 regarding  “the many and the few”)! 

         We must realise,  an adoption is a  two-way agreement of  both  parties – not  a one-way agreement by only one-party presuming adoption! 
Then  (=?)  becomes the 144000 TCs throughout The Gospel Age who,  with JC as  “The Word of God”  operating as  “The Presence/Parousia”   within 
their mind,  are knocking on the door (Rev.3v20)  to new people to become part of the  ecclesia/{calling out}  so that Yahweh might  ultimately  have His  
required prophesied  Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4 see all my local commentaries)  to bring on  “The Next Stage”  of Yahweh’s 
Master Plan to bring about  “The Righteous Salvation of Mankind”  –  which is  never  taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (including those 
leaders who claim to come in the name  [but certainly  not  the  character/authority]  of JC)! 
It must be noticed,   

The Prophets  (= The [1st] Remnant of [1st] Epoch Israel  [Jews]  that returns to The Lord,  Isa.10v20-22)  were required to bring about the 
1st Advent of JC,  just as it becomes - 
The 144000 TCs  (= The [2nd] Remnant of [2nd] Epoch Israel  [Christians]  that return to The Lord,  Isa.10v20-22)  are required to bring 
about the 2nd Advent of JCg -  and where,  when JCg has these two Remnants  (Luke.12v32, John.10v3, 16 – see all my local commentaries)  
in The Millennium,  then He shall have The Tools to bring about - 
The Reformed Humans   (= The [3rd] Remnant of [3rd] Epoch Israel  [The Resurrected World]  out of The Millennium (hence 2Cor.12v1-3).  
Where - The 3rd Remnant becomes those specific individuals who personally reform away from worldly methodology back to The Lord in the 
2nd part of their physical life after having reformed the 2nd part of their spiritual life (= their mind)  upon  “The Word of God”. 
“The Word of God”  will be correctly given by faithful stewards  (Luke.19v16-19)  having received The Vineyard  (“The Resurrected World”  
in The Millennium living in the 2nd part of its physical life)  from The Lord,  who returned (Matt.21v41)  having taken  “the vineyard”  (= The 
World living in the 1st part of its physical life)  away from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (Luke.12v46-48). 
The worst in this grouping at this citation are those having more responsibility – being closer to The Truth = worldly Christian leaders! 
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That is  “The Real Gospel”  given in the previous indentation. 
All  of JC’s parables and teaching precisely explain various aspects of this future scenario. 

It was precisely this 1st Century Christian teaching that resulted in the mass martyrdom during the first hundred years or so,  for its true advocates  –  
because  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  detested this teaching.  Especially so  –  when we realise this  “Knowledge”  absolutely  nullified  their 
position within society,  showing them to be mere parasites to the community regarding Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation  –  hence to John.11v47-53. 

But who teaches  “The Disclosing Truth”  today about  how  Yahweh is to  “Righteously Reform”  Mankind over our 2 part life? 
This is precisely why  “1st Century Christianity”  was morphed into a subset of  “Religion”  by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  with worldly 
vestige interests to deliver the  worldly  Christian religion having been taught in its various schisms over the last some 1700+ years!    

It has become  “The Acceptable Face of Religion”  –  from a  worldly point of view  –  but it is  detested  by Yahweh  –  because of its driver 
operating within the  “Leaders of Religion”  living according to worldly methodology (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)! 

A 3rd revision Supplementary Note  
It is  “The Prime Driver”  of this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to present  “The Most Transparent Translation”  and  “The Most Detailed Commentary”  
for The World to freely examine and criticise.  Whereupon I cordially welcome  any  person to  thoroughly and exhaustively to challenge what this 
website teaches  –  in the manner of healthy scepticism  (as is done in The Science Community)  –  but is hardly  (if ever)  performed within “Religion”  –  
whose protagonists are only  too scared  to have some inconsistency exposed!   But beware,  if any aspect is to be challenged then it should be thoroughly 
researched first to gather copious bible-based citations  (not Copyist Additions)  to support what might be merely an unsubstantiated myth!   
By comparison,  what has been presented on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  is based upon the work required to generate  “The Most Accurate English 
Translation”  of The New Testament on this planet and supported by a most comprehensive commentary  (of its 3rd revision)  to explain  “The 
Knowledge”  within The Translation. 
The accuracy in translation can be validated because it is  commutative  –  something that  cannot  be said of  any  English translation  on this planet,  
where the more modern translations are the worst culprits being further away from  “The Original Word”,  being only  “worldly interpretations”! 
In this exhaustive process of some 25+ years (ref 2020 CE)  of 5+ hours a day,  every day,  with much reasoning in-between,  then the contents have been 
holistically honed together by a process of iteration to ensure what is presented,  is “The Most Righteous Understanding of Yahweh’s Plan for Mankind’s 
Salvation”  presently known to Mankind.    I present it freely for close  examination/scrutiny  by  The Very Best  Theologians this World can provide! 

Ideally,  we can both iterate to  “The Most Ideal Translation”  for The World to digest at The Gospel Age close (Matt.24v14)! 
Gal.     1v7 og who/which/that  no/not/none  (it) is  else/different/more/other,   
Gal.     1v7 og if  not [= except]  {some/any/certain persons}  {they are/be}  the (persons)   
Gal.     1v7 og (the) stirring/{agitating (roil water)}/troubling/disturbing/sedition  {specifically yourselves}  also   
Gal.     1v7 og (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}/willing    
Gal.     1v7 og (to) {turn across}/transmute/turn/corrupt/pervert/convert   
Gal.     1v7 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Gal.     1v7 =  not  that  it  (being “the real gospel”)   is different   (as we TCs originally taught),   

except  {they be}  {some/any/certain people}  stirring/disturbing/troubling  {specifically yourselves},   
also  the  determining/delighting/desiring  to  corrupt/distort/pervert  the  {good news}/gospel  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Not that it   (“The Real/Original Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”)  is different   (from what we TCs originally taught to you), 
except they be some people  (the  new  worldly Christian leaders)   disturbing specifically yourselves   (with  new  “worldly Christianity”) 
also determining to  corrupt/pervert  the gospel   (of “1st Century Christianity”  teaching of  [1] The Goal,  and [2] The Millennium) 
of the Anointed   (being  “The Goal”  laid down by JC  -  so that we  may/possibly  be Sons of God by  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
 

There were,  as we are told,  {more than one}  people having the same mind as  worldly  aspiring Christians desiring to become leaders of their  
sects/schisms  to form their branches and have dominion  over their  flocks  (as Ananias and Sapphira tried to do at Acts.5v1-11)  The same has occurred 
throughout The Gospel Age,  and equally today with even a greater number of  “official Christian”  sects being in some manner,  all deviant to fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Real Desire.  These individuals are not  “orthodox Jews”  as our scholars might state,  else Paul would not later speak of them  “sliding in  
near/alongside  a gospel to that we originally taught to yourselves”!   (As did John make the same claim at 1John.2v18-19.) 
However,  all this is precisely as The Bible tells us in Paul’s letter to the Romans and Corinthians   “So that they might fully express themselves”  to 
show their inherent deviant nature that glorifies  “the-self”  upon the back of Yahweh’s Word.  

These people have  no  personal humility to Yahweh  –  but interject themselves  in the way  so that we are forced to go through them! 
Consequently,  bypassing what JC really means to us in many senses!    All this is absolutely  not  what Yahweh Desires! 

So  why  do these schisms form;  and today,  in perhaps an exponential fashion? 
Quite simply The Leaders are full of self-importance  (= no humility)  and climb within The World to fulfil their self-indulgences to  “Control People”  
for the worldly gain  (of whatever is mutually desired).  Like any confidence trickster,  they see a need and then promptly fill it  (resulting in Matt.23v13). 
They spin God’s Word to become a tool they use to justify their position over their flock for whatever they desire to harvest from out of their flock.   
Clearly they indulge their flock with whatever is peculiar to motivate the type of individual who chooses to enter that particular  cult/flock  (where “cult” 
can be applied to schisms that may be more than a 1000 years old  –  but only have the supposed  respectability/justification  merely by  “being the first 
kids on the block”  so to speak)  –  else they will lose their worldly support  (material sustenance). 
Moreover,  with the electronic technology available today  –  gives more people a wider audience that can be exploited and thereby not die out as might 
a schism in the 19th century!     

We can see the self-same thing occurring on social media  (operating in a similar manner to that of “Religion”)  being a platform to spread 
hearsay and  unsubstantiated “supposed facts”,  being only that of opinions  (often said to fracture society,  just as do many Christians 
stating, “We are saved and all non-Christians are damned in hell”).    That is a most audacious statement to make – and unsubstantiated! 

We are also told,  Satan knows his time is short at the end of The Gospel Age (Rev.12v12),  and allows more One Person  “leaders”  (to include even The 
World’s  old/large  Christian schisms)  to fill The World with every form of deviancy so that  “Christianity”  looks a farce to the rationally thinking 
individuals having  sane/reasoning  minds  (as the many atheists).  Especially worsened,  when people within these schisms are taught  not to think  but 
play  “follow the leader”  (into the ditch – Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  –  being the  “leader’s flock”  (of the robbers and hirelings)  and  not  the  small/own  
flock of JC  (John.10v1-14). 

Intimately know all The Bible  correctly  translated  –  then it is so  easy  to spot deviancy amongst the leaders! 
It is dependent upon  The Reader  –  to  learn  The Bible and  understand  The Bible  –  and that is precisely  why  I have written this website for The 
World  (at long last, after some 1900+ years),  to absolutely know and precisely understand what  “The Almighty God”  is teaching us! 
Yet as we are told,  the vast majority of people  will ignore what is  really  stated within The Whole Bible  (as manipulated by their leaders operating 
according to Rev.22v18-19)  and thus personally choose  not  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus  will  personally miss Sonship to 
Yahweh! 
Nonetheless,  The Bible screams out for the 2 and 5 talent stewards within The Christian Nation  (Matt.25v15-20, Luke.19v15-19)  to give increase as 
sacred sacrifice to Yahweh –  so that we might soon fill that number of 144000 TCs who shall be translated to become “Sons of God”  (1Thes.4v13-18, 
1Cor.15v35-55, etc.,) –  then The Millennium will start.  Amen! 
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To achieve this  “Goal of Anointing”  means a  complete change  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  where we must personally  “spiritually die away 
from the indulgences of The World”  and thus demonstrate to have  “self-sacrificed our own life”  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in utter  
humility/contriteness  (Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, etc.). 
By doing this,  we will naturally attract  “The Negative Attention”  of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and thus sadly,  we shall be  
abused/persecuted  by those people who feel threatened by our displayed humility and ministry  (John.11v47-53)  exposing their hypocrisy (Matt.22v18, 
chapter 23, Luke.11v44, 12v1, etc.)!   Noting,  the Police look for  “a motive”  to find a criminal and TCs have no person who hates them because they 
are perfect citizens,  only religious leaders have a motivation to rid themselves of a  contrasting standard that directly affects their worldly livelihood! 
Yahweh  needs  that  humility  built within  “The Synapse Construction”   for His future  “Sons of God”,  proving themselves to be eminently capable of  
the careful use  of Yahweh’s unlimited  Authority/Capability  that employs all the forces of nature to express His HS  -  of which we can but only dream.   
Quite simply put - 

Yahweh does not want  another  rampant future “Satan” after He has disposed of the first one during and after The Millennium! 
Gal.     1v8 og But  also  if/whenever  {we ourselves}  or/than/either/rather  (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel   
Gal.     1v8 og {from/out of}  (of the) heaven/sky  (he/she may/should) {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel}   
Gal.     1v8 og {to yourselves}  near/beside/with/against/alongside  who/which/that   
Gal.     1v8 og (we) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel}  {to yourselves},   
Gal.     1v8 og (the) banned/excommunicated/accursed/anathema  {let it be}/{let him be}. 
Gal.     1v8 = But  also  whenever  {we ourselves}  or a  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  {from out of}  the  heaven/sky 

he/she  may {announce a  (different)  gospel}  {to yourselves}   
near/alongside  which  we (TCs)  {announced as The Gospel}  {to yourselves}.   
{Let him be}  excommunicated/cursed/banned! 

 

But also,  if we ourselves   (TCs as  messengers/angels  from Yahweh’s heavens  [plural means  “Authority of The Universe”]),   
or a messenger from out of the  “heaven/sky”  (singular represents  “the local authority”  [as that over The Earth,  hence Satan’s methodology]) 
he/she  may announce a  (different)  gospel  (of worldly Christianity)  to yourselves   
near/alongside   (thus  “worldly Christianity”  is  insidiously close   to the  “1st Century Christianity”  [as originally taught by JC and the apostles]) 
which we (TCs)  announced as  “The  (Real)  Gospel”  (of “1st Century Christianity”)   to yourselves. 
Let  him/(her)  be  excommunicated/banned!    (We must eject  worldly [and worse,  charlatan]  Christian Leaders from out of our presence.) 
 

Paul uses  “singular heaven”  to make clear this false gospel is coming from the present  “immediate zone over the Earth”,  and is thus sourced by the 
present  “spirit of the  sky/heaven”  (Eph.2v2)  sourced by Satan (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  through his methodology operating within his cohorts  
(2Cor.11v13-15)  producing “any gospel”  that feeds human desires.  Where  “Heaven”  metaphorically means  “Authority”  and because the  “singular 
heaven”  only pertains to The Earth,  by covering only The Earth as Paul uses above. 

The new Gospel  then  of  “Worldly Christianity”   was/is  not  sourced from  plural  heavens  (Yahweh),  being  “all zones over the earth” (= 
The Universe). 

Regrettably,  all this  fine detail  is lost in our fairly  useless  English translations for any  analytical  work!   Of which the translators of the NIV proudly 
declare in The Foreword that there is no difference between singular and plural “Heaven” and thus translate it to be just the one version!   This is one 
exhibit of  so many warnings and examples  I give concerning the NIV as being a  “travesty of a translation”  at  key doctrinal areas!    
Quite simply,  if you want the credibility of a  “fairy story”  –  then read the NIV bible! 

But that suits Satan!  –  Does it not? 
Why do I sound contemptible?  (2Cor.10v10) 

Because I sincerely care for The Reader's wellbeing and I am only trying to get  all  people to  think and question  about what is occurring around them! 
Yahweh is desirous for our mind,  that itself truly desires to worship Yahweh  –  of which is only to fulfil His Desire  by us searching  (Matt.7v7-8). 
Conversely,  this is the exact opposite to what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  want to occur – because it exposes their  “absurdity of reasoning”! 
We  cannot  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by being members of the vast majority of these very  worldly  passive and errant in doctrine Christian Congregations  
–  that is  why  we all must  clearly understand  precisely what Yahweh  truly desires of us  during The Gospel Age by firstly Rev.18v4! 
That understanding can only come from  accurate  knowledge being  “The Word of God”   accurately  translated,  read and then  understood  by assay. 

Worldly Christian leaders merely feed their congregations what The Congregations want to hear  (see v10 in context)  for the worldly return –  
rather  than what Yahweh desires The Congregations to hear and thus know how to accumulate  “heavenly treasure”  (see glossary)! 

Therefore,  to Yahweh many of these various Christian leaders are accursed by Yahweh  –  as we will discover upon our  awakening/rousing. 
I will  not  say which Christian Sects are accursed  (being virtually all of them)  –  but once having gained  “The Knowledge”,  to become a  
“competent future auditor”,   by thoroughly knowing and understanding how to use The Bible as  “The Quality Manual”  will tell you what to 
expect from  “The  Ecclesia/{Calling Out}”  that truly fulfils Yahweh's Desire! 

Various Notes    
“Messenger”  from the present  heaven/authority  would be those people who represent the present worldly methodology driving their minds  –  
irrespective of the colourful front they are so expertly able to present to The World.  Noting it is the inner self  (= the motive)  that Yahweh examines 
(1Sam.16v7-13 for possible future  kingship/”Anointing”/heirship  [Rom.8v17, 22 and see later]  over  “Israel”  [metaphorically “The 3rd Epoch of 
Israel”])  and not the wonderful showy façade so capably presented by highly intelligent and gifted individuals  (generally  “Leaders of Religion”)! 
“Near alongside” = precisely means that!   The Gospel given by the presumed  “angels of righteousness”  (2Cor.11v15)  appears so close to The Gospel 
given by TCs  (2Pet.2v1)  –  yet it will have a serious flaw within its teaching that skews our reasoning processes away from truly pleasing Yahweh. 
The classic example I might use to illustrate this highly deviant teaching would be the soundbite - 

“You can see God in people”! 
This is an utter lie of the highest order  –  because it is so deceptive  –  and utterly against what The Bible teaches us throughout it! 
I could write a book using 100's of Biblical quotes to counter that nonsense statement  –  that merely fulfils Satan's Desire given by supposed  
“messengers of righteousness”! 
But let me give just two quotations straight out of  “The Word of God”  –  being JC's mouth - 

1. “None is good except The One”  (Yahweh)  in the heavens  (Matt.19v17, Luke.18v19)  
Which immediately poses the obvious question about the error  worldly Christian leaders teach about “God being born to a woman ” and living on Earth 
in a fleshly body  –  because why did JC deflect the statement to The Existing Entity  off  this planet?   
But they state this  –  because they obviously do  not  understand what  “ho theos”  means!   Please see elsewhere where I fully explain this. 
Which automatically leads me to the next statement - 

2. “If you have seen me then you have seen The Father”  (John.14v9)  with the counter,  ignored  “No man has seen The Father” (John.6v46 
because of Ex.33v20).  All this is  unintelligible  to our worldly Christian leaders  –  by witness of what they teach. 

The point the Bible makes is that JC was the image of his Father (Yahweh)  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  as the faithful ambassador of 
Whom he represents  -  and yet JC is absolutely  not  Yahweh  -  but a separately reasoning entity  –  precisely as The Bible tells us  (see next section). 

3. As the Bible tells us at Matt.26v39, 42,  where JC wishes not to do certain things,  but is a faithful servant to Yahweh's Desire,  being what the 
Prophet Isaiah tells us! 

Furthermore,  for our worldly Christian leaders having  “missed the point”,  then let me explain what JC was teaching us at these three quotations. 
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“John.14v9”  tells us,  “The Word of God”  precisely explains Yahweh  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/{separate from this world 
of sin}”  to become the  “HS” visibly expressed when  “Yahweh's Desire is made manifest within The Environment”. 
Those very specific individuals who wholly imbue  “The Word of God”  can spiritually see Yahweh as I precisely explained above. 
“John.6v46”  tells us  “The Leaders of Religion” “choose to remain ignorant” (StrongsTM 50)  preferring  not  to have Yahweh's Methodology  (and thus 
not  have the HS)  operating within them  –  precisely as we witness within The Environment  -  and as JC so very carefully explained at John.8v32-58.  
Thus,  they have not seen what Yahweh means within The Environment.  Consequently,  they have not seen Him  - see also  John.9v39-41. 
These three quotations alone utterly destroy the near  “useless exegesis”  given out to The World by  worldly Christian Theologians  –  who quite frankly 
have  not  the faintest idea what  True  Christianity  (= “1st Century Christianity”)  really means within The Environment as deemed by Yahweh. 
This is  “The Disclosed Methodology”  that shall operate within The Millennium throughout  “The Resurrected World”.  This is all precisely as the Bible 
tells us – but  never  taught by  “You know who”! 
As I stated,  this is only one example expanded out of just so many,  please study my commentaries given within Revelations chapters 2 to 3 where there 
alone I give some 50 examples of things  worldly Christian leaders  errantly  teach us!   Further reading of my commentaries of some 770,000 words 
given for The Book of Revelations will  bring-on  perhaps another 500 examples! 
Sadly we are constantly faced with their deviant teaching  –  they  slide-in faulty teaching  alongside  “The Disclosing Truth”  that “FutureLife.Org” 
now brings out to The World within its  inter-verse  commentaries throughout The New Testament  of some 4,000,000+ words –  given to  intelligently  
challenge the charade presented for the last some 1700+ years!   This website has invented  nothing  (unlike the present  worldly Christianity whose 
leaders have invented myths as a means to sequestrate  worldly  return out of  “The Word of God”)  - but “FutureLife.Org”  only gives  freely/simply,  to 
teach the  long-lost  “1st Century Christianity”  (without the mystic waffle)  –  for perhaps the same reward as received by the early martyrs  (possibly at 
their  two  levels)! 
Gal.     1v9 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (we have) predicted/{said already}/foretold/{said before}  also   
Gal.     1v9 og {just now}/henceforth/hitherto/now/present   anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again 
Gal.     1v9 og (I) state/exclaim: 
Gal.     1v9 og If  {some/any/certain person}  {specifically yourselves} 
Gal.     1v9 og (he/she) {announces The Good News}/{preaches The Gospel}  
Gal.     1v9 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  who/which/that   
Gal.     1v9 og (you have) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/learnt/received,   
Gal.     1v9 og (the) banned/excommunicated/accursed/anathema  {let it be}/{let him/her be}. 
Gal.     1v9 = {In that manner}/as  we have  predicted/foretold   

also  presently/henceforth  again  I state:  
If  {some person}  {preaches the Gospel}  near/beside/alongside  which  {specifically yourselves}  have  learnt/imbued   (from us TCs),   
{let  him/her  be}  excommunicated/banned/accursed. 

 

In that manner we have predicted   (Yes!  The Apostles  must keep repeating  the warming about  worldly Christianity insidiously sliding in) 
also now again I (Paul)  state   (“1st Century Christianity”  is  under serious attack by  worldly Christian leaders peddling  “worldly Christianity”) 
If some person  preaches the gospel  (of  worldly Christianity)  near/alongside  (hence insidious, “easy to the ear”  teaching) 
                (This is a new Gospel of a new Jesus, Cor.11v4, being a “Gospel of Excuses”  to  “remain human”  –  “doing what humans  want to do”!)  
which specifically you have learnt  (as “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by us, TCs,  meaning we MUST reform to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
let  him/her  be  excommunicated/banned!   (Sadly, these leaders  fill  Christendom today as my  detailed Audits  of their sermons demonstrate.) 
 

Paul is adamant those worldly aspiring leaders who spin God’s Word for  self-indulgent  reasons will be  banned/accursed  (ultimately by Yahweh from 
becoming future  “Sons of God”).   
The inference can be taken both ways regarding the term  “{specifically yourselves}”. 
Traditional scholars will weaken what Paul is telling us by interpreting what Paul is stating into this - 

If any person comes to  {specifically yourselves}  with a false Gospel ……. 
However,  I prefer the stronger warning that I understand Paul to be giving - 

If any of  {specifically yourselves}  teaches a false Gospel ………. 
Paul would be warning people in his charge   

“Do not become like them” -  which automatically covers the much weaker traditional rendering. 
For completeness,  what becomes a worse future,  would be for the  iniquitous  Christian leaders of this present Gospel Age,  they shall  never  be 
resurrected,  exactly as I thoroughly explain by  “The Most Righteous Exegesis”  given elsewhere  –  including later within this  letter/epistle! 
 
9th Comment – How can  “The Absolute Truth”  be presented to suit rebellious Mankind  (= metaphoric “Israel”)? 
Either: Give the Truth and it becomes rejected – OR – spin The Truth  (to a lie)  so that it becomes accepted by Mankind! 
(Sadly, as we witness – The Latter  dominates throughout  “The Christian Nation”  of The World  as this website clearly 
explains within its exegesis based upon  “The Original Greek word”)! 
5th Reasoning – If it  excites/hypes  (as witnessed in many sects)  Man,  then the Christian leader is  not  a slave to JC! 
Warning – repeat - There are many assumed leaders who climb above to manipulate people for worldly self-indulgence. 
Warning – repeat - These leaders do not have the best interests of the devotees at heart and will change The Gospel from 
that given by JC to a gospel sourced from themselves – so they might gain personal worldly advantage. 
13th Instruction – “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
14th Instruction – If we please Mankind,  then we are not suitable for The Office of Appointment to be Anointed by Yahweh 
10th Comment – The Original Gospel to imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  for The Millennium does  not  agree to Man! 
6th Reasoning – Man does not like to be utterly humble, nor die in self-sacrifice  away from  The World of self-indulgence. 
11th Comment – The Word of God is not sourced by Man (The World), but from JC as JCg, The Son of The Father Yahweh 
8th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders by definition,  “preach to please worldly Mankind”  like their counterparts in 
“Religion”  and thus all are unable to be part of  The Office of Appointment  by Yahweh to purify  The Resurrected World. 
Gal.     1v10 og {just now}/henceforth/hitherto/now/present  For  (the) countenances/{human-beings}/men   
Gal.     1v10 og (I) pacify/conciliate/agree/persuade/confident/assure  or/than/either/rather  the  God [Yahweh]?    
Gal.     1v10 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  (I) seek/search/endeavour/inquire  (to the) countenances/{human-beings}/men   
Gal.     1v10 og (to) {excite emotion}/{be agreeable}/please?    
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Gal.     1v10 og if  For  yet/still/more  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) countenances/{human-beings}/men   
Gal.     1v10 og (I) {excited emotion}/{was agreeable}/pleased/hyped,   
Gal.     1v10 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) slave/{bond servant}  no/not/none  wish/suppose  {I be/was}. 
Gal.     1v10 = For  presently/henceforth  I  persuade/assure  men   (giving what they want to hear)   or  the  God  (wants to hear), 

Or  I  seek/endeavour  to  {excite emotion}/please/hype  to the  men? 
For  if  I  excited/pleased/hyped  to the  men  (then)  not  I  suppose be  the  slave/{bond servant}  of the  Christ/Anointed! 

 

For presently,   
   (Do) I (Paul)  assure  men/(women)   (giving them what they want to hear  [to promote self-indulgence])   
   or  (assure)  the God   (by giving what Yahweh wants to hear  [to promote self-reform – for us ultimately to imitate JC])? 
   Or  (perhaps)  I seek to excite emotion  (hence be “Charismatic”)   to the  men/(women)    (do I behave like a  “Charismatic Christian Leader”)? 
           (However, … … … ) 
   For if I excited emotions in the  men/(women)    (as do our  worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian Leaders -  in their millions today) 
   (then)  suppose  not  I be the slave of the Anointed   (being what  “The Goal” of “The Anointing unto Sonship”  demands -  as did JC achieve)! 
 

What a most interesting point Paul makes,  especially when I look around me to some of the  “charismatic gatherings”,  and other sects claiming to come 
in  “The Name”  of JC  (but certainly  not  with his  Character or Authority).   
We must  carefully analyse  what the point  is  for The Gospel Age being  “The Calling Out” (= “ecclesia”)  and then carefully analyse what the 
members are doing in some of these “supposed Christian” sects in their many tens of thousands  –  and ask   “Are the two compatible?”    

When  fully understanding  Yahweh's Desire as thoroughly explained on “FutureLife.Org”,  then the answer is an obvious  –  “No!” 
Especially when we understand the spiritual fruit has the same spiritual DNA as that which operates within The Tree  (Matt.7v16-19). 

Thus very sadly we must state,  some leaders  “please/excite/hype  men/women”  and clearly reject God’s Truth  (to change their  heart/{seat 
of motivation}  away from worldly methodology  [2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16])  –  even though they sound and appear to be the most wonderful,  
and exceptionally endearing people  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.)!  

This is specifically of what Paul warns us within his epistles  (Acts.20v29)–  these leaders sound so eloquent and believable to  bewitch  their devotees! 
Paul cautions us    

“The Real Christian Message”,  being  “The Real Faith”  (of Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity,  being the Greek for the True 
Christian Faith – StrongsTM =4102,  see glossary)  is very hard for worldly people to accept  –  see also what the disciples say at John.6v60. 

Ultimately,  all humans must accept these  “hard words”  before they can then imbue it in their very  being/existence,  to become  that  new  personality. 
Thus,  Paul is putting out the contrasting options and saying   

“Which one  should I be doing”  (a rhetorical question as we soon discover)  
1. Do I give Mankind what its members want to hear?   Or what Yahweh desires to hear? 
If doing the former,  then  I (and you)  shall miss Yahweh’s Mark  (on the forehead – see Revelations with its counter)  to become worldly  –  being driven 
by  “worldly methodology” (= “to self-indulge to our neighbour’ hurt” in some form or other). 
2. Shall I effectively change the message itself so that it is less demanding upon humans who desire the  “worldly fineness”  and the more desirable 

things in life for self-gratification,  and thus again,  we become worldly motivated. 
I ask the readers to really get to understand what  “The Real Gospel”  is teaching,  and then ask of themselves - 

Is this what  my  Christian (?) Leaders are teaching me?  
The only way for  “The Reader”  to discover the answer to this question  -  would be to first throw away all the  “mental baggage”  presented by many of 
these false leaders  and  start reading  “The New Testament”  with  open  eyes and  a clean receptive mind.  Yet it will be a most difficult task to perform  
–  but one that Yahweh  demands us to personally do,  to start on the road of becoming a TC.  Else by default,  we become a worldly person – there really 
is  no  other option.  JC says   “You are for me – or against me!  (Matt.12v30)”.   “The Tight or Wide Gate” (Matt.7v12-14),  there is  no  three way 
option taught anywhere in The Bible. 
There is absolutely no middle ground during The Gospel Age  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1),  “The Required Standard”  is for the position of  “Anointing”  by 
Yahweh  for  proven Responsible people  taking Ownership and  becoming Accountable  for  “The Word of God”)! 

Paul invites us in several places to enter that race for The Prize at the end of it  (1Cor.9v23-26).   
“The Race”  is the hard work  (according to The Rules, 2Tim.2v5,  of imitating JC)  we  put-in  during the 1st part of our physical life  to win  The Prize 
of Sonship to Yahweh!   “To win”  as a well-trained Olympian Athlete requires much pre-training work  for many years,  – this is what The Bible teaches 
us in both The Old and New Testament  -  this is what JC did (Luke.2v46-50),  likewise Paul (Acts.26v3-6)  and Timothy (2Tim.3v15-17)  -  we must do 
likewise and put this knowledge into practice to become  “The Wisdom of God”.  Do this and we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that is to achieve The Goal. 
Where for The Record - 
Accountability means   a Person wholly responsible for what they do or represent,  and must give a satisfactory reason as to why any departure away 
from  “The Ideal Solution”  has occurred. 
Ownership means   the right or state of a person possessing something and then ideally doing the very best with what they have to maximise its potential. 
Responsibility means   a position of having a job or duty to deal with something or having control over someone to make  “The Ideal Solution”  occur. 
Gal.     1v11 og (I) {make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}  And  {to yourselves}   
Gal.     1v11 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel},   
Gal.     1v11 og the (one)  {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel}   
Gal.     1v11 og under/through/inferior/below/by  {of me}/mine  because  no/not/none   
Gal.     1v11 og (it) is  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) countenance/{human-being}/man. 
Gal.     1v11 = And  {to yourselves}  {The Brethren}  I  {make known}/{give to understand}/publicise  The {Good News}/Gospel,   

Because  the  {Announced Good News}/{Gospel taught}  through/by  me  (TC) 
it is  not  according to  the  man! 

 

And to yourselves,  the brethren,  I publicise the (Real) Gospel   (Paul has no fear of public opposition,  I only speak  “The Disclosing Truth”) 
Because the announced Gospel  (of “1st Century Christianity” as given)   through me  (TC)   
is not according to the man   (Paul  [like any TC]  does  not  give platitudes  “to please the ear”  [to be loved by worldly Mankind for a return])! 
 

Most of the two billion Christians throughout The World today demonstrably pay lip-service to “Christianity”  – by  “name”  only  (and  not  by  
character nor by having Yahweh’s Authority  to accurately represent JC  [to achieve  “The Anointing”  by proving personal  “Responsibility”]). 
It is only by the  imitating  of JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that becomes  “The Real Gospel”  ([1] the Goal of Anointing and  [2] how to be successful in The 
Millennium)  expressed within our life,  that  really  is  “believing-in  what we know”  (of JC [of what he achieved])  that is only carried out by so very  
few  people – which is precisely what Paul has told us    

“The Word of God does  not  accord/agree  to Man”. 
Consequently,  we realise most people reject “The Intent”  being the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which created  “The Word of God” –  
but accept the presented  “Façade”  put up by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  interjecting themselves  (Matt.23v13)  between The 
Source and us,  for the consequential worldly goodies this worldly position yields to them! 
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While this was true with  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”  (The Israelites)  and likewise now with  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  (The Christian Nation)  but it  will  
be  different  in  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  (= “The Resurrected World”  of The Millennium to be taught  “Righteousness”  from God’s Word  –  hence 
“the cryptic”  2Cor.12v1-3).   The difference is with  The Motivation  between The Leaders operating under Satan's methodology in the first 2 Epochs of 
“Israel”  and  The New Leaders  operating under Yahweh's Methodology in  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  in The Millennium. 
All three “Israels”  had God’s Word  appropriate to their epoch  and only  “The Remnant”   was/{will be}  extracted that  fulfilled  God’s Word within 
each epoch of Israel  (Isa.10v20-22). 

Then Paul goes on to explain both aspects of this - 
Gal.     1v12 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  For  (emphatic) I/me  near/beside/with/against/alongside   
Gal.     1v12 og (of the) countenance/{human-being}/man    
Gal.     1v12 og (I) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/learned/received  it/same,   
Gal.     1v12 og {not too}/neither/none/nor   (I was) {caused to learn}/taught/trained,   
Gal.     1v12 og but  through (reason of)   (of the) disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation 
Gal.     1v12 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Gal.     1v12 = For  I  neither  learnt/imbued/{assumed an office}  it    (“The Gospel”  of  “The Anointed”  v10  for  “The Ideal Goal”)   

near/alongside  of the man,    (I did not gain The Knowledge in the same manner as other men  [by “a sage” personally inventing it]) 
nor was I taught    (this gospel from fellow men at seminaries – Matt.23v15 – noting Paul’s background Acts.22v3, 26v3-5) 
but  (the Gospel of Anointed came to me)   through reason  of the  disclosure/revelation  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed.   (JCg). 

 

For I neither  {received near}/{assumed an office}   (for “1st Century Christianity”  to yield   “The Anointed”  and  “Salvation”  by Yahweh) 
near/alongside  of the man   (being  “what Mankind wants to hear”  about being  “anointed by Mankind”  to teach worldly platitudes of “Religion”) 
nor was I taught   (this  “1st Century Christianity”  from the sources of mankind in centres of “Religion”  [by experience of Acts.22v3, 26v3-5]) 
but  (The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”)   through reason of the disclosure of the Anointed Jesus   (= God's Word for  “The Goal”). 

             (“The Personal Jesus” as “The Word of God” [Rev.19v13]  becomes  “The Exemplar”  made possible  “The Route for Anointing unto Sonship”) 
 

A 4th revision addition. 
Notice how Paul switches from  “The Office”  to  “The Personal”  regarding  “Anointing/Christ”  and “Jesus Christ”. 
This is consistent throughout all the epistles,  but never taught today,  hence  “Anti-Christ” being “Anti-Anointing” of “The Required Goal”. 

Continuing with my earlier revisions. 
As I explained in v10 above,  “The Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  does not agree with  men/women.   
They rebel against it mainly,  by  becoming passive and inactive.  Furthermore,  Paul identifies it is JC  (now as JCg in the heavens)  who as  “The Word 
of God”  (Rev.19v13)  by displaying this  “Knowledge by Deportment”  as  “The Wisdom of God”  gives understanding to a person fully desiring to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire within  his/her  own life  (comprising of 2 parts,  where the 2nd part could be everlasting). 
The  self-motivation  built upon solid knowledge  (to go forth  in the correct direction)  must be there within the individual for them to become receptive 
to JCg and further exploit Yahweh’s HS  (noting its correct composite definition)  in  accurately  spreading  “The Word of God”.  This means imitating 
JC who  was/is  “The Word of God”  that requires us teaching  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” (Luke.4v19)  being of JC’s Mission and of his 
Ransom Sacrifice. 

This is absolutely  not  what those religious leaders from The World preach to us by both word and  (hypocritical) deed! 
They merely preach  “Religion” – being  all the same  soundbites  –  with a different  “Front-Man”  who supposedly  “sacrificed his life”  in 
some manner to The World to  “kick-start”  their “Religion”  –  and in particular,  the 2nd + generation of leaders who comprehensively 
desire all the same worldly  “kick-backs”  we witness throughout the ages!   These 2nd and 3rd generation individuals  “use a name”  to 
elevate their own position over society; –  this mentality is an abomination to Yahweh;  all these people are rejected by Yahweh to rule in The 
Millennium.  
This is specifically what separates True Christianity as given by  “1st Century Christians”  away from that of  any other  religion including  
worldly Christianity  –  being how the 2nd+ generation of leaders behaved based upon  “certain knowledge”  as given by  “The Original 
Front Man”  – where   We know The Tree by the careful examination of its fruits!    

It is this understanding that is conveniently  ignored  by  all  our scholars of “Religion”  (for obvious reasons)! 
Which becomes the reason why,  as they presently stand  (without reform),  are  utterly  wasting  their time  with regard to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s 
Desire,  being one of numerous reasons as to why JC was so scathing towards them!   Nothing  changes throughout the ages  –  the  one/same  mindset of 
person fills the requisite number of spaces  “made available”  per generation endemic within the pyramidic structure of “Religion”!    

They  (of worldly methodology)  are  all  operating  outside  Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  and  “bring  nothing  to The Party”! 
It is all quite pathetic,  when compared with the  stupendous events  circulating around  “Mankind”,  sourced by Yahweh through JCg! 

But again  –  none  of this is taught  –  except  “FutureLife.Org”  feels  beholden/indebted  to thoroughly publicise this newly discovered 
knowledge being  only what The Bible teaches us,  I invent  nothing  but place all the loose jigsaw puzzle pieces together to form the most 
wonderful vista! 

I repeat, see Paul’s switch from  “The Appointment of Office”  earlier and the personalised  “Jesus of The Anointed”  (JC of the Appointment of Office). 
 
12th Comment – Paul explains there is either  The Absolute Truth or other  (infinite)  gospels alien to  The Absolute Truth. 
7th Reasoning – Any alien gospel becomes an attempt to destroy  “The Absolute Truth”  within the mind of a recipient.  
Contrary to the multiplicity of teaching by “leaders of Religion”, there is only The One Absolute Truth sourced by Yahweh 
9th Warning – There will be misguided religious zealots  not  understanding where they are wrong – only because they do  
not  realise,  they have only  a tiny part  of The Truth operating within them – and therefore become spiritually myopic! 
8th Reasoning – The reason for being spiritually myopic is quite simply their limited knowledge has  not  been 
thoroughly/vigorously  assayed/tested/proven  to be righteous for  every single individual  who has existed on this planet! 
Consequently,  they go off in the wrong direction, driven by a rudderless heart - because their knowledge is  not complete! 
15th Instruction – The Ideal  gift/favour/benefit  is to become a future Son of God,  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/life. 
3rd ‘Allegory’ – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
4th Good News – The Gospel of Christ is -  The Ideal Gift  to become “Anointed” by Yahweh for Sonship that JC showed 
us  he Way/Methodology  to make this route possible to personally solve “The Mystery of God” by precisely imitating him 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
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2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 
10th Warning – Now we know what  “The Real Gospel”  means as taught by  “1st Century Christian”  martyrs, – then we 
realise that it is  not  the same as we are errantly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders by both their word and deed! 
Instruction – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefit are  (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The 
Gospel),  (2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim,  (4) good habits, 
(5) pleasing persona,  (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment.   All of which come together in a TC to best  
promote/publicise  “The Word of God”  to yield the next generation of TCs  (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota). 
Reasoning – repeat - Gifts/favours  operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment. “The Word of God” 
teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our neighbour 
for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) means we 
have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  
pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield 
more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs! 
13th Comment – Paul knew The Old Law (Judaism) of his fathers’ better than any of his  peers/contemporaries (a scholar) 
14th Comment – But Paul realised Yahweh had His sights on Paul while in his mother’s womb  -  that this individual had 
the zeal to ardently pursue what he knew to be correct  (at the time)  demonstrating utter sincerity to Knowledge gained. 
9th Reasoning – Thus at the correct time JCg intervenes by  “knocking (beating) at the door”  on the road to Damascus! 
15th Comment – Paul then uses significant time  reasoning/meditating  upon The Link between Judaism that he knew 
absolutely from his  “teenage”  education under Gamaliel,  combined with the new Faith of True Christianity under JCg. 
16th Comment – After the links were mentally formed,  he then went to The Pillars of Christianity to serve as a missionary. 
4th Allegory – The Pillars = Members of  ‘The (original) 12’  Disciples (Gal.2v9)  supporting  “1st Century Christianity”. 
16th Instruction – Paul ultimately coalesced “The Knowledge” of  “The 1st and 2nd Covenant”  together and then precisely 
understood what it all meant – and then committed  The Resultant  into his mind and then a lifelong sacrifice to The Lord. 
10th Reasoning – Paul a Jew but having Roman Citizenship became  “The Zealous Missionary”  unto  The Gentiles. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Gal.     1v13 og (you) heard/listened/understood/responded  For  the  my/{of me}/mine   
Gal.     1v13 og (the) behaviour/lifestyle/conversation/{busying one’s self}  {at sometime/ever}/then/when/previously    
Gal.     1v13 og in  to the [= within]  Judaism,  because  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)     
Gal.     1v13 og (the) {throwing beyond others}/super-eminence/{more excellent}/ 

/{beyond measure}/{far more exceedingly}   
Gal.     1v13 og (I) {followed after}/pursued/ensued/{pressed forward}/persecuted   
Gal.     1v13 og the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  of the  God [Yahweh],    
Gal.     1v13 og also  (I) ravaged/destroyed/wasted  her/it. 
Gal.     1v13 = For  you  heard/hearkened/responded  {of my}  behaviour/{busying myself}/lifestyle  within  Judaism  previously,   

because accordingly,  I  extremely/{beyond measure}  pursued/persecuted  the  ecclesia/{calling out}  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
also  I  ravaged/destroyed/wasted  her/it.    (= “Her”  as  “The Woman”  being  “The Means to Deliver”,  Rev.12v1-6) 

 

For you heard of my behaviour previously within  (“Religion”  [being of Man's interpretation]  to yield)   Judaism, 
because accordingly   (to Man's interpretation of  “God’s Word part 1”  to yield  “Judaism”),    
I beyond measure persecuted the  {calling out}/ecclesia  (1st Century Christians)  of the God  (Yahweh), 
also to  ravage/waste  her   (being  “{The Means to Deliver}/woman”  as we read in Rev.12v1-6 as  “The Remnant of  1st/2nd  Epochs of Israel”). 
 

Depending upon the background then this piece can be taken several ways. 
Perhaps Paul - 

1. Knew these people before he became an apostle  –  perhaps old acquaintances and he came subsequently with The Gospel to them – because 
he already knew them from the distant past.  

2. Is saying   You heard from your  peers/friends  of my background,  and yet I have changed from this by the correct application of God's Word. 
3. by warning,  he is saying  If you are prepared to change (v6) to a new gospel,  then you would have welcomed what I use to be like  before  I 

became an apostle! 
I put the above forward for  consideration/discussion! 
I only suggest the last  proposal, because Paul sometimes uses shock treatment in his epistles to  wake-up  his readers  (and he was forced to do this,  for 
The Galatians)    but will sweeten  “the medicine”  by  sincerely  stating that he truly cares for their wellbeing,  and is only being  hurtful’  to be kind  
(see 2Cor. 2v1-6, etc.).  Hence the subsequent verses to explain what he was like  –  which he would not necessarily have done,  if they had already 
known him before he became an apostle. 
Gal.     1v14 og also  (I) {drove forward in steps}/grew/{well along}/{far advanced}/progressed   
Gal.     1v14 og in  to the [= within]  Judaism   
Gal.     1v14 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   (the) many/much/plenteous   
Gal.     1v14 og (the) {co-aged person}/{alike in years}/peers/contemporaries   
Gal.     1v14 og in  to the [= within]  kin/countryman/kind/nation/offspring/stock  {of me}/I/me/mine/my,   
Gal.     1v14 og (the) {earnestly driven super-abundantly}/{more frequently super-abundantly} 
Gal.     1v14 og (the) zealous/earnest (person)   
Gal.     1v14 og (the) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave  of the  paternal/ancestral/{of the fathers}   
Gal.     1v14 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  (of the) transmissions/precepts/laws/ordnances/traditions. 
Gal.     1v14 = Also  I  progressed/{far advanced}  within  the  Judaism   

above/beyond/{for the sake/behalf of}  the  many  {co-aged persons}/peers  within my  countrymen/kindred   (The Jews),   
the  zealous/earnest  person  the  {earnestly driven super abundantly}  
the  {being under}/{living/behaving by}  of my  family’s/ancestor’s  laws/traditions. 
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Also I progressed within Judaism   (being man's interpretation  [to self-indulge by “Taking Control” over the neighbour]  on God's Word). 
beyond many peers within my countrymen   (Paul was genuinely zealous to press forward  man's interpretation  of God's Word  [in the Tanakh]) 
            (Rabbis gave Paul a  myopic understanding  of God's Word  –  he thought he understood it,  but to Yahweh,  Paul [as Saul] was spiritually blind) 
(being)  the zealous person earnestly driven being under my family's traditions   (Paul was from a family of high-class Pharisees). 
 

We understand here,  “Paul” (Roman name)  formally “Saul” (Hebrew name)  was perhaps one of the best students at the theocratic school Hillel under 
Gamaliel in Jerusalem (Acts.22v3)  –  considered much better than the other school Schammai whose radical members would have despised the 
traditionalists of Hillel  –  especially if their views clashed with that of  “The Law giver Moses”. 
So we understand,  Paul was a traditionalist  (Acts.26v3-5)  and would have carefully understood  “The Law of Moses”  and the historical significance 
of all the events from the time of Abraham – of which we glean from his  similes/allegories  as given in his epistles  (particularly later,  and within 
Hebrews).  Please see my dissertation  “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”  that explains what Paul would have understood  and likewise taught. 
I also like Peter's comment of Paul's reasoning at 2Pet.3v15-16. 
We must clearly understand,  Saul  (before he became Paul),  like  all  zealous  “Leaders of Religion”,  consider (and/or present)  themselves as 
supposedly  “all knowing”  and exert this presupposed authority to control their  “neighbour”  ( “whoever can give a worldly return”)   –  for the 
worldly return of  whatever/whenever/wherever/however  the leader steers  “The Forthcoming Return”.    The clear differential between leaders of 
“Religion”  and TCs (who are equally zealously driven)  is that  “Leaders of Religion”  desire to  “Control People”  (being the common denominator 
between  all  leaders  of Religion, Politics and Commerce  for the worldly return)  but TCs have  no  interest in the machinations of this world  –  being of 
its worldly gains. 

By consequence,  TCs only present  “The Knowledge”  by  “Strength of Argument”  with personal  “Authority over The Subject Matter”  (as 
had JC, Mark.1v22)  and  “ walk on”  (Luke.10v3-11, etc.,)  to a new area  and repeat  “The Exercise”.   

“Leaders of The World”,  by contrast,  stay in the one place  over  their devotees,  for the worldly return  extracted from out  of their hapless devotees. 
Naturally leaders of  Religion,  Politics and Commerce cover this  “extraction/extortion/sequestration  process”  under the sweet platitudes of  
“supposed caring”  “as specious ministers”  of the covering cloak,  showing seemingly,  great regard for our welfare in one form or another   “We love 
you”  and  “We want to make things better for you”,  and on,  and on, … … !   Yet this is how all conmen operate – with pleasing words (2Tim.4v3-4). 

That describes one tool we can use to differentiate between  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and  TCs. 
Gal.     1v15 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  And  (he) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}   
Gal.     1v15 og the  {specific god}  the (one [“the specific god”])   
Gal.     1v15 og {setting off by boundary}/limiting/excluding/appointing/dividing/separating/severing  I/me/my    
Gal.     1v15 og {from/out of}  (of the) {(Chest) cavity}/{(figurative) organs}/{heart/womb/kidneys/belly}   
Gal.     1v15 og (of the) {from mother}/womb  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Gal.     1v15 og also  (the) calling/bidding/summoning/announcing/naming/assigning   
Gal.     1v15 og through (reason of)  of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (of the) him. 
Gal.     1v15 = And whenever  “the specific god”  (= ?)  {thought well of}/approved, 

The One  (Yahweh)   defining/appointing  me  {from out of}  {the organs/cavity}  of my mother’s womb, 
also  the  calling/summoning/assigning  through reason of  His  (Yahweh’s)   gift/favour/benefit. 

 

And wherever  “the specific god”  (see commentary)   approved, 
The One (Yahweh)  defining/appointing  me from out of the cavity of my mother’s womb   (Yahweh knew Paul would become a TC), 
Also the calling   (to become a  “1st Century Christian”  [and  not  a  worldly Christian])    
through reason of His  gift/favour/benefit   (through JC as The Word of God to yield a perfected mind commensurate for The Anointing to Sonship). 
 

Just as we are told elsewhere,  while  “The Early Adopters”  were physical embryos  (and  before their physical existence),  Yahweh had His eyes upon 
The Prophets and The 144000 TCs  (Rom.8v29, etc.),  thus He knew Paul would become zealous for  “The Absolute Truth”  –  but Paul circumnavigated 
himself,  while JC went direct  (hence, John.7v15  [and for his apostles, Acts.4v13])!    Paul first went to seminaries  (Acts.22v3)  of which JC decried, 
Matt.23v15,  and we know what this produced in the form of Saul  (as we have just read in the earlier verse)! 
However,  for Paul to be useful to Yahweh,  then it was an absolute requirement for Paul to have the background knowledge of The Israelites derived by 
thoroughly knowing The Tanakh as  “God’s Word part 1”  (as did JC, Luke.2v46-50).  Once having this background knowledge  (as did Paul’s helper, 
Timothy, 2Tim.3v15-17,  as likewise us),  then later Paul could build upon that firm and solid foundation to link the old theologies from The Prophets  (= 
The [Early] Word of God [part 1])  and new theology from JC  (“The Word of God” [part 2]  to mentally  “close the circle”  in  “Yahweh’s Plan for 
Human Salvation”).  This is what Paul showed to us in such a wonderful manner within his writings  –  specifically as we read within his  letter/epistle  
to the Hebrews. 

I find this personal Knowledge of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  so mentally satisfying and stimulating  –  being 
how Yahweh perfectly uses the events,  dates,  times,  people,  places within The Old Testament as  a precise mirror  for people of The 
Christian Nation that will follow through into the next and final epoch of  “Israel”. 

By contrast,  our scholars and theologians are so keen to dismiss any possibility this stupendous revelation of connections exist,  which is precisely why 
JC says  “The Praise shall come from out of babes”  –  because  “The supposed Adults”  mature with knowledge  as publicly acclaimed  (through 
religious doctorates)  have become hardened in the  mind/heart.   They use their knowledge for worldly income of  money/status/leverage/etc.,  rather 
than to become  humble/contrite  in mind to take  nothing  from  “The Word of God” as do TCs.   TCs  freely give  “The Real Knowledge”  being of its 
utmost depth to other people  for the recipients’ edification  in the  midst/face  of Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  made  only  
upon “Christians”  - a decision that can go  one  of  three  ways! 

That is why these  “adults”  in  “The Knowledge”  are  rejected by Yahweh  –  because  “The Knowledge”  has  not  caused internal reform  
–  but used to  “make gain out of The World”  (2Tim.3v5, Titus1v16, etc.,)  with a mind of The World.  

Again,  I would like to draw the reader’s attention to  “ho theos” (= ?)  where it was Yahweh  (“The Specific God” of future TCs and JCg)  Who knew 
precisely who would make The Grade before their time  –  and yet it was JCg as  “the specific god”  of The World in its present corrupt state – as JCg 
was to Saul.   This occurred before he became “Paul” the 12th Apostle  personally  invited by JCg,  however,  Matthias of Acts.1v26 was a required  
“stand-in”  invited only by “lots”)  who invites us to enter The Pool (of “Christians”)  of people.  It is from out of this pool,  Yahweh can make His  
“Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  who shall be demonstrably worthy to become His future  “Sons of God”  (hence Matt.20v16, 22v14 to yield 
Rev.14v1-4). 
Gal.     1v16 og (to) {take off the cover}/reveal/disclose  the  son [JCg]   (of the) Him [Yahweh]   in  {to [= within] me},   
Gal.     1v16 og that  (I may/should) {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel}  (the) him [JC]   
Gal.     1v16 og in  to the [= within]  Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples,  directly/{at once}/soon/immediately/shortly  not   
Gal.     1v16 og (I) {laid up in addition}/imparted/consulted/conferred/{in conference}/propounded [middle voice]   
Gal.     1v16 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) flesh/{carnal minded}  also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) blood. 
Gal.     1v16 = To  reveal/unveil/disclose  His  (Yahweh’s)   son  (JCg as “The Word of God” = “The Knowledge”)   within  me  (TC)   

(so)  that  I  may/should  {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel}   (of)   the  him  (JC)   
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within the  Gentiles/nations/peoples   (later in Paul’s life during his ministry work).   
Not  directly/immediately  I  personally  imparted/conferred/propounded  in the  {animalistic/carnal mind}  and  in the  blood. 

 

        (Paul’s commission is … … … ) 
To reveal His (Yahweh’s)  son  (JCg as  “The Word of God” in the form of JC as  “The Knowledge”  for us to succeed by achieving “The Goal”) 
within me   (JC as  “The Word of God”  operating as  “The  Presence/Parousia”;  –  to be the  lord/master  of a TC’s mind) 
(so)  that I might announce The Good News  (of  “1st Century Christianity”)   (of) the him   (JC as  “The Goal for The Anointing”  unto Sonship) 
within the nations   (so that all possible people of The Gospel Age have the opportunity,  to know of  “The Goal”  that is on offer). 
Not immediately I personally imparted in  (my)  animalistic mind   (I did not initially accept this  “1st Century Christianity”  to rule my mind) 
and  (not)  in the blood   (I did not initially sacrifice my life away from The World to start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
 

Paul thinking back to the time in  Acts.7v58, 8v1  regarding Stephen’s martyrdom  of which he was a witness to Stephen’s testimony,  also then going 
forward to Paul’s actions of Acts.8v3,  and onto his conversion Acts.9v1 onwards.  I have had later thoughts on this,  and would go further after reading 
carefully other appropriate sections of The New Testament,  I think Saul cum Paul arrested Stephen and was one of the principal testifiers in The 
Sanhedrin against Stephen,  which is why Paul grieves so much just below the surface in his writings regarding this episode in his life. 
All this time Paul was presented The Evidence and yet he imbued none of this Knowledge into  readjusting/reforming  his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
(“animalistic/carnal  mind”)  nor dedicated his life in sacrifice (“blood”)  “for The Cause”  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for the Anointing. 
Paul realised that it was JC’s 2 part action of both  (1) The Ministry to reform The Mind into the 2nd part of our spiritual life and  (2) The Ransom 
Sacrifice to become The Enabler for Yahweh to Righteously resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life.   It was this that became  “The Gospel of 
JC”  together with all The Old Testament (= The Tanakh)  support structure  to bring  true  honour/glory/dignity  to Yahweh having put together this 
most marvellous plan  through millennia,  in order to  righteously  bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
Of which in sum total,  our  “Leaders of Christendom”  preach perhaps of  less than  0.1% of this wonderfully interlocking plan  and substructure  to 
their congregations,  consequently,  they cannot build a  visible/viable  structure in  their/our  mind upon The Rock  (Matt.7v22-27)  starting with The 
Tanakh! 
This clearly demonstrates they have  no  agapao to Yahweh  -  not  desiring to give  true  honour/glory/dignity  to Yahweh in the minds of their deluded 
devotees,  they having replaced Yahweh’s glory with their own glory by taking central stage on the back of  “The Word of God”  –  how disgusting! 
Gal.     1v17 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (I) ascended/{went up}  into/unto  (the) Jerusalem   
Gal.     1v17 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the (persons [apostles])  fore/{in front of}/prior/before  {of me}/mine   
Gal.     1v17 og (the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell},   
Gal.     1v17 og but  (I) {went off}/departed/{be apart}/followed/{came/go away}  into/unto  (the) Arabia,   
Gal.     1v17 og also   anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   
Gal.     1v17 og (I) {turned under}/returned/{came again}/{turned back}  into/unto  (the) Damascus. 
Gal.     1v17 = Neither  I  ascended/{went up}  unto  Jerusalem  toward  the  apostles/{appointees [by Yahweh] to tell}  prior/before  me,   

but  I  {went off}/departed  into  Arabia,  also  I  returned/{came again}  again/{back once more}  unto  the  Damascus. 
 

Neither I ascended unto Jerusalem toward the apostles   (appointed by Yahweh  [and not by the world]  to tell)   
before me   (Peter/John  being The Disciples of JC,  long before Paul considered  “1st Century Christianity”  as anything other than heresy), 
but I departed into Arabia,  also I returned again unto Damascus. 
 

I show in Gal.2v1 this occurred in about 34 CE, being about 6 to 12 months after JC’s death and resurrection. 
Paul tells us after all this input from Yahweh through JCg he did not immediately switch away from Judaism  (as taught by men)  to  “1st Century 
Christianity”  –  but had to turn over in his mind his extensive knowledge of The Tanakh with what he had experienced over the previous few years 
culminating in his encounter with JCg calling him to become The Replacement 12th Apostle  (noting Matthias was  “a stand-in”  –  being only  “cast by 
lots”  [Acts.1v25-26]  and not  “personally called by JCg”  as was Paul  [Acts.9v3-10, 1Cor.15v8]) and the original Disciples (Matt.10v2-4).   
Paul obviously had a steadfast character which was controlled by  reasoned argument  based upon written facts. 
He despised hype and showmanship as we witness throughout his writings  (being sadly,  the activities practised by most Christian sects today)! 
Thus,  he had to place everything he knew since childhood  (traditional Judaism)  into reasoned exegesis to yield a holistic Righteous Plan that would 
bring about  “Mankind's Salvation”. 
When satisfied he understood how things fitted together,  then in humility he went to the original disciples  –  being the people he originally persecuted. 
The Apostles in Jerusalem  were the  “Original 12”  disciples Peter and John –  hence Paul uses the word  “before”  me. 
See 2Cor.12v1-3  (and my local commentary)  where Yahweh through JCg explains to Paul  (in about 41 CE)  about his future role in The Millennium,  
this being the “Complete/Perfect”  time after Paul had  demonstrated his adherence to 1st Century Christianity  following his conversion in about 34 CE 
on the Road to Damascus (Acts.9v1-6). 
Gal.     1v18 og Thereafter/{After that}/Then  {after (meta)}  (the) years  three  (I) ascended/{went up}   
Gal.     1v18 og into/unto  (the) Jerusalem  (to) know/learn/{visit for information}  (the) Peter/Petros/{The Rock},   
Gal.     1v18 og also  (I) {stayed over}/persevered/abided/continued/remained    
Gal.     1v18 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him  (the) days/{periods of time}  fifteen. 
Gal.     1v18 = Then after three years I went up unto  the Jerusalem  {to be knowing}/{visit for information}  the Peter,   

also  I  {stayed over}/abided/remained  toward/{near with}  the him for fifteen days. 
 

Then after three years I went up unto the Jerusalem to visit the  (Original Disciple)  Peter for information, 
also I abided near with the him  (Peter)  for fifteen days. 
 

Assuming the “after three years”  refers to  “The Major Event”  in his life – being of his interception by JCg and not meaning that he stayed in 
Damascus for 3 years after he returned from Arabia,  before he went to Jerusalem. 
Clearly there would be a  “marriage”  of information between the two individuals over this period as the scriptures  (being Paul’s exceptionally detailed 
knowledge of The Tanakh)  together with Peter’s detailed knowledge of JC’s ministry to yield what we understand to become  “Yahweh’s Plan of Human 
Salvation”  over  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19 and see glossary). 
Gal.     1v19 og (the) other/different/altered  and  of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}   
Gal.     1v19 og no/not/none  (I) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived,   
Gal.     1v19 og if  not [= except]   (the) James  the  brother  of the  lord/master [JC]. 
Gal.     1v19 = And  of the  other  (“original 12”)  apostles/{appointees (by Yahweh [and not The World]) to tell}  none  I  knew/saw,   

except  the James  the brother  of the  lord/master  (JC). 
 

And I saw none of the other  (original twelve)  apostles  (by Yahweh [and not The World] to tell), 
except the James,  the brother of the  lord/master  (JC as  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  to be controlling our mind). 
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This reference tells us that James was one of the half-brothers to JC  -  inasmuch James came from the union of the husband Joseph and Mary. 
Please see Matt.13v55 and Jude.v1 to substantiate this. 
Gal.     1v20 og who/which/that  and  (I) write/scribe/engrave  {to yourselves}:   
Gal.     1v20 og Behold/Lo/Look/See  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  God [Yahweh] 
Gal.     1v20 og because  not  (I) {deceive by falsehood}/{utter an untruth}/lie. 
Gal.     1v20 = And what I write  {to yourselves}:- 

Behold/Look   (= investigate for yourselves)   {in the midst/sight of}  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
because  not  I  {deceive by falsehood}/lie   (in what I write to yourselves). 

 

And what I write to yourselves:- 
  Behold  (= investigate for yourselves)   in the  midst/sight  of the God   (Yahweh's Special/Greater  [1st] Judgement for Sonship), 
  because not I lie   (in what I write to yourselves). 
 

Look at what Paul has done,  being the reports and testaments of his ministry work in imitating JC’s ministry as a  True  Apostle of God. 
Paul is establishing his credentials in the midst of an apparent vicious attack in doctrine by the new deviant  “worldly Christian leaders”  coming-in  
onto the scene  (while Paul is away)  to usurp Paul’s rightful position as  “The Administrator of The Real Gospel”.  Paul is trying to win over their 
“reason”  away from the near hijacked position created by this new breed of  “worldly Christian leaders”  (being so rampant today throughout 
Christendom)  spreading deviant ideas and implanting their gospels like a virus  “near/alongside  The Real Gospel” (2Pet.2v1)  –  as witness with the 
some 42,000 Christian schisms we have today (2015 CE),  else why so many schisms? 
 
17th Comment – After Paul has now found direction based upon  “The Accurate Knowledge”  thoroughly  assayed/tested  
then he goes to his homeland, perhaps converts his family, and then moves to Antioch to help there in teaching the local 
congregation.  Then he begins his three major missionary journeys that will consume the remainder of his life  (plus his 
arrest and then on to his last journey to Rome and future martyrdom a few years later). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

18th Comment – Confusion reigns in Israel –  they knew Paul persecuted Christians –  but now he had become a foremost 
Christian  accurately  preaching “The Word of God”  by  careful exegesis  (something  utterly non-existent  today). 
19th Comment – The Christians of Judea glorify Yahweh for this extraordinary change in Paul’s  spirit/personality/traits. 
17th Instruction – Render  glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh does not mean through empty words by songs  –  but rather by 
thoroughly understanding what “The Word of God” means,  yields a person who is fervently motivated to precisely imitate 
JC's ministry/lifestyle  to bring-on the next generation of TCs,  enabling Yahweh to achieve His 144000 future Sons of God  
11th Reasoning – Yahweh is  not  interested in  words/songs  of vanity  –  as might a human leader,  but rather He reads 
The Mind/Heart  of The Individual  (1Sam.6v7)  to see what is motivating the individual to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Gal.     1v21 og Thereafter/{After that}/Then  (I) accompany/appeared/brought/came  into/unto   
Gal.     1v21 og the  {tracts of country}/regions  of the  Syria   also  of the  Cilicia. 
Gal.     1v21 = Then  (after staying with the two apostles)  I  appeared/came  into  Syria  also  of the  Cilicia regions. 
 

Then  (after staying with the two apostles)  I (Paul)  came into Syria  also of the Cilicia regions. 
 

Cilicia was a narrow strip of land on the SE side of Asia Minor  –  with its Eastern boundary bordering upon Syria. 
Paul’s home town of Tarsus lay within this area  –  so perhaps Paul went to see his family and explained he should leave his Pharisee tradition and 
become a “Christian”  (during these 3 years of consolidation in “The Real Faith”)  –  we know that some of his family became converted to Christianity 
as we read in Rom.16v13 and this was perhaps the time when Paul started his missionary work on his family.  Perhaps using them as a sounding-board 
to bounce ideas and concepts between them and himself to thoroughly  assay/prove/test  what he knew  –  being the 2nd stage on the road to gain  “The 
Real Faith”.  Then as we are to read through his epistles  (and within Acts of The Apostles)  he would practice with fidelity what he knew to complete the 
3rd stage process to gain  “The Real faith”.  This Real faith is so utterly different to  “blind faith”  endemic in “Religion”  –  whose most ardent  
“believers”  do  not  even get to the 1st square of gaining  accurate knowledge  –  being the responsibility of  “The Leaders of Religion”,  for which to 
Yahweh,  they are most culpable! 
However,  we should realise that virtually all  “Leaders of Religion” are described by JC in Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39  –  and many,  many other locations! 
Gal.     1v22 og {I be/was}  And  (the) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}   
Gal.     1v22 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion/known   
Gal.     1v22 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {a calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches  of the  Judea  
Gal.     1v22 og to the (persons)   in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
Gal.     1v22 og = And  {I was}  {inclined not to understand}  in  {frontal visage}/countenance/appearance  (as an individual) 

to the people within the  Christ/Messiah  in the  ecclesiae/{calling outs}  of Judea. 
 

And I was inclined not to know   (= I had not physically meet … … ) 
in appearance to the people within the Anointed   (being  “The Goal”  as laid down by JC to become The Exemplar for us to ideally imitate) 
in the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae  of Judea. 
 

Paul is telling us here - 
Because the  1st Century Christians were very apprehensive about Paul,  then Paul kept away from them to spare their fear! 
Moreover,  these people felt motivated not to invite possible persecution,  so they chose to avoid Paul  (then known as  “Saul”). 

We understand they were initially terrified of infamous Saul  (please read at Acts.9v1-2, 13-14,  26v9-12, etc.),  then they became confused ! 
On the one hand - 

Thinking that perhaps Paul was pretending to be a  “Christian”  to infiltrate the ecclesia to gain names for future persecution. 
And on the other - 

Being delighted  (when fully appreciating his transformation – being  The Power  of  “The Word of God”  [“The Knowledge”  precisely 
imbued and inculcated]  to reform a previously  callous/hardened  animalistic/worldly  mind)  -  as we now read - 

Gal.     1v23 og merely/alone/only  and  (the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding  (they) were  because   
Gal.     1v23 og the (person [Paul])  {following after}/pursuing/ensue/{pressing forward}/persecuting   
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Gal.     1v23 og us/our/we  {sometime past}/then/previously,   
Gal.     1v23 og now/present/immediate  (he is) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel}   
Gal.     1v23 og the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
Gal.     1v23 og who/what/which/that  {sometime past}/then/previously  (he [Paul]) ravaged/destroyed/wasted. 
Gal.     1v23 = And  because  they were  only  hearing/understanding  the person   (Saul/Paul)   

(was)   previously  {following after (to hurt)}/persecuting  us  (= The Brethren),   
now  he  (Saul/Paul)   is  preaching The Gospel  of the  faith   (of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
that  he  previously ravage/wasted. 

And because they  (the intimidated brethren)   were only  hearing/understanding  the person   (Saul/Paul) 
was previously persecuting us   (The Brethren), 
(but)   he (Saul/Paul)  is now announcing The Good News  (of)  the  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity), 
                (This would be  “1st Century Christianity”  and  not  “worldly Christianity”  preached today  [being then of a “New Jesus”, 2Cor.11v4]) 
which he (Saul/Paul)  previously  ravaged/wasted. 
 

We read of the confusion all around within the fledgling Christian communities regarding this infamous man! 
This once powerful man having the full support of  “The Religious Authority”  (whose members  claimed  to represent God’s Word within The World)  
was now a completely changed man  –  having turned his back on where Judaism was taking Mankind  in its  worldly  interpretation . 
Where we now realise,  it was only the 1st stage in Yahweh’s stupendous 3 stage Plan to righteously bring about  “Mankind’s Salvation”! 
Paul was now working  with  the Christians,  ardently promoting  “The Gospel Message”  to The World  –  and he was now suffering persecution from 
those very people of whom he had originally represented  (being  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  all  self-claiming to represent Yahweh)! 
A 4th revision aside     
The very same as taught by the leaders of the three monotheistic  (Abrahamic)  religions of The World – and interestingly,  Yahweh rejects  all of them  
(as “The [three] Harlots” of Rev.17v5 where “Mother” is “Religion”)!   He considers the leaders to be fraudsters – of which they are,  because 
intrinsically they do not believe in “The Almighty God”  and certainly not reckoning to be  “called to account”  in The Millennium,  else they would do 
something about what they “claim to believe”!   Yahweh was  only  interested in  “The Early Adopters”  of His Methodology  (prophets) out of The 
Jewish Nation prior to JC and likewise  “The Early Adopters”  (TCs) out of The Christian Nation after JC!    Yet we are hardly likely to be taught any of 
this by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because it would not look good on their private  “Bank balance”  (unless they operate only on  untraceable  
“cash donations”  as do many of them in their circus parades)!  
Gal.     1v24 og Also  (they) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified  in  {to [= within] me}  the  God. 
Gal.     1v24 = And  they  (The Brethren)   {rendered glorious/honour}/magnified  the  God  (Yahweh)   (working)  within  me  (Paul). 
 

Also they (The Brethren)  rendered honour  (to)   the God  (Yahweh)   (operating)  within me  (Paul,  through JC as “The Word of God”). 
 

The Brethren recognised from the  “{occupational effort}/toil/labour”  for  no  worldly return  (except persecution),  Paul must have fully changed his  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  “HS”  (= “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  
pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment”).   

This is  The Power  of  “The Word of God”  within a  sane/reasoning  mind that truly could reform a conspiring murderer as was Saul before 
he became “The Apostle Paul”! 

It must be clearly understood this verse is not what we are taught by our  “Leaders of Religion”! 
“they  {rendered glorious/honour}/magnified  the God” 

This phase is not a superficial veneer in our minds running on adrenalin  –  or beta-endorphins  “working their magic”  –  with staged music in the 
background  –  and  “the supposedly required”  choreography of the leader taking centre stage with his supporting entourage in the background! 

Absolutely not!   All this is an anathema to Yahweh  –  but beloved by  The Leader  “drinking-in”  the self-indulgent praise! 
This phrase means the following,  as given in the following order - 

1. A person has gained  “detailed knowledge”  that must be personally tested for its accuracy. 
2. This person has then carefully reasoned upon this knowledge to ensure it has righteous, credible, and tangible meaning. 
3. Then this knowledge and its meaning is rationally considered to be a responsibility laid on us,  and how it affects us in The Environment. 
4. Finally,  we operate with fidelity upon what this knowledge has brought into our life. 

When  this process is performed,  then  the individual has become  reconfigured/transformed  and they reflect upon this change leading to a new lifestyle 
–  being  “The Source of The Transformation”  made within ourselves  to then,  and only then,  yields the HS.    
Only now,  at this specific point in time are we able to  then - 

“{render glorious/honour}/magnify  the God” 
We are now able to fully appreciate what  “The Source of our Reform”  has done to our life.  It is this  deep-felt  appreciation that lasts a lifetime  (and 
operates “24-7” [24 hours a day, 7 days a week])  that brings true magnification of The God (Yahweh)  within our very  being/existence.  
To magnify this even further,  we then bring other people to  the one/same mental understanding  of which we have reached  (Heb.5v12-24)  so Yahweh 
can be rightfully rendered  more  glory/honour  within another potential TC  and ideally “Anointed by Yahweh”  (Matt.20v23)  to become another of 
Yahweh's future  “Sons of God”.   Thereby  personally fulfilling  Yahweh's  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000  (Rev.14v1-4)  to bring forth  
“The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6,  = JCg's 1st 2nd C)  and then 3.5 years later,  the 2nd 2nd C of JCg  at Rev.19v16-21,  Rev.20v1-3  to initiate The 
Millennium  (please see all my local cited commentaries to fully explain what is to occur in about the mid-21st Century CE). 

It is absolutely  not  a transient (weekly) social  get-together  for  “The Immediacy”   “to please an animalistic mind” –  of which any form of 
entertainment might deliver  (of any religious or worldly fanfare)! 

This will  “ruffle a few feathers”  –  but it must be said,  –  because Yahweh is searching out His future Sons of God  for The Eternity  (of which this type 
of  “magnifying Yahweh”  delivers)  and not  a transient  feel-good-factor for  “The Immediacy”  as Satan taught us at  Gen.3v1-5  and we,  as humans 
(generally)  have followed ever since!   Yet this is how  “Leaders of Religion”  “slide things of The World”   “near/alongside  The Real Gospel”. 
Where this clandestine infiltration is for  “The Immediacy”  of worldly returns this operation brings to the leaders for their own self-gratification. 

And to finally close this section off - 
“The Counter”  (to this magnifying Yahweh within our mind)  occurring today is the  utter lack of respect  for  “The Almighty God”  in  sane/reasoning  
minds of the general public  (as I carefully explain in my commentaries to Rev. Chapter 8).  This is due to the  (1) mystic nonsense  taught  and  (2) 
unrighteous shenanigans practised by  “Leaders of Religion”  hanging onto  “the old days”  –  effectively still  “peddling the same snake-oil”  of which 
being intelligent people they likewise do not believe  –  as given by  “the sages/gurus/purveyors”  of old!   Hence termed  “hypocrites”  by JC   
(Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1)! 
The whole thing is correctly recognised  as a farce  –  where “Religion”  becomes an embarrassment to the  sane, reasoning  mind  –  and that is why 
people only practice “Religion”  in that manner as being “skin deep”   (having no depth of  real knowledge  –  but merely  “myth” and “hearsay”)  
operating upon  “blind faith”  -  however  “ardent in the extreme”  they might be! 
That is precisely why JCg gave  “The Word of God”  to John,  in his revelations firstly chapter 12 describing “Christians”  and then at chapter 17 and 
18  –  where my commentaries carefully explain the utter demise of “Religion” under  “The Secular Authority of The World”  in the last “days” of The 
Gospel Age.   This is what we  are  witnessing today  (especially in the three Abrahamic religions)  –  inasmuch  no person with any common sense  will 
subscribe to  “Religion”  –  hence  “The Call to get out of her”  (= Religion)  at Rev.18v4. 
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Quite simply   Yahweh will use  “The Secular World”  to destroy “Religion” (including the subset  worldly Christianity to close  The 2nd Epoch of Israel)  
– so that Mankind learns from its own mistakes  –  being  “The Farce”  worldly  “Religion”,   as orchestrated by its leaders,  was to supposedly bring 
about  “Mankind’s Salvation”   –  of which it was  never  able to do!    Hence exposing the  “Rogue Traders”  of “Religion”  being intrinsically parasitic 
to their devotees  -  with a splash of feigned charity given to society  (naturally on a piece of string)  as a facade to  “cover their tracks”!  
This closure of principally “Christianity”  at the end of The Gospel Age shall occur in very much the same manner that Yahweh physically closed  “The 
1st Epoch of Israel” under the Jews at 70 CE by allowing  “The Secular World”  through  “The Roman Empire”  to do His bidding. 
As I explain  “The Two Epochs of Israel’”  were merely vehicles for Yahweh to provide  “The Means” of  “Salvation for Mankind”  (over  “The 3 
Epochs of Israel”)  as I explain in my exhaustive commentaries to Rev.12v1-4. 

1. JC provides  (1) The Ministry to purify The Spiritual Mind and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice to purify  (via Yahweh)  The Physical Body. 
2. The Tools to work alongside JCg in The Millennium  –  namely  “The Two Remnants”  (= two flocks John.10v3,16)  that returned to The 

Lord from out of Israel  (Isa.10v20-22)  over the former two epochs of “Israel” (= The Jews and then Christians). 
From these two Resultants  –  Yahweh gain  “The Required Tools”  and is able to purify  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  –  all precisely 
as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  so very carefully explains  –  fully quoting The Bible. 
As the reader is now aware   

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  are utterly redundant to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire,  –  except we reason,  the worldly religious 
leaders of  The Two 'Israels'  (= The Jews, pre JC;  and then The Christians,  post JC)  in their respective epochs only provided  “a 
continuum”.   Out of this continuum,  Yahweh  was/is  able to  elect/select  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  “The World’s Future Purified Leaders”  (as  
“The Heirs of The Promise”  as originally given to Abraham)  to then rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (Matt.19v28, 
1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 

It was this specific teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”,  the  “Leaders of Religion”  absolutely detested  (John.11v47-53)  because they were shown to 
be parasitic to the community and utterly unable to offer any form of  “Human Salvation”  (because [1] JC died to get us into the 2nd part of our physical 
life  and  [2] it requires personal reform upon JC’s ministry for ultimate personal salvation,  -  thus logically ejecting leaders from having any place for 
our salvation).   
This reasoned public exposure became The Driver operating within  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  to quash  “1st Century Christianity”  hence 
yielding the very many martyrs!   Naturally,  they will not preach any of this  –  because it would be doing themselves out of a paid job! 
Now we understand  why  “1st Century Christianity”  was forced to morph into the  worldly Christianity that we have today  –  firmly established at 325 
CE –  being  the driver  within its leaders  nesting-in  on something they created based upon  worldly  methodology using   “Yahweh as a  serving tool”! 

How blasphemous is that! 
I make no apology for my righteous anger exposing itself within my writings! 

 
 
20th Comment - Paul returns from his missionary journey to “report back to base” at Jerusalem of his missionary work. 
5th Allegory – Jerusalem = means  “City/Organisation of Peace”  to represent Spiritual Rule (organisation) upon Earth – 
Allegorically trainee apostles (144000 TCs)  to prove themselves for The Millennial Rule over The Resurrected World. 
Jerusalem prior The Millennium = Worldly spiritual rule through the three Abrahamic Faiths  (all hijacked by Satan). 
Jerusalem during The Millennium = Yahweh’s Spiritual rule through JCg,  his bride of 144000 TCs and other assistants. 
21st Comment – After all Titus has been teaching,  he is being forced by  “assumed Christian leaders”  to become a Jew! 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

Warning – repeat - There are many assumed leaders who climb above to manipulate people for worldly self-indulgence. 
Warning – repeat - These leaders do not have the best interests of the devotees at heart and will change The Gospel from 
that as given by JC to a gospel sourced from themselves – so they might gain personal worldly advantage. 
22nd Comment – A TC with a seeming 6th sense can  quickly recognise  and then dismiss  “false Christian”  teaching. 
23rd Comment – A TC will not be a respecter of people  –  but will treat them all equally in the first instance,  unless they 
refuse to accept  “The Real Faith”  by thinking they are something when Yahweh then views them as being nothing! 
Good News – repeat - “The Gospel of Christ” –  is to become  “Anointed”  by Yahweh for Sonship that JC showed us The 
Way/Methodology to make this route possible to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  by precisely imitating him. 
Warning – repeat - Now we know what  “The Real Gospel”  means as taught by  “1st Century Christian martyrs”,  –  then 
we realise that it is  not  as we are errantly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders by both their word and deed! 
Gal.     2v1 og Thereafter/{After that}/Then  through (reason of)   (of the) fourteen  years   
Gal.     2v1 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   (I) {went up}/ascended/climbed  into/unto   (the) Jerusalem   
Gal.     2v1 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  Barnabas,   (the) {taking along with in company}  also  (the) Titus. 
Gal.     2v1 = Then  through  of the  fourteen  years,   

I  returned  unto  Jerusalem  together/with  Barnabas  also  {taking in company}  Titus. 
 

Then after fourteen years,  I returned to Jerusalem  together/with  Barnabas,  also taking in company Titus. 
 

We assume this epistle was written in about 51 CE because in Gal.4v3 Paul suggests he has already made two visits to them,  which would put him into 
the  middle to end  of his second missionary journey that is placed to be about 49 to 52 CE  during his eighteen month stay at Corinth. 
It would appear this verse is referring to the incident occurring at Acts.15v1-4 regarding the matter to be discussed at Gal.2v7. 
Therefore,  time stamping about what Paul was speaking at the earlier verse of Gal.1v18+ occurring 14 years earlier we can reason like this. 
Gal.1v18 must have happened at the new date of  51 CE – 14 years = 37 CE. 
We have the separation between Gal.1v17 to v18 of three years  (as we are told at the beginning of v18). 
Thus,  Paul’s activity as described in Gal.1v13-16 and of Yahweh’s Intervention at v17 must have occurred at 37 CE – 3 years = 34 CE. 
Consequently,  the period covered from Acts.1v1+ to Acts.9v3-6  (being of Yahweh’s intervention with Paul)  was between six to twelve months. 
Gal.     2v2 og (I) {went up}/ascended/climbed  And  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Gal.     2v2 og (the) disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation,   
Gal.     2v2 og also  (I) {to set forth (for oneself)}/propounded/communicated/declared [middle voice]  {to them}   
Gal.     2v2 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  who/which/that   
Gal.     2v2 og (I) herald/proclaim/publicise/broadcast/announce  in  to the [= within]  Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples,   
Gal.     2v2 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  and   
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Gal.     2v2 og to the (persons)   (to the) thinking/{being accounted}/deeming/supposing/presuming (plural),   
Gal.     2v2 og {lest somehow}/haply/perhaps  into/unto  (the) emptiness/worthless/vanity  
Gal.     2v2 og (I may/should) {hastily walk}/{have course}/run  or/than/either/rather   
Gal.     2v2 og (I) {hastily walked}/{had course}/ran. 
Gal.     2v2 = And  I  {went up}/ascended  (to Jerusalem)   according to  the  disclosure/manifestation    (to make known to the apostles) 

also  I personally  communicated/propounded/declared  the  {good news}/gospel  {to them}   (Peter and James)   
which  I  proclaimed/publicised/heralded  within the Gentiles,    (see commentary), 
and accordingly,  privately to the persons of  supposing/thinking/accounting,           (= Paul spoke to “The Pillars” Peter and James alone), 
{lest somehow}/perhaps  I had run,   or  I  may/should  (continue to)   run  unto  emptiness/worthless          
             (= Paul is asking for an audit from Peter and James as to whether he is correctly imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

 

And I went up  (to Jerusalem)  according to the disclosure   (Paul was internally driven to speak to Peter and James about his missionary journey) 
also I personally communicated the good news   (of how  “1st Century Christianity”  was received by The Gentiles)   to them   (Peter and James) 
which I (Paul)  publicised within the nations,  and accordingly   (I gave this information on my successes) 
privately to the  thinking/deeming  people   (Paul spoke privately to the co-ordinating leaders of  “1st Century Christianity”,  Peter and James) 
lest perhaps I had run,  or I might run unto worthlessness   (by teaching “Religion”  –  and  not  be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
 

This needs a little explaining. 
Paul returns to  “The Pillars”  (Peter and James)  of  “The Real Faith”  (Peter the original disciple of JC)  to report back on his  ministry-work overseas 
being of his 1st Missionary between about 47 CE to 48 CE  inclusive,  as described in Acts.13v2 to 14v27,  and explained what he taught to the eager 
recipients to  “The Word of God”  in the nations within Asia Minor.   
The events described in this verse occurred at about 48/9 CE,  being about 4 to 5 years after the original Disciple James was murdered by King Herod in 
about 44 CE  (Acts.12v1-2),  noting the original Disciple James was JC’s cousin, please read my commentary at Matt.4v22 to justify this. 
          Paul wanted personal assurance  by audit,  that he was behaving in the same manner as did JC  –  and to be teaching   “1st Century Christianity”. 
Paul was  sincere,  who truly desired to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  and what would be better than to be discussing what he taught to the nations with  “The 
Original Disciples”  to JC,  who themselves had time to fully assimilated all the information that JC as  “The Word of God”  had given to them during 
his physical time with them.  Paul was fully aware how easy it was to have  “The Word of God”  (as given by The Tanakh)  that had then been raped by 
“Leaders of Religion”  to  give a worldly return in  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”.   Now  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  had commenced with The Christian Nation 
and Paul truly did not want the same thing to occur again.   
Paul had fallen victim to this as a Pharisee and thus   “Once bitten – twice shy”! 

He needed the assurance from Peter and James (JC’s half-brother)  he was correctly expressing God's Word by  both  word and deed. 
Just an interesting note    
Paul often uses  “The (Olympian) Race”  example  –  perhaps in his mind he kept thinking   “It was a race against time”  being what Yahweh through 
JCg told him about the closing of The Gospel Age to herald in The Millennium (2Cor.12v1-3).  Being that  “The Human Species”  will be at the point of 
destroying itself  -  sadly being necessary,   only  because  all  humans  need to  accept  (as part of the final education program,  requiring repentance),  
they  require  extra-terrestrial  assistance  to claw  “Humanity back from The Abyss”  of  self-annihilation  (when allowed to operate according to 
unrestrained worldly methodology in a  “smaller”  World of  “The 21st Century”). 
Gal.     2v3 og But  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (the) Titus  the (person)   
Gal.     2v3 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to me}  (the) Greek  being/have,   
Gal.     2v3 og (he was) necessitated/compelled/constrained  (to be) circumcised; 
Gal.     2v3 = But  Titus  {united as companion}/together  {to me}   being  the  Greek  person,    

{not however}  he was  compelled to be circumcised. 
 

But Titus united as a companion to me   (inasmuch,  Titus was alongside me,  Paul,   amongst the  “Christians”  of Jewish hereditary) 
(though)  being a Greek,  he was not compelled to be circumcised. 
 

Verse 2 and 3 do not seem to follow correctly  –  but actually,  it shows the restless nature of Paul’s flitting mind as he jumps from one issue to another.   
He is simply quickly setting The Scene for his first example of the type of thing we must beware  

1. Going back to Jerusalem  –  to report on his progress to  The Elders’  and asking them to assay his teaching methods. 
2. Taking wonderful people with him who helped to bring on The Gospel to The Gentiles  -  for instance Titus  –  and when they reach Jerusalem 

– it is being insisted upon by some Jews  (supposedly converted to “Christianity”)  within the congregation,  Titus should be circumcised! 
Note   Paul is not saying that specifically Peter or James was leading this  (they may have been merely passive to it,  inasmuch it does not 
matter if males are,  or not),  but it would be the middle ranking leaders trying to make a name for themselves driving  “the supposed 
requirement”.  

3. Paul is thus saying,  this teaching by people  “making a name for themselves”  is both  (1) an insult to new-comers to  “The Real Faith”  and   
(2) hypocrisy to what Paul has just been teaching to the Gentiles! 
(Being that it should be  “circumcision of the heart”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire as demonstrated by Abraham  prior  to The Law  (of Moses) – 
Romans Chapter 4 - where clearly for Christians it is to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  being not a respecter of persons (Matt.22v16)  
and likewise,  neither is Yahweh  (Acts.10v34-35)  where the possibility for  “The Anointing”  unto  “Sonship to Yahweh”  is open to  any  
person within The Gospel Age   (provided  he/she  precisely imitates JC –  hence full circle –  being why Paul went to Peter and James). 

4. Paul then explains why in the next and subsequent verses to serve as an illustration about what The Galatians must be careful  –  where the 
most wonderfully eloquent humans desiring leadership  subtlety  twist and distort The Message  (in the most plausible manner)  to make their 
position felt  –  being a bid for power and of its subsequent worldly rewards! 

Gal.     2v4 og through (reason of)  And  the (persons)   
Gal.     2v4 og (the) {smuggling in}/{unawares brought in}/{sliding in through stealth}   
Gal.     2v4 og (the) {spurious brothers}/{pretended associates}/{false brethren}  who/which  (persons)  
Gal.     2v4 og (they) {came in alongside}/{supervene additionally or stealthily}/{came in privately}/surreptitiously   
Gal.     2v4 og (to) {be a sentinel}/{inspect insidiously}/{spy out}  the  freedom/liberty  {of/from us}   
Gal.     2v4 og whom/which/that  (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  in  (to the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus,   
Gal.     2v4 og that  us/our/we  (they may/should) {enslave utterly}/{bring into bondage} [middle voice]. 
Gal.     2v4 og = and  through reason of  the  {pretend/false/spurious  brethren}   

who  {came in alongside}/{supervene stealthily}  to  {be a sentinel}/{spy out}  of  our  freedom/liberty 
that  we  possess/have   (The Knowledge of  “The Word of God”)   
within  the  Anointed Jesus   (as a  presence/parousia  operating within us by our imitating JC),   
that  they may/should  personally  {enslave utterly}/{bring into bondage}  us   (in The Old Law,  they are driven by worldly methodology). 
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And through reason of the spurious brethren   (representatives of  “The New Worldly Christianity”  -  that fills the Earth today  1John.2v18-19) 
              (It must be clearly understood    It is  not  the specific subject matter,  but rather  “The Intent”  that drives the  new subject matter for division.) 
              (To be using  “Christianity”  as  a vehicle  upon which to impose their ideas on the basis of   “Divide and Rule”) 
who came in alongside to spy out our freedom   (being  “The Reform”  that  “The Word of God”  yields  within our mind,  John.8v33, 36) 
that we have   (“The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  as  only  sourced by Yahweh  [and not by Satan, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19]) 
within the Anointed Jesus   (it is JC as  “The Word of God”  ideally inculcated,   to be driving our mind for  “The Position of The Anointed”) 
that they  (worldly Christian leaders)   may personally enslave utterly us   (within “Religion”  built upon  “worldly methodology”). 

              (I define  “worldly Christianity”  as a religion espousing JC but adversarial to  “1st Century Christianity”,  even  “a Jewish call to circumcise”) 
 

Paul is telling us that Jews assuming to be brethren  (see 4v7)  were trying to undermine  “The New (Real) Faith”  (of “1st Century Christianity”)  with  
“The Old Law”  imprinted within their minds.  It might be these apostate brethren were genuine in what they believed  –  but their knowledge base was 
faulty and thus were undermining  “The New Faith”  as given by JC.   They chose not to understand  “Yahweh’s incremental steps in Human Salvation”. 
They operated in the same manner as did The Jewish leaders spuriously change what Moses and The Prophets wrote to generate The Tanakh,  inasmuch 
they manipulated God's Word with new invented doctrine –  noting what JC stated of them in Matt. chapter 23  (and throughout The Gospels). 

It must be clearly understood  “Leaders of Religion”  are  all  tarred with the same brush,  it does not matter what the specific religion might 
be  –  for it could be   “Fairies at the bottom of my garden!”   And yet,  the  one/same  type of people  would climb to their respective 
positions within this new religion  (it seems they just cannot help themselves – because it is  “The Unreformed Mentality”  to do so). 

And further - 
It is  “The Intent”   (being driven by worldly methodology  –  to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  that becomes  “The Driver”  behind 
“Religion”  of the second and subsequent generations of leaders that use  The Legacy left by “The Initial Prime Mover” to yield worldly gain 
for themselves and of the subsequent generations.  These leaders become myopic,  yet seen to appear united,  and all cracks  plastered-over  
else their personal worldly income dries-up!    Their mind is focussed upon the  “here and now”,  while  “The Future can look after itself”  as 
far as they are concerned,  thinking precisely in the  one/same  manner as do politicians!   That is why these leaders  are  fraudulent - because 
they do  not  have the long-term interests of their devotees at heart! 

While naturally pretending,  the very opposite  –  well of course they would! 
This is precisely what we see around the 37,000 Christian schisms around The World (2007 CE)  –  people  not  understanding  precisely  what Yahweh 
Desires,  and  if  they did,  -  then  the majority of people would rebel away from Yahweh  (because they  still prefer  what The World can yield)! 

Quite simply Yahweh desires   “Humans to  precisely imitate  Jesus Christ”  –  nothing more,  and nothing less! 
Just those six words say it so simply  –  but  the vast majority  of  “Christians”  refuse to precisely  imitate  JC within their methodology,   and thus put 
The World and its desires first in their life!    
Where  “refusing to precisely imitate JC”  means  “the opposite”  to the following two things - 

1,  We (if as TCs)  practice precisely what JC showed us! 
2,  We (if as TCs)  do  not  practice what JC  never  showed us! 

Christians all claim to “imitate JC”  -  but with  “supposed mitigating”  circumstances to what they know,  to  “excuse themselves”. 
Moreover,  the vast majority do  not  know of  “The Real Character”  of JC to even be in the starting position to know how to imitate him  (perhaps 
reading 1Pet.2v18-24 would be a useful start)!   
Those people who claim to imitate JC must  intimately  know  “The New Testament”  and then  with  Assurance and Fidelity to  reproduce  what they 
know within their life  –  else they quite simply become a hypocrite and  are  rejected from “The Ideal Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (Heb.12v8)! 

That is what separates TCs  –  because they  take nothing  from The World while  truly  sacrificing their life in  precisely imitating  JC. 
They truly teach how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire for the long-term interests of all hearkening people  (by both words and sincere deeds). 

It is for this reason Yahweh can prove to The World there  are  only 144000 people who can achieve this Goal over the some 2000 years of The Gospel 
Age –  because  “The Required Standard”  for the future leaders of  “The Resurrected World in The Millennium”  is so exacting as we can read 
throughout The Epistles. 

Yet our  worldly Christian leaders are so silent on this “ Most Import Goal” -  being of  “The Requirement”  to fulfil Yahweh’s  “Prophesied 
Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)  that shall initiate  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  and then The Millennium 3.5 years later. 

I simply muse the following  
Because our Leaders of Christendom cannot fulfil  “This Requirement” – then they cannot teach it themselves for us to fulfil by copying them! 
That reminds me of Matt.23v13 – which describes them so succinctly! 

However,  they are so exceptionally good and extremely competent in preaching  “Religion”  and expressing it within their deportment! 
Gal.     2v5 og {To  whom/which}  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Gal.     2v5 og (the) {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}   (we) {being weak}/yielded/{gave way/place}   
Gal.     2v5 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  subordination/subjection/submission,   that  the  truth/verity   
Gal.     2v5 og of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  (it may/should) {stay constantly}/{continue with}/remain    
Gal.     2v5 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}. 
Gal.     2v5 = {To whom}  (the apostates)   {not even}  toward  {a portion of time  (“their reasoning”  of  “to overshadow TC's reasoning”)   

we  (TCs)   yielded/{gave way}  in/by the  (subjection/submission,   
that  the  truth/verity  of  The  {Good News}/Gospel  may/should  {stay constantly}/remain  toward/near  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

To whom   (the  new  worldly Christian Leaders  [= ex-Jews]  making a role for themselves in  “The New Faith”  [using “circumcision” as a pretext]), 
not we (TCs)  gave in submission a concession to portion of the time   (by allowing any time for their reasoning to contaminate our reasoning) 
                (We TC would give no credence,  nor accept what the interlopers stated as being true – and would publicly discredit it by reasoned argument) 
that the truth of the Good News   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  expressed with fidelity within us, TCs) 
might constantly stay near specifically yourselves   (you brethren are the recipients of our fidelity to  “1st Century Christianity”). 

                (TCs will sincerely try to protect the recipients from leaving “1st Century Christianity” -  because it is so easy to stray from “absolute truth”.) 
 

Paul emphatically rebukes the objections of those apostates causing disruption within the  thinking/reasoning  of The  Brethren/Christians. 
I cannot overstress this.    It is  not  specifically the subject matter -  it can be  anything  that is different to what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us!   
Furthermore,  if as “Christians”,  we do not know what  “1st Century Christianity”  personally means,  then we  are  part of the  “all embracing”  
pandemic  “Worldly Christianity”  of some 43,000 schisms operating today (2015 CE)  throughout The World.    
Gal.     2v6 og off/away/separated/from  And  of the (persons)   
Gal.     2v6 og (the) thinking/{being accounted}/deeming/supposing/presuming  {to be/exist}  {some/any/certain thing},   
Gal.     2v6 og {of what kind}/{how great/excellent}/{what manner}  {sometime past}/then/previously  (they) were   
Gal.     2v6 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  {to me}/mine   
Gal.     2v6 og (it) {bear through/apart (as transport)}/{drive up/down}/differing.  
Gal.     2v6 og (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
Gal.     2v6 og (the) {specific god}  (of the) countenance/{human-being}/man   
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Gal.     2v6 og not  (he) {gets hold of}/grasps/{takes up/away}/has/receives/attains;   
Gal.     2v6 og {to me}  for  the (persons)   (the) thinking/{being accounted}/deeming/supposing/presuming/seeming  
Gal.     2v6 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
Gal.     2v6 og (they) {laid up in addition}/imparted/consulted/conferred/{in conference} [middle voice]! 
Gal.     2v6 = And  from  (= regarding)   the people  thinking/presuming/deeming  (themselves)   

{to  be/exist}  {some/any/certain thing}   (as supposedly wonderful leaders). 
{Of what kind}/{What manner}  differing  {sometime past}/previously  {they were}  (are/mean)  nothing  {to me}   (Paul). 
      (= Whatever differing type of person they were previously – means nothing to me) 
“the specific god”  not  he  {takes up}/receives  the  {human  fashion/appearance},   
for  the people  thinking/presuming   (themselves as excellent)   -   they  personally  imparted/conferred  nothing  {to me}! 

 

And regarding the people presuming  (themselves)   to be something   (as wonderful people to be future leaders) 
(and)  of what kind of previously differing  (people)   they were   (being whatever kind of people they were before I met them) 
(means)  nothing to me; 
Not  “the specific god”  receives the human appearance   (JC  as God's Word can be imbued by any person,  Yahweh  can elect any “Christian”), 
for the people presuming  (themselves as excellent)  -  they personally imparted nothing to me   (about their acceptability for God's Word). 
 

Thus,  as we are told,  JC considered no person’s social  position/rank/capability/etc.  (Matt.22v16, Luke.20v21),  then likewise,  Paul equally was not 
impressed by worldly status  –  but The Gospel message  was/(is to be)  given impartially to  all  humans who  were/are  interested in receiving it. 
Moreover,  we must never put any barriers in the way that would cause the recipient to switch off over worldly matter or opinion,  hence a TC must be  
absolutely neutral  in all worldly manners - as Paul teaches us in several of his letters through examples  (1Cor.9v19-23, 10v31-32, Rom.14v15-18, etc.). 
However,  in context we realise Paul is going further - 

He is telling us;  he has learnt  nothing of value  from these people considering themselves to be  “Leaders of Religion”  (v4-5)! 
They have no depth of knowledge nor any  real  understanding of their subject matter  –  but are so eloquent,  like a flowing river  –  
consuming much time in their prattling on “Religion”  presuming themselves so sagacious! 
This reminds me of the writings of supposed saints  (created by The World)  of which,  some I have read,  and realising I was just wasting my 
time,  then wisely called a halt to this type of activity!   In my sanity,  I returned to  “The Bible”  as given in its original word  –  before our  
worldly translators got hold of it and mauled it at key doctrinal places  to hide  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 

Note   The floating pointer  “ho theos”  is used,  being referenced to “Men” where “Men” can either be heathens or TCs thus  JCg is  “the specific god”  
of  worldly  men/women  as he “knocks on the door to sup with them” (Rev.3v20),  then it becomes Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of JC or  the TCs.   
As I state in my glossary,  “ho theos”  becomes  “the specific god”  of the context,  where JC is  “The Intercessor”  between Yahweh and humans  
(Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  hence the  “Two Level”  leading to Salvation of  its two levels  (either celestial or fleshly, 1Cor.15v35-55). 

It is all so very simply to understand and consistently taught throughout The Bible  -  and yet hidden by  “You know who!” 
Interesting note. 
Paul is using this incident as a  “lead-in”  to express his opinions of  any  person,  where he will  move-on  later to speak of  The Mature Apostles  (Peter 
and James),  who should know better!   Thus Paul is a no respector of person,  and if he sees  “The Word of God”  being shamed either deliberately or 
inadvertently,  and the people doing this are either  “upstarts taking their position”  or  qualified leaders of  “1st Century Christianity”,  then Paul will 
speak-out  honestly with genuine concern –  Paul is demonstrably not ashamed of God’s Word and neither shall JCg be of Paul  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26). 

That is why we must imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 
That is why I boldly speak forth about  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  because The Bible as correctly explained in a fully  justified/holistic  
manner on  “FutureLife.Org”  in more than 4,000,000+ words has so much more to offer Mankind than anything of which  “Religion”  could deliver in 
a billion years  (to include worldly Christianity”  known as “The Great Harlot”  Rev.19v2). 
 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

24th Comment – Split the responsibilities for The Gospel, The Gentiles were Paul’s area, and The Jews were Peter’s area. 
25th Comment – Yahweh’s HS yielding  gifts/favours  operated through Peter as it equally did through Paul. 
12th Reasoning – Peter,  James and John being  “The Pillars of Christianity”  saw Yahweh’s HS operating within and 
through Paul,  and consequently The Gospel was assigned to Paul and Barnabas for the teaching to The Gentiles. 
Allegory – repeat - The Pillars = Members of  “The (original) 12”  Disciples spearheading Christianity. 
18th Instruction – TCs must consider poor people – Spiritually first,  Physically, second,  as The Good Samaritan tells us! 
(See my commentary at located at Luke.10v27-39 that explains this parable correctly  for  all  the nuances to be explained) 
19th Instruction – TCs must  never  behave in a partisan or nationalistic manner –  we are all of  one  family. 
20th Instruction – If a TCs sees “hypocrisy”  occurring within  “The Real Faith”  then  they are duty bound to speak out 
irrespective of who is doing it.  Yahweh must never be shamed by people claiming to be His representatives! 
13th Reasoning – Yahweh requires  accurate  teaching and presentation by those people claiming to represent Him,  this is 
only possible by people who  accurately know their subject matter to become competent auditors  –  hence this website. 
Gal.     2v7 og But  {that which is opposite}/{on the contrary}/contrariwise/{on the other hand}   
Gal.     2v7 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving   because  
Gal.     2v7 og (I have been) entrusted/committed/believe  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}   
Gal.     2v7 og of the  uncircumcision,   just/as/that/how/when  (the) Peter/Petros/{The Rock}  of the  circumcision. 
Gal.     2v7 = But  {on the contrary},   

because  the  knowing/understanding  I  having been  entrusted/committed  The  {Good News}/Gospel  of the  uncircumcision,   
just/as  Peter  (having been entrusted with The Gospel)  of the  circumcision. 

 

But on the contrary,    (because  “T/the S/specific G/god”  [Acts.10v34-35]   invites all people,  we TCs cover all people, the gentiles, and Jews … … ) 
because knowing,  I (Paul)  have been entrusted  (with)  The Gospel of the uncircumcision   (God’s Word for non-Jews) 
just/as  Peter  (has been entrusted with The Gospel)   of the circumcision   (God’s Word for the Jews). 
 

Paul tells us,  his responsibility with The Gospel is to teach The Gentiles,   while Peter’s responsibility is to teach The Gospel to The Jews. 
But Paul by inference is actually saying  more in the original Greek. 
It goes back to what Paul teaches us in the early part of Romans Chapters 3, 4 and 5. 
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It is  not  just the circumcision of the genitalia,  but rather  “circumcision of the whole  being/existence”  of the human to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Thus  “The Invitation to Sonship”  is open to  both  male and female  as  “spiritual circumcision”  to achieve  “The Ideal Goal of Sonship”. 
However, it was previously physical circumcision for The Jews before JC’s 1st Advent,  because  only  JC as “The Firstborn Male”  could 
achieve  “The Birthright/Invitation”  to Sonship. 

It is so important to recognise and understand these parallels  -  that exhibit Yahweh’s Omnificence in establishing all of this. 
Yet all this is an infinitesimal part of what Yahweh has provided in God’s Word of both parts 1 and 2 – the structure is incredible! 

Therefore,  Paul is teaching us in context,  The Gospel message is  common  to  all  humans,  irrespective of their religious background,  either Judaism 
or The Worldly Religions practised by The Gentiles  (and to have a few more added over the next 2000 years  –  including the deviant  worldly 
Christianity in all its schisms as mirrored in v4).  It  is  The Gospel message that if accurately imbued and inculcated,  becomes The Circumcision of  The  
Heart/{Seat of Motivation}  to  imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  to completely reform us as a person away from The World and of its methodology. 
It is upon this “Personal Change”,  that all declared  “Christians”  shall be judged in  “The Greater/Special (1st) Judgement”  made by Yahweh for His 
personal Sons of God to become part of  “The Anointing”  that was only made possible by JC’s two actions - 

1. His ministry given for us to  personally  purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life 
2. His ransom sacrifice given to allow  Yahweh  to righteously resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life. 

(Noting I see no reference to “Religious Leader”  in those two lines that lead to  “Personal Salvation”!) 
When we chose to do (1)  is dependant upon us,  either now in the 1st part of our physical life to become  “Early Adopter” TCs and thus future  Sons of 
Yahweh,  or  (2) wait until the 2nd part of our physical life  (in The Millennium)  where we become  “The Late Adopters”  as   sons/[daughters] of JCg  
(and of his bride of the 144000 TCs being those people of [1] above). 
If we refuse to imitate JC over our 2 part life,  then we become annihilated at  “The 2nd Death”  (noting by counter at Rev.2v11, 20v6  given for the TCs). 

“The Real Gospel”  is so  very easy to understand – and yet  no  “Leader of Christendom”  teaches  “The Real Word of God”  that leads to 
Mankind’s Salvation!    However,  they are so very good at preaching “Religion”  by both errant word and feigned and/or irrelevant deed! 

Gal.     2v8 og the (One [Yahweh through JCg])  For  (the) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing}   
Gal.     2v8 og (to the)  Peter/Petros/{The Rock}  into/unto  (the) commission/apostleship/apostolate/{appointment to tell}   
Gal.     2v8 og of the  circumcision,   
Gal.     2v8 og (he/it) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  worked/operated}   
Gal.     2v8 og also  {to [= in/with/by/on] me}  into/unto  the  Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples. 
Gal.     2v8 = [The One (= Yahweh via JC as The Word of God)   

{actively working}/{fervently doing}  in Peter  unto/for  commission/apostleship/{appointment to tell}  of the circumcision  (Israel) 
also  {actively working}/{fervently doing}  in me  unto/for  the  Gentiles/nations]. 

 

The One   (“Yahweh through JC”  as  “The Word of God”) 
actively working  in Peter for the appointment to tell of the circumcision   (to bring  “Israel”  around to Yahweh) 
also  (Yahweh via JC as God’s Word)  actively working for  (the appointment to tell)  the nations   (to likewise bring unto 2nd Epoch  “Israel”). 
 

Paul is making clear for his readers,  there is  no  split in  “The Real Faith”,  but Peter is tasked with one area  (The Jews),  and he,  Paul works in 
another area  (those people not being Jews  -  noting Paul went to The Synagogues first in Asia Minor and spread out afterwards). 
Has the reader noticed how Paul does not repeat himself in v7;  and v8,  he deliberately switches from “uncircumcision” to “Gentiles” mid-sentence? 

Why? 
He validates the point I made in v7 where all humans are to  ultimately  become circumcised in the  heart/{seat of motivation}  if they wish to achieve 
salvation over their 2 part life.  Also note how I insert  “(Israel)”  in after  “circumcision”  (and not “Jews”),  where Israel means  “perseverance with 
subjector”  where  “The Subjector”  is  “God”. 
I do this because it is the circumcision  within  “Israel”  over  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  (1. Israelites prior to JC’s ministry;  2. The Christian Nation 
post JC’s ministry;  3. The Resurrected World in The Millennium)  that will lead to everlasting life within any specific individual. 
Finally,  the inept worldly translations as given in standard worldly bibles do not give the true understanding of the Greek word which means  

 “{actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/operating}”  
It does  not  mean just  “working”  else several other  “working”  Greek words could be used.   
Thus, to become TCs (apostles)  then Yahweh is  “fervently working”  within their ministry occupation.   
This absolutely does  not  mean merely  “be a  worldly Christian leader”  or worse,  an  “iniquitous Christian leader”  (termed “charlatan”)  who 
pretends to have  “HS”  working within them for the self-indulgent  “kick back”  from their  paying/adoring  audience/clientele! 

The more these religious leaders  (worldly)  please the adoring clientele,  then the greater the worldly return is forthcoming! 
This is  NOT  what Yahweh desires  (He requires trained 144000 TCs to bring forth and then rule The Resurrected World,  Luke.19v16-19)! 

A 4th revision addition. 
What does  “Yahweh through JC”  really  mean? 

It is a two-stage process covered by the following statements  
1. Yahweh sources all intrinsically  ideal/good  things into  The Environment/Universe  (also including JCg and other “Sons of God). 
2. JC[g] as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  being  “The Intercessor”  between Yahweh and us,  humans  (1Tim.2v5),  teaches us  

by both  (1) word and  (2) deed/example/exhibit  how to  “gain a mind”  that  Yahweh desires  to  live into The Eternity. 
We  “gain a mind”  that Yahweh gratuitously allows to live into  “The Eternity”  by wholly imbuing  all  “The Word of God”.  This requires 
reading the Bible and understanding what it means by rigorous  assay/test/proving  it to gain  assurance/competence/authority  of our subject 
matter and then acting with fidelity upon this  “personally proven”  “Knowledge”. 
By contrast, people who call themselves Christians (or children of God) are just  fooling themselves  if they do not rigorously do the above! 

Through this process,  we  then  gain  “Real Faith”  after which,  the HS  (noting its correct definition as given by FutureLife.Org [see later])  then 
starts to  spiritually operate  within  us and Yahweh reciprocates by  physically operating  around  us  -  to further His Desire in The Environment,  
which is likewise our desire  (because we now  think/reason  like Yahweh),  John.14v20, 17v21-26. 
At the  “High Level”. 

Yahweh’s Primary Desire is to attain His 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  from out of The Gospel Age to be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  
(Isa.66v8, Rev.20v5-6)  to become future  “Sons of God”. 
Secondly after this occurs,  then Yahweh can move to  “Stage Two”  of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  to bring forth The 
Millennium,  3.5 years after  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then begin  “The Resurrection of Mankind”  in a staged manner  (as Isaiah infers at 
Isa.65v20). 

I fill in all the details elsewhere within my thousands of other commentaries to The New Testament comprising of some 4,000,000+ words. 
The crux of this argument is that    

When  the TCs are  proving themselves worthy to The World  (not to Yahweh –  He knew who the 144000 TCs would be  before  Mankind’s 
Creation, Rom.8v29, etc.)  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (Rom.8v17, 23), 
Then  Yahweh will be working in The Environment to metaphorically open and shut doors around TCs to steer them in the correct place to 
maximise the next generation of TCs.  Please read the numerous examples of this occurring within  “The Acts of The Apostles”. 

This is what Paul is explaining to these  Brethren/Sisters  within Galatia. 
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As the reader can see,  this is  not  what occurs within  worldly churches having attendees fulfilling their own  self-indulgent  worldly desires living in a 
“Fool’s paradise”  made  “just so”  by their corrupt and fraudulent  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders!   It is appalling! 
Gal.     2v9 og Also  (the) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}   
Gal.     2v9 og the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  the  (was) given/bestowed/granted  {to me}/mine,   
Gal.     2v9 og James,   also  Cephas [= Peter the Rock, Petros],    also John,   
Gal.     2v9 og the (persons  [original disciples])  thinking/{being accounted}/deeming/supposing/presuming/seeming   
Gal.     2v9 og (the) stiffen/struts/posts/pillars/supports  {to be/exist},   
Gal.     2v9 og (the) {right (hand side)} [plural]    (they) gave/bestowed/granted  {to me}   
Gal.     2v9 og also  Barnabas  (of the) {sharing with}/imparting/distributing/communicating/{be partaker},  
Gal.     2v9 og that  {we ourselves}  into/unto  the  Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples  [= preach to the gentiles],   
Gal.     2v9 og they  and  into/unto  the  circumcision  [= preach to the Jews]. 
Gal.     2v9 = Also  {absolutely knowing}  the  gift/favour/benefit  given  to me, 

James,   also  Cephas/Peter,   also  John   (JC’s half-brother and two of the original 12 disciples of JC)   
being  the people  deeming/{being accounted}  as  the  pillars/supports/buttresses   (of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
gave  {to me}  (Paul)   also  Barnabas  the  {right hand position}  of the  {sharing with}/imparting/communicating,   
(so)  that  {we ourselves}  (Paul/Barnabas teach)   unto  the  Gentiles/nations  
and  they  (James/Peter/John teach)   unto  the  circumcision  (The Jews). 

 

Also absolutely knowing the  gift/favour/benefit  given to me   (being what  “The Word of God”  yields to a reformed mind and penitent heart), 
James,  also Cephas (Peter),  also John   ([James] JC’s half-brother and  [Peter+John] two of the original 12 disciples of JC) 
being the people accounted as the  pillars/supports   (of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
gave to me (Paul)  also Barnabas the right-hand position of sharing with   (the teaching of God’s Word to hearkening recipients)  
(so)  that we ourselves (Paul, Barnabas teach)  unto the  Gentiles/nations   (The non-Jews), 
and they (James, Peter and John teach)  unto the circumcised   (The Jews). 
 

Just explaining - 
These three  “Pillars”  where - 

Peter,  an original disciple so named by JC to be  “The Rock”  (stable/steadfast)  upon which to build the Ecclesia  (based in Jerusalem). 
John,  an original disciple beloved by JC,  also his cousin through JC’s mother’s side  (see my commentary to Matt.4v22). 
James, not an original disciple but JC’s half-brother who became convinced JC was the Messiah after his resurrection. 
He  (likewise, Jude)  was in a favoured position because he had learnt off JC while a teenager – but shrugged it off as being “strange”! 

(John’s brother, James [an original disciple]  was murdered four to five years earlier, by King Herod in 44 CE  (Acts.12v1-2). 
“Pillars”  mentioned in the Bible  (especially within the book “Revelations”)  means strong support  =  buttresses to  “The Real Faith” = 
trustworthiness/solidity/strength  =  operating with fidelity to  “The Knowledge”  sourced by Yahweh. 

Warning   This is absolutely  not  “worldly Christianity”  of which we have today,  where its leaders seem to have not even reached the 1st 
square of  “Accurate Knowledge”  (when their output is audited)  to  then  be in the position to progress to  assurance  and ultimately be 
operating in  fidelity  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

After giving that necessary warning,  we read here,  JC’s original disciples have accepted Paul and Barnabas as proven apostles for the Gentile work,  
while  “The Pillars”  still worked in Judea as  “The Hub”  of operations. 
Again note how Paul does not use  “uncircumcision”  now  –  it is  “circumcision”  and  “The Gentiles”  –  not  to be physically circumcised,  but rather 
“of the heart”  being our personal  disposition/motivation,  where our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  becomes  readjusted/reformed  upon  “The Word 
of God”  actively/fervently  working within us,  so our mind becomes the  one/same  with Yahweh’s HS  (please see glossary on these terms). 
Where,  for The Record the composite definition of the HS - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

“HS” absolutely does  not  mean the nonsense we are taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  on their own personal ego trip! 
Where the HS can only become personalised within an active reasoning entity that chooses to precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their own existence. 
Gal.     2v10 og merely/alone/only  of the  poor/pauper/beggar (people)   that   
Gal.     2v10 og (we may/should) {exercise the memory}/{recollect deeds}/{make mention}/{be mindful}  who/which/that   
Gal.     2v10 og also  (I was) {to use speed}/{make effort}/earnest/diligence/endeavour/labour/eager  it/same   
Gal.     2v10 og that/this/there/here  (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice. 
Gal.     2v10 = only  that  we  may/should  {exercise the memory}/{be mindful}/remember  of the  people  poor/beggars,   

which  also  I was  eager/earnest/diligent  the same  that  to  do/perform/provide. 
 

Only that we might remember the poor people   (principally this means  “poor in spirit”  by  lacking  “The Word of God”) 
which  also I was eager that the same to provide   (inasmuch Paul fulfils The Ministry first,  then secondly,  alms for The Leaders in Jerusalem). 
 

At a high level it can be assumed when a TC’s travels,  as a good Samaritan  (to quote JC’s Parable Luke.10v29-37 and please read my commentary 
alongside  –  because it does not mean quite what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders)  we are to  “perchance help”  where we can. 
However,  that is  not  the main reason  why  this verse was put into The Epistle  (especially when considering Acts.6v1-3).  
The reason  why  this instruction was put into this epistle is to support the general tenure of what The New Testament teaches us - 

“Poor people”  are people who  recognise  they are  “spiritually poor”  =  having  no adequate,  accurate  Knowledge of Yahweh nor of His 
Son (JC)  -  being  “The Word of God”  to become  “The Light”  that publicly exposes our deportment within the 1st part of our physical life. 
This is  “The Raison D’etre”  of Paul’s existence  -  to  spiritually  feed  (not  to physically feed)!  

Paul teaches us,  he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  and thus is no respecter of persons.   
Therefore any person either materially rich or poor will be a target for Paul’s attention;  however it is  only  those specific individuals who recognise 
themselves to be  “spiritual poor”  (= poor in spirit - as JC taught – Matt.5v1-11 – please read my local commentaries,  because these verses quoting JC  
do  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us,  as usual).   These spiritually poor people recognise their spiritual growth must be improved 
relative to what Yahweh Desires from each one of us personally.  Thus, it is to these specifically (spiritually)  “poor”  people who being receptive,  then 
respond to the spiritual food  –  being  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught  (of “1st Century Christianity”)  hence Rev.3v20.   
But it is  not  those people who deem themselves  “to be something”  who have absolutely no interest in  “The Knowledge”  and thus Paul chose not to 
waste his time upon them  (often religious leaders [see Matt.3v7-10 and Acts]),  because they considered themselves not poor,  but rich within The World 
of which they were interested! 

What is different today? 
Absolutely nothing!   Except  (as usual)  our  worldly Christian leaders completely muddle everything by insinuating in this instance it means being 
“materially poor”  rather than explaining The Scriptures to mean it is an individual recognising at a personal level as being  “spiritually poor”  and 
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thus needing to do something about it!   Yahweh is not immediately concerned with physical needs for the fleshly body that is to rot away to nothing  -  
but rather,  He is  most interested  in  accurately  promoting  “The Word of God”  (through proven,  faithful apostles)  that lasts for an eternity within a 
person resurrected into a  perfected  physical body into the 2nd part of their physical life. 
Sadly,  this is all  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders of the morphed  “Christianity”  because they  never  teach  “1st Century Christianity”! 
Gal.     2v11 og {at which too}/when  And  (he) accompanied/appeared/brought/came    
Gal.     2v11 og (the) Peter/Petros/{The Rock}  into/unto   (the) Antioch,   down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Gal.     2v11 og (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
Gal.     2v11 og {to him}  (I) {stood against}/resisted/opposed,   
Gal.     2v11 og because   (the had been) {to note against}/{found fault with}/blamed/condemned  (he) was. 
Gal.     2v11 = And when Peter  accompanied/came  unto Antioch,   

I  {stood against}/opposed (= spoke out)  against to  his  (= Peter)  {frontal visage}/face/countenance   
because  he was  the had been  {noted against}/{found fault with}/condemned. 

 

And when Peter came unto Antioch, 
I (Paul)  stood against  (= spoke forthrightly)  against his (Peter’s)  frontal visage. 
Because he was noted against   (meaning,  his actions where not operating with the required fidelity to his knowledge of  “The Word of God”). 
 

History records of some 16 different Antiochs throughout The Roman Empire,  but only two are mentioned in The New Testament. 
The ancient city of Antioch mentioned here rested on the eastern edge of the river Orontes,  and its ruins lay very close to modern day Antakya,  
positioned in the most eastern side of Turkey close to the boarder of Syria,  it is located about 300 miles due north from Jerusalem,  taking about 10 days 
of walking  (perhaps travelling about 30 miles a day).  This Antioch ecclesia was the first founded outside Israel. 
Paul felt moved to speak openly to Peter regarding his behaviour changing depending upon his company. 
As we are to read,  Peter came first and stayed for some time at Antioch.   While there,  he sat to eat with the Gentiles at mealtimes. 
Gal.     2v12 og fore/{in front of}/prior  of the (person [Peter])   for   (to) accompany/appear/bring/come 
Gal.     2v12 og {some/any/certain people}  off/away/separated/from  (of the) James,   
Gal.     2v12 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  of the  Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples   
Gal.     2v12 og (he) {took food in company with}/{ate  with/alongside}.   
Gal.     2v12 og {at which too}/when  and  (they) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  
Gal.     2v12 og (he) {withheld under}/cowered/{shrunk back}/concealed/withdrew/shunned  also   
Gal.     2v12 og (he) {set off by boundary}/limited/excluded/divided/separated/severed  
Gal.     2v12 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself];   
Gal.     2v12 og (the being) frightened/alarmed/awe/revere/afraid  of the (persons)  {from/out of}  (of the) circumcision. 
Gal.     2v12 = For  of the  (person, Peter)   to come 

before/{in front of}   {some/any/certain people}   (Jewish brethren of James,  they coming from Jerusalem)   
off/from  of the  James   (based in Jerusalem),  
he  (Peter)   {took food in company}/{ate alongside with}  the  gentiles/nations.   
And  when  they  (Jewish brethren of James from Jerusalem)   accompanied/appeared/came,   
he  (Peter)   {shrunk back}/shunned  also  he  separated/excluded  himself   (from the  gentiles/nations),   
being  the  frightened/alarmed/afraid  of the  (Jewish)  people  of the  circumcision. 
    (Paul was afraid of the Jewish visitors’ negative reaction to Paul's assimilation with the presumed  “heathen gentiles”). 

 

For of the person (Peter)  to come before some people (Jewish Brethren)  from the James   (still administrating in Jerusalem) 
               (Peter came earlier  [by days/weeks]  before some Jewish Brethren arrived  [having left James still in Jerusalem]) 
he (Peter)  ate alongside the  gentiles/nations   (Peter,  as an original circumcised Jew  would eat in company with gentiles). 
And when they came   (Jewish brethren having come from James), 
he (Peter)  shunned,  also he separated himself   (from the  Gentiles/Nations), 
being afraid of the  (Jewish)  people of the circumcision   (Peter was afraid the Jews would think badly of him mixing with Gentiles) 
 

Paul spoke forthrightly about Peter marginalising the Gentiles while the Jewish brethren were visiting Antioch. 
Clearly there was something deep in Peter’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that required  readjustment/reform  - he was still reverting to nationalistic 
traits  –  something that is abhorrent to Yahweh’s  “one inclusive family of The Brethren”  all ideally aiming for  “The Goal”  to become Sons of God 
(Gal.3v28).   It is even more strange that Peter should think like this when considering what he said at Acts 10v34-35 some  twelve years earlier  when he 
understood then,  Yahweh had invited gentiles into  “1st Century Christianity”!    

Perhaps we could cynically say,  “He had stayed in Jerusalem too long during the intervening twelve years! 
Importantly,  when corrected (see later)  Peter recognised his failing and would have thanked Paul for raising the issue. 

We must understand in The Millennium,  there will be  one  family and  one  nation.   It shall  not  be the nationalistic marginalisation we have today  -  
made so by leaders to   “Divide and rule”   –  following worldly methodology  “to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”  (laid down by Satan to oppose 
Yahweh's  “Right to Rule”  our lifestyle,  -  where Yahweh desires  “The Best”  for  “The Oneness”  of society's long-term interests)! 
Gal.     2v13 og Also  (they) {acted hypocritically in concert with}/{dissembled with}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) him   
Gal.     2v13 og also  the (persons)  {remaining ones}/residue/rest  (the) Jews,  thus/{insomuch that}   
Gal.     2v13 og also  Barnabas  (he was) {taken off together}/{transporting with}/yielding/condescending  {of them}   
Gal.     2v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {acting under a feigned part}/deceit/hypocrisy/dissimulating/dissembling. 
Gal.     2v13 = Also  the  remaining/residue  Jews  they  {acted hypocritically in concert with}/{dissembled with}  Peter,   

{insomuch that}  also  Barnabas  he was  {led away}/condescending  in/by  their  hypocrisy/dissimulation.  
 

Also the remaining Jews acted hypocritically in concert with Peter, 
Insomuch that  also Barnabas was  (mentally)  led away  in/by  their hypocrisy. 
 

We read the Jewish Brethren converted to “1st Century Christianity”  here in Antioch also copied Peter's example! 
Moreover,  to make matters worse,  Barnabas who was a staunch aid to Paul in his ministry work  (thus forgetting the message of assimilation within the 
nations to produce 144000 TCs from all nations to become  “The Sons”  of  “The One Family of God”)  also followed Peter’s example and separated 
himself from The Gentiles! 
It seemed to Paul that some fourteen years from his conversion to give his ministry had just been thrown away  –  by its Jewish  (by birth)  leaders! 

This was just all too much for Paul! 
Gal.     2v14 og But  {at which too}/when  (I) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived  because  no/not/none   
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Gal.     2v14 og (they) {to be straight footed}/{go directly forward}/{walked upright}  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Gal.     2v14 og the  truth/verity  of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel},   
Gal.     2v14 og (I) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted  to the  Peter/Petros/{The Rock}   
Gal.     2v14 og {in front of}/against/at/before/{in the presence/sight of}  (of the) all (persons):   
Gal.     2v14 og “If  thou/you  (the) Jew  (the) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave,   
Gal.     2v14 og {as a Gentile}/{after the manner of a Gentile}/heathenish  (you) live/exist  also  no/not/none  (of the) Jews,   
Gal.     2v14 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  the  Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples   
Gal.     2v14 og (you) necessitate/compulsory/constrain/compel  (to [be]) Jews [= “to Judaize”]?” 
Gal.     2v14 = But  when  I  realised/understood, 

because  not  they  {be straight footed}/{moved directly forward}  towards  The  Gospel/{Good News}  Truth,   
I  said/commanded  to  The Peter  {in front of}/before  of the  all  people: 
“If  you  {began as}/behave  a Jew  (also)  live  {as a Gentile}/{not as a Jew}   (Born a Jew, but when no Jews around, you live as a Gentile) 
Wherefore you  coerce/compel  the Gentiles to  Judaize/{behave as a Jew}?”   

           (= By segregating yourself,  you imply it is correct practice to live like a Jew)! 
 

But when I realised:   (Paul recognised this was occurring in front of him … … … ) 
  Because they not moved directly forward towards The Gospel Truth   (being what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us of a new society) 
I commanded to Peter in front of all the people: 
  If you began as a Jew  (also)  live as a Gentile   (Born as a Jew,  but live as a Gentile  [when there are no Jews around]) 
  Wherefore you compel the Gentiles to behave as Jews   (by separating yourself from Gentiles to be with Jews,  you are endorsing  “Judaism”) 

               (By implication,  when you are with Jews by birth,  you will only accept gentiles if they have effectively become Jews themselves.) 
 

Paul questioning the leading  “Pillar”  of Christianity in public.   
Why participate in hypocrisy to The Christian message? 
Moreover,  precisely the same question must be asked of all  worldly Christian leaders today! 

Inasmuch,  why take  The First/Most  position in society rather than as JC teaches to take  The Last/Least  within society;  thereby showing they have no 
belief in  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  -  being only what The Bible teaches us! 
I will not give a list here but allow the reader to collate their own list through careful reasoning upon what they witness within The World today. 
Gal.     2v15 og {We ourselves}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) growth/production/descent/genus/lineage/type/nature  (the) Jews,   
Gal.     2v15 og also  no/not/none  {from/out of}  (of the)  Gentile/nation/heathen/people   (the) {sinful people}/sinners; 
Gal.     2v15 = {We ourselves}  the  Jews  in/by  descent/birth/linage,   also  not  {from out of}  Gentile/heathen  sinners. 
 

We ourselves  (you Peter,  and I,  Paul,  are)  the Jews by descent   (our ancestral DNA is through Abraham) 
Also  (we both are)  not from out of the Gentile sinners   (noting the argument presented by JC at John.8v33-39) 
 

A  “tongue-in-cheek”  mildly sarcastic comment being that The Jews are not sinners like The Gentiles! –  Or are they? 
Therefore,  Paul is saying   You and I,  Peter,  are Jews by birth  –  does that make us  (Jews)  not sinners? 
Clearly the answer is   “All humans have sinned and come short of The Law!”  (Rom.3v23) 
Consequently, Paul is stating   

We are Jews – Yes,  but we also sin like Gentiles  –  thus   What is the difference between us  (amid Yahweh's Judgement)! 
Now Paul comes in with the explanation - 

A 4th revision addition. 
Why is Paul writing this incident in his epistle to the Galatians? 

Quite simply the Galatians had slipped away from what  “1st Century Christianity” meant,  and he had to pull them up short! 
He is saying to The Galatians - 

“I was not frightened to reprimand my Boss,  Peter as The Head of The Ecclesia when he behaved badly!”   
Peter listened and thanked me for making him aware of his errant behaviour,  and Peter amended his ways! 

“Likewise,  I will not be frightened to speak out to yourselves when you behave badly!” 
Ideally you too will listen to me explaining the errors of your ways,  then thank me,  and you too amend your ways! 

Moreover it gives a platform for Paul to explain there is no difference between a Jew and Gentile -  both have the same responsibilities and future 
prospects provided both Jew and Gentile recognise they must imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to achieve what he had achieved,  resurrection unto Sonship. 
This platform is explained in the next verses. 
 
21st Instruction – No human is deemed righteous based upon  “The Law of  (given by)  Moses” –  we all have sinned. 
(Noting:  The Law was given to prove JC perfect for him to then inaugurate “The 2nd Covenant” based upon  “The Mind” 
we could ultimately pass,  that would lead to a harmonious society – enabling us to  “best fulfil”  “The Law on Works”.) 
22nd Instruction – Humans can only be considered righteous through  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + 
assurance + fidelity),  noting that a failure in any of these three qualities means we have  “blind faith”. 
11th Warning – “Blind faith”  is endemic in  worldly Christianity,  moreover,  pandemic in Religion failing in perhaps  all  
the three qualities starting at the top and rippling all the way down  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 
14th Reasoning – People must put on a new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that comes from acquiring the  accurate 
“Knowledge” upon which to build “Assurance” and then having the motivation to practice the knowledge with “Fidelity” 
Once doing  all of this  then the person has real belief in JC utterly committed and entrusting upon him, they become a TC 
(This is not a blind hope or self-indulgent feel-good adrenalin rush for the moment,  but 60.60.24.7.52.x = every second of 
a TC’s life – where “x” is the remaining part of the person’s life imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle).   This is  never  taught! 
15th Reasoning – The Law fails because it does not instruct The Mind, merely condemns The Works – by then it is too late! 
16th Reasoning – “The Real Faith” surpasses because it instructs The Mind Yahweh chooses for “awakening/rousing”  as 
a TC,  because “the mind” understands why works must not be done that fail The Law,  hence chooses not to fail The Law. 
17th Reasoning – Clearly humans may  accidentally  fail The Law while living under  “The Real Faith”  initiated by JC 
but because it was unintentional then they have not failed The Faith, but would have failed The Law if judged by The Law. 
(Can the reader see The Righteous Logic behind this? –  Sadly,  never  explained as such by  worldly Christian Leaders)! 
18th Reasoning – However having The Law shows us to be failures,  and thus we need The Law for us to realise this! 
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26th Comment – JCg did not specifically come as JC to expose our sin through his demonstrated perfection. 
19th Reasoning – JC showed us that we need to demolish our old worldly personality and build ourselves up with the same 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as had JC to  then  show us that we  had  been violators of The Law  (of Moses). 
20th Reasoning – Thus we needed to know we had died in The Law to realise that we needed to  “jump ship”  being 
supplied by JC who was able to save us,  provided we consistently imitate his lifestyle,  ultimately within our 2 part life. 
23rd Instruction – If aiming to become a TC then it is imperative to become  {publicly co-executed}  with JC,  to enable the  
presence/parousia  of JC to live as  “The Word of God”  within a TC  (to be driving our mind). 
6th Allegory – {publicly co-executed} = make it very apparent to The World that we no longer live by  “The Norms of The 
World”  being everything from swearing to murder and  anything  between that  may  offend your neighbour. 
21st Reasoning – The synapse construction is being reformed by The Knowledge (= The Word of God = JC) working upon 
our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become like JC who was  “The Word of God” and thus he now  “lives within”  us. 
24th Instruction – If aiming to become a TC,  then it is imperative to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  totally,  by  accurately 
teaching  “The Word of God”  so that our neighbour might understand  why/how  they too should become a TC. 
(This never occurs within  worldly Christian congregations – by definition, in the majority of all Christian Congregations) 
22nd Reasoning – In this manner by precisely imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  then we show Yahweh and JCg how much 
we,  as aspiring TCs,  appreciate what both Entities  did,  are doing  now,  and  will do  for us in the future.  
25th Instruction – Once having the blessings then stick with them in continuance of imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
26th Instruction – No TC will ignore Yahweh’s  gift/favour  (else we become as the 1 talent man,  Luke.19v20-22)  and 
thus reject what JC did for us and fall back upon The Law (of Works inaugurated by Moses)  in which we have failed. 
12th Warning – From the above instruction (v21)  this would infer  iniquitous  Christian leaders who  twist/distort  God’s 
Word for their own ends,  have rejected JC  –  making the situation as though JC had died for nothing;  meaning these 
iniquitous people fall back upon The Law and  automatically fail that level,  hence  perish/annihilated.  By inductive logic 
this infers that they,  like Judas Iscariot,  shall  never  be resurrected when they end their present conscious existence! 
Gal.     2v16 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  because  not   
Gal.     2v16 og (he/she is) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  {from/out of} 
Gal.     2v16 og (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  (of the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  [of Moses],   
Gal.     2v16 og if  not [= except]  through (reason of)   (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Gal.     2v16 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   also   
Gal.     2v16 og {we ourselves}  into/unto  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) Jesus   (we) committed/believed/entrusted,   
Gal.     2v16 og that  (we may/should be) rendered righteous/innocent/justified}  {from/out of}  
Gal.     2v16 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Gal.     2v16 og also  no/not/none  {from/out of}  (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds     
Gal.     2v16 og (of the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  [of Moses],   
Gal.     2v16 og inasmuch/{because that}  not  (he/she/it will be) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}  {from/out of}  
Gal.     2v16 og (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  (of the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  [of Moses]    
Gal.     2v16 og (the) all  (the) flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded}. 
Gal.     2v16 = Because  the  knowing/understanding  man/(woman)   he/(she)  is  not  {rendered  righteous/innocent} 

{from out of}  of the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours  of the  Law  (of Moses),     (given only to the Jews  and they failed!) 
except  through reason  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed.   
Also  {we ourselves}  (TCs)   commit/entrust  unto  the  Christ/Anointed  the  Jesus 
that  we  may/should  be  {rendered  justified/innocent}   
{from/out of}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of the  Christ/Anointed, 
also  not  {from out of}  of the  {occupational effort}/work/labour  of the  Law  (of Moses),   
inasmuch  not  (at)  all   (= certainly not)   the  animalistic minded  (person)   will be  {rendered  righteous/innocent}   
from out  of the  occupational efforts  of the  Law  (of Moses). 

 

Because  knowing/understanding  man/(woman)  is not rendered  righteous/innocent   
               (We are not rendered  righteous/innocent  [to what Yahweh requires from members who are to form a future new perfect society] … … ) 
from out of the occupational effort of the Law  (of Moses)    (The Law only operated upon  “output”,  but  not  upon  “The Internal Driver”) 
               (Inasmuch, outwardly we can pretend to be wonderful people,  but the mind is self-grabbing,  and the output is of  feigned charity  with strings) 
except through reason of faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    (being a complete change of mind  away from  worldly methodology) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (being what JC as  “The Word of God”  showed to be  “The Wisdom of God”  to yield  “The Goal”  of “Anointing”) 
               (God’s Word  truly  inculcated  “changes the mind”  so the output is not feigned  –  but genuine to edify the neighbour.) 
               (This is “Real Faith” of its required three stages  -  yielding good works demonstrating what is in the mind,  hence James.2v16-26) 
Also we ourselves  (TCs)  commit/entrust  unto the Anointed Jesus   (as Peter showed at John.6v68, Matt.19v27, imitating JC, 1Pet.2v18-20) 
               (Hence,  we imitate  “The Person”  having his mind to deliver the commensurate works … … ) 
that we might be rendered  justified/innocent  from out of the faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (driving our “Mind/Intent”) 
of the Anointed   (being an  entirely reformed mind built upon  “The Word of God”  to ideally yield  “The Goal” of being  “Anointed by Yahweh”), 
               (Hence,  once having the mind delivering the works then  we achieve  “The Goal”  being  “The Office/Appointment of Sonship”) 
also not from out of the occupational effort of the Law  (of Moses)    (being that we might  feign charity  –  while still having a  callous mind), 
inasmuch certainly not the animalistic minded person will be rendered  righteous/innocent  from out of the works of the law. 
                 (noting The Context   It is  “The Driver”  within The Mind  that leads to the  “occupational efforts”  of Peter segregating himself) 

               (To be a future  “Son of God”  requires a  “completely new mind”,  being wholly built upon God’s Word for  “The Future Responsibility”) 
 

Thus,  we understand  “Human Occupational Works”  cannot save humans from annihilation  (because  “The Mind is wrong”)! 
However,  “a changed mind”  built upon God’s Word that yields  “Godly Occupational Works”  will save people from annihilation!  

Now for a very serious  “Health Warning”  
This verse absolutely does  not  mean what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  twist  it to mean in their near  “useless 
sermons”   for Mankind's Salvation! 
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Worldly Christian leaders use this verse to  fraudulently claim    
“Just believe in JC and you are saved”  (ignoring James.2v14-26 and many other citations).   
Inasmuch  “just accept he existed”  and  “say/sing  the most wonderful things about him”  (ignoring James.2v5-10). 

I go into this aspect in much greater depth within a couple of my dissertations to very carefully explain this deception is actually only a  half-truth  and  
thus  not  the full truth  –  especially when we consider John.6v64  –  (please see all my local and comprehensive commentaries)! 
Very much like the deceptive half-truths Satan used in the past  (see Bible examples at Gen.3v1-5, Matt.4v1-12, etc.,)  and today through his cohorts  
(principally religious leaders)  to  beguile/befuddle  “The Reasoning”  of people away from precisely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (please see  “Yahweh’s 
Desire”  and  “Satan’s Desire”  [of opposition/rebellion]  in glossary,  and why they oppose each other). 

Let me explain the  “Half-Truth”  (however I go further elsewhere) - 
Yes - we are saved and  can  only  be saved by JC’s actions  of his public execution on  “the fixed stakes”  for  “us”  (meaning,  “ALL humans”  without 
differentiation)  from what would have been annihilation upon our forthcoming death.  It was freely given – for which we are told no human can pay for 
it,  thus logically it must be applied to  all humans equally  – no human has enough money or sufficiently perfect life to pay for it  (Rom.3v23). 
Through this action JC became  “The Righteous Enabler”  for Yahweh to resurrect  “ALL of us”  into the 2nd part of our physical life  –  without any 
caveats (1John.2v2, 4v14)  and thus freely given to every person who has existed for the last 6000 years!   But this is only  half  “The Picture”  because 
the other half of what JC gave to us was  “The Ministry”(and deportment)   to perfect our mind  that becomes  dependent upon us,  as to whether we 
ultimately have eternal life.   Eternal life is ultimately  only  available for people who operate upon agapao (= Yahweh's Methodology)  yielding agape  
freely/simply  to our neighbour throughout society  –  being to precisely imitate JC's lifestyle.   This requires a complete mind change from “Human” to 
become like “JC” and then we shall have real salvation and protect ourselves from “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”.   This is why JC was wholly dead 
over the complete  “Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v31, 20v1)  to cover us humans over “The Millennium”  as “The 7th Day of Rest” in “The Week” 
(Heb.4v4) being the rest day from Satan’s machinations over the 6 day working week  (6000 years)   under his methodology (as the complete week of 
“Lord days” 2Pet.3v8).   While humans are covered over the Sabbath Day living in the 2nd part of their physical life to learn how to turn their life fully 
around under JC,  being the Lord of The Sabbath because the sabbath was made to purify humans  (Mark.2v27-28). 
It is specifically this pure form of  commitment/entrusting  that drove JC’s Mind  (Yahweh’s Methodology)  to deliver  REAL  belief - 

1. Now  (in the 1st part of our physical life)  to become a TC  (an “Early Adopter” of Yahweh’s Methodology)  having purified the 2nd part of our 
spiritual life,   OR 

2. After our resurrection  (in the 2nd part of our physical life)  during The Millennium,  for us then to “be saved”  (assuming we likewise have 
purified the 2nd part of our spiritual life to precisely imitate JC's lifestyle driven by agapao)  to become “Late Adopters”.  

Our actions demonstrate our  “The Quality”  of our  commitment/entrusting (= belief).   
Let me illustrate this with an example  

You may be drowning in the sea.  
Someone sees you drowning and throws you a rope to hang onto it.    Clearly you  “believe”  the rope will save you! 
Yet unless you make a grab for the rope and hang onto it “for dear life”,  you will drown!   It is the very action of you swimming forward,  grabbing 
and then holding onto this rope that demonstrates your  commitment/entrusting (= belief)  in  “the rope saving you”.   
The action of swimming towards the rope shows,  we are applying our  “surviving”  skills  correctly,  because we could swim in the opposite 
direction away from the rope and die  –  even though we  “believe”  the rope could save us!   This would be “iniquitous”! 
Now the same reasoning can be applied to us  “drowning in the sea”  of this worldly life    (incidentally, “sea”  allegorically means “Mankind”). 
Jesus is that rope thrown to us by God (Yahweh) being  “The Word of God”  that we could mentally grasp and then inculcate.  We can passively 
ignore Jesus to our death  (by knowing of The Rope,  stating what a wonderful rope it is and singing all the praises about The Rope to save us -  
BUT  if we do nothing,  or swim in the opposite direction  then we  ultimately die!)    
              OR by contrast to the above - 
We actively,  through our works  demonstrate  our active  commitment/entrusting  (= real belief)  in JC to save us.   
Thus,  we ultimately become saved  (in our 2 part life)  through our very active works  (of precisely imitating The One who saved us)  in The 
Assessment of The Entity making The Judgement! 

Surely the above is simply common sense  -  without the  senseless  and  useless  mystic religious waffle!  
Clearly if Yahweh had not thrown the rope out by JC offering himself to become that rope then we would have  no  opportunity to become saved 
from Death,  and thus only have our present existence with  no  possibility of a resurrection  (into what will become the 2nd part of our physical 
life)! 

Now explaining The Law (of Moses). 
Though covered in more depth elsewhere,  “The Law of Moses”  could not save us because it only referred to works.  It had  no  reference to the thought 
processes within our brain  –  being our  “synapse construction mapping”.  We must have  “righteous thought processes”  to be “ultimately saved” 
meaning “true Salvation”.   
The  “righteous thought processes”  then become  “The Driver”  to yield the  “righteous works”  (charity)  being able to meet  “The Law of Moses”. 
It was because JC  did have  a righteous mind  (and gave us The Methodology,  being of his two Laws found at Mark.12v30-31),  and then from that,  did 
produce  righteous works  (led from the righteous thought processes)  to become  “The Wisdom of God”  that enabled JC to fulfil  (thus surpass)  “The 
Law of Moses”  (Matt.5v17-18).   It was these  “Thought Processes of Yahweh”  that led him to be murdered  (by “Professional Religious Leaders” 
following the “Thought Processes of Satan”)  while still righteous in his  “soul”  (being the active operation of  both   “mind and body”).   
That is precisely  why  he  had  to be resurrected  (hence JC's 'cryptic' comment at Matt.3v15)  –  because he had  not  contravened Yahweh’s Law which 
effectively states  (Gen.2v17)   

“In the day you sin,  you will  (begin to)  die  (everlastingly).”  
JC had  not  sinned  (hence Yahweh’s acknowledgement of “good to go”  to the next stage, Matt.3v17, 17v5)  thus he should  not  have been murdered. 
This is  why  we must  commit/entrust (= belief)  in JC,  and then  ultimately produce righteous works through this belief  in both our Saviour  (and 
Creator)  =  JC  (JCg). 

How? 
By simply  accurately  “Imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  driven by agapao  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  for absolutely  no  worldly return! 
Moreover this output endorses what is occurring in our mind for  “The Judging World”  to know this person is suitably qualified to rule  “The 
Resurrected World”  in The Millennium as a future  “Son of God”  (Rom.8v17, 22 and later in Galatians),  because humans cannot read the mind  
(1Sam.16v7)  but only witness the outside works. 

Can the reader see the righteous full circle of this in the midst of  “The Ultimate  Arbitrator/Assessor”    “Almighty God” = “Yahweh”? 
I must add here the 2 Laws of JC are to - 

1.  Completely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of us personally  (Ecc.12v13-14,  in this manner we truly agapao Yahweh). 
2.  Agapao/{edifying love}  (= to build someone up  to our own hurt  [= The Drive to put ourselves out to help others,  but not to be partisan])  
our neighbour through  Agape/{charity love}  in the charity work of  freely giving our time  to educate The Mind  of our listener by giving 
them  accurate  Knowledge in  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   
So the resultant actions from this,  leads to a worthy lifestyle of a TC for all parties involved  to ultimately yield a perfected society. 
{Charity Love}/Agape  demonstrated as works,  is 1st for The Mind  (for the reformed  “synapse construction”)  and only a 2nd for the body 
that is destined to rot away to nothing  (where both of these aspects are shown in The Good Samaritan parable  –  Luke.10v30-36,  please see 
my local commentary  –  because there is much more in this parable than what is preached by  “You know who”). 
However,  Satan in his half-truths spins everything,  so this requirement of Yahweh becomes the other way around,  so people  in their 
innocence  put feeding The Body 1st enabling Satan’s desire is fulfilled  (rather than feeding The Mind with wholesome food to fulfil Yahweh’s 
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Desire)! 
This  is  very subtle  and difficult to differentiate  –  but that is precisely what Satan is so capable of doing within his machinations! 

However,  these 2 Laws are exceedingly difficult to fulfil within this present worldly system under Satan’s influence  (Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  –  
who obviously does  not  want 144000 TCs to be generated during The Gospel Age!   Satan desires The Gospel Age  not  to last 2000 years (or so)  but to 
last  indefinitely  so that  he might never be confined  (Rev.20v1-3, 10)  because the human species has annihilated itself  before  God’s Prophetic Word 
becomes fulfilled  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4).   

Yahweh needs 144000 TCs  first  to become  “The Fulfilled Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  before  He can then righteously move onto the 
next stage of His Righteous Plan for  “Human Salvation”  (= The Millennium)! 

It is so important for the reader to grasp this whole commentary – because it is utterly  unintelligible  to our  “Leaders of Christendom”  and has been 
for the last some 1700+ years because they have  never  taught it during that time – but everything else that  Satan wants to hear  to  oppose Yahweh! 
Gal.     2v17 og if  and  (the) seeking/searching/endeavouring/inquiring (plural)   
Gal.     2v17 og (to be) rendered righteous/innocent/justified}  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Gal.     2v17 og (we were) found/obtained/seen/perceived  also  they/ourselves  (the) {sinful persons}/sinners,   
Gal.     2v17 og {(interrogation to which a negative answer is assumed) therefore/consequently}  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Gal.     2v17 og (of the) sin/fault/offense   (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant?    
Gal.     2v17 og Not  (let it) {become to be}! 
Gal.     2v17 = And  if  we  seeking/endeavouring  to be  {rendered  righteous/innocent}  within  the  Christ/Anointed 

also  we were  found/perceived  ourselves to be sinners;   
therefore,  is the  Christ/Anointed  (become)  the  attendant/minister  of the  sin/offence? 
Not  it  {become to be}! 

 

And if we are  seeking/endeavouring  to be rendered  righteous/innocent  within the Anointed   (being  “The Ideal Goal”  of perfection)   
also we were  found/perceived  ourselves to be sinners   (inasmuch we realise,  we are not precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle); 
therefore,  is the Anointed   (being  “The Ideal Goal”  that Yahweh Desires from  “Christians”)   becomes the attendant of the  sin/fault 
               (Inasmuch that it is an impossible goal to be set by Yahweh through JC [to imitate his output],  because we fail in our output of works!) 
Not let become to be!    
               (We cannot use this argument of  [1] blaming our saviour for setting a difficult standard,  [2] we give up, by sinking into worldly methodology!) 
 

Clearly some apostates had been promoting the idea,  we only are sinful to The Law because JC expounding The Ideal  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire for us 
to become TCs)  had exposed us as being sinful by his perfect instruction and lifestyle –  else we could have considered ourselves to be  “supposedly 
perfect”,  inasmuch JC’s purity has exposed our impurity!   This is precisely why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  work so hard to remove  “The 
Early Adopters”  off the face of this planet  (as we have witnessed throughout history)  and then generations later hypocritically praise these  “Early 
Adopters”  (noting what JC said at Matt.23v27-32)  to hijack what these Early Adopters had done! 
Other types of  “bent reasoning”  pervade today  –  especially in the area of the HS  supposedly  “operating within”  us to yield all manner  “of physical 
things”  to please an  animalistic mind,  and the doctrine of  “material wealth”  comes to those people who are within The Lord,  or we are good,  
because “we can see God in us”,  supposedly  “God only hates our works but loves us”.  I have mentioned  only  four examples out of a  great many 
more  that I could use.   All this is  spurious reasoning  designed to  (1) take “the eye”  off  “the real ball”  and  (2) to be  “excusing ourselves”  –  from 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  in which all these examples  are alien  to what JC and The Apostles precisely taught and did  as recorded  
within The Bible!  

Go outside what we are  specifically taught in The Bible  and we are thus effectively  creating our own bibles  to which we are given this 
warning at Rev.22v18-19. 

All these  “other things”  are  “tacked on”  to self-indulge the devotees,  who in turn,  then self-indulge their leader’s  worldly  aspirations  –  thus  none  
of these individuals  (leaders or devotees)  are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and thus  cannot  be deemed TCs! 

Which then fulfils Satan's desire  –  to stop  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of  144000 TCs  from occurring  (Rev.14v1-4)! 
Gal.     2v18 og if  for  who/which/that   (I) {loosened down}/disintegrated/demolished/{over throw}/undo   these (things)   
Gal.     2v18 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   (I) {build-up}/construct/confirm/embolden/edify,   
Gal.     2v18 og (the) violator/breaker/transgressor  {my own}/myself   
Gal.     2v18 og (I) {set together}/{introduce favourably}/approve/commend/exhibit. 
Gal.     2v18 = For  if  I  construct/{build-up}/edify  again  these things  which  I  {loosen down}/demolish, 

(then)  I  approve/exhibit/commend  myself  (to be)  the  violator/breaker/transgressor.   
   

For if I  construct/edify  back once more what I demolished;     (see commentary) 
I  exhibit/approve  myself as the  violator/transgressor.     (see commentary) 
 

This verse can be read two to three  ways depending upon what is being pulled down and what is built up! 
1. Standard translation - Paul makes a statement throughout both lines. 

If I build up the same system  (based upon the same methodology of “self-indulgence”)  where I am the new leader of my little empire that 
operates upon the same motives as the previous system then -_ 

I exhibit myself as a violator  (inasmuch a hypocrite). 
2. Another translation - Paul makes a statement and then answers in the second line expecting a negative answer. 

If I build up a one new society built upon Yahweh’s Absolute Methodology after having torn down an Old Society built upon Satan’s 
methodology having a multiple empires spun off under leaders operating to a self-indulgent methodology,  then - 

Do I exhibit myself a violator to Yahweh’s Absolute Standard? 
3. A personal translation – Paul speaks of himself as an example for other people to copy (inasmuch speaking of his reform Gal.1v13-16). 

If I demolish my old self  (that operated to worldly methodology)  and rebuild my new self  (to operate on Yahweh’s Methodology)  then - 
With a reformed mind,  I can look back to realise I was a transgressor to what Yahweh desired. 

I accept all renderings! 
However,  we must place these renderings in context and understand,  Paul had a serious problem on his hands - 

1. These Galatians where listening to (false) religious teachers undermining Paul’s teaching. 
2. The motive of these (false)  religious teachers was to “Divide and Rule” by making their own empires. 
3. These (false) teachers had no humility but operating to worldly methodology using wile and guile to achieve worldly return. 

(What is different now?) 
By contrast, 

Paul had completely broken his old self  -  wholly repented and completely subjected himself as a loyal slave to achieve Yahweh’s Goals for 
no worldly return in the 1st part of his life except abuse and persecution of which we read in Acts  (and listed at 2Cor.11v24-28). 
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To which end he will receive the same as did JC – because Paul proved himself to have the  one/same  mind as JC which is to achieve  “The 
Salvation of Mankind”  through its most righteous route of which  “1st Century Christianity”  taught and has been resurrected in the last few 
years of The Gospel Age  -  as taught by FutureLife.Org. 

Therefore,  depending upon what was in Paul’s mind,  then for the given renderings - 
1. Speaking of the (false) religious teachers creating their own empires by disrupting the weak minds of the Galatian Brethren. 
2. Is it wrong for him to publicly castigate these (false) teachers by tearing them down to bring these Galatians into Yahweh’s Methodology? 
3. I am asking you Galatians to imitate me,  look at yourselves as did I,  and make yourselves a transformation away from worldly methodology. 

That is why I accept all three renderings – because all three are applicable to what was in Paul’s mind,  in his pleading for them to use their mind and 
carefully consider  “The Goal”  and how we are to personally get there – because it cannot occur by following what was then  “worldly Christianity”  
worming its way into  “1st Century Christianity”  (2Cor.11v4, Jude.v4, Acts.20v29, 2Pet.2v1,  as a spread of perhaps thirty New Testament citations I 
could use). 
However,  if we have a need to improve society,  then I reason it is best  “to start with oneself”! 
This is what I would like to develop here,  where Paul is speaking about his lifestyle,  and as example for us to imitate  (1Cor.11v1). 
Paul’s lifestyle is driven by his  spirits/personality/desires/traits  of which  worldly Christian leaders seen to utterly ignore  –  when they teach    

“God loves you but hates your works!” –  This is  utter rubbish  as I carefully explain elsewhere  –  but very quickly here! 
It is typical of  “The Delusion”  that Satan pumps out into the community through his agents  “loving The World”,   being of its methodology! 
Easily countered by the following reasoning - 

What drives our works? 
Our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  drive our works! 

What drives our  spirit/personality/desires/traits? 
“Knowledge”  drives our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as driven by  “The Heart”  being  “The Seat of our Motivation”. 

Thus,  get the  correct  knowledge into our brain  and  have the motivation to follow through what we know! 
The  combination of both  is desired by Yahweh. 

From where does  “The Knowledge”  come? 
From the Environment! 
Either from - 

1. The Bible  -  correctly explained,  and absolutely  not  from/through  deviant  worldly Christian leaders   OR- 
2. The World  –  being humans who follow the same methodology as originally presented to us by Satan  (Gen.3v1-5). 

Yahweh gives us  “The Accurate Knowledge”  and it is dependent upon us to either imbue it within our  being/existence  to carry out the  necessary  
readjustment/reform  of our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (to rewire our  “synapse construction”,  whose mapping is stored upon our death by 
Yahweh)  or we simply reject  “The Accurate Knowledge”  kindly given by Yahweh,   and foolishly follow The World’s knowledge and imbue that within 
our  being/existence. 
Noting  “The Fundamentals of Science”  is sourced by Yahweh,  and only discovered in a haphazard manner by Man. 
Quite simply stated - 
Follow - 

(1) The Bible to produce works  reflecting/driven  by a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  agapao/phileo  by Yahweh  OR 
(2) The World to produce works  reflecting/driven  by a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  detested  by Yahweh. 

Sadly  worldly Christian leaders are just so befuddled and lost by desiring to conform to The World’s standards  –  “to become loved by The World”   
(for its returns),  that very sadly,  they become  detested  by Yahweh because they produce such  wayward and deviant teaching  that excuses the required 
personal reform that can only occur by precisely imitating JC!   
Some examples as given earlier in this epistle - 
This is hard teaching  (John.6v60),  – and just as Paul tells us  “his  words/sayings/topics/reasoning  is contemptible” (2Cor.10v10) - likewise these,  – 
but  sometime/somewhere/someone  must stand up and be  “The Vanguard”  to  accurately  teach  “The Disclosing Truth”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  
and point out where things are going so badly amiss!    

As I state elsewhere  “A Competent Auditor”  must be employed to thoroughly assay  “The Unrighteous Nonsense”  taught by  worldly 
Christian leaders that cannot lead to  “Human Salvation” -  thus determining they are  fraudsters  to what they claim about  “Their 
group/sheep”  (noting the robbers in John.10v1-9 and local context of the Galatians)!   
       Ultimate Salvation  comes from  precisely imitating  JC,  driven by a mind that operates entirely upon Yahweh's Methodology! 

It is the ridiculous reasoning of those leaders who  self-indulgently  claim to come in the name of JC that bring universal contempt upon JC by those 
people outside Christianity simply applying  sane/reasoning  minds upon what is so very obviously errantly taught  (as prophesied in Rev.8v1-13)!   
Sometimes - it would be much better if  worldly Christian leaders just kept their mouths shut on matters regarding Yahweh  -  because they shame Him! 

After finishing my  (sadly)  necessary rant,  then please let me explain what Paul is teaching us here. 
Paul is teaching us that  “Yes”  he needs to show he is a  lawbreaker/transgressor  to what Yahweh  ultimately desires  into “The Eternity”,   but this can 
only be recognised if he first  {pulls down}/destroys  his old methodology conforming to The World’s standards and thus through the process of  
{building up}/edification  readjusts/reforms  his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become the  one/same  with  Yahweh’s spirit/desires/traits.    
Where,  “Yahweh’s spirit/desires/traits  is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to make His desire manifest within The 
Environment”  (= the “HS”)   through  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  accurately  given to us by JC during his  ministry/lifestyle.  

Therefore,  Paul broke  “The Law of Moses”,  and this law broke him,  because his mindset was wrong.    
He became an obvious  lawbreaker/transgressor  -  but he  (1) recognised this,  and this recognition  (2) prompted internal reform. 
What made him recognise this  -  was  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  JC laid down by his ministry/lifestyle  (please see Paul’s discussion on  
“The Law of Moses”  and how it applies to us in Rom. Chapters 2 to 4  [using my associated commentaries to help the reader]). 

Thus JC gave us the correct mindset  through our edification  (based upon Mark.12v30-31)  and enabled us  not  to become judged upon  “The Law of 
Moses”  (by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  made  only   up on “Christians”, James.3v1)  because our thoughts  are  desiring to 
imitate JC,  in which instance we are likely  not  to fall foul of  “The Law of Moses”  in our lifestyle!    
Furthermore,  Yahweh judges our mind  –  being of our motivation  (1Sam.16v7-13 for  future  kingship),  where our motivation becomes  The Driver to 
operate within The World -  being to assist society  freely/simply (without strings attached in what we personally do).  By doing this,  we are spiritually 
operating with  agapao/{edifying love}  in our mind that is delivering  agape/{charity love}  through our physical works into The World. 
If we make a few  “genuine mistakes”  (“sideslips”, of which we are genuinely repentant)  then Yahweh will ignore these transgressions  (hence it is He 
as  “The Adopting Father”  Who forgives His  future Sons of God)  because we are being personally  “ Judged upon our motivation driven by agapao”. 
Thus the resultant is that we are  not  being  “negatively judged upon failed works”  (being the failures against The Law of Moses)  -  but rather only  
positively  upon our good works being driven by  “The Word of God”  creating the new spiritual  creation/creature  within ourselves  –  as I explain 
elsewhere  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v17). 

Can the reader see how all this logically aligns? –  Being utterly counter to the very deviant teaching of  The Excuse” (to be Deviant, 
Jude.v4)  -  as given to us by  worldly Christian leaders lost in their  own mysteries  –  being mysteries of their  own  creation! 

We could ask,  “Whose desire are  worldly Christian leaders following?” 
The answer is obvious    

They are feeding their  own  desire  (for the large crowd  “of Quantity”  to worldly milk)  which becomes the  one/same  desire as that 
sourced by Satan  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt).   Where the fraudulent excuse is  “Giving more people to Yahweh”! 

By contrast  
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Yahweh desires  “Quality”  to yield the future 144000 TCs  (Matt.20v16, 22v14,  out of the  “Quantity”  of The Christian Nation),  being a 
person who truly imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to the giver’s own hurt).  

It is this  required personal reform  by  “demolishing our old self to build up the new self”  (in the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  upon JC as  “The Word 
of God”  that brings about the recognition  “we were law breakers”  (=  “criminals”  in the 1st part of our spiritual life). 
Hence the next verse - 
Gal.     2v19 og (emphatic) I/me  For  through (reason of)   (of the) Law/Precepts/Regulations –  
Gal.     2v19 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) Law/Precepts/Regulations   (I) died/death/deceased/expired,   
Gal.     2v19 og that  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) God   (I may/should) live/exist.   
Gal.     2v19 = For  emphatic I (Paul)  through reason  of the  Law  (of Moses)  -  I  died  with/by  the  Law,   

(so)  that  I  may/should  live/exist  with  The God   (Yahweh). 
 

For  emphatic I (Paul)  through reason of The Law   (of Moses)   -   I died with The Law   (of Moses,  based upon only works) 
(so)  that I might  live/exist  with the God   (Yahweh,  inasmuch I recognised my sin in The Law  by purifying my mind on Yahweh’s Methodology) 
 

Paul is speaking about himself and he concludes The Law was necessary because - 
The application of The Law made Paul realise that he was  not  perfect but very  imperfect/guilty  and that  personal reform was necessary.   

Paul uses the same argument in his epistle to the Romans at chapter 2 to 4. 
It was by having The Law that made Paul realise he could only expect to die everlasting on his own capabilities. 
But because  he  accepted/recognised  he had died  with/by  The Law  meant he must grasp at something that would give him guaranteed life. 
The only thing he had was  “The Golden/Kingly Reference Standard”  as set by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  because that is what ultimately gave JC a 
resurrection to  guaranteed  everlasting life by Sonship,  being  The Methodology that JC used to make him righteous  according to Yahweh’s Desire.  
It is this methodology practised now during the individual’s 2 part life that will achieve  “Everlasting Life”. 
As this website copiously states - 

1. Practise JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  now  during the 1st part of our physical life to become like JC a Son of God with  guaranteed  everlasting life  
OR:- 

2. Wait until our resurrection into  “The Reality of The Millennium”  (2nd part of our physical life)  operating around us,  and then imitate JC’s 
lifestyle  during the 2nd part of our physical life  to enable the 2nd part of our physical life  to last for an eternity  and become a son of JC  (= 
“the specific god”  of humans). 

Can the reader see the utter righteous logic in the above exegesis? 
Being precisely what The Bible  tells us  –  I have invented  none  of this  (but sadly it is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians,  for 
several obvious reasons of which I delineate elsewhere). 

We continue - 
JC  fulfilled/surpassed  The Law  (Matt.5v17-18)  and thus enabled us to become resurrected again by us ultimately imitating him over our 2 part life. 
Paul recognised early  (during the 1st part of his physical life)  as do all TCs  (as recognised by Yahweh)  that they cannot follow the Law of Moses to set  
“The Standard”  for  “Life with Yahweh”.  Therefore Paul and all TCs realise they become dead to The Law (of Moses judged upon works)  and live 
according to The Example as given by JC on a  “like for like basis”  driven by The 2 Laws  (Mark.12v30-31)  that guided JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire. 
Consequently,  upon this agapao  (= edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  built upon  “The Word of God”  driving our mind to yield  (unfeigned)  agape  
(= charity given  simply/freely  without strings attached)  of which The Judging world can see for itself thereby realising these TCs  are  worthy to rule as 
The Heirs in The Millennium  (see chapter 4).   After this process,  then we gain  Real  “HS” as the composite definition given earlier in my commentary 
at Gal.2v9. 
But as I copiously state    

This is all  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders driven by worldly methodology rather than Yahweh s' Methodology. 
How can I state this with any justification? 

Quite simply I quote JC    
(1)  You know The Tree by the  examination of their fruitage,  and  (2) many people calling upon JC  are rejected  (Matt.7v16-23). 

(Noting also what James tells us at James.4v2-4 and the rest of that chapter makes for an educational read!) 
Gal.     2v20 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Gal.     2v20 og (I have been) {impaled upon a post in company with}/{publicly co-executed},   
Gal.     2v20 og (I) live/exist  and  {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  (emphatic) I/me,   
Gal.     2v20 og (he/it) lives/exists  and  in  {to [= within] me}  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed;   
Gal.     2v20 og who/which/that  and  now/present/immediate  (I) live/exist  in  (to the) flesh/{carnal minded},   
Gal.     2v20 og in  (to the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (I) live/exist  to the  of the  son  of the  God,   
Gal.     2v20 og of the (one [JCg])  {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  I/me/my  also   
Gal.     2v20 og (the) {yielding up}/surrendering/delivering/betraying/{casting over}   
Gal.     2v20 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself,  JC]   
Gal.     2v20 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of me}/mine. 
Gal.     2v20 = I have been  {publicly co-executed}  to the  Christ/Anointed   

        (I have publicly renounced worldly methodology and operate to Yahweh's Methodology to The Appointment) 
and  emphatic I (Paul)  live/exist  (yet)  {no more}    (I no longer live as the old Paul but have become a new Paul) 
and  the  Christ/Anointed  lives/exists  within me.   
And  that  now/presently  I  live/exist  within  the  {animalistic/fleshly mind},    (having traits of a carnal mind for “The Immediacy”),   
I  live/exist  within the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  with  the  son  (JC)   of the  God  (Yahweh), 
of the  one (JC)  {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  me,   
        (driven within the mind by a desire  to edify  all humans so that they might personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire),   
also  the  yielding/{casting over}/delivering  the  himself (JC)  {for the sake/ behalf of}  {of me}.    (The Enabler for Paul to become a TC). 

 

I (Paul)  have been publicly co-executed   (I have publicly died  [alongside JC]  away from worldly methodology  [to be driving my mind]) 
to the Anointed   (being  “The Goal”  which is on offer to those persons precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
and I  live/exist  no more   (operating according to worldly methodology of the 1st part of my spiritual life  =  to self-indulge to my neighbour’s hurt) 
and the Anointed  lives/exists  within me   (JC as The Goal of Sonship,  operates as “The Word of God”  to be his  presence/parousia  within me) 
And now I  live/exist  within the fleshly mind   (still having the internal traits of the 1st part of my  physical/spiritual  life for “The Immediacy”) 
            (I have these feelings pulling within my mind -  but Yahweh’s New Methodology is drowning them out,  not  to be a physical reality,  because -) 
I  live/exist  within the faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    (being what these qualities  really mean  within a TC) 
within the son   (= JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within me so that I  precisely imitate  his  ministry/lifestyle) 
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of the God   (= Yahweh sourced JC as  “The Word of God”  that becomes our Goal,  by being rebuilt by Yahweh  [as His Creation]  for future sonship) 
of the one (JC)  agapao/{edifying love}  me   (ideally to be his future  “Bride of Christ”,  to yield the children out of  “The Resurrected World”) 
also delivering himself   (as the ransom sacrifice,  thereby enabling me to have a 2 part physical life,  that can now lead to everlasting life) 
for the sake of me   (being my existence can now last for an eternity alongside him as a future heir and fulfilment of The Promise to Abraham). 
 

I gave the parenthesis to explain what was in Paul’s mind,  because we have  never  had that taught by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
Because it is  utterly  unintelligible  to them by definition of what they  “worldly”  represent  (being driven way out of their mind)! 

We realise that Paul and his fellow TCs  “no longer live”  (for the self-indulgences of this world)  and thus have died away from the world,  made public 
by two things - 

1. By  baptism  where the TC publicly  promises  not to be seeking anything of The World  –  by dying away from anything The World gives. 
Thus we enter into a  bilateral agreement  with Yahweh –  Yes!   It is a a  two-way  agreement!   We promise (2) below,  and  by return  
Yahweh promises to give us a seat alongside JCg in The Millennium  (Matt.20v23)  to teach righteousness to  “The Resurrected World”. 

2. By  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)  as we now read in the 2nd part of the verse. 
Thus Paul  (and all the other 143,999 TCs of The Gospel Age)  has JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  living/(= operating)  within them as a  
presence/parousia  by having gained  (upon  “The Word of God” correctly/accurately  imbued)  precisely the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
as given by  “The Accurate Knowledge”  as given to us by JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.3v20,  see my local commentary).  

Therefore,  Paul and TCs act in exactly the  one/same  manner as did JC and follow precisely his commandments within the very best of their 
capability  (as 5 and 2 talent persons  -  Matt.25v15-20,  Luke.19v16-19). 

So Paul is telling us that he  (and likewise other TCs)  live within  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  where their fidelity 
to  “The Word of God”  is demonstrated by the thoughts driving their visible actions prove their faith as being worthy to be called a TC  by Yahweh. 
Paul makes it very clear that JC allowed  (volunteered)  himself to be sacrificed to cover all the sins of mankind  (on an individual  “like-for-like” basis)  
during the 1st part of our physical life  –  thereby enabling Yahweh to  righteously  resurrect all humans into the 2nd part of our physical life to be given 
our  last  opportunity to learn  “Righteousness”  within a perfectly functioning society fully controlled by JCg  [Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15]  and the 144000 
TCs).   
This is the  ideal  Agapao (= edifying love)  means –   

Driven  to edify our neighbour  to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  that is very likely in this present worldly system  (under Satan’s self-
indulgent methodology)  to bring our own  hurt  (through whatever plausible guise possible)! 

Thus a person aiming to be TC gives up our own life of self-indulgence to bring JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within our own life to edify our 
neighbour  –  this is what Yahweh considers as being worthy of Sonship during His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of only  “Christians”  during 
The Gospel Age comprising of some 2000 years. 
I apologise to keep repeating the same thing  –  but it is utterly fundamental to  “The Righteousness”  of  “Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”  being  
“The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19)   –  and yet sadly it is  never  correctly taught by  worldly Christian leaders  –  as we witness  (2007 
CE,  being the year this website   “FutureLife.Org”  became live to The World,  and then Matt.24v14)!   
Quite simply    

Worldly Christian leaders choose  not  to understand  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM 50)  this exegesis!   Being fearful of the required ramifications 
within their present lifestyle if they chose to understand it! 

Gal.     2v21 og No/Not/None  (I) {set aside}/disesteem/neutralise/violate/{cast off}/reject/frustrate/disannul   
Gal.     2v21 og the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  God  [Yahweh];   
Gal.     2v21 og if  for  through (reason of)   (of the) Law/Precept/Regulation  (the) righteousness/equality/justification,   
Gal.     2v21 og therefore/thus/consequently/haply/surely/perhaps/supposing  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Gal.     2v21 og (the) gratuitously/{without a cause}/freely/{for nothing}/{in vain}  (he/it) died/death/deceased/expired. 
Gal.     2v21 = Not  I  disesteem/ignore/nullify/reject  the  gift/favour/benefit  of the  God  (Yahweh); 

for if  righteousness/equality/justification  is through reason  of the  Law,   
thus  the  gratuitously/{without a cause}/{for nothing}/unjustified  the  Christ/Anointed  died/expired! 

 

Not I (Paul)  {set aside}/disfavour  the  gift/favour/benefit  of the  God  (Yahweh) 
            (In Paul’s reasoning that was    The Law was required to show my transgression from which I could then improve,  does  not  nullify JC) 
for if  righteousness/equality   (to what Yahweh ultimately desires for us,  humans)   is through reason of the Law  (of Moses) 
thus,  the Anointed   (being  “The Goal of Sonship”  Yahweh desires to make righteously possible   “The Salvation of Humans”  in The Millennium) 
he died  gratuitously/{without a cause}   (The Physical Ransom Sacrifice would therefore be unnecessary). 
             (Actually  “The Crux”  is that;  The Law was required as   “The Standard  upon which  JC could be judged  as being  perfectly righteous”.) 
 

Paul recognises exactly as declared in v20,  and thus states we cannot be saved by The Law (of Moses)  judging our works – because we would 
automatically fail,  because of our  present  inherent sinful nature  (built upon worldly methodology)  has caused us to fail at some point in time during 
our life.  But this does  not  mean we just give-up!    

We are to continuously work hard to follow the commands that JC left for us,  being for the very reason he died for us. 
In this manner  we give full  appreciation/accord/recognition  to what JC did for us  –  by  trying to imitate him  to the very best of our abilities. 
We must  not  remain passive,  and be merely  saying/singing  wonderful things  about JC  (because  “words come cheap”),  to be just saying that we 
“believe in JC”  in the most enthusiastic manner  -  and yet do nothing else (James.2v14-26)  –  then we become hypocrites to what we know and make 
public in our verbal declaration   “I am a Christian”!   
Therefore,  a suitable question we,  as Christians,  should be asking of ourselves would be - 

Do we personally show  “Real Belief”   by  precisely imitating  JC? 
And,  if not – then,  why not? 
Whose responsibility is it? 
Yahweh's,   JC's,  worldly Christian leaders  or ourselves? 

Sadly,  we following the advice by our  worldly Christian leaders  (imitating the same soundbites given by all  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  driven 
by the  one/same  mindset of worldly methodology)  means that we become rejected for Sonship by Yahweh,  and not being placed in the 144000 places 
He desires to  (and will be)  filled before humans annihilate themselves from the excess of self-indulgence expressed by those individuals with power 
exercised during The Gospel Age!   This human induced self-annihilation would occur  before  the end of 21st Century  -  except Yahweh steps-in some 
time before 2067 CE  (Matt.24v22).  I explain 2067 CE elsewhere,  but giving the reader a clue,  it is based upon a succession of Israel’s Jubilee Years. 
However,  if  we do precisely imitate JC to the very best of our ability,  then  we can expect to fully express Yahweh’s HS appropriate to our ability  –  
being the  Gifts/Favours  dispensed by JCg being  “The Word of God”  actively and accurately applied within our lifestyle  that protects us from being 
drawn into The World and of its fallout. 

Notice how the logic of this verse operates - 
If we do not fully utilise what we have,  or much worse,  twist/distort  God’s Word to fulfil our own  worldly  ambitions of self-glory,  to gain  
goods/money/power,  from our leverage over others,  then JC has effectively not died for us and we fall back upon The Law  –  whereupon it is death!   
Because we  are  told here   

'It becomes as JC has never died for us',  then logically we shall never be resurrected again upon our death! 
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Can the reader understand this? 
This criteria only applies to those very specific people who have become baptised and entered into  “The Bilateral Agreement”  with Yahweh to imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  “The Inheritance of The World”  (Sonship to Yahweh).  But they internally then turn their back upon Yahweh and JC,  to then 
start  using  Yahweh and JC   for their  own  worldly gain,  means they have become  “iniquitous”  and thus deserve annihilation because once tasting of 
The Truth,  then why should they return to their own vomit  (several quotes of The Bible from memory (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet,2v18-22, etc.). 

All  non-Christians shall become resurrected into the 2nd part of their life  -  irrespective of what they have done  (1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.). 
All  passive Christians will also become resurrected again,  but they shall have missed Sonship to Yahweh. 

It is only those  charlatan Christian Leaders who bring  shame/disrepute  to Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  (within the  sane/reasoning  minds of 
the atheists)  who shall  never  be resurrected into what  would  have been the 2nd part of their physical life  (but it shall not to be for them)! 
Naturally,  this is another verse  (out of so many)  that  worldly Christian leaders utterly ignore in both private reading and within their sermons! 
The we muse upon Rev.22v18-19 being  “The Mincer”  they use upon  “The Word of God”  to gain a worldly return,  which only becomes visible when 
their output is  very carefully analysed  in  “The Greater Scheme of Things”  (as viewed by Yahweh,  and thoroughly explained on FutureLife.Org). 
Furthermore,  to explain the parenthesised last comment added upon my 3rd Revision  (I quote) - 
             (Actually  “The Crux”  is that;  The Law was required as   “The Standard upon which JC could be judged as being  perfectly righteous”.) 
Yahweh primarily gave  “The Law of Moses”  not  to browbeat humans by giving us an impossible task to complete  (of which actually none of us could 
fulfil [Rom.3v23])  but rather it was given to become  “The Righteous Standard”  that JC  could fulfil  because his mind was wired correctly,  inasmuch 
he had a propensity to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and reject worldly methodology.   By fulfilling The Standard on Works,  meant he could righteously  
inaugurate  “The  New  Standard”  to become  “The 2nd Covenant”  upon which  “the specific god”   could judge  all  humans,  enabling us to become 
Righteous and  then  exist into The Eternity!   Where  “The 2nd Covenant”   is  a judgment of “The Mind”  and  not  a judgment on physical works. 
Notice how I use  “the specific god”.  This means, 

(1)  Yahweh  judges “Christians” during The Gospel Age for their  worthiness/suitability  to become  “The 144000 Heirs”  (Sons of God)  
over  “The Inheritance”  in The Millennium  (Rom.8v17, 22, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.14v1-4, 20v4, etc.),  and it is,    
(2)  JCg  (with the 1440000 TCs  [as The “Early Adopter” Heirs])  who judges The Inheritance (= The Resurrected World,  as The 3rd Epoch 
“Israel”)  during,  and at the end of The Millennium  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, Luke.22v30, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)  to then yield  “The Late 
Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology.  

I profusely explain all this elsewhere but give the overview here. 
The Crux of what Yahweh ultimately Desires for Mankind:- 

(A) A society comprising of members who edify their neighbour to the giver’s own hurt.   This is entirely mutual between all members. 
At present we have - 

(B) A society comprising of leaders  (throughout its strata)  who self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt,  generation after generation. 
Yahweh needs a mechanism to get from  (B)  to  (A)  in the most  righteous  manner possible  (and  “seen to be so”  by all cognitive entities) 
I thoroughly explain  “The Righteous Route”  being how Yahweh makes this possible throughout my writings  –  being  only what The Bible  tells us. 
However because “Religion”  is in the hands of  “Leaders”  (in [B] above)   then these leaders operating according to worldly methodology are hardly 
likely to explain how  “The Almighty God”  Yahweh is to make this transition possible. 
Thus it becomes beholden to  “The Early Adopters”  who demonstrably  (in pain and suffering caused by the leaders of [B] above)  show they reject 
worldly methodology  (of [B] above)  who become  “The Building Blocks”  that Yahweh is to use in The Millennium as The New Leaders. 
It is The Responsibility of the New Leaders having proved themselves to The Judging World  (but not to Yahweh,  He knew who they would be before the 
creation of Mankind),  for them to bring as many “Late Adopters”  around to operate in  The Environment of (A)  above , when given a taster of what  
“Paradise/Park”  ruled under Yahweh’s Methodology. 

All exceptionally fine as a thought experiment – but there is one problem! 
None  of us  can get there!     
We have  all  comprehensible  failed  the  all-embracing  Law on  “sin”!     
Therefore,  we are  all  destined for annihilation upon our forthcoming death! 

This occurs generation after generation until our leaders have enough technological power to destroy  all  of Mankind on this planet! 
Where  “The Hurtful Physical Output”  defined as  “sin”  hurting our neighbour  -  comes from The Mind that drives our physical body. 
“Sin”  can be  deliberate or accidental.   

Deliberate  “sin”  is iniquitous and in the limit,  the perpetrator will face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 
Accidental  “sin”  is not intentional,  but still infers responsibility on the perpetrator to account for their actions. 

We notice in what our  worldly Christian leaders teach,  they demonstrably do  not  understand these terms  -  but it is only what The Bible tells us,  both 
about these terms and of these people supposedly representing Yahweh  (of which they do not in character or authority,  but only by presumed “name”). 
That is why Yahweh rejects them as  many  of JC’s parables and illustrations teach us  -  Luke.20v16 as an example of many.   Where in their self-
imposed ignorance they presume JC was speaking about The Pharisees – Absolutely Not!   JC was not   “Shutting the gate after the horse had bolted”,  
but was pointing forward to the time when  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (The Christians)  replaced  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (The Jews)  at 37 CE (spiritually)  
and 70 CE (physically).   I thoroughly explain this and these terms elsewhere. 

Mankind needs  external  (extra-terrestrial)  intervention to  RESET/atone/{buy-back}  the situation,  back to what it was with our ancestors  
Adam/Eve  being a  new intelligence  placed within a best proven  (by some 300,000 years)  humanoid frame  -  hence the  rapid change of 
development  at about 6000 years ago – as history shows!   This extra-terrestrial intervention some 6000 years ago created what I term a 
“Superhuman species”  (Adam/Eve)  and this is supported in the Bible at Gen.4v14-17,  so there were other humans around at the time with  
lower  (more animalistic)  cognitive abilities than  Adam/Eve  (Abel, Cain, Seth, etc.  Gen.5v4). 
Where we are told    

Mankind of today could think and reason like gods  (Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35, etc.).    
This was a  step-change  in creation  -  exactly as we are told and verified by other historical records. 

This  “step-change”  in human activity occurred because  JCg our creator  (John.1v1-3)  operating as a diligent understudy to Yahweh  –  created us,  as 
a very specific  “higher awareness”  entity. 
However,  this entity  “Superhuman”  with  “reasoning empathy”  could choose to  “edify their neighbour”  – or  “to hurt their neighbour”.    
Leaders operating to worldly methodology choose  “to self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt”  -  knowing they are hurting their neighbour  (whereas an 
animal does not). 
JCg  volunteered  himself   (he was  not  “sent” [“set apart” is the correct translation of apostello])  in the midst of Yahweh's overwhelming Law on sin  
(Gen.2v17)  to redeem his personal creation from this Judgement,  over what is to  now  become a 2 part life,  both 2 part spiritual and 2 part physical   
(I thoroughly explain how this operates elsewhere). 
The point is this    

JC could fulfil  “The Law of Moses”  (Matt.5v17-18),  because his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  was entirely driven by Yahweh's 
Methodology which yielded  “righteous works”  to edify his neighbour  (us, humans)  to his own hurt  (abuse, persecution and murder by 
“Professional Leaders of Religion” protecting their own patch [John.11v47-53]).   This JC did  –  he fulfilled  “The Requirement”  to give us 
all  one  (only)  additional opportunity to start imitating him  –  being  “The Reference Standard”  which we must emulate to have eternal life. 

It must be clearly understood  
It was not merely  “JC died for us”  - being what  worldly Christians state without much thought,  but rather it was Yahweh's Methodology 
operating within JC that  surpassed/conquered   worldly (= Satan's)  methodology operating within the  “Leaders of Religion”,  being  “a 
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battle of methodologies”.  It was Yahweh's Methodology that  righteously conquered  Satan's methodology under  “The Righteous 
Requirement”  for all entities in The Universe to subscribe to Yahweh's Desire for them to righteously exist within His Environment.   
Thus,  it was most certainly  not  merely the physical act of JC  –  but rather  “The Mind”  behind the physical act  -  that showed  “The 
Correct Stance”  to Yahweh's Desire.  JC chose Yahweh’s “Right to rule our mind”  and by contrast  Adam/Eve  freely chose Satan’s 
(presumptuous)  “right to rule our mind” (Gen.3v1-5)   and we have lived with the consequences of that bad decision ever since! 
We therefore understand that while this act of JC gets us into the 2nd part of our life -  this will  not  save us into the eternity,  but rather it is 
The  “Methodology of Yahweh”  operating within JC to become  “The Wisdom of God”  personified within JC  -  that yields  “Life”  (= 
everlasting life,  because  “death”  at any time afterwards,  does not yield “life”).   It is for this reason that we  must  purify our mind upon 
Yahweh's Methodology  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”   that perfects the 2nd part of our spiritual life,  which leads to everlasting 
life  over what is to be a 2 part physical life.   Note   The 2nd part of our spiritual life starts when we receive  “The Word of God”  (Rev.3v20). 

That explains some of the basics behind the exegesis of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
I expand this subject matter in much greater depth in my other commentaries applicable to the respective verses in The New Testament. 
Yet it is all like a completely  “foreign language”  to our leaders of Christendom  and has been so,  for the last 1700+ years as their output shows! 
 
 
Comment – repeat - People can be very fickle and are prone to manipulation either from a good or bad source! 
Warning – repeat - People are easily beguiled by charismatic leaders manipulating our minds to their own advantage 
Warning – repeat - There are many assumed leaders who climb above to manipulate people for worldly self-indulgence. 
Warning – repeat - These leaders do  not  have the best interests of the devotees at heart and will change The Gospel from 
that given by JC,  to a gospel sourced from themselves – so they might gain personal worldly advantage. 
13th Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders can be so eloquent and persuasive in their speech,  by being able to  over-
turn  “reason”  within the minds of what people have previously understood!   (Extensive today). Quite simply,  they feed 
the mind with what people want to hear,  invariably “The Easy Route”  as given by “The Large Gate”  (Matt.7v12-14). 
Gal.     3v1 og Oh (exclamation)    unintelligent/foolish/unwise [vocative]  Galatians!    
Gal.     3v1 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/By}/Whether  {specifically yourselves}   
Gal.     3v1 og (he/she has)  maligned/{fascinated (by false representations)}/bewitched   [That you not to obey the truth= CA],   
Gal.     3v1 og {to whom/what/which/that}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) eyes   
Gal.     3v1 og (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  
Gal.     3v1 og (it was) {written previously}/{before ordained}/{evidently set forth}   
Gal.     3v1 og in  {to [= within] yourselves}  (the) {impaled upon a stake/post/pole}/{publicly executed}? 
Gal.     3v1 = Oh!     Unintelligent/Foolish/Unwise  Galatians!    

Who  he/she  has  bewitched/fascinated/seduced  {specifically yourselves}?   
According to  what  the eyes  (witnessed),  
the  Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed  {publicly executed}  it was  {previously written}/{evidently sent forth}  within  yourselves. 

 

Oh!  (You)  The  unintelligent/foolish  Galatians!    (By leaving what we taught you as being  “1st Century Christianity”!) 
Who has   bewitched/fascinated   specifically yourselves!    (By entertaining yourselves upon  worldly Christianity  [in all its various guises]) 
According to what  (being the knowledge)  the eyes  (of witnessed reason), 
the publicly executed anointed Jesus   (JC was resurrected by Yahweh on the 3rd day,  and  anointed/glorified  unto sonship) 
was evidently set forth within yourselves   (= you  recognised/understood  what  “1st Century Christianity”  meant in your lives,  as taught by me). 
 

What was going on here? 
Paul had a mutiny on his hands,  led by some eloquent upstart(s)  -  using silver tongued words to captivate the Corinthian Brethren away from the core 
doctrine of  “1st Century Christianity”  by teaching a  “Gospel of Excuses”  in the same manner as does “worldly Christianity”  today  (and has done so 
for the last some 1700+ years)  as my detailed audits of its output testify! 
Clearly the Galatians had the first generation of  worldly Christian leaders growing-up within them to usurp The Apostles real gospel of  “The Word of 
God”,  to hijack  “The Word of God”  for themselves to use in a worldly manner,  and by gaining  “The Reasoning/Cognition”  of these Galatians. 
(It was from this and other examples,  that Paul said Acts.20v29,  some three to four years later at the end of his 3rd Missionary Journey) 
Paul then states what he finds incredible  –  which can be read at two levels. 

1.  It was witnessed how The Methodology of Jesus  Christ/Anointed  being publicly executed away from The World was operating within The 
Galatians when Paul had convinced them by strength of argument on his 1st visit  (see Gal.4v15). 
2.  The Galatians would read peoples’ written testimonies,  in letters from  apostles/friends  who witnessed JC and his selfless sacrifice. 

While (2) may well have occurred –  Paul would have been reminding the Galatians of how they were behaving  before  the harbingers of  worldly 
Christian leaders took their place over the congregational members during the 1900+ years to follow –  as the internet records clearly show. 
Where they have morphed  “1st Century Christianity”  into a subset of “Religion”  to become the  worldly Christianity we have taught today! 
A 4th revision addition. 

I wish to develop (1) above regarding  “the publicly executed anointed Jesus was evidently set forth within yourselves”. 
This is not just limp phraseology given by Paul,  as we of today would skim over this verse when not understanding “1st Century Christianity”. 
“was evidently set forth within yourselves”  is a serious statement and  not  a limp  “off the cuff”  remark. 
These Galatian brethren were taught of  “The Goal”,  being that of   “Sonship was possible”  provided   “They precisely imitated JC”.     
Moreover,  these Galatians were fulfilling Paul’s instruction to make this Goal  personally accessible.  

Why?   Because they understood The Goal  (of the Anointed)  and of the direction to get there  (John.14v5-15). 
However,  this was hard work,  much personal time, and effort would be required to first learn The Scriptures,  then understand them and 
finally teach one’s neighbours about the New Pearl,  Treasure in the Field  (Matt.13v44-46),  moreover,  this is exhausting work when 
ploughing or building the tower (Luke.9v62, 14v28). 

So,  it may have been with relish for the Galatian brethren when upstarts came into the group,  to counter Paul,  by saying - 
1. You have no need to imitate JC,  God loves you as you are! 
2. God loves you for what you are,  but it is only the works He does not like! 
3. Just believe in Jesus -  is all that is required to be saved. 
4. You can see God in other people – so just copy them -  and ignore copying Jesus’s ministry and deportment. 

Does this not sound familiar? 
It should be – because that is what we are equally taught today from likewise  (false)  religious teachers and prophets within Christendom! 
I explain the fault-lines in each of the above elsewhere -  but I am alerting the reader to the  destructive teaching that occurs today,  occurred then! 
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Consequently,  these Galatian brethren had reneged upon  “the publicly executed Jesus”   (being  “the Personal aspect”  of which these Galatians had 
forsaken,  inasmuch they were  not  imitating Jesus’ ministry/deportment  and hence,  forsaken  “The Goal of Anointing”  for  “Sonship”. 
        Can the reader now understand The Depth of what Paul was saying in those few words when we understand  “1st Century Christianity”? 
 
27th Comment – Was it working to The Law that you were able to receive the HS,  or from the hearing of The Real Faith? 
Instruction – repeat – No human is deemed righteous based upon  “The Law of  (given by)  Moses”,  we all have sinned. 
(Noting:  The Law was given to prove JC perfect for him to then inaugurate “The 2nd Covenant” based upon  “The Mind” 
we could ultimately pass,  that would lead to a harmonious society – enabling us to  “best fulfil”  “The Law on Works”.) 
Instruction – Humans can only be considered righteous through  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance 
+ fidelity),  noting that a failure in any of these three qualities means we have  “blind faith”. 
Reasoning – repeat - People must put on a new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that comes from acquiring the  accurate 
“Knowledge” upon which to build “Assurance” and then having the motivation to practice the knowledge with “Fidelity” 
Once doing  all of this  then the person has real belief in JC utterly committed and entrusting upon him, they become a TC 
(This is not a blind hope or self-indulgent feel-good adrenalin rush for the moment,  but 60.60.24.7.52.x = every second of 
a TC’s life – where “x” is the remaining part of the person’s life imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle).   This is  never  taught! 
Reasoning – repeat - The Law fails because it does not instruct The Mind, merely condemns The Works – but it is too late! 
Reasoning –repeat  “The Real Faith” surpasses because it instructs The Mind Yahweh chooses for awakening/rousing  as 
a TC,  because “the mind” understands why works must not be done that fail The Law,  hence chooses not to fail The Law. 
Reasoning – repeat - Clearly people may  accidentally  fail The Law while living under  “The Real Faith”  initiated by JC 
but because it was unintentional then they have not failed The Faith, but would have failed The Law if judged by The Law. 
(Can the reader see The Righteous Logic behind this? –  Sadly,  never  explained as such by  worldly Christian Leaders)! 
14th Warning – It is so easy to backslide into becoming worldly again! 
27th Instruction – Spirit/personality/desires/traits  is what operates within our mind – that defines us as  “individuals”. 
Our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is built upon our environment and what we personally choose to occupy. 
28th Instruction – Once having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC from having imbued The Knowledge 
(being “The Word of God”)  within our existence,  then continue with imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (do not backslide). 
23rd Reasoning – JC only died  the once  to reset our existence (= spiritual mind + fleshly body).  Thus when our spiritual 
mind has been reset to enter the 2nd part of our spiritual existence  (while in the 1st part of our fleshly body)  in 
continuance of learning perfection  (in  the process of being  “Born Again”);  then reverting back to The World means JC 
cannot logically offer us  another  (2nd) reset condition after we have physically died in the fleshly body.  Thus,  we cannot 
be resurrected else Yahweh will be contravening His Own Decree on Sin.   Being:  Upon what basis can we be resurrected 
if we took JC’s offer to  reset/atone  us and then threw it back in JC’s face by deliberately operating against what he did!   
However,  if as a lost sheep,  we come back to The Fold before our physical Death,  then we shall be acceptable  -  but 
would we desire to take the risk in falling away and dying before we repented?   It would not be advisable! 
15th Warning– For our own safety, we must not return to the World,  certainly not become an iniquitous Christian Leader! 
Gal.     3v2 og That/This/There/Here  merely/alone/only  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will   
Gal.     3v2 og (to) learn/{mentally absorb}/understand  off/away/separated/from  {of yourselves}:   {from/out of}   
Gal.     3v2 og (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds   (of the) Law/Precepts/Regulations   
Gal.     3v2 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh,  thus HS]   
Gal.     3v2 og (you) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received/attained,   
Gal.     3v2 og or/than/either/rather  {from/out of}   (of the) hearing/fame/report/rumour/audience   
Gal.     3v2 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}? 
Gal.     3v2 = I  determine/desire  to  learn/understand  only  this  off/from  {of yourselves}: 

(Was it)  {from out of}  the  {occupational effort}/labour  of the  Law  you  grasped/received  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
or  {from out of}  the  hearing/report/audience  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}? 

 

I determine to learn only this from yourselves: 
  (Was it)  from out of the occupational effort  of The Law (of Moses)  you grasped of the spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
  or from out of the  hearing/report  of the  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)? 
 

Note,  this is another serious Health Warning    
This verse does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us! 

Please first read my commentary given at Gal.2v16 and ideally sequentially through to v21 to gain the background behind what Paul is teaching us. 
We understand it is “The Word of God”  accurately  taught by The Apostles that reformed their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become  “The New 
Spiritual Creature/Creation”  from within,  so we,  of this  new  creature (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15),  become the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
as that which operates within Yahweh and JCg,  as we read at John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.   
We must understand this most important equation  (never  taught by,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because it is not in their interests to do so)  

Real Faith  (and  not  blind faith)  =  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity. 
Accurate Knowledge  means just that   –  We go back to  “The Word of God”  –  and absolutely  not  those people giving their worldly interpretations! 
Assurance  can only come from  vigorous/rigorously  assaying/testing/proving   “The Knowledge”  for two things - 

To ensure that it  is  accurate,  inasmuch  -  Is it righteous for every human who has  existed on this planet for the last 6000 years? 
To gain  confidence/assurance/competence  by thoroughly understanding  “The Knowledge”  imbued so we become an Authority upon  “The 
Subject Matter”  to prepare us for  “the war”  in the next stage. 

To be motivated to operate with  fidelity  to what is known and rigorously assayed  –  to copy Paul as he copied JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12). 
It is  only  through these  3 stages  do we truly personally gain  “The Real Faith”  of which Paul speaks as having come through him. 

Thus we understand that it is from Paul  “appointed (by Yahweh) to tell”  (and  not  by “Leaders of Religion” to tell)  having  “The Real Faith”  is able 
to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  (being driven by the HS noting its  correct composite definition  –  see commentary at 2v9)  which was able to 
bring reason and understanding as to  specifically why  JC volunteered himself to be publicly executed. 
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Incidentally I am listening to the Keswick Convention BBC Radio 4, 28 July 2013 and while full of lovely  self-indulgent  soundbites of  “wonderful 
platitudes”,  where ordained leaders are merely behaving as reporters  supposedly  repeating what The Bible says,  but they do so with  absolutely  no  
understanding,  because when straying into “their reasoning”,  then what they give  is full of error.   I have taken a transcript and will publicly audit it in 
due time using the bits of The Bible they choose to ignore!    I would consider them to be so spiritually blind,  perhaps likened to  “deaf bats”! 

Someone must become The Auditor  –  an  external  auditor   –  because they are  demonstrably unable  to  carry-out  internal  self-audits  on 
what they teach!   They clearly  cannot  “police”  themselves!   That is why Yahweh shall reject them,  and thus for them   Matt.8v12, etc. 

Apologies for that departure  –  but The World is  full  of  misinformation  –  which is appropriate to what Paul is teaching us here within this locality. 
Thus we understand they had begun to gain a  new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  built upon  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught by Paul,  but yet 
it was not strong enough to withstand the machinations that were to be introduced by the first generation of equivalent  “worldly Christian leaders”  
rising-up  to power in their midst! 
Inasmuch they had not gained  “The Real Faith”  through the 3 stage process I gave above  –  and thus they had  not  personally gained  “The Required 
Armour of God”  (Eph.6v13-17)  to protect them from a gospel  (like that at Keswick and  “seemingly infinite”  others,  full of lovely sounding platitudes 
with  “exegesis like a colander”)  “slid in  near/alongside”  to  “The Real Gospel”  as taught by Paul of how Yahweh is to  righteously  bring about  
“The Salvation of Mankind”  –  as accurately taught on this website  “FutureLife.Org”,  being only what The Bible  precisely tells us. 

Why do I write like this? 
Only for the same reason as is Paul  –  to get each one of us to  personally  think/question/reason  upon  “The Evidence”  within  “The Environment”! 
Absolutely do  not  rely upon someone telling you something  –  because as I profusely show,  invariably  it is wrong  -  especially  in “Religion”! 

Do not rely upon what I tell you  –  thoroughly and remorselessly  test/assay/examine  what I teach to see if it is  righteous  for every 
individual of Mankind  -  to ultimately lead to a perfected society in The Culmination  –  because that is what The Bible instructs us to do  
(Matt.7v7-8, Acts.17v11)! 

Thus returning,  we realise that while Paul had started the process to turn their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  away from worldly methodology and 
unto Yahweh's Methodology  –  and yet when he had left them  –  cohorts of Satan  (actually people operating according to his methodology of worldly 
methodology, 2Cor.11v13-15)  had twisted  “The Word of God”  to be  near/alongside  what Paul had taught.   So that only by precisely understanding 
the two gospels  (that of Paul,  and that of the new worldly Christian leaders)   –  only then would it become possible to differentiate between the gospels 
yielding the  very subtle differences (2Pet.2v1).  This is exactly the  same problem  we face today  –  virtually  no-person  understands Yahweh's Most 
Righteous Plan and thus they inadvertently fulfil Satan's Desire  (and by definition become his cohorts).  Because JC states there are  no  three positions  
–  only  two  positions   Either (1) for me or  (2) against me (Matt.12v30)  or only two gates (Matt.7v12-14) – there are not three gates!   These are two 
obvious examples that are easy to recall  –  but I could give many more  (for example “separating  [1] the sheep from  [2] the goats”   -  there is no mid-
way position,  or building the tower,  we either  [1] finish or  [2] not finish it). 
Reiterating,  the two positions are  (1) for JC to  “achieve the anointing” by imitating him  or  (2) against JC by  “failing the goal of Anointing”, 
Yahweh requires His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  to prove themselves to the World,  before  He can move to the next stage of Mankind’s Salvation. 
“Religion” (including worldly Christianity)  just masks all this  (hence anti-Christ)  by dumbing down everything to be merely “being saved”.   
Yet specific “Salvation”  cannot occur until Yahweh has His 144000 TCs – and this is what “Religion” quashes so it might  not occur,  thereby fulfilling 
Satan’s desire to  “let him off the hook”  of Rev.20v1-3, 10.    

Can the reader understand all this this righteous exegesis? 
Please see my local commentaries that correctly explain what these analogies mean  –  because again it is  not  what Christian leaders might 
preach to us! 

Thus Paul is trying to steer them back to  “The Real Faith”  as he had originally taught them –  to get them to  assay/test  what this new breed of  worldly 
Christian leaders were starting to teach to The World by infiltrating the  virgin/clean  ecclesiae with their wonderfully sweet,  and yet so very poisonous 
teaching. 
“Poisonous”  inasmuch what is being taught does  not precisely  fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  and yet what is taught is so close to  “The Original”  that it is  
not  obvious to the recipient that what is taught is  not  Yahweh's Desire,  and where  “the deviancy”  might lay!   Therefore,  I repeat,  because it is so 
important to understand,  Yahweh cannot attain His 144000 TCs,  and thus cannot bring-in The Millennium!   Thereby fulfilling Satan's desire  –  
because he escapes being restrained (Rev.20v1-3).   Thus  worldly Christian leaders are merely  the pawns  in Satan's hands fulfilling their own worldly 
desires –  and yet likewise fulfilling Satan's desire  (thereby effectively making Satan their god –  even if like atheists, –  they do not believe Satan exists)! 

Again,  I must ask  –  Can the reader understand this  –  because it is just  so fundamental  –  and yet obviously  never  taught! 
But it is so logical  –  and precisely what we witness within The Environment  –  over the last some 2000 years! 
Where  “1st Century Christianity”  has morphed into a subset of “Religion”  to become acceptable to The World and detested by Yahweh  
(hence the prophecies given at Rev. chapter 8 and 9 specifically aimed at The Christian Nation,  please read all my local commentaries)! 

I leave the reader with something I wrote on my previous revision - 
Some of these Galatians may have received the HS by actively following JC commandments that were  “heart based”,  then leading to righteous actions,  
rather than just actions alone,  but many of these Galatians were having a resentful heart  (lusting for the old system  [as did Lot’s Wife,  hence turned to 
a pillar of salt])! 
It is the  heart condition  (= seat of motivation)  that Yahweh  (and JC as  “The Word of God”)  being the “Heart-knower”  (see Luke and The Acts of 
The Apostles,  this is a term Luke uses for “ho theos” as the  relative  pointer)  has of interest  within each human  when he knocks at the door (Rev.3v20)  
and the examination is laid bare  (1Sam.16v7) where JC as  “The Word of God”  effectively examines their interest  (is JC rejected or accepted to be 
gaining interest [as new TCs] for Yahweh  –  or merely sequestrating what belongs to Yahweh ), 

Yahweh can personally examine The Individual's internal Driver if they should become a “Christian” by taking up  “The Word of God”. 
The key being the full definition of what they received from The Apostles (TCs) inasmuch  accurate  Knowledge giving the internal Assurance within the 
apostles (TCs) who displayed fidelity in  accurately  teaching what they knew both in words and deeds  (not swayed by worldly methodology).  It was the 
“full package”  of The Apostles (TCs)  that passed  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate Knowledge +Assurance + Fidelity)  onto The Galatians (Brethren)  to 
release real fruitage within The Brethren themselves to become  “The Next Generation of TCs”. 
Regrettably,  this is  not  witnessed within  worldly Christian congregations of their leaders,  and thus  no  real fruitage that Yahweh desires to see is 
forthcoming!   This makes Yahweh very sad  –  and precisely  why  Paul states the congregations are innocent (Rom.16v17-18),  but the  worldly leaders 
beguiling  their  flock  (and  not  JC’s flock)  are the individuals ultimately condemned  (Luke.12v46-48).  It is a great responsibility being a leader of 
The Ecclesia  (James.3v1)  for which we,  aiming to become TCs,  shall be receiving  “The Greater/Special (1st) Judgement”  by Yahweh. 
A 4th revision addition. 
I noticed while reading all the above,  good as it is  -  it has missed a specific point which I must make so clear when we are surrounded by  “worldly 
Christianity”  (Eph.2v2)  deflecting our sensibilities away from The Goal. 

Did you grasp The Spirit  (being of Yahweh’s Mind)  from occupational works? 
Did you grasp The Spirit  (being of Yahweh’s Mind)  from  hearing/report  of the (real) faith? 

Let us think most deeply on these two sentences. 
When we carefully read  “The Acts of The Apostles”  we discover,  Paul went to the synagogues to teach and the reason for this,  was that he could build 
upon The Tanakh,  “God’s Word part 1”  (of which The Jews intimately knew)  to explain how JC  righteously answered  The Tanakh to yield  “God’s 
Word part 2”. 

Therefore,  Paul could ask about  “The Change of Mind”  to become like Yahweh,  did it come from  “God’s Word part 1”. 
Paul knew  “God’s Word part 1”  did  not  intrinsically change their mind,  - they just learnt,  “Not to be caught”! 
However,  JC infused  “God’s Word part 1”  into his mind,  so his mind became like Yahweh’s Mind to then truly gain the HS. 
As the result,  he fulfilled Yahweh’s Mind within his works driven by the HS – of its composite definition given on FutureLife.Org. 
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Continuing with the second part of the question - 
Did  “The Change of Mind”  come from the faith,  being of that  when  you understood how JC implemented  “God’s Word part 1”  into his 
deportment to yield unfeigned charity that truly edified the neighbour to JC’s own hurt? 
Paul had explained how JC faithfully applied what he learnt from The Tanakh,  and in doing so the Galatians understood what Yahweh 
wanted was  “A Mind Change”  from  “a Human Mind”  to  “a mind that was like JC,  that was like Yahweh” – hence John.14v20, 17v21-26. 
If they were to do this then perhaps,  they could achieve  “The Goal”  of which Yahweh is only too pleased to give to a hearkening recipient. 

That is what it was like during the 1st Century CE when the apostles were faithfully fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
However,  we now move from then to now! 
Today  (and for,  over the last some 1700+ years)  we have two problems - 

1. No congregational member knows what is in  “God’s Word part 1”  (The Old Testament). 
A few scholars may know something,  but they do not care for the contents  (being of the 1000’s of prophetic allegories for The Gospel 
Age and on into The Millennium). 

2. Congregational members are taught to  “Just believe JC existed – and they have eternal life in heaven!” 
(There are perhaps almost as many subliminal errors in that statement as there are words!) 
The Religious Leaders have absolutely no interest in educating the congregational members by linking both parts of God’s Word. 
By consequence,  more than half of JC’s parables and illustrations are  directly targeted specifically to Christian Leaders! 

By consequence,  none of the people in the above listing fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to become TCs and thus the World must continue for at least another day 
in the witnessed pandemic pain and suffering endemic throughout every society  (Rom.8v22).   Therefore  “Christian Leaders”  are  directly responsible 
for continuing the present worldly problems,  because Yahweh must wait another day before the 144000 TC Prophesied Trigger Threshold is fulfilled. 

Can the reader understand this? 
Note   “Yahweh has to wait another day”  is terminology  from a human perspective. 
Yahweh knows to the exact picosecond when this trigger threshold shall be fulfilled  -  before Mankind  (as “The Superhuman Species”)  was created 
some 6000 years beginning with Adam/Eve,  hence the 1000’s of prophetic allegories carefully laid within  “The Bible of parts 1 and 2”  that wholly 
demonstrates Yahweh’s Omnificence and Omnipotence through “All-Time”.   Most of us shall recognise and positively respond to Yahweh’s infinite 
qualities within The Millennium,  when everything is carefully explained to us – and we who reform to imitate JC shall feel comforted and rest assured 
knowing that we can rest under Yahweh’s Wings fully protected into The Eternity  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34),  noting Rev.20v1-4. 
Gal.     3v3 og {In this manner}/{After that}/Likewise/as/so   unintelligent/foolish/unwise [vocative]   (you) are?    
Gal.     3v3 og (the having) {commenced on}/begun/{positioned in precedence} [middle voice]   
Gal.     3v3 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
Gal.     3v3 og now/present/immediate   (to the [= in/with/by/on]) flesh/{carnal minded}   
Gal.     3v3 og (you to) {fulfil further/completely}/execute/accomplish/perfect/perform [middle voice]. 
Gal.     3v3 = {In this manner}/{After that},   are  you  unintelligent/foolish/unwise?    

the having  personally  begun/started  in the  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits,    (to begin becoming Christlike),  
    (you started the 2nd part of your spiritual life built upon God's Word for personal reform  [starting within the mind]) 
now  you to  personally  {fulfil completely}/accomplish  with the  {animalistic/carnal mind}? 
    (Are you now to perfect the 2nd part of your spiritual life with worldly methodology?) 

 

After that   (having all that knowledge explained to you,  and mentally tested,  thereby enabling the complete reform your mind to gain real faith),    
are you the  unintelligent/foolish?    (To be listening to false teachers presenting lures and promoting an easy passive life  “for a fee”!) 
Having personally begun in  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (wholly built upon  “The Word of God”  I taught you,  for you to become like JC), 
(for)  you now to fulfil completely with the animalistic mind   (for you to now finish with a worldly mind built upon  worldly Christianity)? 
 

It is only by JC’s  presence/parousia  operating within us  –  by having the  unadulterated  “Word of God”  inculcated within us from a  reliable  and 
trustworthy  source  (absolutely not  spiritual blind worldly Christian leaders).  The best would be  (1) The Bible  correctly translated  (at key doctrinal 
positions)  – or (2) a TC or a brethren actively aiming to become a TC giving  “The Word of God”  freely/simply  for absolutely  no  worldly return –  
except abuse sourced by “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.16v1-4)  having their hypocrisy exposed. 
By gaining  “The Real Faith”  (as explained earlier)  then  we gain the HS  (noting its composite definition given earlier). 
It is those TCs fervently seeking to add  gain/profit  for Yahweh   (= more TCs)  in The World having the correct heart condition leading to works. 
However,  this would be disputed by the  “ever-useless”  NIV interpretation  (at key positions)! 
I quote - 

“Are you so foolish?   After beginning with the Spirit,  are you now trying to attain your goal by human effort?” 
I can just  “about live”  with the miss-inference in the first sentence. 
However it is the 2nd sentence being the  “goal”  but more importantly  “human effort”  where in some vain attempt the translators try to link it with the 
previous sentence and thus loose the very serious point of what Paul  {has been}  and  is  teaching us! 
Let me unpick the problem  -  so characteristic of the NIV’s near useless translation through its imposed very worldly interpretations insidiously slid into 
the text in the  one/same  manner as warned by Paul to the Galatians and Peter likewise  (2Pet.2v1) 
The NIV suggests   “fulfil completely”  means  “The Goal”. 

But what do they mean?   
The point is   

What is The Goal?’ –   
Do the translators actually know?   
I doubt it very much!   They should read this website   “FutureLife.Org”! 

During the Gospel Age it is  not  “salvation”  –  where other translations might put  “salvation” here,  because making  “Death”  become  “asleep”  is 
what JC did for  all  humans whether they know of him or not  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  –  He put  no  qualifiers or caveats on that statement  –  thus equal to 
all people  -  because no person can pay for this  atonement/{buy-back},  then it must be free to  all  people  (irrespective of what they believe or do). 
But JC did say you must  “believe”  in me for LIFE = everlasting life  –  else it is not “Life”,  but a terminal existence  (= “death”  in the future)! 
Thus there is a distinct difference between “Life” and “Saved” (see my dissertation on this subject that fully explains the difference)  and yet as usual,  
our spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders muddle the two together  –  to infer they mean the same thing! -  No,  the terms are  distinctly different!  
Thus,  there must be a 2nd occasion for  all  humans to have an opportunity to really  “believe in JC” = “precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle”. 
As this website  “FutureLife.Org”  states  –  it is The Millennium training period terminating with the 3.5 year assay by Satan  (Rev.20v7-12)  to  “weed 
out”  (Matt.13v30)  those people who,  after having been taught  “Righteousness”  within a perfect  environment/park/paradise  of The Millennium,  still 
hanker after the  self-indulgence  of the 1st part of their physical life. 
The point I am endeavouring to make is the correct translation is  “fulfil completely”  “Yahweh’s Desire”,  where He is presently electing out His 
144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age  –  that is His Requirement,  and I repeat it is    

We all are to aim to become TCs and thus part of The Body of Christ  –  but only 144000 will finally achieve this accolade. 
Now the  worst/dire  mistranslation is  “human effort”. 

This is an utter travesty of  mistranslation  –  and the translators of the NIV are to be  severely reprimanded! 
Paul did  not  mean this  -  particularly so in the context of The Verse and those around! 
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Context of v2.   
Paul asks  -  was their synapse construction reformed by occupational works of trying to attain The Law  –  or from The Knowledge given by The 
Apostles that enabled Yahweh’s HS to flood into their mind through  “The Word of God”  correctly explained  by The Apostles  so enabling their  
spirits/personality/desires/traits  to become modified and thereby becoming aligned with the HS  (noting its composite definition). 

Clearly,  we should all know what the answer is to that,  –  or do we? 
Certainly the translators of the NIV do  not  understand what I have just stated,  because they now confusingly try to tie the end of v3 with that of v2 and 
miss The Crux of what Paul is teaching us  over all these verses!   Sadly,  the innocent hapless reader shall never know what Paul is teaching us and 
worse,  get precisely  opposite  understanding to what Paul teaches us elsewhere and then an immediate contradiction arises caused by  mistranslation! 
Let me explain and then expand into the context of God’s Plan  (which the translators also have  no  conceptual idea what it is and thus spin God’s Word 
[as seen here]  so that the hapless readers equally have absolutely no opportunity to ever find out by reading the NIV,  being such a  useless 
interpretation  of  “The Original Word”).   The best thing to do with the NIV is either burn or compost it  -  so it does not infect an innocent mind. 

The point Paul is making is this - 
To fulfil completely Yahweh’s Desire for Sonship,  then humans must  not  revert to their worldly self being  “The Animalistic/Carnal Mind” – especially 
now their mind is being  readjusted/reformed  by  The Power  of  “The Word of God”  working upon their own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  so they 
might become the  one/same  with JC and thus the  one/same  with Yahweh  (thereby gaining the HS)  to be worthy of Sonship. 
Thus,  not stated,  but clearly humans started with an  animalistic/carnal  mind  (for The Immediacy) –  from birth –  and  they/we  knew of nothing else! 
Then the apostles  accurately  gave  “The Knowledge”  and carefully explained it.   

To the Brethren this was The Start of something new being  “The Route for Sonship”  if they  “fulfilled completely”  Yahweh’s Desire. 
Now Paul is saying    

What has got into you?   Who has been misleading you?   (Have you been reading the “NIV”)! 
Why are you now abandoning what you have known,  and be reverting to The World being  “The Animalistic Mind”  guiding you to be 
forsaking the route to be gaining the HS?   Thus losing the HS because your mind is being directed back into worldly methodology  –  as was 
shown by Judas post JC’s Advent and the classic example prior to JC’s Advent would have been Balaam  –  often cited by the apostles for our 
warning. 

That explains the point Paul is making. 
Now the extension of the corrupting nature of the NIV by its  “negating choice”  of words is that  “corrupts precisely”  what we should be doing - 

If  we  are  to become Sons of God then we  must  put in  much “human effort”  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  which is arduous,  painful 
and very difficult  (v4 in context)  and requires extraordinary  “human effort”  to succeed where the individual is being supposedly driven by 
being at  “one with the HS”  (by precisely imitating Paul’s example for example 2Cor.11v24-28). 

Can the reader now see the critical point that I am making? 
Thus the NIV  (by “sliding-in alongside deviant teaching”, 2Pet.2v1)  is  fulfilling Satan’s desire  (to  “oppose/frustrate/adversarial” to Yahweh’s 
Desire)  that all humans should be passive and apathetic by  not  putting in  “human effort”  because  supposedly  “the bible tells them so”  –  which it 
clearly does  not  when we return to  the original Greek! 
Thus by  not  putting in the effort to imitate JC then there will  not  be the 144000 sons of God to occur during The Gospel Age which will last indefinitely 
until the members of Mankind wipe themselves off the planet in the ensuing chaos of lack of usable resources in The Culmination and social unrest that is 
to hit us all,  so very soon! 
Consequently,  the result of the NIV’s  worldly interpretation -  Satan is  “let off the hook”  because Yahweh cannot bring-in The Millennium because He 
has not  “The Full Prophesied Quota”  of 144000 Sons of God  (see “Yahweh’s Desire” and “Satan’s Desire” in glossary). 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 
Furthermore,  specifically  why  the NIV is so absolutely deficient in its supposed  “translation”  (which was unnecessary to do)! 

However,  this is  not  an isolated example,  there are hundreds of examples throughout the NIV,  where its translation is  so appalling  and yet   so very 
insidious  where the interpreters seem to lob a few hand grenades into the holistic nature of Yahweh’s Plan as given in  “The Original Language”  (and 
by so doing,  create unnecessary contradictions)! 

If you want to indulge within a  “fairy story”  –  then  “read the NIV”!  
By contrast,  if you want to reach  “The Absolute Truth”  then go back to a good and trustworthy translation. 
Again,  I apologise for the rant  –  but I find it so frustrating there are so many people after  “The Truth”  and yet,  they are fed with dangerous rubbish  
–  being precisely what JC said of our leaders of “Religion”  Luke.16v19-21+, 20v16, Matt.23v13  (and the rest of Matt. 23)  and many more examples! 
It is interesting that when the NIV first came out there was a public outcry by traditional scholars deriding the translation as being a  bad interpretation,  
but now “The Old School”  members have died out  -  leaving the NIV to fully reign unopposed to pollute our minds! 

A supposedly wonderful situation for Satan – that is why  “FutureLife.Org”  is indebted to JC to speak out  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)! 
 
16th Warning – People aiming to become TCs will suffer affliction within this world from  worldly religious people, just as 
did JC and equally the apostles from The Religious Authorities of The Age  (and using secular authorities as instruments). 
29th Instruction – If having suffered already, then persevere by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  always knowing this is  
“character forming”  and will bind you ever closer to Yahweh,  and Him to you  (as a Father loving a faithful son). 
5th Good News – Because “The Accurate Knowledge of God’s Word” is within you as “Real Faith”,  then in fidelity you, a 
TC, shall be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus grow in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JCg’s presence grows. 
6th Good News – JCg through his presence within hearkening you is growing Yahweh’s HS within and around you to make 
you even more effective in your  accurate  ministry work,  The HS grows because you are fervently building your mind on 
God’s Word  exercised through the 3 stages  to gain  “real faith”). 
24th Reasoning – Having this  “new  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  of JCg’s presence operating within you. –  Did this 
come from  “The Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}”  or from  “The Knowledge of The Law”?   
Clearly it was having  “The Knowledge of The Word of God”  operating within your  being/existence  that enables a TC to 
imitate JC and thus have a  new mindset  that Yahweh considers as being worthy of Sonship. 
Gal.     3v4 og {So vast as this}/{Such a large/great}/{These many}   
Gal.     3v4 og (you have) {experienced/felt (usually pain)}/passion/vexed/suffered  {without reason/cause}/{in vain}?    
Gal.     3v4 og {If indeed}/{Seeing that}/Unless/Otherwise/{If so be that/yet}  also  {without reason/cause}/{in vain}! 
Gal.     3v4 = Have you  {experienced suffering/vexation}  {so vast/greatly as this}  vainly/{without cause/plan}/lightly?    

{If indeed}/{If so be that}  (it be)  also  vainly/{without cause/plan}/lightly! 
 

Have you suffered so vast as this without cause?   (Being the persecution sourced by leaders of “Religion”  from round about here.) 
If indeed  also  (this suffering be)  without cause!    (So that  [1] your past effort is wasted,  [2] “The Cause”  of  “The Anointed”  is worthless?) 
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The Brethren had understood what it meant to be a  “Real Christian”  (rather than a  “worldly Christian”)  and had obviously  suffered  as we read 
here,  but also because as we are told in  so many places  within The Bible,  the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will  persecute TCs  (John.16v1-4)   
–  or those people actively aiming to become TCs by imitating JC.  

The Sole Reason? 
Because quite simply     

It is  only  the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  feeling personally threatened by what is taught by a TC  (by both their words and deeds).   
Leaders of politics and commerce  (being the other two bastions of society)  have no fear of TCs,  because TCs are model citizens taking note 
of what JC warns at Luke.13v1-5,  and Paul instructs at Rom.13v1-5 as examples.   Therefore,  TCs become as it were,  “covered in Teflon”  
–  protected from the worldly affairs because  “nothing sticks to them”   -  they are  wholly neutral  in worldly affairs! 
The reason for this is - 

1. They provide no barriers for a recipient to the take-up  “1st Century Christianity”. 
2. No person outside religion has cause to persecute a TC,  thereby throwing the spotlight on the perpetrators of persecution. 

The point being,  The TCs effectively condemn “Leaders of Religion”  by exposure of their hypocrisy,  and that is precisely why religious 
leaders retaliate  (in very much the same manner as political leaders did over Messrs Assange [Wikileaks] and Snowden [Prism])!   
It is  only  “Leaders of Religion”  who feel suitably motivated to put in the resources required to  “hound-after”  (pursue/persecute)  TCs 
exposing their hypocritical teaching  -  as we witness throughout The Ages!   Let the Bible and The Internet be my witness! 

Let us return to this verse after that minor,  but necessary substantiating digression. 
After these brethren had made the change to have “1st Century Christianity”  rule their life,  and suffered local persecution because of trying to imitate 
JC then when Paul continued his missionary journey to other places,  we had the apostates climbing up within the fledgling Christianity to become 
aspiring leaders of schisms.  Just as then, likewise today people come in with a “Gospel of Excuses”  for us not to imitate JC as we currently witness 
within the some 37,000+ schisms we have today 2009 CE  –  all deviant in some manner to  “The Absolute Truth”  – otherwise there would only be  ONE  
“Schism”)!   It is these apostate leaders having distorted God’s Word  (in the same manner as the NIV)  to “Divide and Rule” so people become 
confused and thus deflected from  “fulfilling completely”  Yahweh’s Desire and thus the original  “human effort”  in suffering had been in vain.   
This verse also suggests that once in the process of attaining  (during the gestation period)  the HS,  will lead to suffering while fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire and then sadly,  people fall back,  becoming wayward  (Matt.13v22)  to then not fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  which obviously suggests Yahweh’s HS 
would not now be with them (James.1v6-8, 4v2-4)  –  because what they are doing now is  “{without reason}/vanity” - while conversely   “Having the 
HS”  is not  vanity/worthless but achieving “The Goal”! 
This righteous logic immediately dispels some apostates stating today    

“Once having Yahweh’s HS,  it can never leave you!” 
That is precisely what Satan wants people to think  –  inasmuch once they  presume  to have Yahweh’s HS  (often suggested as such by an indulgent 
religious leader)  then they feel at ease to do  “what they want”  –  under the misapprehension they are fully covered for  “everlasting life”! 
Sadly,  for these deluded people,  The Bible tells us  this is most certainly  not  true!   One example would be James.1v6-8 (as I mentioned earlier). 
The places in The Bible suggesting the HS remains with us are always covered in context with  “provided you continue to be a TC”  then  the HS will 
never leave you,  but  charlatan Christian Leaders always ignore that most important caveat  (being the  critical conditioner)! 
But they are after  “Quantity”  for a greater worldly return  now, -  by contrast,  Yahweh is after  “Quality”  to ultimately  lead/yield  the  future  
perfected world! 

This becomes  “The Reasoning to Decipher”  the actions of our Christian leaders. 
Gal.     3v5 og The (one [= ?])  therefore/then   (the) {furnishing besides}/{fully supplying}/contributing/nourishing   
Gal.     3v5 og {to yourselves}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Gal.     3v5 og also  (the) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing}   
Gal.     3v5 og (the) {miraculous forces/powers/strengths}/{mighty works}  in  {to [= within] yourselves}, 
Gal.     3v5 og {from/out of}  (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  
Gal.     3v5 og (of the) Law/Precepts/Regulations   
Gal.     3v5 og or/than/either/rather  {from/out of}  (of the) hearing/fame/report/rumour/audience   
Gal.     3v5 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}? 
Gal.     3v5 = Therefore/Then  the one  (= ?)   {fully supplying}/nourishing  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   {to yourselves},   

also  the  {actively working}/{fervently doing}  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty works}  within  yourselves,   
(was this)  {from out of}  of the  {occupational effort}/work/labour  of the  Law  (of Moses)    
or  {from out of}  of the  hearing/report/audience  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}? 

 

Therefore,  the one  (see commentary)  fully supplying the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (character)   to yourselves,   
also actively working the mighty work within yourselves   (reforming the mind  away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology), 
(was this)  from out of occupational effort of The Law  (of Moses)   (being “conscripted by The Law”  –  and yet  “choosing not to understand it”) 
Or from out of the  hearing/report  of the  (real)  faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (all driven by  “The Reformed Mind”) 
 

I explained in my commentary of v2 how  “The Real Faith”  manifested itself within this fledgeling ecclesia. 
The Apostles showed The Brethren all aspects of  “The Real Faith”  by both  words and deed,  and thus the apostles  accurately  taught  “The 
Knowledge”  to start yielding the HS within these brethren,  and thus they became best placed to start practising this  “Knowledge”  within their lives to 
become  “The Wisdom of God”  by imitating JC. 

But as stated earlier  –  Paul was now worried! 
Their thinking was going awry,  being misled by  false  knowledge  (sourced by apostates)  of  “The Easy Life”   to sink back into what The World can 
deliver for short term  (supposed)  expediency  that was skewing their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
Note as this website states    

JCg has his  presence/parousia  as  “The Word of God”  operating within us who are  “assiduously aiming to become TCs”,  where it is JCg 
as The Master being  The Word of God controlling us  within our mind.  This then yields Yahweh’s HS as appropriate to ability within his 
stewards  – who ideally shall become faithful stewards to be given more responsibility upon resurrection as future Sons of God when JCg 
returns (Luke.19v16-19).   This becomes  “The Fulfilment of The Promise to Abraham”  by means of  “Birthright”  to finally bless the many 
nations. 

I need to remove a few smears that defraud The Disclosing Truth our  charlatan  Christian leaders  (in perhaps their millions)  paint upon this verse. 
It is  “The Power of The Word of God”  that brings about penitent reform within an originally  callous/hardened  heart/{seat of motivation}  -  of which 
no worldly forced correction could achieve  –  but only rebellion.   Genuine reform  must come from within,  it cannot be forced from outside.  
It is  absolutely  not  the  “feigned miracles”  charlatan Christian leaders trump out to apparent worldly acclaim amongst their deluded devotees!    
Get behind the methodology that drives Paul to deliver his fruits  (works that produce congregational members imitating JC)  and then compare with the 
methodology that drives the  charlatan Christian leaders of today that delivers their fruits  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 

We understand it is  “The Miraculous Power”  of  “The Word of God”  that has enabled the  humble/hearkening  recipient to reform their 
mind to gain the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is the  one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh and JC  -  because this is what 
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Yahweh wants during The Gospel Age.  That is precisely why John the Baptist was leading  “The Way for JC”  (as  “The Word of God”)  for 
people to first  repent and gain that contrite mind  ready for  “The Word of God”  to enter their mind  (as a  presence/parousia)  -  for reform. 
This is  “The Route”  for Yahweh to gain His 144000 TCs  (out of the forthcoming Gospel Age of some 2000 years)  where JC  comes  (as the 
Coming/Parousia)  to collect the 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to bring forth The Millennium and then  reform  Mankind generally.. 
This process can only start with a  contrite/humble  mind  (an utterly alien concept for  “a worldly leader”  who by definition  “controls 
people”),  where the humble mind can reform,  because the individual has  reasoned/assayed  “The Knowledge”  and made the personal 
assessment to make the  internal personal reform  required to make the  transformation/transfiguration  from worldly methodology unto 
Yahweh's Methodology. 

The crux is that during this present worldly system  –  Yahweh is most desirous to gain people with a perfected mind for the eternity,  and absolutely not 
for a  “presumed better/perfect”  body  (by  “feigned  physical miracles”  –  on the presumptuous claim it is  “the power of the HS”),  being the present 
physical body that is actually going to rot away to nothing at the end of our present conscious existence! 
Consequently,  we realise the  charlatan Christian leader is directing the affairs  away from  what Yahweh holds dear  (a Christlike mind)  to  what The 
World holds dear  –  “being a physical body  –  without reform to The Mind”,  because  “Reforming the mind is too personally painful in this world”! 

Can the reader understand this subtlety?   That becomes the key to unlock the  “deviant driver”! 
Could also the  charlatan  Christian leader please explain themselves against this obvious righteous logic? 

We reason the  charlatan  Christian leader is desirous for the  “here and now”  –  being what it delivers now and has no interest in The Millennium! 
While by contrast,  Yahweh is interested in The Millennium  –  and will provide  “The Perfected Body”  that can last an eternity  commensurate with the 
mind  (as Paul tells us at 1Cor.15v35-55,  please see my local commentaries)! 
Therefore,  we reason from what Paul is telling us - 

“The mighty power”  comes from  ”The Word of God”  within a penitent mind, to yield  “The Real Faith”  (as I copiously explain what this 
really means elsewhere)  that brings about reform and thus fulfils Yahweh's Desire to yield the HS  (being its composite definition that I also 
give elsewhere).   This becomes the reform away from a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World  (worldly spirit, WS)  to the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced by Yahweh built entirely upon  “The Word of God”  (holy spirit, HS)   expressed as unfeigned charity 
in our deportment.   
The very best  “charity”  is to bring the next generation of TCs to Yahweh in our daily sacrifice at The Altar  (of our local environment). 

That is what I am explaining here to unravel the  “near/alongside  gospel”  taught by the  charlatan Christian leader,  and that gospel which would have 
been taught by Paul in the same manner as I am teaching by reason on this website  –  using  “The Word of God”  as both my sword  (Eph.6v17)  and 
witness  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26). 
 
28th Comment – Abraham was considered  “Righteous”  because he  truly  entrusted/committed  to Yahweh. 
25th Reasoning – Abraham showed his  entrusting/commitment  to Yahweh by  precisely fulfilling  what Yahweh instructed 
of him.  Abraham freely chose to become Yahweh's Friend that was reciprocated  (James.2v22-24). 
26th Reasoning – TCs come from out of JC,  represented by the sons coming from out of Isaac  (Son of God/Abraham) 
7th Allegory – Abraham (always)  =  Yahweh  (in prophecy). 
8th Allegory – Isaac (always)  =  JC (in prophecy). 
27th Reasoning – Isaac was a generation  down  from Abraham  –  but was  never  Abraham   (more Trinity repudiation). 
9th Allegory – Sons of Abraham through Isaac  (always)  = Sons of God through JC  (as “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

28th Reasoning – Sons of God are just that – they are never  The Almighty God,  but they are able to personally solve “The 
Mystery of God”  being JCg as the specific god of his creation to become sons of their Specific God – this reasoning based 
entirely upon what The Bible tells us inductively destroys the Trinity myth,  and unintelligible to worldly Christian leaders. 
10th Allegory – Nomad Abraham = Represents Yahweh waiting for His World to be cleaned-up.  Whereupon the sons of 
Abraham are also,  not  part of this world,  but merely sojourners in this evil world  making no abode,  by having no ties. 
Abraham demonstrates,  by the physical – what the TCs must be doing at the spiritual  (precisely as Yahweh is doing). 
29th Reasoning – The TCs are sojourners now because their Inheritance is to be The Millennium and they are making that 
real within themselves  by their fruitage  in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire as did Abraham as he looked towards The Future. 
11th Allegory – Canaan =  To be The Land of Israel =  The Future Earth of The Millennium  (for The Resurrected World). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
1st Prophecy – “The specific god” would make  righteous/innocent  the nations by their  faith  (= accurate knowledge + 
assurance + fidelity)  JCg enables this to occur over an individual’s 2 part life. 
30th Reasoning – It can only be JCg who makes humans righteous before Yahweh’s Decree on Sin,  it  cannot  be Yahweh 
because as  we are told,  Yahweh is never changing,  and therefore logically cannot  “stand in”  on our behalf against his 
Own decree;  but as we are told  (when v20 is  correctly  translated)  there is only  one mediator  being JCg  (1Tim.2v5) 
who does  “stand in”  for us.  Righteous logic tells us that these Participants are different reasoning Entities! 
31st Reasoning – Righteousness is either achieved in the 1st part as a TC for guaranteed everlasting life upon resurrection 
as a Son of God,   OR   in the 2nd part of our physical life upon resurrection into a perfected fleshly DNA body to then 
acquire the  real  Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (being the  one/same  Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  upon 
which the former TCs  grasped/grabbed/clutched/clung  during the religious affliction in the 1st part of their physical life). 
2nd Prophecy – All nations will be blessed  through  you (Abraham) = All nations will be blessed  through  Yahweh being 
that it was His son JCg’s ransom sacrifice for his creation that will enable Yahweh to then use His Omnipotent power to 
express His HS to resurrect us of The Nations into The Millennium.  Likewise,  as JC showed by relying upon his Father. 
3rd Prophecy – Those people “The Remnant” out of the 3 {Epochs of “Israel”}  (where  1. “prophets”/{fleshly Israel},   2. 
“TCs”/{Christian Nation},  3. “saved people”/{The Resurrected World in The Millennium})  will be blessed by Yahweh. 
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32nd Reasoning – People becoming TCs having demonstrably shown themselves to be precisely imitating JC shall be 
ultimately  blessed/{spoken well of}  within The Millennium recognised by The World as  “Sons of Abraham/Yahweh”. 
Gal.     3v6 og Just/As/That/How/When  (the) Abraham  (he) committed/believed/entrusted  (to the) God [Yahweh],   
Gal.     3v6 og also  (it was) reckoned/calculated/reasoned  (to the) him  into/unto  (the) righteousness/equality/justification. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.12v1+ to Gen.21v 7, Gen.22v15-18  
Gal.     3v6 = Just/As  (with)  Abraham,   

he  committed/entrusted  in the  God (Yahweh),   
also  he was  reckoned/considered/reasoned  into/for  the  righteousness/equality/justification. 

 

Just/as  (with)  Abraham, 
he  committed/entrusted  in the God   (Yahweh)   (in how he deported himself  for 25 years  before  he received the birth of Isaac), 
also he was  reckoned/considered  for  righteousness/equality   (to what Yahweh desired of him to do  for 25 years  within The Environment) 
 

Please first consolidate this teaching with what Paul stated about Abraham at Rom.4v1-5 and at Heb.11v8-19,  plus my local commentaries.  
When Abraham was alive,  he  showed his  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  of  “belief”  being  actively  shown  through  his  works.   
He  forsook prosperity and an entrenched way of life  to become that of a nomad of an unknown future  (Gen.12v1+  to chapter 21)  taking with him only 
what he could carry,  having a future promise  to be  partially  fulfilled with the  Old Fleshly Israel.   Yet with further fulfilment to occur in  “The 2nd, 
Epoch of Israel”  (= Christian Nation)   and to be finally completed within  “The 3rd Israel”  (= The Resurrected World)  -  all as I very carefully explain 
in the greatest of detail elsewhere. 
Yahweh through His  “Word of God”  given to us in The Bible also expects us to show our  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  of  “belief”  through 
our works  by abandoning The World’s attractions to consume our time,  for the future promise  to be part of the  “New Spiritual Israel”.  “The New 
Spiritual Israel”  (144000 TCs as The Early Adopters”)  becomes  “The Head”  for The Millennium as The Priesthood over the  “New Fleshly Israel” = 
“The Resurrected World”   (I explain all this in great detail later in this epistle and elsewhere on this website). 
The obvious question is why should  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology shun worldly attractions? 

1. Because worldly attractions consume our time that can be better spent in publicising Yahweh’s Desire. 
2. It nurtures a self-indulgent attitude – where,  worldly people will always aspire for the next thing once previous lust is satisfied. 
3. The  love/attraction  of seeking such pleasures will often make considerable demands from our neighbour (to their hurt). 
4. The TCs need to prove to The Judging World they are wholly committed to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
5. The Early Adopters are sufficiently motivated to make possible the purification of The Resurrected World. 
6. Because of all of the above,  they disserve respect and honour of their new position as kings/priests over The Resurrected World. 

Consequently,  they become Sons of God by becoming adopted as sons of  “Abraham”  (meaning  “The Loving Father”  of Israel  [through  Isaac/JC]  
who  always represents  “Yahweh”  in prophecy)  as JC tried to explain to The Pharisees  (John.8v32-56,  see the next verse and much in this epistle). 

But the crux of this verse is that we are deemed righteous to what  Yahweh Desires,  and absolutely  not  as  “deemed righteous”  by men  –  
being what onlookers might think of what we are doing supposedly  “appears to look good”  (and then what comes out afterwards about the 
particular person)! 

All of what we can witness throughout The History of The World  (scan the internet through suitable search engines for examples [of what is known!]). 
Gal.     3v7 og (yourselves) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}   
Gal.     3v7 og therefore/thus/consequently/haply/surely/perhaps/supposing  :   
Gal.     3v7 og because  the (persons)  {from/out of}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
Gal.     3v7 og these/those (specifically)   (persons)   {they are/be}  (the) sons   (the) Abraham. 
Gal.     3v7 = Consequently,  yourselves  {absolutely understand}  (this):   

Because  the people   (generated/procreated)   {from out of}  of the  Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
these specific people,   {they are}  the  sons  (of)  the  Abraham. 

 

Consequently,  yourselves absolutely understand  (this): 
Because the people  (spiritually  generated/procreated)   from out of the  (real)  faith  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
These specific people are the sons of  “Abraham”   (= “The Loving Father”,  a definition given to  “Yahweh”) 
        (= The Word of God [JC]  must be fully  imbued/inculcated  so we  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and  then we  may  become Sons of God)   
 

Where  “Abraham”  (translated means “The Loving Father”)  always  represents  “Yahweh”  in prophecy,  and thus TCs  (as did The Prophets)  become 
adopted sons  -  being the two flocks of JC  (John.10v3,16)  that shall ultimately be combined in The Millennium  as  “Jerusalem”  (meaning 
“City/Authority/Organisation  of Peace”)  to rule and teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”  . 
Where in  both  instances the Prophets and TCs are speaking  “The Word of God” (parts 1 and 2 respectively)   to The World to yield  “The Word of 
God”  (at the 1st and then 2nd Advents of JC/JCg)  are thus the best representatives of  “The Word of God”  being JCg  (Rev.19v13).    

Can the reader see how all this righteously  “gels together”? 
Abraham was given  “The Promise”  by Yahweh    

That from his sons a large nation would be formed  (Gen.15v5-7, 17v4-6)  and the nations of The Earth shall be blessed by his seed  
(Gen.22v18).   And to this end,  Yahweh would show Abraham the land that his offspring would inherit.   

This occurred  physically  through  “The Old  Fleshly  Israel”  (Jews)  and sealed by  the covenant  of being circumcised  (Gen.17v9-10),  noting that 
this was only representative through The Male Line – because  only  JC could fulfil The Law on Works – no other human could do so  (Rom.3v23). 
Importantly because baptism into The 2nd Covenant and circumcision for the heart/mind  (see Paul’s letter to The Romans chapters 2 to 4)  then it means 
“The Invitation” for “The Anointing”   to become  “Sons of God”  is open to  both men and women  noting upon our resurrection we shall be neuters 
(Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v35). 
What occurred in “The 1st Epoch Israel”  was symbolic for what was to occur in the Gospel Age where now (CE)  spiritually  adopted sons  (elected out 
from the  “Christian nation”  (“The 2nd Epoch Israel”)   within all nations being sealed by “baptism”)  to become  “The New Spiritual Israel”  ready for 
The Millennium.    
In both cases   Being circumcised and baptised  =  giving up of the flesh  (foreskin to procreation,  fleshly body to a new life)  to Yahweh as a human 
acknowledgement of   “The Covenant with God”.  Likewise,  through the commitment JC had to Yahweh,  these TC through Jesus Christ can now to see 
their future Land of being with Yahweh.  At present the TCs are like the Israelites growing in size within Egypt being persecuted by The World  (the 
Egyptians are  always  symbolic  of the sinful world in prophecy for The Gospel Age).  Soon Yahweh will deliver the TCs  (New Spiritual Israel)  from 
this into their Inheritance being their homeland  (over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium).  Yahweh promised to his Son JC,  that He would 
give to them  (to be Sons of God).  This is only  a infinitesimal fraction  of the allegoric symbolism there is within The Bible to show The Bible is from  
“The Almighty God”,  and not from “presumptuous Man” called  “Religion”.  This allegory of events  (plus so very much more not written here)  is 
beyond coincidence  –  to ever become  “dreamt by Man”!   The layers of overlying prophecy and allegories of  places/peoples/times/items  throughout 
millennia is  absolutely mind-blowing  –  and to be having all this knowledge and understanding gives me  “The Absolute Assurance”,  “1st Century 
Christianity”  as being the next part of Yahweh’s Great Plan  (after The Jews of the 1st Epoch Israel)  to yield the final 3rd Epoch Israel;  this knowledge 
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absolute destroys all forms of such pathetic worldly  “Religion”  based solely on  unrighteous and inconsequential  myth/hearsay  –  that has  absolutely 
no substance  when compared to what Yahweh is giving out to The World throughout millennia!   

But none of this is presently recognised  –  hence  “The Call”  for  “FutureLife.Org”  to tell The World  (Matt.24v14)! 
Quite simply,  worldly people are  not  interested in it  –  else this would have been recognised more than a 1000 years ago within  “Christianity”! 
To be fair,  Yahweh is using this process as  “an extraction tool”  (a sieve)   –  to yield  “The Early Adopters”  actively doing their part  (Matt.7v7-8)  in 
progressively increment Yahweh’s Plan to fruition  –  to personally fulfil  “The Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  to be part of  “The 1st Resurrection”  
and then The Millennium will start 3.5 years later (Dan.12v11-12).    The Millennium will start when JCg and the 144000 TCs return  (Rev.19v16-21)  to  
remove/replace  all  worldly leaders throughout society across the whole world  (2Pet.3v8-14)  over a period of some 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12),  this 
becomes  “The Great Tribulation”  to absolutely  all  “Worldly leaders”  -  being that of mass ejection from office. 
Gal.     3v8 og (the) foreseeing/{seeing before}  And  the  document/{holy writ}/scriptures  because  {from/out of}  
Gal.     3v8 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (he) {renders righteous/innocent/justify}  [active, indicative.] 
Gal.     3v8 og the  Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples  the  {specific god},   
Gal.     3v8 og (he [Yahweh]) {announced glad news in advance}/{preached before the gospel} [middle voice]   
Gal.     3v8 og to the  Abraham  because: 
Gal.     3v8 og [Prophecy, Gen.12v3 ]   (They will be) {spoken well of}/blessed/praised   
Gal.     3v8 og in  {to [= within] thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  (the) all (persons)  the  Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.12v3, Gen.22v18  
Gal.     3v8 = And  because the scriptures  {seeing before}/foretold : 

“the specific god”  he  {renders  righteous/innocent}  the  gentiles/nations  {from out of}  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}, 
because  (he)  personally  {announced the glad news in advance}  to the  Abraham: 
All  the  gentiles/nations  they will be  blessed  within you.    (being the seed JC,  through the line of Judah, and through king David). 

 

And because the scriptures foretold: 
  “The specific god”  renders  righteous/innocent  the nations from out of the  (real) faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
  because  (He [Yahweh])  personally announced the good news in advance to the Abraham: 
  All the nations will be blessed within you   (being the  seed  “JC”,  having come through the line of Judah via king David). 
 

It is absolutely critical to precisely understand the  dual  nature of  “the specific god”  (“ho theos”)  floating pointer  dependant upon context  (please do  
not  lose this important knowledge in the unrighteous Trinity myth  –  being a source of utter confusion put out by Satan to devalue Yahweh and JCg 
within the  “presumptuously reasoning”  minds of humans).    I explain everything in the most  meticulous detail  that can be located on 
“FutureLife.Org”,  giving all the citations of  “theos”  in The New Testament within a some 100 page dissertation,  entitled “The Trinity – What is it?”. 

JCg is “the specific god” of The World  (JCg operating according to Yahweh’s HS to create “Life”, John.1v1-3),  see glossary on these terms 
Yahweh is “The Specific God”  of JCg,  the Ancient Worthies, prophets and TCs  (who become  “the adopted Sons of God”). 

TCs make the transition away from  The World  (after JCg has knocked at their door Rev3v20),  and thus they personally look  towards/for  “The 
Inheritance”  (to become  “The Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance” [Resurrected World])  provided by The Father as given to His premier son,  JCg. 
“The specific god”  JCg volunteered his very existence to give those people of  “The Human Species”  who desire to imitate him over their 2 part life,  
into what becomes  “Everlasting life”  made only possible by  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  of JC.   This action of JC became  “The Enabling Key”  for his 
Father  (The Specific God of JCg)  Yahweh to Righteously/Equitably  give a new physical body (= resurrection into a fleshly or celestial body)  against 
His Universal Decree for all entities in The Universe;  “In the Day you sin you will  (begin to)  die  (everlastingly).” 
This verse is a general invitation  (to have eternal life)  to all people within the nations, it is open to all who have lived  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  but who had 
not personally had the opportunity to come to know JC,  consequently by reasoning through with righteous logic,  these people  must  be given a 2nd 
opportunity to justify themselves  (else it is not righteous)!    
This can  only  come through JC’s sacrifice  not  to raising them to an immediate decision into life or death as standard  (and  very errant)  unrighteous 
worldly Christian doctrine preached to us but rather,  to a position where they can then learn about JC to  then  be in the position where they  can  be 
justified  (as the Bible tells us) – only if they personally desire to be justified!   Please recognise  “The Fraudulent Copyists Addition in the first sentence 
of Rev.20v5  –  see my local commentary of some 17,000 words that thoroughly explains why this is demonstrably fraudulent.   
This  is  the Good News  “FutureLife.Org”  promotes   “The Millennium”  period where worldly people  are  given the  (and every)  opportunity to learn 
“Righteousness”.  This website  (and perhaps the only one that correctly)  explains  from  the Bible’s Word  precisely how this righteously occurs. 
Gal.     3v9 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  the (persons)  {from/out of}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Gal.     3v9 og (they are being) {spoken well of}/blessed/praised  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  
Gal.     3v9 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true  (the) Abraham. 
Gal.     3v9 = Inasmuch that  the people  {from out of}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

they are being  {spoken well of}/blessed  {united as companions}/{in union together}  with the  trustful/faithful/true  Abraham. 
 

Inasmuch that the people from out of the  (real) faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)     
               (These are  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology  having  passed through the required  3 stage process) 
they are being spoken well of,  united as companions with the  trustful/faithful  Abraham   (always representative of Yahweh). 
               (“The Early Adopters” have proved themselves to have the  “same genetic spiritual DNA of Abraham”,  hence  “Yahweh’s Sons of God”.) 
 

Traditional scholars might argue with my use of StrongsTM = 1537  to be  “{from/out of}”  where they might argue it should be just  “of”. 
However,  that  is  the wrong understanding of what Paul is teaching us   (as equally a wrong translation)! 

Paul is teaching us of  “The Objective”  being attained  =  “to become a Son of God”.  These successful people have come  “{from out of}”  
“The Real Faith”  (in the 1st part of their physical life)  and upon  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  they are with Abraham  (Yahweh). 
They are being spoken of in praise  (not  in the 1st part of their physical life,  where we are told  [in many places]  they suffer and are cursed),  
but rather,  as Sons of God in the 2nd part of their physical life revered as god’s in their own right by the people of  “The Resurrected World” 

None of this understanding is realised by our  incompetent translations  and that is specifically  why  I must go back to the original Greek Word to 
deliver this  (and much more elsewhere on this website)  understanding as originally given in The Greek Words  -  but hidden by  “delinquent/errant 
translations”  (covering  “The Disclosing Truth”)  until now  at The Close  of The Gospel Age  with  “FutureLife.Org”  translation  (Matt.24v14). 
Also note Paul’s description of  “Abraham”  being reflected upwards to  “Yahweh”  as being “trustful/faithful/true”. 
 
29th Comment – All people being judged by only works under The Law, are deemed as being under a curse. 
Instruction – repeat - No human is deemed righteous based upon  “The Law of  (given by)  Moses”,  we all have sinned. 
(Noting:  The Law was given to prove JC perfect for him to then inaugurate “The 2nd Covenant” based upon  “The Mind” 
we could ultimately pass,  that would lead to a harmonious society – enabling us to  “best fulfil”  “The Law on Works”.) 
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Instruction – repeat - Humans can only be considered righteous through  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + 
assurance + fidelity),  noting that a failure in any of these three qualities means we have  “blind faith”. 
Reasoning – repeat – People must put on a new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that comes from acquiring the  accurate 
“Knowledge” upon which to build “Assurance” and then having the motivation to practice the knowledge with “Fidelity” 
Once doing  all of this  then the person has real belief in JC utterly committed and entrusting upon him, they become a TC 
(This is not a blind hope or self-indulgent feel-good adrenalin rush for the moment,  but 60.60.24.7.52.x = every second of 
a TC’s life – where “x” is the remaining part of the person’s life imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle).   This is  never  taught! 
Reasoning – repeat - The Law fails because it does not instruct The Mind, merely condemns The Works – but it is too late! 
Reasoning –repeat  “The Real Faith” surpasses because it instructs The Mind Yahweh chooses for awakening/rousing  as 
a TC,  because “the mind” understands why works must not be done that fail The Law,  hence chooses not to fail The Law. 
Reasoning – repeat - Clearly people may  accidentally  fail The Law while living under  “The Real Faith”  initiated by JC 
but because it was unintentional then they have not failed The Faith, but would have failed The Law if judged by The Law. 
(Can the reader see The Righteous Logic behind this? –  Sadly,  never  explained as such by  worldly Christian Leaders)! 
4th Prophecy – Accursed is the person hanging on  timber/{a post}  being representative of JC resetting our sins and the 
converse,  being Judas Iscariot who had everything to become a Son of God,  but despised it for 30 pieces of “The World”, 
thrown  into/against ‘The Temple’  which he was supposed to become  (being one of its ‘144000 stones’)  see glossary. 
33rd Reasoning – JC was assayed perfect against  “The Law on Works”  and therefore,  he should live – however JC was 
deliberately murdered against Yahweh’s Decree on sin  –  thus he should  not  have died.  Therefore,  for  all  individual 
people who ultimately choose  to imitate him  over their 2 part life then this act covers them  from/over  Yahweh’s Decree. 
5th Prophecy – Yahweh’s blessing to give eternal life and a wonderful society will come through JC’s action. 
34th Reasoning – JC was “The Word”  of God and gave us the  accurate knowledge for us to imbue and gain assurance, – 
if  we have the  motivation to practice  fidelity to what we know,  then  we have  True Faith and  imitate JC’s lifestyle to 
obtain The Blessing from Yahweh being eternal life within a perfected society  (starting within The Millennium). 
35th Reasoning – It is only by having  “The Real Faith”  (through the 3 stage process)  that we are personally able to 
modify our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (upon  “The Word of God”  = JC)  and thereby gain  “The Promise”. 
30th Instruction – The Promise is quite simply:  The Anointing by Yahweh to become  Heirs  of  “The Resurrected World”. 
Gal.     3v10 og {as much/great/many/long}  For  {from/out of}  (of the) {occupational efforts}/doing/works/labours/deeds   
Gal.     3v10 og (of the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  {they are/be}  under/through/inferior/below/by   
Gal.     3v10 og (the) imprecation/execration/curse  (they) are;   (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  for: 
Gal.     3v10 og [Prophecy, Deut.27v26 ]   (the) imprecated/execrable/accursed  (the) every (person)  who/what/which/that   
Gal.     3v10 og no/not/none  (he/she) {to stay in (in the same place)}/perseveres/continues  in  (to the [= within]) all    
Gal.     3v10 og to the (things)   (having been) written/scribed/engraved  in  to the [= within]  roll/bill/book/scroll/writing   
Gal.     3v10 og of the  Law/Precepts/Regulations  
Gal.     3v10 og of the  [Law]   (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  they/them. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.27v26  
Gal.     3v10 = For  {as many}  (people)  {from out of}  the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours  of the  Law  (of Moses) 

{they are}  under/below  the  execration/curse;  for it has been  written:- 
Every person  (is)  execrable/accursed  who  not  he/she  perseveres/continues   (within his/her  life) 
within  all  the things  having been  written  within  The Book  of the  Law (of Moses)    (and)  of the  (Law)  to  perform/practice  them. 

 

For as many people from out of the occupational efforts of The Law  (of Moses) 
they are under the curse   (inasmuch they are not able to personally pull themselves from out of its covering)   for it is written: 
  Every person  (is)  accursed who not perseveres within all the things having been written within The Book of The Law  (of Moses). 
  (and)  of the Law  (all people are)  to perform them. 
               (= All people are accursed,  if they cannot practice all the things as written in The Law of Moses  [= abide by The Law and Live]) 
 

Paul then moves on to state,  humans cannot be saved by works in fulfilling The Law of which  all  parts of The Law are to be performed,  to be saved.   
Is this a contradiction  (1) within itself,  (2) what JC taught about fulfilling The Law,  (3) v9 teaching only people from of  “The Real Faith” 
are saved? 

But - 
Worldly Christian leaders completely muddle all these verses by saying we have no need for works to be saved  (ignoring James.2v16-26)  
because we only need to “believe in JC”  –  and to which,  all the members of the congregations go   “Hallelujah”!    
Furthermore,  they teach us   “God loves us”  –  But how can He  “love”  us,  if we are cursed  –  because we go against  “The Perfection”  
that He has set up for us? 

Actually all these  (and many other examples I could give)  are  half-truths  of which our  worldly Christian leaders do nothing to untangle  –  but only  
perpetuate misinformation and distortion  –  which either means  (1) they do  not  understand what they teach,  or  (2) do  not  sufficiently care for their 
devotees to untangle this deception,  by carefully explaining in a righteous manner what all this means!    

Yet it is so simply,  being only  “The (real) Gospel Message”  as given in The Bible  –  but they demonstrably,  comprehensibly ignore it. 
Thus repeating,  the leaders do  not  care in the  illogical and unrighteous nonsense  they have just given,  and the devotees blindly go  “hallelujah”,  
only because they are emotionally hyped up  not  to accurately reason upon what is stated!   –  The whole thing is a  sad farce  from Yahweh’s point of 
view  –  and thus bring God’s Name into disrepute within the  sane/reasoning  minds of the atheists!   

Whose  “mind”  is closer to Yahweh?   
The sane reasoning minds of the atheists,  or the  “drunken people”  self-indulgently  calling themselves “Christians”  who bring 
Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  into shame and disrepute within their shenanigans? 
Will the  Kings/Priests  of The Millennium as  “The Authority”  -  behave with  sane/reasoning  minds,  or in mass hysteria? 

By whom would we rather be ruled? 
It is time someone on this planet called   

“Time is up”!   – By shouting out   “The Emperor has no clothes”  (one of Aesop’s fables)! 
So,  what  is Paul teaching us  –  that is  not  explained by our delinquent  worldly Christian leaders? 

Let me succinctly explain. 
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As I profusely state on this website  “The Key”  is the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that form the  “synapse construction”  of the individual person.   
It  is this  “synapse construction”  that Yahweh is  assaying/assessing  in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  of  all  people personally 
claiming to be  “Christians”  during the 1st part of their physical life in The Gospel Age. 

So how does this  “link in”  with the  “supposed contradictions”? 
JC showed us,  he could fulfil The Law  (Matt.5v17-18)  and live as The Old Testament quoted teaches us. 

Does this then contradict this verse  (Gal.3v10)? 
No! 

Because JC fulfilled The Law  (Matt.5v67-18)  only  because he demonstrably had the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= Yahweh’s 
Methodology)  that truly desired to edify his neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

How? 
Because JC as  “The Word of God”  explained  (by both word and deed  [to become  “The Wisdom of God”])  how humans could become the future Sons 
of God to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”,  also he provided  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to enable humans  to get into  The Millennium 
so they too might have an opportunity to learn how to imitate his lifestyle within an enforced  perfected environment.   All humans shall be given an 
opportunity to perfect themselves by becoming the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is all based upon “The Word of God”  sourced by 
Yahweh  -  spoken by JC to us in his ministry as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  to become Yahweh's  {chief spokesperson}  and faithful ambassador). 
In this manner JC,  as he told us,  fulfilled The Law  –  but no part of The Law is to be removed  (Matt.5v17-18). 

So how does this look with the apparent three contradictions? 
Regarding  (1)  –  The Law was used so that  (2) JC was shown to be righteous and worthy of  “The Resurrection”  (to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”). 
Where “The 2nd Covenant is judgement based upon The Mind  (to yield “The Early Adopters”)  which enabled JC to pass The Law of Moses,  of which 
“The Early Adopters”  (TCs)  are likewise judged on their faith  (of imitating JC)  so their works  (containing “sideslips”)  can be ignored. 

What about (3)? 
The  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  spoken of by Paul is teaching us,  we become saved  because  we have  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of 
God”  demonstrably  working  within us,  when  tested/assayed  to become the required Assurance yielding  “The Real Faith”  to accurately  work-out  
in our life  “The Knowledge”  as given in  “The Word of God”.  We thus imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and become  guaranteed  everlastingly saved,  
thus we become at the  one/same  with JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  readjusting/reforming  our  “synapse construction” to become  
“Christlike”   –  whose synapse mapping is being stored as  “Heavenly Treasure”  by Yahweh  (see glossary). 

So is there a contradiction within (3)  in its reference to v10? 
That -  The Law is supposed to give life  –  but we are told we are cursed in trying to live by it. 

The point Paul is trying to explain is by example of  “The Israelites”. 
They had  “The Law”  and they died with it! 

They died  (on mass)  because they did  not  have the correct  “synapse construction”  to survive by  “The Law”  –  by contrast,  in the manner that JC 
could survive and gave us  “The Tools”  instructing us  how to survive  (The 2 Laws given at Mark.12v30-31)  which must be implemented  (hence the 
lead into v11). 
Thus,  link all this together and it becomes clear that Paul is stating - 

Mechanically fulfil The Law without the correct synapse construction  –  inasmuch having no desire to edify our neighbour but only fulfilling 
The Law with a resentful  “synapse construction” and we shall die  –  because The Body will die,  rot away,  and the  “synapse construction”,  
if unrefined  (readjusted/reformed)  then it too is only worthy of death. 
It should be noted,  we can give all forms of supposed wonderful charity,  and yet this is being given by a devious sinful mind yearning for the 
worldly goodies this  “supposed charity”  yields.  We realise this mindset is not good  (as viewed by Yahweh)  –  but bad;  however,  humans 
view this as being  “good”  (when looking on the outside).   The reform must come from within,  and that can only come from  “The Power of 
The Word of God”  working from within us. 

This fully explains all these verses and removes the apparent contradictions. 
The Crux being that we  are  to work hard in  “occupational effort”  (“ergon” StrongsTM  2041)  but motivated to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  
with  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  driving us in  {edifying love}/agapao  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  We should spend all our time  “dead 
to this world”  (being its influences over our mind)  while we edify our neighbour in agape to understand  why/how  they too must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
As the reader now realises  –  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders to their congregations,  and thus,  they are  not  imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  and thus they  cannot  by definition,  be TCs! 
The consequence of this is   They are actually  delaying  the onset of The Millennium by  not  actively  bringing-on  the fruitage of 144000 TCs! 

What an indictment! 
In context  carefully read and understand  what is stated at 2v21,  for it is to our warning  –  if we reject JC again and return to  “The Law”! 
Gal.     3v11 og because  and  in  (to the [= within]) Law/Precepts/Regulations  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person) 
Gal.     3v11 og (he/she is) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}  near/beside/with/against/alongside  to the  God   
Gal.     3v11 og (the) {made clear}/bewray/certain/evident/manifest/{plain to see}  because:  
Gal.     3v11 og [Prophecy, Hab.2v4 ]   The (person [over respective 2 epochs of Israel])  equitable/innocent/righteous  {from/out of}   
Gal.     3v11 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (he/she will) live/exist. 

Old Testament reference located at  Hab.2v4  
Gal.     3v11 = And  because  within  The Law  {not even one}  person  he/she  is  {rendered  righteous/innocent}  to the  God  (Yahweh),  

because   (it is)   the  evident/manifest/{plain to see}    (from the scriptures): 
The  righteous/innocent  person,  he/she  will  live/exist  {from out of}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

 

And because within The Law (of Moses)  not even one person  he/she  is rendered  righteous/innocent  to The God  (Yahweh), 
because  (it is)  the evident  (from the scriptures): 
  The  righteous/innocent  person  (to Yahweh’s Requirements  [of the 5 or 2 talents,  Matt.25v15-20])   
  he/she  will  live/exist  from out of the  (real)  faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
                (Everyone has died, hence cannot be righteous to The Law  (thus “guilty”);  except JC who was proved righteous, because he was resurrected) 
 

This prophecy applies to  (and thus requires action to be exercised  –  else  “faith without works is dead”  –  James.2v16-26) - 
1. The Israelite Nation = “1st Epoch of Israel” to yield  The Prophets  (+ Joshua,  King David, etc.) = JCg’s  other  flock  (John.10v16). 
2. The Christian Nation = “2nd Epoch of Israel” to yield  The TCs  = 144000 Sons of God = The Bride of Christ  (JC’s own flock)  (John.10v3). 
3. The Resurrected World = “3rd Epoch of Israel” to yield  The Children  of The Special Marriage  (between JCg and his Bride)  (Rev.19v6-9). 

But for TCs who are to become  “Sons of God”  it was JC  leading the way,  as The First  (“Waved Barley”)  of The Firstfruits  (“Waved Wheat”  
beginning 50 days later at Pentecost,  to carry through The Gospel Age)  being  Just/Righteous,  and JC showed his  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
to/in  God (Yahweh)  through works,  fulfilled  “The Law” (Matt.5v17-18)  because his mind  was  righteous,  yielding righteous works.   
Likewise,  by  “us”  accepting JC through baptism,  and ideally  to become TCs by  precisely imitating  JC,  then we show our  “Real Faith”  through 
works to  “The Law of JC”.  Yahweh will then judge us upon these works driven by agapao to yield agape during the 1st part of our physical life,  and  if  
considered righteous  (in Yahweh’s Special/Greater [1st] Judgement),  then  we become resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, 
Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55,  Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.,)  to meet our  Lord/Master  having  physically  come to collect the 144000 TCs.  
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If we miss  “The Prize of Priesthood”  (as will the absolute vast majority of “Christians”),  then we will slide through into  “The General Resurrection” 
occurring in The Millennium  ([in stages,  Isa.65v20]  starting about 3.5 years later  –  I carefully explain all this in my  inter-verse  commentaries). 
While no man is righteous to Yahweh when assayed to  “The Law (of Moses)”  –  we must clearly understand,  we become  “Righteous to Yahweh”  
provided we entirely fulfil His Desire  see Rom.4v1-6 and Heb.11v8-10 regarding Abraham  (which obviously means that we are not being judged by The 
Law of Moses).  This is what we are precisely taught throughout   The  Epistles/Letters.   
Thus,  we are  “Righteous”  provided we fulfil  “The 2nd Covenant”  (because  “The 1st Covenant”  “could not save us”)  which is quite simply    

We precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  driven by agapao (= “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”)  to yield agape  (charity love)  
freely/simply  for no worldly return.  In this manner we personally solve  “The Mystery of God”,  as I fully explain elsewhere. 

The best way we can do this,  from Yahweh's point of view,  is to edify The Mind so that ultimately He might have His 144000 TCs to achieve  “The 
Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  and thus  bring-in  The Millennium  (to start purifying  “The Resurrected World”)  –  all precisely as this website 
“FutureLife.Org”  so very carefully explains through  “The Most Righteous Exegesis”  available on this planet! 
Gal.     3v12 og the  and  (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  no/not/none  (it) is  {from/out of}   
Gal.     3v12 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  but: 
Gal.     3v12 og [Prophecy, Lev.18v5 ]  The (one [person, man/(woman)])   
Gal.     3v12 og (the having) done/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised  they/them (things)   
Gal.     3v12 og (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  (he/she shall) live/exist  in  {to [= within] them}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Lev.18v3  
Gal.     3v12 = And  The Law  (of Moses)   it is  not  {from out of}  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  but: 

The  person/man/(woman)   having  performed/practised  (lifestyle)  these things  (of The Law)   he/(she)  shall  live/exist  within them. 
 

And the Law  (of Moses)  is not from out of the  (real)  faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   but:- 
  The  man/(woman)  having performed  (in deportment)  these things  (of The Law),   he/(she)  shall  live/exist  within them  (things of the Law) 
               (If  men/women  lived by the things of The Law then they would live,  yet all humans have died  -  consequently all humans failed [Rom.3v23]) 
 

The point being made  (as I stated earlier)  is,  The Law  (enabling  “The 1st Covenant”)  requires humans to consistently abide by these things to live,  
where,  if we  just the once’ transgress,  then we have failed  “The Law (on works)”  and no longer deserve to  “live”  (according to Yahweh’s Decree).   
However,  if we have entered into  “The 2nd Covenant”  to  only  be judged upon our Mind being driven by “agapao”  –  when having imbued  “The 
Word of God”  then our mind has  {The Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + The Fidelity}  producing  “The Works”  driven by  “The Knowledge” to 
yield  “The Wisdom of God”  in our deportment.   This becomes  “The Material”  upon what Yahweh will judge us   (being the results of our mind)   -  
because we actively desire to do no wrong and thus the occasional sideslip makes no charge against us  –  because we will passionately do what we can 
to repent  (driven by The Mind)  and make recompense. 

It is quite logically simple  –  but more importantly,  it is utterly righteous  (from  “The Righteous God”  –  Yahweh). 
As I state elsewhere - 

 The Law of Moses  (enabling  “The 1st Covenant”)  was only inaugurated by Moses  (not to condemn Mankind unto death  –  which it did),  
but to set  “The Required Standard”  for  JC  to  surpass/fulfil   –  thereby enabling JC to inaugurate  (at his murder)  “The 2nd Covenant”  
(which Yahweh reciprocated by  accepting/inaugurating   The 2nd Covenant”  with Mankind  at JCg's resurrection). 
This would bring about  “The Christian Nation”  from out of which Yahweh can  elect/select  the 144000 TCs to then  bring-on  The 
Millennium  (Matt.20v16, 22v14).  Hence the reasoning behind Rev.5v1-14  –  please see my local commentaries  –  because it is  absolutely  
not  as our  worldly Christian leaders so  erroneously  preach to us,  -  it is amazing that just about everything that comes out of their mouth 
is wrong regarding “1st Century Christianity”!     How bad is that  -  especially when they claim to represent JC and Yahweh! 

This  agapao/{edifying love}  is precisely what JC showed us in his ministry work  –  he always put Yahweh’s Desire first  “to edify our neighbour at 
whatever personal cost”  for nothing by return that this World could offer.  That is  why  we are to  precisely imitate  JC driven by  “The Mind”  based 
entirely and only upon  “The Knowledge”  as given to us by  “The Word of God”  (= JC,  and absolutely  not  by our  worldly Christian leaders).   
Hence the lead into the next verse - 
Gal.     3v13 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  us/our/we   
Gal.     3v13 og (he) {to buy up}/ransomed/{rescued from loss}/{improved (opportunity)}/redeemed  {from/out of}   
Gal.     3v13 og of the  imprecation/execration/curse  of the  Law/Precepts/Regulations,   
Gal.     3v13 og (the having) {become to be}  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of/from us}   
Gal.     3v13 og (the) imprecation/execration/curse;  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  for: 
Gal.     3v13 og [Prophecy, Deut.21v23 ]   (the) Imprecated/Execrable/Accursed   (the) every (person)    
Gal.     3v13 og the (person)    (the) hangs/suspends [middle voice]  over/upon/concerning  
Gal.     3v13 og (of the) timber/stick/club/tree/stocks/wood/post/pole. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.21v23  
Gal.     3v13 = The  Christ/Anointed  he  reclaimed/ransomed/redeemed  us  {from out of}  the  execration/curse  of the  Law (of Moses),   

the having  {become to be}  the  execration/curse  for  {the sake/behalf of}  {of us},  for  it is  written: 
Execrable/Accursed  the every person  (who)  personally  hangs  upon/concerning  of the  timber/tree/post/pole. 

 

The Anointed,  (JC)  he  reclaimed/ransomed  us from out of the curse of The Law  (of Moses), 
(JC)  the having become to be the curse for the  sake/behalf  of us,  for it is written: 
  Accursed every person  (who)  personally hangs upon of the  timber/tree/pole 
 

Thus we become  “atoned/reclaimed/ransomed/redeemed”  on a personal  “like-for-like”  basis where JC  “trades-in”  his life for our own life at this 
personal  “like-for-like”  action  before/midst  of Yahweh’s Decree  upon our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (resurrection)  -  thereby JC has become  
“The Enabler”  for Yahweh to  righteously  use His infinite capability to bring about what was metaphorically shown within a vision at Eze.37v1-20. 
JC being precisely the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as the resurrected JCg  (being the  one/same  conscious reasoning entity)  is thus able 
to  atone/reset/{buy back}  the sins of  each individual  –  being what occurred  in the 1st part of the individual’s  spiritual/conscious  life/existence. 

When a person gains  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”,  they become a Christian and enter the 2nd part of their spiritual life during 
The Gospel Age   Or   this  “Knowledge Gain”  shall occur in The Millennium within a non-Christian  –  when  all  people shall be taught  
“1st Century Christianity”  by the,  then proven,  trustworthy stewards  (144000 TCs as Kings/Priests)  in The Millennium. 

It must be clearly understood that - 
JC atoned our sins made during the 1st part of our physical life at his death  –  and he then covers us  (John.19v31, 20v1)  over  “The Great 
Sabbath Day”  (The Millennium of 1000 years  –  2Pet.3v8, Rev.20v3,7)  where JCg is  “The Lord of lords”  (Rev.19v16)  ruling  “with a rod 
of iron”  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  over all things in  “The Sabbath Day of 1000 years”,  where  “The Sabbath was made for  (= to purify)  
man”   (Mark.2v27-28). 

JC was hung upon a pole being made of wood to carry  “The Curse of Satan”  (= “death”  terminating our present existence)  for all humans. 
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Likewise it was mirrored by Judas Iscariot by being cursed  (to quote JC   “best that he should not have been born” Matt.26v24)  who hung himself off a 
tree,  where he became either decapitated or the  rope/branch  broke and he was dashed on the rocks below  (Matt.27v1-9, Acts.1v16-19). 
By further extension  “as the warning”  for those people who imitate Judas,  being those  charlatan Christian leaders who claim to represent JC and 
Yahweh,  but do  not  truly “believe”  (see John.6v64 and my local commentary).  Consequently,  they reject what JC offers,  preferring what The World 
of  self-indulgence (30 pieces of silver)  being the price for a slave  (represented by JC)  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (see Zech.11v12-13, Matt.26v15),  
where  “JC covered The Stranger”  (Matt.27v6-12),  being  “The Gentiles outside The Jews”. 
These  charlatan Christian leaders imitating Judas  (driven by his worldly methodology under “the pretence”)  to  “take on JC as The Word of God”,  
claim to represent him,  claim to have the HS operating within them,  but sadly putting Worldly self-indulgence to be  “The Main Master”  in their life  
(Matt.6v24, 22v21).  By doing so,  they have thrown away what JC has given on their behalf to bring them into the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (during 
The Gospel Age)  are therefore living in the final part of their 2 part spiritual life  –  and thus have nothing else to carry them through into The 
Millennium when they die!    
Noting specifically what we are taught about this at  Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22. 

Thus righteously  (to Yahweh’s standards),  their death at the end of their  present  existence becomes everlasting!    
They shall  never  be resurrected  –  being part of the 13th Tribe of Israel  headed-up  by Judas Iscariot  –  hence JC’s exhortation to them throughout 
Luke. chapter 15 for them to return! 
This is a  dire warning  for  iniquitous Christian Leaders who twist and bend God’s  Personal  Word for their  self-indulgence  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, 
Luke.17v2)  to mislead their flock  -  hence the reason why Yahweh is  vengeful  towards them by ignoring them at both the 1st  (given to the 144000 TCs 
as The Firstfruits)  and 2nd Resurrections  (The General Resurrection of Mankind)  –  and there is  no  3rd Resurrection! 
A 4th revision addition. 
It came to my mind during my 4th revision through The Gospels,  Judas had actually began a take-over bid within the last year of JC’s ministry as the 
various recorded events tell us  (amplified at my respective commentaries to the four Gospels).   
I show the group could be fractured into two halves  

JC with his two cousins  “James and John”,  alongside two  life-long  friends  “Peter and Andrew”  (see my commentary to Matt.4v22). 
Judas and everyone else. 

I realised this when explaining the verse given at Matt.27v3,  then all the other recorded  “odd”  events throughout the gospels suddenly made sense 
once understanding what Judas was doing.  Furthermore,  it explains why Peter jumped on Ananias and Sapphira  (Acts.5v1-11)  because he could see 
the same thing occurring again.   Essentially it is an act of  “Rebellion against assigned Authority”  that is an anathema to Yahweh being what we are 
taught throughout The Bible  -  there are  so many examples  of this,  both in  “God’s Word part 1 and 2”,  else it becomes an inconsistency to what must 
occur in The Millennium,  when The World must subject itself to  The Kings/Priests  appointed by Yahweh. 

Yet,  leaders of Christendom are rebellious to this requirement as we have witnessed for the last some 1700 years!  
They dare not contend this accusation – else I will publicly open the floodgates with examples  (some of which I give in my commentaries)! 

Gal.     3v14 og That  into/unto  the  Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples  
Gal.     3v14 og the  {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefits  of the  Abraham   
Gal.     3v14 og (it may/should) {become to be}  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus,   
Gal.     3v14 og that  the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   
Gal.     3v14 og of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (we may/should) {get hold of}/{take up/away}/have/receive   
Gal.     3v14 og through (reason of)  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Gal.     3v14 = That  Abraham’s  {fine speaking}/blessing   (given to Abraham by Yahweh to become The Promise  invite to all of us) 

may/should  {become to be}  unto/for  the  gentiles/nations  within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus,   
(so)   we  may/should  {get hold of}/{take up/away}/obtain  the  announcement/promise/pledge 
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  through reason  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

 

That Abraham's fine speaking   (Yahweh's promise given to Abraham,  that all nations will be blessed through his  seed/offspring) 
might become to be unto the nations within the Anointed Jesus   (Jesus achieved The Ideal Goal by example for 144000 TCs to follow) 
              (where JCg and the 144000 future Sons of God  [Firstborn, as “The Head”]  will  purify  “The Resurrected World”  within The Millennium), 
(so)  we  (aiming to become TCs)  might get hold of the  promise/pledge   (made to Abraham by Yahweh requiring  “The Firstborn Birthright”) 
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  through reason of the  (real)  faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
             (Paul is telling us,  this purification  requires a change in the mind,  [1] for The Anointed Early Adopters  [2] then for The Resurrected World) 
 

Abraham’s blessing for The Nations was JC as  “The Firstborn”  taking upon himself  “The Birthright”,  coming through his lineage to - 
1. Give  “The Ministry”  of  “The Word of God”  (by both word and deed)  so that we might purify our mind upon it,  enabling everlasting life. 
2. Become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  for all humans,  enabling Yahweh to  righteously  put  our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (as contained 

by our synapse construction)  into a  new  physical body so that we might again have  breathing/life/{conscious existence}/soul. 
But it is more than this. 
Abraham was promised several nations  –  initially a nation being  “The Israelite Nation”  comprising of The Jews. 
However, it does not stop there,  because “The Fleshly 1st Epoch Israel”  was not faithful to Yahweh  (represented by Abraham),  thus  “The Promise of 
Nation”  is speaking of  “The New Spiritual Israel”  being  “The Elected Sons of God”  (= Yahweh represented by Abraham  –  see John.8v33-43 
speaking of the rejected sons and accepted future TCs)  who imitate JC’s ministry during The Gospel Age.   
The members of this  “New Spiritual Israel”  elected from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,   are TCs who are those specific people having the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC that comes from the  one/same  faith  (knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  as that of which JC had,  being  “The 
Word of God”  (The Knowledge)  and practised with fidelity.  Thus these TCs receive Yahweh’s HS  (by virtue they imitate JC)  that will operate within 
and around the TC to  efficiently/accurately  spread  “The Word of God”  to The World  freely/simply  for  absolutely no worldly return,  therefore   
What becomes their driver?   Therefore,  these people must be objective in what they teach  –  having  no  ulterior motive behind what they do. 

Certainly,  they have no worldly driver,  – especially when they are promised persecution by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  throughout 
The Gospel Age  (John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13,  etc.). 

It must be understood,  “The Remnant that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22,  being members of The New Spiritual Israel)  depends upon The Specific 
Epoch of “Israel” considered.  

Prior  to JC's 1st Advent the remnant would be  The Prophets  giving the  prophecies  that  had to be fulfilled by JC's 1st Advent.  
After  JC's 1st Advent it would be  the 144000 TCs  making possible  The Trigger Threshold enabling Prophecy  to be fulfilled  (Rev.7v4-8, 
14v1-4)  which brings about JCg's 2nd Advent  to collect his Bride (of Christ)  1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v35-55, Rev.11v11-13,  
and then Matt.20v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2,9. 

The crux of this verse is as I explained earlier  –  is to bring our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be the  one/same  as that which exists within Yahweh 
and JC,  which means to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  driven by agapao yielding agape  freely/simply  to edify our neighbour so that they too 
might understand  why/how  they likewise should fulfil Yahweh's Desire.   
Where Yahweh's Methodology is always,  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  (agapao spiritually in the mind yielding agape physically in works). 
It must be clearly understood,  the  “many nations”  does  not  mean  “the separate gentile nations”   as I naively thought so many years ago,  as a 
spiritual child,  and as do all “Christians” reason today.   
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Yahweh does  not  think like this  (it is either  “His people”  or  “Not his people”  -  worldly nations are immaterial to Him). 
Yahweh thinks as I show below regarding groupings of people - 

Nation 1 = “Israel”    and    Nation 2 = “Rest of The World”.  
Where  “Israel”  has  “The Word of God”   and   “Rest of The World”  does  not  have  “The Word of God”. 
Where  “Israel”  comprises of only  two  groups of people. 

Group 1. People who persevere positively with Yahweh  (these people  precisely fulfil  Yahweh's Desire). 
Group 2. People who persevere negatively with Yahweh  (these people do  not  precisely fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 

Yahweh also only reasons along these lines in the respective time domains - 
Before  JC's 1st Advent  (Singular Heaven = Satan's methodology),  to gain  “The Early Adopters” – “The Prophets”. 
After  JC's 1st Advent  (and before JCg's 2nd Advent)  (Singular Heaven = Satan's methodology),  to gain  “The Early Adopters” – “TCs”. 
During  The Millennium  (Singular Heaven = Yahweh's Methodology),  humans covered by JC over The Great Sabbath Day. 
After  The Millennium  (Singular Heaven = Yahweh's Methodology),  only people who imitate JC survive into the eternity  (Late Adopters). 

Noting   “Singular Heaven”  means  “the local zone around The Earth”  (= The Immediate Authority over The Earth). 
               “Plural Heavens” means  “all the zones around The Earth” = The Universe.  (= The Authority over The Universe). 

Explaining “The People”  within the respective  “Time Domains”. 
Before JC's 1st Advent:- 
 Nation 1 = Spiritual Israel fulfils Yahweh's Desire = Ancient Worthies + The Prophets. 
 Nation 2 = Fleshly Israel does  not  fulfil Yahweh's Desire =  The Jews minus “Nation 1”. 

Nation 3 = Rest of The World. 
After JC's 1st Advent  (and before JCg's 2nd Advent):- 
 Nation 4 = Spiritual Israel fulfils Yahweh's Desire = 144000 TCs. 
 Nation 5 = Fleshly Israel does  not  fulfil Yahweh's Desire =  The Christians minus “Nation 4”. 

Nation 6 = Rest of The World. 
During the Millennium  (while covered by JC in death over  “The Great Sabbat Day”):- 
 Nation 7 = Spiritual Israel fulfils Yahweh's Desire = Ancient Worthies + The Prophets +144000 TCs  (John.10v3, 16) as  “New Jerusalem” 
 Nation 8 = Fleshly Israel learning to fulfil Yahweh's Desire =  Resurrected World minus {“Nation 7” + annihilated charlatan Christians}. 

“Nation 8” will separate into two groupings as defied by “Israel” =  “persevere  (1) positively or (2) negatively,  with Yahweh”. 
Where those people who  learn  to persevere  positively  with Yahweh = Nation 8A. 
Where those people who  continue  to persevere  negatively  with Yahweh = Nation 8B. 

After the Millennium:- 
 Nation 9 = Spiritual Israel fulfils Yahweh's Desire = Ancient Worthies + The Prophets + 144000 TCs. 
 Nation 10 = Fleshly Israel fulfils Yahweh's Desire =  Resurrected World minus  {Nation 9 and The Passed People 8A}  live into The Eternity. 
Where  “The Rejected People”  comprise of the following two groups - 

(1) Annihilated charlatan Christian leaders who  are/were  never  resurrected after their present existence during The Gospel Age. 
(2) Those persons of  “Fleshly Israel”  during The Millennium who refused to reform their mind to precisely imitate JC's lifestyle  (8B). 

Thus,  we must understand - 
These are the  complete  number of  “nations”  through the time domain of  “The Various Epochs”  of  “Israel”  as viewed by Yahweh. 

Let us analyse these  “nations”. 
We realise  “The Promise”  given to Abraham to yield  “The Heirs over  (to purify)  The Inheritance” comes from - 

Nation 1 + Nation 4 = Nation 7  (being the fulfilment of John.10v3, v16  [please see my local commentaries]). 
Noting that Nation 1 becomes validated by Nation 4  (Psm.45v16 [see either side being JCg+144000 TCs],  Heb.11v40 [and earlier]). 
Where Nation 4 was validated by JC  (because they precisely imitated his ministry/lifestyle). 

“The Inheritance” during The Millennium comprises of - 
Nation 2 + Nation 3 + Nation 5 + Nation 6 = Nation 8   (less the  charlatan Christian leaders eradicated during The Gospel Age)  

“The Inheritance” after The Millennium comprises of - 
Nation 8A  (because Nation 8B were removed in  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v12-15). 

What I have given above  is  precisely what  The Bible  teaches us  –  and I welcome  The World's Very Best  Christian Theologians to contact me with 
their exegesis  (obviously supported by innumerate Bible citations  –  ideally,  also to be in the original  Hebrew/Greek,  so that we together,  may thrash 
this out.   Why?   Because there is not much time remaining  for  “worldly Christianity”  now in its  {terminal demise}/{death throes}  –  The Gospel Age 
is  very soon to close  (Matt.24v14),  and we will enter The Millennium  before  the 21st Century CE closes  (before 2067 CE, I explain why elsewhere). 
 
30th Comment – Two honourable people will not change a ratified agreement  –  likewise between Yahweh and Abraham. 
6th Prophecy – Yahweh promised Abraham that he would be a Father to many nations;  and the worldly nations  (coming 
together as  “The Inheritance in The Millennium”)  would be blessed through him and by his Seed (as the Firstfruits). 
36th Reasoning – The one Seed would be JC through the line of Isaac  (to be followed by the 144000 Firstfruits). 
31st Comment – This promise  (of The Inheritance)  by Yahweh of the blessing does not nullify  “The Law of Moses” 
coming 430 years later,  or JC as The Seed becoming The Blessing fulfilled some 1500 years or so after the Law. 
37th Reasoning – The Law set The Standard upon which humans failed,  but it showed all Entities of The Universe that JC 
could fulfil The Standard  (Rev.5v2-9)  and thus become “The Golden/Kingly Standard” by giving us “The Tools” to 
succeed  (Mark.12v30-31) of which we fulfilled by imitating him  (Luke.19v16-19). 
JC never removed The Law – that still stands (Matt.5v17-18),  but JC drives the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  “The 
Mind”  for  The Faith  (= knowledge+assurance+fidelity}  in those people who ultimately desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
Gal.     3v15 og (the) Brothers/{The Brethren},  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)     
Gal.     3v15 og (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  (I) state/exclaim;   
Gal.     3v15 og {at the same time}/notwithstanding/{yet still}/{and even}  (of the) countenance/{human-being}/man   
Gal.     3v15 og (the having been) {made authoritative}/confirmed/ratified   (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   
Gal.     3v15 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person) 
Gal.     3v15 og (he/she) {sets aside}/disesteems/neutralises/violates/{casts off}/rejects/frustrates/disannuls   
Gal.     3v15 og or/than/either/rather  (he/she) {appoints besides}/{supplements (as a codicil)}/{adds to} [middle voice]. 
Gal.     3v15 = The Brethren,  I  exclaim  according to  the  man   (based upon human experience): 

Notwithstanding/{And even}  the having been  confirmed/ratified  the  contract/agreement  of the  man,  
{no one}  person  he/she  {to set aside}/reject/violate/disagree  or  he/she  personally  supplements/changes/{adds to}  (it). 

 

Brethren,  I exclaim  according to  the  man   (I will explain things by using a human example,  being what we do within the World) 
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And even the  confirmed/ratified  contract of man   (as an example,  when a contract has been agreed between two parties at a human level) 
no one person  (can)  he/she  neutralises or personally add to  (it).    (There is nothing that can change it,  until it has been entirely fulfilled). 
 

Likewise,  the same at Rev.22v18-19 is a contract we have with  “The Word of God (parts 1 and 2)”  to ultimately achieve  “Salvation”. 
Paul shows,  both  parties Yahweh and Abraham were honourable to  both  sides of  “The Agreement”,  as can be read in The Old Testament in the book 
Genesis Chapter 17 to 25 inclusive where there are many, many allegories between Abraham and his interaction with The World to be fulfilled through 
the ages subsequently  (as I meticulously explain elsewhere).   We are told,  Abraham became  “a Friend of God”  (James.2v23)  –  what an accolade! 
We have seen between Yahweh and Abraham this honourable relationship between friends was established through The Birthright of The Firstborn. 
Furthermore,  honourable humans will not change an agreement amongst themselves,  then likewise,  nether will Yahweh with individuals making an 
agreement with Him  (further examples in The Old Testament). 
At baptism it is a  bilateral  agreement where The Christian promises to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and in return,  Yahweh promises to give to  the 
proven  TC  the same  as He gave to JC,  being personal Sonship to Yahweh and given  “The Inheritance of The World”  (= administration of resurrected 
humans)  during The Millennium.  Sadly  the absolute vast majority  of Christians break  “The Ratified Agreement”  by  personally  changing their side 
of The Agreement  (hence “middle voice”),  upon which Yahweh then sadly,  cannot  offer Sonship  (in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial body). 
Yahweh can only give what JC gave being  “The Balance in Life”  (= 2nd opportunity)  –  thus a resurrection back to a  fleshly  but  perfected DNA  body  
given  in trust  (with the “Junk DNA” fully repaired to enable  possible  eternal life  –  because of a then to be,  perfected genome)  to  then  learn 
“Righteousness”  (because of the abortive attempt to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in the 1st part of  his/her  Christian’s physical life). 
Gal.     3v16 og to the  and  Abraham  (they were) {said/uttered/spoken  forth}  the   
Gal.     3v16 og announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises,  also  to the  seed/offspring/issue  (of the) him.   
Gal.     3v16 og Not  ([He, Yahweh]/[it, the scriptures]) states/exclaims:  
Gal.     3v16 og Also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  seeds/offspring/issue (plural),  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
Gal.     3v16 og over/upon/concerning  (of the) many/much/plenteous,   
Gal.     3v16 og but  {in that manner}/likewise/as  over/upon/concerning  one/singularly: 
Gal.     3v16 og [Prophecy, Gen.12v7, 12v13-15  24v7 ]   Also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  seed/offspring/issue  (of) thee/thy/thou/you   
Gal.     3v16 og who/which/that  (he/it) is  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.12v7, 12v13-15, 24v7  
Gal.     3v16 = And  the  announcements/promises/pledges  they were  {said/spoken forth}  to the  Abraham,   also  to  his  Seed/Issue.   

Not  He  (Yahweh)   states  also  to the  seeds/issue,   {in that manner}/as  over/concerning  the  many/plenteous   (seeds),   
but  {in that manner}/as  over/concerning  one/singular   (seed = person = JC).  
Also  to your   (Abraham's)   seed/issue  -  which  it/he  is  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

The  promises/pledges  were spoken forth to Abraham  also to his  “Seed/Issue”   (“The Firstfruit”  as  “The Firstborn”). 
Not also He (Yahweh)  states to the  seed/issue,  in that manner as concerning the many   (seeds), 
but in that manner as concerning one singular   (seed  = JC) 
             (because  only/singular  JC could fulfil  “The Law on Works”,  all humans  [including The Prophets]  failed  “The Law on Works”,  Rom.3v23) 
Also to your (Abraham's)  seed/issue -  which he (JC)  is the Anointed   (by Yahweh to be  “The Premier Son” of God, having achieved The Goal). 
 

Paul is explaining this specific person  (JC)  would follow through the lineage of Abraham and save The World from  “The Curse of Satan”  being an 
existence ending in everlasting death for  all  humans based upon a failed decision of the first human pair  (Adam/Eve)  and of whom we all copied!   
JC makes righteously possible  “The Decision”  for our  personal  future,  to have been taken from out of the hands of our ancestors,  unto what now 
becomes a   personal  decision of salvation  when fully educated,  by having a 2nd opportunity to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire which is quite simply   “imitate 
JC”.   It was only JC  (now as JCg)  –   who became the very entity that became our  atonement/{buy-back}/redemption  to Yahweh  –  so we are to truly  
“believe in him”  by precisely “imitating his lifestyle”  when given  “The Knowledge”  over what now becomes our 2 part life. 
The lineage was from Abraham  (represents Yahweh),  his son Isaac  (represents JC),  his son Jacob  (who yearned for the Birthright)  and became 
Israel  (represents  The 12 apostles  yielding the 144000 TCs based upon  “The 12 tribes of Israel”  throughout The Gospel Age). 
These 12 tribes represent  “The Spiritual Israel”  elected from out of  “The Christian Nation”  (= “The Freshly Israel”)   during  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  
ready to spiritually teach  (as “The Ruling Head” over)  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  “Righteousness”  during  The Millennium. 

Is there a contradiction or contradictions? 
We have references to  “The One Seed”   (Gen.12v7, 24v7)  and  “The Many Seeds” (Gen.13v16, 16v10, 22v17)  and further,  “the nations of The Earth 
shall be blessed by your seed”  (Gen.22v18, 26v4). 

What does all this mean? 
Again,  the understanding is given in The Bible and made extremely clear in “FutureLife.Org”. 
It occurs over the  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”. 

“The One Seed”  is JC out of whom salvation for Mankind is possible in the manner as I profusely explain elsewhere. 
“The Many Seeds”  are “The Early Adopters” out of  “The 1st and 2nd Epoch Israel” =  (1) The Prophets and  (2) The 144000 TCs. 
“The nations to be blessed” is the composite single nation of  “The World”,  being  all  people other than  “The Early Adopters”. 

(Where,  those people who personally reform to imitate JC over their 2 part life  [Millennium]  become  “The Late Adopters”} 
The emboldened words below become  “The Remnant out of the (respective) Israel”  that returns to The Lord  (Isa.10v20-22). 
Where in  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”  (Jews) - 

The Prophets were required to give The Prophecies as  “The Word of God”  to yield  “The Word of God”  = JC's 1st Advent  (approx. 0 CE). 
Where in  “The  2nd Epoch of Israel”  (Christians) - 

The 144000 TCs are required to fulfil The Prophecy from  “The Word of God”  (via John)  to yield JCg = JC's 2nd Advent   (21st Century CE). 
Where in  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  (The Resurrected World) - 

The Late Adopters  recognise what  “The  Early Adopters”  (of above)   teach  “The Word of God”  in a perfected environment to speak well 
of  'The Reformed Resurrected World'. 

This is what The Bible  precisely tells us,  as I thoroughly explain within my many thousands of  inter-verse  commentaries,  and yet this  “Stupendous 
Knowledge”   is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders to make Yahweh's Desire a reality  (being to achieve His  “Prophesied Target 
Threshold of 144000 TC”  selected out of The Gospel Age [Matt.20v16, 22v14]). 

That explains why Yahweh spoke  by prophecy in these expressions  (please also see my commentary at Gal.3v14). 
Gal.     3v17 og that/this/there/here  And  (I) state/exclaim:   
Gal.     3v17 og (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   
Gal.     3v17 og (the having been) {ratified previously}/{confirmed before}/validated   
Gal.     3v17 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God  [in Christ = CA and thus ignore]   
Gal.     3v17 og the  {after (meta)}   the) years  four hundred  also  thirty  (the having) {become to be}   
Gal.     3v17 og (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  no/not/none  {to invalidate}/disannul/{make of none effect},   
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Gal.     3v17 og into/unto  the  (to) {render useless}/abolish/{make void}/nullify   
Gal.     3v17 og the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise. 
Gal.     3v17 = And  this  I  (Paul)  state:  

The  contract/agreement/covenant  the having been  {ratified previously}/{confirmed before}/enacted  under/by  of the  God  (Yahweh) 
not  The Law  (of Moses)  {became to be}   (into existence at Sinai)   amid/with/after  430 years  (later)   invalidates/disannuls  (it)   
(nor)  {renders useless}/nullifies  unto  The Promise   (given earlier of the  “single seed”  JC becoming  The World’s  saviour). 

 

And  this I state: 
  The Law (of Moses)  (that)  became to be  (into existence at Sinai)   
  430 years after   (the giving of The Promise  [ratified at The Contract exchange])  
  cannot  nullify The Promise  (made by Yahweh)  or  invalidate  The  Contract  (established with Abraham's  spiritual  descendants) 
  having been  previously ratified  by the  God  (= Yahweh,   together with  “Abraham”  [= “The Loving Father”]) 
 

I have not counted all the laws,  but I understand there to be about 613 laws given to The Israelites to lift themselves up  from out The Heathen. 
As we are told here    

Just because Yahweh introduced The Law  (following-on  from  “The Promise/Contract”  being ratified  [by 'handshake'])  by some 430 years 
later,  does not invalidate the original  {Promise given}/{Contract made}.   And neither would  The Promise/Contract  invalidate The Law  –  
else it would have been pointless to introduce The Law if it were to have no value. 

So why did Yahweh introduce both mechanisms when He did? 
1. The Promise  was given to set  “The Ideal Goal”  to show Mankind where Yahweh was ultimately taking Mankind to redeem Mankind from out of the 
hole within which the first two ancestors  (Adam and Eve)  placed us.  Yahweh needed trustworthy stewards over  “The Future Resurrected World”,  and 
thus He was affirming His promise to make this scenario occur. 

But how are we to righteously get there? 
Yahweh required a  righteous mechanism  to  fulfil  “The  Promise/Covenant”,  and this came in the form of  “The Law”. 

2. The Law  was given to set  “The Required Standard”  for JC to fulfil so he might then become deemed  (in the midst of all intelligent witnesses 
Rev.5v1-10)  “The Perfect Ransom Sacrifice”  to then enable Yahweh to  righteously  awaken/rouse/resuscitate  (resurrect)  all  humans  (except 
charlatan Christian Leaders),  and to give them that  one last opportunity  to become  righteous/innocent  based upon their  own  decision whether to 
imitate JC’s lifestyle  (= their saviour).   Where also JC can then become  “The Means”  to inaugurate  “The Standard of Himself”  (driven by agapao to 
deliver agape).  Furthermore,  he was able to achieve  “The Required Standard” – for  (1) 144000 TCs to emulate by personal sacrifice  and  (2) The 
Resurrected World also to ultimately imitate him after a learning period within a perfected environment  (of  The Park/Paradise  over The Millennium).   
For the above to  righteously  occur requires a  means to purify  “The Mind”  upon  “The Word of God”  –  so that works do not become counted in our 
long term survival,  because as humans,  we make mistakes in deportment.  Therefore,  the required covenant change from  “The 1st to 2nd Covenant”  
where we are no longer to cause premeditated sin,  but only unintentional errors  (sideslips)  –  which can be forgiven  on  “The 2nd Covenant”. 
     However, for this to be a righteously viable route for salvation,  then people must first have personally purified their mind  (on The Word of God,  JC).    

As we are told within The Scriptures,  JC fulfilled The Law,  and The Law shall never be  removed/changed  (Matt.5v17-18). 
From the above we can reason  
It is because Yahweh in His wisdom knew humans will fail,  so He gives,   

1st,  The Promise of a redeemer;  then  
2nd , Yahweh validates The Promise by the birth of Isaac  (to make The Promise occur),  and then  
3rd some 430 years  after the original  promise/contract  was made with Abraham  (see reasoning below),  Yahweh then gives The Law to 
show humans how to behave,  which they promptly fail;  then  
4th,  JCg volunteers his very existence  (some 1400 years later)  to become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  for us all,  because  he was murdered 
while  not  failing The Law  (previously given)  –  and  thus proved perfect to The Law   (to buy back our existence  the once  [Heb.6v4-6, 
10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22]  in the midst of Yahweh’s Decree on sin given at Gen.2v17).    
In the meantime given us   “The Methodology”  as practised to become  “The Wisdom of God”  for us to inculcate – so that we too can pass 
The 2nd Covenant based upon The Mind  –  meaning that we no longer deliberately sin – thereby leading to a perfected society. 

Thus The Law becomes The Standard  –  which JC fulfils  (and thus surpasses)  so that he becomes  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  upon which to build 
our mind for ultimate salvation that can occur at two levels  (1) The Early Adopters (The Heirs)  of Yahweh’s Methodology during The Gospel Age,  and  
(2) The Late Adopters (The Inheritance)  during The Millennium. 
JC effectively gave us  “The Tools”  (Mark.12v30-31)  to  “lay aside”  “The Standard”   (of The Law of Moses)  so that Christians might be judged in 
Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st)  Judgement”  upon  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  being that of  “The Mind”  built upon  “The Word of God”  (= JC,  
Rev.19v13) to yield  “The Early Adopters”.   The exercise is repeated again during The Millennium  (after “The Resurrected World”  has been taught 
“Righteousness”  and then judged by JCg and the 144000 TCs (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
All this is done to provide a  logical and righteous route to gain a perfected society  –  because its members have learnt the bad part of life  (= the 1st part 
of our physical life)  and the good part of life  (= the 2nd part of our physical life)  and thus then  “righteously educated”  shall then be  personally  
positioned to  freely  choose to imitate JC knowing that  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  is the best driver for all members of society.  Where those people who 
desire to return back to the 1st part of their life  (= by operating according to the 1st part of their spiritual life in the 2nd part of their physical life)  shall 
be ejected out of society by JCg and the 144000 TCs (Matt.19v28, 1Cor,6v1-3) through  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (Rev.14v1-20, 20v7-15, 
Matt.13v30, etc.).   

This is precisely what The Bible teaches us,  and yet is  never  taught by our worldly Christian leaders – because quite simply    
They do  not  believe  precisely what  “The Word of God”  tells us!   They merely prefer in invent myths, mindlessly repeat hearsay! 

 
Appendix:   How long were The Jews in Egypt,  before their exodus (Ex.13v17+)? 
Without giving it much thought,  1 originally assumed 430 years was the time Joseph first entered Egypt and 30 years later the Egyptians turned upon 
The Israelites,  a generation later,  because humans have short memories about the help they receive from other people,  especially when driven by a new 
political leader having  his/her  own agenda to succeed  –  hence the slavery some 400 years later. 
This would be  “The Long Period”  understanding.  There are also The Short Periods of either 210 or 215 years being predominately preferred. 
However,  I read an article expressing many views which caused me to carefully consider this time period and I came up with a new period of time for 
public consideration upon which I elucidate. 
I would like to suggest a THIRD option for consideration which is “midway”  between the long and the short term of Egyptian residence.  My 
understanding of the Bible is that we should use The Bible to validate itself  (if it is “The Word of God”)  else we are all wasting our time.  Therefore, 
presumed differences are errors located within Mankind’s interpretation  –  because ultimately  “The Correct Interpretation”  will be holistic to explain 
“Yahweh’s Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

With the introduction  “over with”,  –  Let us start with the basics. 
Paul was a supreme scholar of the Tanakh  (Acts.22v3, 26v3-6, etc.,)  and of other manuscripts which he,  and Jesus Christ,  used as  reference/cited  
material  (now lost – perhaps at 70 CE when the Romans burnt down The Temple).  Thus,  we must not gloss over what Paul stated at Gal.3v17,  nor 
must we lose sight of what he was teaching us in the context of the two chapters,  one either side of the given citation. 
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Humans have assumed things about what Paul said,  and  not  what he  precisely  said,  and there is a huge difference between the two.  Paul did not say  
430 years from when the promise was given,  as we have seen in the discussions here,  but rather he said  (quoting my amplified translation of The New 
Testament available on The Internet)   

Gal.  3v17 og that/this/there/here  And  (I) state/exclaim:   
Gal.  3v17 og (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   
Gal.  3v17 og (the having been) {ratified previously}/{confirmed before}/validated   
Gal.  3v17 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God  [in Christ = CA and thus ignore]   
Gal.  3v17 og the  {after (meta)}   the) years  four hundred  also  thirty  (the having) {become to be}   
Gal.  3v17 og (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  no/not/none  {to invalidate}/disannul/{make of none effect},   
Gal.  3v17 og into/unto  the  (to) {render useless}/abolish/{make void}/nullify   
Gal.  3v17 og the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise. 

The important thing to understand is that Paul said   “{ratified previously}/{confirmed before}/validated” (StrongsTM 4300)  and not  “when it was 
given”  because actually Abraham was given The Promise  four  times over a some 25 year period  (Gen.12v2-4 [initial move at 75 years old], 15v4-18 
[noting 400 years and four generations], 17v1-7 [noting “will establish”],  18v11-14 [announcement of Isaac])  and it was  never  “{ratified 
previously}/{confirmed before}/validated”  by reciprocation from Yahweh until  (1) The  ”impossible”  Birth of Isaac  [Gen.21v2-6],  or  (2) The Test of 
both Abraham and Isaac on The Mount of Moriah  [Gen.22v1, 8-18]  some 20+ years later being two specific occasions where Yahweh intervened to 
make The Promise an incremental physical reality.  It is this last event that I cannot date precisely  -  however I would not be surprised if this test was 
about 33 years after the birth of Isaac  (see later explanation)  –  especially when we realise the decision for JC’s death was made in precisely the same 
place about 1870 years later (John.11v47-53)  on The Mount of Moriah.  This being the chief part of The Mountain Range upon which Jerusalem is built. 

That is why I think we should use The Context of Gal.3v17 to decide as to which time zone Paul is speaking.   
We all know the simple allegories of Abraham = Yahweh;  Isaac = Jesus Christ;   Jacob/Israel = Yahweh’s Methodology in attaining  “The Birthright”; 
and that  Esau twined with Jacob = both bad and good Christian leaders of The Gospel Age twinned together  (under the  “supposed one/same” 
methodology)  to underwrite Yahweh’s Omnificence in The Fulness of Time.   Likewise,  so would Paul when he wrote as he did in Galatians and his 
other epistles  (as we read at Rom.9v13). 
Putting things into context    

Assuming Abraham was born 2000 BCE with a +/- tolerance of about 100 years  (depending upon calculation). 
We know the following - 

Abraham was 100 years old when Isaac was born  (Gen.21v5)  [1900 BCE]. 
Isaac was 60 years old when Esau and Jacob were born  (Gen.25v26)  [1840 BCE]. 
Jacob/Israel  was 130 years old when he entered Egypt  (Gen.47v9)  [1710 BCE]. 

And we are told by Paul - 
“The Covenant was  {previously ratified}”  (thus endorsed by Yahweh)  by a physical return = Isaac’s birth. 

We conclude for something to be  {previously ratified}/validated  as specifically stated by Paul means that it is at this specific point in time when Paul’s 
430 year period starts counting,  and  not  when Abraham was given The Promise at  four different  occasions over a some 25 year period.  

Therefore,  I maintain the 430 year period starts at the single point in time being  Isaac’s birth  to “start the clock”.   
Then we can calculate  Jacob/Israel  enters 190 years  (60 +130)  later into Egypt and equally 190 years into the 430 year quoted period = 240 years left 
remaining  before  The Law is given. 
Let us now consider two references at Gen.15v13  (cited above,  and to be repeated by Steven at Acts.7v6  [and crucially heard by Saul/Paul at 
Acts.7v58]  means this is all significant and should  not  be ignored,  but logically explained). 

So why is 400 years also stated,  and not 430 years to be repeated?   Why the difference? 
If we work backwards from the giving of The Law by 400 years,  then we enter the period of time between Isaac’s birth and of his marriage to Rebekah – 
with the event of his mother dying at the age of 127 years having given birth to Isaac at 90 years  (Gen.17v17 telling us 100 years for Abraham and 90 
years for Sarah = 10 year age gap)  and thus Isaac was 37 years old when his mother died. 
However,  there is a particularly important event that occurred at some time between his birth and his mother's death. 
It was  “The Test”  of  both  Abraham and of Isaac  –  where,  a man in his late 20s or early 30s,  was prepared to allow his father to tie him up and 
about to sacrifice him!   Most sons would have run away,  thinking their father had gone mad! 
However,  both these individuals were showing their absolute trust upon Yahweh to provide a  “righteous solution”. 

So where am I going with all of this? 
Based upon the afore reasoning,  then 430 - 400 tells us that Isaac was 30 years old at the  beginning  of  The Account. 
In Gen.22v1 we are told,  Abraham and Isaac travelled together  (universal allegory for Yahweh and Jesus)  for 3 days and then they espy Mount Moriah 
in the distance.  They ultimately reach Moriah (presumably)  in the middle of the next day  and go through preparations to present Isaac as an offering 
for The Nations  (being  The Reason  for  “The Original Promise”). 

Therefore,  what is this account  really  telling us  (noting that virtually all these things are allegoric for The Gospel Age)? 
Moreover,  it is somewhat a  “supposed coincidence”  this is the only account in Genesis in which the number of days is given for a journey 
which  also  neatly coincides with another very important journey to occur in the future! 

In prophecy  (of which it is),  -  then what does a  “day”  really mean? 
A day for a year  (for example Num.14v34).  Three Days of Years,  Jesus walks with Yahweh as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and then freely offers 
himself as a sacrifice  –  so those people  (“Early Adopters”)  being of his  (Word of God)  seed  of The Gospel Age become residents in an alien World.  
It is importantly,  these very specific and fervent individuals who became spiritual  (and many physical)  martyrs by serving the residents of The World to 
represent the  spiritual  descendants of Esau and Jacob of The Gospel Age  (Mal.1v2-3 cited by Paul at Rom.9v13,  and thus Gen.15v13  –  being The 
Spiritual extension of The Physical reality of what was to occur). 
That is why  in context  (being The Culmination of The Speech)  Steven repeated the 400 years with its  hidden allegory  buried within the message given 
by Yahweh and recorded for us to reason upon at a subsequent later date  (today,  at The Gospel Age close). 
After that required digression,  the time The Israelites sojourned in Egypt was 240 years, and not 210, 215 or 430 years,  where I show in my numerous 
dissertations the many things written in The Tanakh are  precise allegoric representations  of what is to occur in The Gospel Age,  rolling out into The 
Millennium  (hence Paul's comment at 2Tim.3v15-17).  This is precisely what Jesus taught in his ministry to explain   “The Acceptable Year of The 
Lord”  (Mark.1v22, Luke.4v19 =  “The Planting, Growth and Harvest of a human upon The Word of God”  over a 2 part life  –  which is  “Acceptable”  
because it is  “Righteous”  appropriate to The Righteous Yahweh).   This being a period of  “Perfecting Mankind”   over the THREE separate  “Epochs 
of Israel”  (Jews, Christians and The Resurrected World)  to draw out  “The Remnant”  (Isa.10v20-22)  from each grouping within the epochs. 
 
32nd Comment – If  “The Inheritance”  (people having salvation)  comes from  “The Law (of Moses)”  then we must ask:   

Why did Yahweh give  “The Promise  (of The Seed  [as The Heirs] to yield The Inheritance)”? 
12th Allegory – The Inheritance = operates at two levels.  The immediate 1st level would be of Canaan becoming Israel 
filled with Israelites.  The 2nd level occurs in The Millennium being  The World becoming “Israel” by name  filled with all 
resurrected people  (= the  new  “fleshly Israelites” = 3rd Epoch Israel)  to learn  “Righteousness”  from JCg and his 
bride of 144000 TCs  (Rev.21v2, 9, etc.)  then to be  kings/priests  (Rev.1v6,   as the  proven “spiritual Israelites”). 
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(For completeness, “The 2nd Epoch Israel” of its two levels  is required  to gain  the 144000 Sons of God  for future rule.) 
13th ‘Allegory’ – Israel = Israel = “persevere with subjector (God)” = either  “persevering positively with Yahweh”  or 
“persevering negatively with Yahweh”  that delineates to either ‘persevere imitating JC’ or ‘persevere in rebellion to JC’. 
It must be clearly understood,  nations now mean nothing to Yahweh  as we are clearly told  (v28)  and thus “Israel” 
retains its original meaning for  the progressively new groupings that come under The Word of God for each new Epoch. 
38th Reasoning – Quite simply:  The Law set The Required Standard for JC to surpass, thereby enabling The 2nd Covenant 
to be established making possible humans to righteously exist – provided they imitate their saviour's agapao  that allows 
for sideslips against  “The Law of Moses”  to occur  (being they were unintentional)  and followed by genuine repentance. 
39th Reasoning – Quite simply:  All humans will fail The Law on Works –  but not all humans will fail The Law of agapao! 
And we can only learn to achieve agapao by recognising where “failing in works”  takes us as individuals! 
40th Reasoning – Yahweh grants favour to Abraham through The Promise of JC who can then yield 144000 Sons of God 
elected from out of The Gospel Age  (= “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  =  The Christian Nation).  
14th Allegory – Yahweh grants ... The Gospel Age = The interaction between Abraham and Melchizedek  Gen.14v18-20 is 
mirrored by what occurs between Yahweh and JCg beginning with his ministry,  and the tithes being The Bride of Christ. 
(Where the Bride of Christ is the 144000 TCs as The Temple of The New Jerusalem married to JCg Rev.21v2, 9, etc.). 
Reasoning – repeat - The Law set The Standard upon which humans failed,  but it showed all Entities of The Universe that 
JC could fulfil The Standard  (Rev.5v2-9)  and thus become “The Golden/Kingly Standard” by giving us “The Tools” to 
succeed  (Mark.12v30-31) of which we fulfilled by imitating him  (Luke.19v16-19). 
JC never removed The Law – that still stands (Matt.5v17-18),  but JC drives the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  “The 
Mind”  for  The Faith  (= knowledge+assurance+fidelity}  in those people who ultimately desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
33rd Comment – Yahweh works through The Mediator (JCg),  whereas we are told The Son has the responsibility of this 
world  (including the  angels/messengers/{bringers of tidings}  that choose to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
41st Reasoning – Yahweh will never  usurp/undermine  His Son’s position over this Planet being The World = Life = The 
Adornment/Decoration  (StrongsTM 2889)  and because JCg is of  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as his Father, 
then he (JCg) will fulfil The Desire of his Father – The Two will work in unison so that Yahweh’s Plan becomes fulfilled. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
15th ‘Allegory’ – The Mediator/Intercessor = JCg = “The Son of The Father”, Yahweh.  JCg is the mediator between his 
personal creation  (= “Life” able to recognise “Deities”)  on this planet and Yahweh,  The Almighty God of the Universe.   
42nd Reasoning – Because humans are imperfect  (to varying degrees)  then they  cannot  exist alongside Perfect Yahweh  
(Ex.33v20),  thus JCg becomes  “The Interface”  between  “Perfection (Yahweh)  and imperfection (Mankind)”. 
31st Instruction – JCg is  not  The Father,  but JCg is  The Mediator. 
43rd Reasoning – Thus,  because of the instruction above,  then The Law as given by Yahweh shall never contravene 
“Yahweh’s Promise of The Inheritance”  through  “The Mediator” JCg who came as JC to reset his creation’s 1st part of 
their  physical/spiritual  life from Yahweh’s Decree  (so they might  have/be  “The Inheritance of The Millennium”). 
34th Comment – If the given law were able to make alive then  perhaps/suppose  innocence could come from The Law! 
44th Reasoning – The Law was only able to make one entity alive because he was innocent  –  that entity was JC.  But only 
because Yahweh was freely able to use His Capability against His Decree on Sin  –  because  The Law  was  present first! 
35th Comment – The Scriptures lock all people under sin because we fail,  but  “The Promise  (of The Inheritance)”  was 
given because it  is  possible from  The  Faith/{Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity}  operating within those people  (TCs)  who 
have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  from  “The Real Faith”  given by  “The Word of God” (JC)  as future 
Sons of God.  Because they  precisely imitate  their  future-to-be  husband JCg by having his  presence/parousia  operating 
within them.   (That is how it all operates –  which is so far away from what  worldly Christian leaders  preach to us). 
45th Reasoning – In the Culmination as we enter The Eternity,  then everything has turned full circle to produce  “The 
Righteous Resultant”.  (1) JCg created us using Yahweh's Laws,  (2) JC redeems us,  his creation,  (3) The Early Adopters 
become his  brothers/sisters  and Yahweh righteously gains more Sons of God and  (4) The Resurrected World ultimately 
yields those specific people who freely choose to imitate their creator and saviour  (5) thereby yielding a perfect society 
motivated to operate according to agapao because they have experienced, then rejected the pain of Worldly methodology! 
Gal.     3v18 og if  For  {from/out of}  (of the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  the  heirship/patrimony/possession/inheritance,   
Gal.     3v18 og {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  {from/out of}   (of the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise;  
Gal.     3v18 og to the  and  Abraham  through (reason of)   (of the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   
Gal.     3v18 og (he/it has) {granted favour}/{gratuitously in kindness}/forgiven/rescued  the  {specific god}. 
Gal.     3v18 = For  if  The  Heirship/Patrimony/Inheritance   (comes)   {from out of}  of the  Law   (of Moses), 

(then)   {no  longer/more}   (the inheritance is)   {from out of}  of the  Announcement/Promise/Pledge, 
and  (yet)   “the specific god”  he has  {granted favour}  to the  Abraham  through reason  of the  Announcement/Promise/Pledge. 

 

For if The  Heirship/Inheritance   (= The Heirs  [= kings/priests]  over  “The Inheritance”  [= The Resurrected World]  in The Millennium) 
(comes)  from out of The Law  (of Moses), 
(then)  no more  (the inheritance is)  from out of The  Promise/Pledge   (originally given to Abraham,  through  Isaac/JC), 
and  (yet)   “the specific god”  he has granted favour   (= fulfilment  of  The Promise   “Yahweh through  Isaac/JC”)   
to Abraham through reason of The  Promise/Pledge   (having been previously  established/ratified  “through  Isaac/JC”).   
 

This is a rhetorical statement to illicit thought. 
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Paul knows for failing humans  “The Inheritance”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  cannot come from The Law,  but only because JC led a perfect life during 
his assay period of 3.5 years  after  his baptism  (hence the  “supposedly cryptic”  comment at Matt.3v15,  please see my local commentary)  that 
enabled him to become resurrected as  The Premier Son  of God.   It was only  then  JC become  The  First/Chief/Only  “Begotten”  Son of God  as  JCg 
from out of a fleshly DNA body into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  –  see glossary  –  because  as usual,  it does  not  mean what our  worldly  
Christian leaders  errantly  preach to us.  
It is those specific people following throughout  The Gospel Age  who precisely imitate JC to the very best they are able,  then become judged in a precise  
like-for-like  by Yahweh for equivalent Sonship  (being driven by The Mind to yield commensurate works for The World to assay).  
Therefore,  The Promise  is  required first,  as given to Abraham  (a friend of God  –  James.2v23)  and thus  “the specific god”  of Abraham would point 
to Yahweh  (being the correct understanding of  “ho theos”  as a floating pointer depending upon the context)  for  The Physical Reply to come through 
later  (to endorse Yahweh’s Omnificence in The Culmination). 
Gal.     3v19 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  therefore/then  the  Law/Precepts/Regulations?    
Gal.     3v19 og Of the  violations/breakings/transgressions  {(through) favour of}/{on account of}/{for  sake/cause  of} 
Gal.     3v19 og (it was) {placed additionally}/{laid beside}/annex/repeat/{gave more}/increased/proceeded/further/added,   
Gal.     3v19 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  {which/where so ever}  
Gal.     3v19 og (it [seed] / he [JC]  may/should) accompany/appear/bring/come 
Gal.     3v19 og the  seed/offspring/issue [JC]   {to whom/which}   
Gal.     3v19 og (it has been) {announced upon}/{asserted (something respecting oneself)}/pledged/professed/{(made) promise},   
Gal.     3v19 og (the having been) {arranged thoroughly}/instituted/ordained/prescribed/commanded  through (reason of)  
Gal.     3v19 og (of the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  in  (to the [= within]) {hollowness for grasping}/hand   
Gal.     3v19 og (of the) {a go-between}/{an internunciator}/reconciler/intercessor/mediator. 
Gal.     3v19 = Therefore/Then  what  (need is)  The Law?     

(After the rhetorical question,  Paul then gives the answer:-) 
It was  {placed additionally}/{laid alongside}  {on account of}/{for the sake of}   (exposing our  transgressions/departure  from The Ideal)  
{up to}/until  The Seed  (JC)   it/he  may/should  accompany/come  {to whom}  (Abraham)   it has been  announced/promised/pledged, 
the having been  {thoroughly arranged}/instituted/prescribed/commanded   (by many prophecies)    
through reason  of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  (The Prophets)   within the  hand  of the  intercessor/mediator. 

 

Therefore what  (need/relevance  is)  The Law  (of Moses)? 
It (The Law)  was placed alongside   (The Promise originally given to Abraham) 
on account of until The Seed   (JC as  “The First”  of  “The [following 144000] Firstfruits”  [Rev.14v1-4]) 
might come   (JC's 1st Advent, – where he gave  [1] the ministry to purify our minds and  [2] the ransom sacrifice to get us into the 2nd part of our life) 
              (“JC”  has  “The Correct Mind”  to fulfil  “The Law of Moses”  -  both of  whom/which  came directly from Yahweh.)  

(according)  to whom (Abraham)  it has been  promised/pledged, 
having been  instituted/prescribed  (by prophecies)  through reason of the bringers of tidings   (The Prophets giving “God’s Word part 1”) 
within the hand of the  intercessor/mediator   (the given  “Word of God”  [JC]  by the faithful prophets of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”) 
              (“The Word of God”  (JC)  becomes  “The Intercessor” [1Tim.2v5]  to become  “a route towards Yahweh”  [John.14v5-15].)  
 

An interesting verse particularly with the following verse that  worldly translators utterly mess-up,  and to make matters even worse,  worldly Christian 
theologians totally ignore these several verses when concocting their doctrine over the past 1700+ years! 
Consequently,  I must untangle the errant  worldly Christian doctrine considering what The Bible tells us –  rather than just ignoring  “difficult”  verses! 
These become difficult verses only because our  worldly Christian leaders have  hopelessly  “got the wrong idea”  of what The Bible is really telling us! 
Now Paul asks   What is the reason for The Law – if - 

1. It fails us –  because we cannot live to meet its requirements  (so rather it should be stated that  “We fail The Law”)! 
2. We do not need The Law because Yahweh has provided  “The Promised Seed”  (being JC)  to extract us out from being judged by The Law. 

I have explained the two points carefully in my local commentaries  –  being how The Law was applied and why it is useful - 
1. It set  “The Required Standard”  upon which Yahweh can be righteously  (based upon merit)  seen to judge JC  (Rev.5v2). 
2. JC showed us how to imitate him through Mark.12v30-31 and thus we are not being judged by The Law,  however by imitating JC,  then 

intrinsically we are very  unlikely  to fall foul of The Law  (except through an unintentional “sideslip”). 
3. Moreover,  it sets  “The Ideal Requirement”  to necessitate the operations of a future  “perfected society”  (all societies require Law). 

In answer to the second postulation,  as explained   -  JC becomes  “The Route”  to enable  all  humans  (with no caveats given – 1John.2v2, 4v14)  to 
participate within a 2nd opportunity to learn  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium during the 2nd part of our physical life.   Ideally this should be done 
earlier,  to become TCs through our  readjustment/reform  (purification)  of our old spiritual life into the 2nd part of their new spiritual life during the 1st 
part of their physical life. 
Quite simply put -   

The Law set  “The Required Standard”  for JC to surpass,  thereby enabling  “The 2nd Covenant”  to be established.  Making possible people 
to righteously exist  –  provided they imitate their saviour's agapao which allows for  unintentional  sideslips  to occur  –  and then genuine 
repentance will occur because the sideslips  were truly unintentional.    

Thus,  we understand - 
All people will fail  “The Law on Works”  (Rom.3v23)  -  but not all people will fail  “The Law of Agapao”! 
We can only learn how to achieve  “agapao”  by recognising where  “failing in works”  takes us as individuals,  and society as a whole! 
This is  why  we have  “The 1st Part of our physical Life”  to understand where  “The 1st Part of our Spiritual Life”  takes us,  and as a society 
See Rom. Chapters 2 to 7 inclusive,  together with all my accompanying commentaries. 

That explains  “The Question”,  now the next section of the verse. 
Paul explains The Law was given to show The World,  people with the knowledge of The Law  (for some 1500 years until JC’s ministry)  
would fail –  and thus show all entities that  extra-terrestrial  intervention would be required by two parties -  Yahweh and JCg. 
This is required twice - 

1. At JC’s 1st Advent to surpass The Standard,  by showing us how to imitate him to likewise achieve The Standard,  and to become 
The Ransom Sacrifice to get us into the 2nd part of our physical life  (The Millennium). 

2. At JCg’s 2nd part of his 2nd Coming  (2nd 2nd C) –  when he comes in force with his bride of 144000 TCs now likewise as Sons of 
God with absolutely infinite  authority/capability  to do whatever they personally choose to do and eject all worldly leaders out of 
office and institute The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-19, 2Pet.3v8-13). 

Yahweh  “The Omnipotent Entity of The Universe” as  “The Specific God”  (of His Agents)  shall ensure everything ultimately fulfils His Desire and He 
makes certain it does  (expressing His Authority through the power of His capability seen as the HS  [noting its correct composite definition]  exercised 
within The Environment). 
JCg as  the specific god’  of Mankind  (being its creator)  offers himself as  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to deliver his  personal  creation from  “The 
Requirements of Yahweh’s Decree”  that was given  (and  never  to be repelled)  to ensure The Universe operates within a harmonious manner. 
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Yahweh’s Law is not given to enslave us,  but rather to set us free from the imprisonment of a hurtful and malicious society that we have now under its 
present leaders  (hence the definition of  “leader”)  fulfilling the methodology of the present world as originally sourced  by Satan. 

This is all alien to  worldly Christian Doctrine  –  whose proponents are utterly lost in “mystery”!    
Being a mystery of their invention! 

However what I state comes directly from The Bible and  worldly Christian doctrine comes from the imaginations and mysteries within the minds of 
worldly Christian  “scholars/theologians/gurus/sages”  of yesterday and today flirting upon flights of fancy,  upon  “self-indulgent ego trips”  –  I just 
implore they jump from their  “sinking ship”  and  “get The Real Knowledge”  as taught by JC and his apostles in  “1st Century Christianity”! 

Now for the last sentence. 
This shows us how JCg acts as  “The Intercessor”  (1Tim.2v5)  between his personal Creation and Yahweh.   
We are told,  JCg has all authority pertaining to this planet  when  he is given instruction by Yahweh to use it  (Psm.110v1, Matt.22v44, etc.,) –  but as we 
are further told,  he is  patiently  waiting for Yahweh to give him The Authority  to bring in The Millennium.  This event can only occur  when  Yahweh 
has His  “Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  elected/selected  from out of The Gospel Age  (precisely as we are told at Matt.20v23,  for 14v3-4,  to 
occur at Rev.20v6 and that is why only Matt.24v36.  It is  all just so obvious  –  I have  not  invented any of this  –  it is just how it comes out of The Bible,  
as the citations show us with so many more I could give to  supplement/substantiate  these few given! 
In the meantime however,  JCg speaking to Saul  (to become Paul)  on the road to Damascus (Acts.9v1-12),  also speaking to John when giving His 
Revelation  (last book of The Bible)  and the numerous occasions when  angels/messengers  communicated to people,  they were subject to JCg  (as The 
Mediator)  because it was relative to his  (JCg’s)  domain of Authority.  Yahweh works through JCg  –  because Yahweh gives all respect to JCg’s 
position relative to Mankind.  Yahweh  (though could,  but)  does not usurp JCg’s position regarding this planet. 
Noting that before JCg assigned himself to physically become  “The Redeemer”,  then it would be Yahweh speaking through His earlier representatives 
(= The Prophets of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”)  about  “The Redeemer”  coming by prophecy  –  and thus they would be as angels speaking  “The Word of 
God (part 1)”  directly to Israel  (Jews)  under  “The Old Covenant”,  but it becomes JCg through his body parts  (TCs)  to Israel  (Christians)  of  The 
Gospel Age.   Please see  “Israel”  in glossary and elsewhere  (and in this epistle). 
Presently Satan is assigned  “Authority  (hence singular heaven)  over The World”   (being the people assimilating themselves to emulate his self-
indulgence and are unrestrained in taking power)  during this 6000 years  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 
Also JCg has  “Authority  (also singular heaven)  over those people (Early Adopters)”  who  fervently  desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (TCs desiring 
their  lord/master  JC  –  and thus transposed one old singular heaven/authority  with a  new  singular  heaven/authority  -  Luke.17v21, Rev.6v2). 

Consequently,  we realise Yahweh gives authority to JCg to become  “The Intercessor”  using his compliant tools  (= angels/messengers,  
being the human  prophets/TCs  exhibiting themselves to  “The Judging World”  as being  the  faithful stewards,  under religious persecution) 

That is specifically  why  the dual nature of  “ho theos”  as  “the specific god”  is used in these locations within the text as we seen in the next verse. 
I do  not  ignore the  important  differentiations as given in  “The Word of God”,  unlike our  worldly translators!   

I put out an utterly  transparent translation  for The World to view,  being  The Original (real) Word of God  (before it passes through the worldly mincer 
of Rev.22v18-19  so  “proficiently performed”  by our  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons and some translators in their offerings to The World)! 
Gal.     3v20 og the  And  {a go-between}/{an internunciator}/reconciler/intercessor/mediator  (of the) one/singularly   
Gal.     3v20 og no/not/none  (he/she/it) is,  the  and  {specific god}  (the) one/singular  (he/she/it) is. 
Gal.     3v20 = the  and  mediator  of the  one/singular  not  (he/she/it) is,  the and  {specific god}  one/singular  (he/she/it) is. 
 

(see commentary) 
 

Which can be interpreted to mean either - 
Standard interpretation     =  And not he is the mediator of the one (?),  and  “the specific god”  he/it  is one. 
Another interpretation     =  And the mediator not he is of the one (?),  and  “the specific god”  he/it  is one. 

Noting Paul’s view on things in what he wrote to Timothy  (1Tim.2v5),  therefore the translation of Gal.3v20 must be concordant to 1Tim.2v5,  as quoted 
below - 

1Tim.  2v5 og     one/singularly  for  “(the) specific god”  (is),   
1Tim.  2v5 og     one/singularly  also  (of the) {go-between}/{an internunciator}/reconciler/intercessor/mediator  (of the) God  
1Tim.  2v5 og     also  (of the) men,  (the) man  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
1Tim.  2v5   =  For  “the specific god”  is  one/singular, 

       also  one/singular  {a go between}/intercessor/mediator  of the  God (Yahweh)  also  of the  men,   
       the man  of the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus. 

 

                     (And from the previous verse  for Yahweh to have His  “desire fulfilled”  then:- ) 
                  For “the specific god” is  one/singular   (context is “The World” that Yahweh desires to be saved, and points to JC as the specific god of The World) 
                  also the one singular  intercessor/mediator  between of the God   (genitive case is an absolute pointer to Yahweh)   also of  men/(women), 
                  the man  (JCg's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  placed within a fleshly body)  of the Anointed Jesus   (JC,  “The Ideal Goal”  for us to imitate). 

 

I will return to this at the end of this commentary to harmonise everything  -  after giving the reader an opportunity to see the many worldly 
interpretations  (showing quite a variance of opinions)  as I present below - 
Let us discuss this. 
There are several interpretations of this verse  –  and to understand it completely,  then it  must be put in context  to enable the correct understanding to 
be chosen  (which must also  fit holistically within God’s overall Plan ,  where sadly,  virtually nobody on this planet knows what it is,  and yet Yahweh's 
Plan is  plainly told to us  in The Bible).   Our  worldly Christian leaders should be teaching  “Yahweh's Plan” –  but they  choose not to know what it is,  
and thus it becomes incumbent for  “FutureLife.Org”  to teach these leaders what they  should  be teaching  The World! 
Firstly,  let us look at several different translations from various bible sources! 

1. A mediator, however, does not represent just one party; but God is one.  (NIV). 
2. Now a mediator is not a mediator of one, but God is one.  (KJV). 
3. Now an intermediary implies more than one; but God is one.  (RSV). 
4. But when God gave his promise to Abraham, he did it by himself alone, without angels or Moses as go betweens.  (TLB). 
5. God needs neither angelic witness nor human intermediary, but depends on him alone.  (Phillips). 
6. But an intermediary is not needed for one party acting alone, and God is one.  (NEB). 
7. Now there is no mediator where only one person is concerned, but God is only one.  (NWT). 
8. Now there is no Mediator of one. Yet God is One.  (Concordant LNT). 

As the reader can see the translators seem split into about 3 different groupings. 
I would like to add a possible translation  (9)  to follow  –  purely for discussion,  that being of - 

9. And the mediator (JCg) not he is of The One/Singular (Yahweh),  and  “the specific god” (JCg)  is one  (mediator for us humans). 
Where,  we are told in the previous verse is The Mediator operating with his personal assistants  (angels/messengers),  which most certainly could be 
extended to his physical body  (1Cor.12v12-22)  being the 144000 TCs  (= “angels” = being “bringers of The Word of God”)  of The Gospel Age. 
Where  “the specific god”  is referenced upon The World  –  being The Mediator for us to Yahweh,  and thus is JCg  –  being  the point of this verse! 
However,  taking a composite interpretation of those above  (being  most wary  of the universal  misunderstanding  of  “ho-theos”) - 

10. And the mediator not he is of one person,  and  “the specific god”  is one. 
We must ask ourselves - 

What is the point of this verse? 
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Why is Paul constructing this verse in the manner he is  –  positioned between v19 and v21? 
What is Paul really teaching us? 

Verse 19 - 
We are told that The Law had been inaugurated to bring about salvation. 

But -  We are told it could save no one!  
However - Our intercessor JC  was  able to  fulfil/surpass  The Law  (because as  “The Word of God”,  JC was driven by agapao). 
And -  The Intercessor has his assistants faithfully spreading  (therefore being  messengers  of)   “The Word of God”   where the faithful 
assistants  (spreading  “The Word of God”)  of both pre and post JC’s 1st Advent become his  two  flocks,  John.10v3, 16), 

Verse 21 - 
We are then asked  

Is the Law given by Yahweh supposedly operating against Yahweh's Promises  –  if He knew that we cannot meet The Law? 
Obviously not!  -  But why? 
Because if  “The Given Law”  can  bring  “Life”  then  it must be  righteous/equitable! 

Paul is thereby stating   The Law cannot be blamed if it truly  can  bring  (eternal)  life. 
Therefore,  the point is  (as  “FutureLife.Org”  states elsewhere)    

The Law  is  proved righteous because our intercessor JC  was  resurrected by virtue,  he  was  perfect to The Law. 
Now we can go back to the original question - 

What do these two verses either side of v20 teach us,  about what  v20 is  really  teaching us? 
Summarising  -  we are told - 

1. Yahweh,  “The One Almighty God”,  placed The Law into existence. 
2. The Law gives  “Everlasting Life”  (but only to JC,  and  not  to his creation [us]). 
3. Yahweh,  “The One Almighty God”,  underwrites The Law to ensure that any entity fulfilling The Law has  “Everlasting life”. 
4. Humans are unable to gain  “Everlasting Life”  based upon The Law. 

       So - 
5. JCg becomes  “The Intercessor”  between  “The One Almighty God”  and us,  to give us the ability to gain  “Everlasting life”. 

Therefore,  what interpretation gives the best answer to the above reasoning based solely upon what v19 and v21 has told us? 
The interpretation given by “FutureLife.Org”  (where both are acceptable) - 

11. And the mediator (JCg) not he is of  The One/Singular (Yahweh);  and  “the specific god” (JCg)  is one  (mediator for us). 
12. And the mediator (JCg) not he is of  one/singular  person (= us as individuals);  and  “the specific god”  is one  (JCg,  singular). 

Where we understand that “ho theos”,  as taught by “FutureLife.Org”,  being a relative pointer based upon the context  (being “us”  humans)  because 
that is the whole point of what Paul is teaching us  (or has  “someone”  [1] FutureLife.Org  or  [2] Christendom,  “lost the plot”  somewhere?) 
Thus I ask our  worldly theologians to  logically and righteously  work their way through this one –  to discover a flaw within this exegesis  (as given on 
“FutureLife.Org” –  where,  what I have given is the holistic message as  consistently  taught throughout The Bible  -  being precisely as all my 
commentaries demonstrate! 

Is this what we would understand from our worldly interpretations  (as quoted above)  –  created by humans  (supposedly representing 
Yahweh)  who have  not  the faintest idea how Yahweh's Plan for  Human Salvation  righteous  operates  (witness their translations and 
commentaries  -  where their exegesis is demonstrably like a colander)! 

And I leave these thoughts with you,  the reader - 
Notice how  “the specific god”  of the context can only point to JC,  because  “ho theos”  is referenced to sinful humans and thus becomes  
“The Intercessor”  (by definition)  between sinful humans and  “The Perfect Yahweh”.  Yahweh God cannot be an intercessor because as we 
are told He is  “The Pinnacle of Perfection”  (and we would be destroyed – Ex.33v20,  if He came near us)  –  and thus  another  entity is 
required to become  “The Intercessor”  –  which can only be JCg  –  as we are told here and in numerous other places in The Bible. 

I could write a small book to go through  “The Justification”  with my proposed translation of this verse  –  being how it surpasses the alternative 
translations given above,  when carefully placed into context  with other supportive verses of this understanding.  Then I could take the various worldly 
interpretations given above and carefully compare with other Bible verses to show contradictions with what is stated and thus nullifies these worldly 
attempts given by  “confused translators/interpreters”  here,  and in  many other places  as my  transparent  translation of The New Testament clearly 
shows. 

And finally,  I suppose I should return again to the now infamous and discredited  (by reasoned argument,  based solely upon what Yahweh 
tells us through  “The Word of God”  and  not  what The World errantly tells us)  –  “the Trinity myth”.   

We have seen by inductive reasoning  (from the verses either side)  what this verse  v20  really means.    
In the  first  truth    

We have been specifically told that   “The Intercessor is not one”,  being how we take either interpretation of 11 or 12 above. 
In the  second  truth    

We understand that by the definition of  “intercessor”  means the individual speaks between TWO parties of different persuasion  –  hence the 
necessity of  “The Intercessor”.  Where,  by example,  between two groups of people of differing persuasions in The World today,  they 
request a  neutral  third party to carry out the negotiation between the two parties of differing persuasions.  Any one side would hardly 
continue negotiations if they knew the intercessor was really  “working for the other side”  and was thus not neutral!   

Consequently,  we understand a  third  truth   
For the intercessor to be considered neutral,  then  he/she  must be a separate reasoning entity to ensure that that the other side fully 
appreciates the independent nature of  “The Intercessor”. 

We have established three truths  –  which work in every negotiation where an intercessor is used  –  and guess what! 
Our  worldly Christian leaders  throw away all  “common sense”  and dream up a myth that bears no resemblance to the three truths given above and 
base their reasoning effectively upon  three lies!   Plus all the other instances in The Bible that are grossly distorted  to create  fiction  from out of  “The 
Facts”  given in The Bible  –  and in every instance I write a long commentary untangling the nonsense our  worldly  theologians dream up to create  “a 
mystery”  –  when there is  no  mystery!   Where obviously Matt.13v11-13 and 15v14,  Luke,6v39 quickly springs to my mind. 

Is it not clear to our  worldly Christian leaders that there is something amiss in their minds? 
But as The Bible forewarns  -  these type of people  “{rather be ignorant}/{prefer not to know}”  StrongsTM = 50,   “agnoeo”. 
Furthermore,  the interesting thing is that,  all this  is  so very clear to them because they are highly intelligent people skilled in worldly “Religion”  and 
crafted in debate  –  but they are all operating in  “The Pretence”,  being  “a universal hypocrisy”;  inasmuch they do  not  believe any “of this rubbish”  
-  in fact none of it,  –  but it is merely  “a job”  enacted as though on a stage as a  “master performance”  because of what JC told us at Luke.16v3. 
Consequently,  we compute they are behaving in the same manner as those courtiers around The Emperor behaved in Aesop's fable entitled   “The 
Emperor's New Clothes”!   I feel it is incumbent on me,  to become that little boy in the street shouting out   The Emperor has no clothes!    
It is my responsibility to bring Yahweh’s Word correctly taught and thoroughly explained  without self-indulgent mystique  back onto the streets within 
public mind at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”! 
This is what has been invented for our consumption by our “Professional Leaders of Religion”.  the Trinity myth  –  it has no foundation in logic,  
righteousness nor with anything stated in The Bible when The Data  is carefully reasoned -  without The Worldly Mincer being employed (Rev.22v18-19),  
driven by Satan's methodology which is ultimately to confuse sanity! 

Surely it must be evident from what The Bible tells us both by word and allegory what is really occurring on this planet! 
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The Bible tells us,  there are  other  “Sons of God”  (of which the NIV  errantly  changes to be “angels”)  in Job.1v6-7, 2v1 where Satan is mentioned 
alongside them  –  so obviously Satan is a  “Son of God”  likewise as is JC,  where clearly JC was and is  (after his 1st Advent)  taking a  back-seat  
allowing Yahweh to bring to fruition His  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  through  The 3 Epochs of “Israel”  as this website so very carefully 
explains.  
Also we have the very critical analogies of Cain and Abel,  Esau and Jacob,  Ephraim and Manasseh,   and their of part,  as all played in the “evolution”  
of Mankind to be likened to precisely Satan and JC  –  why dismiss all this in smug delusion?   What is within the wit of our  worldly Christian 
theologians  –  do they really have any sense? 

Does that make Satan who  is  a Son of God  (else from where did he come)  a part of the Trinity?   
Obviously not!   Likewise JC is not part of a mythical trinity but just like the TCs,  he has the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate 
from this world of sin to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment” =  the “HS” (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  –  but the  only  difference that 
separates Satan from JC is the following - 

Satan has invented The Methodology  “to self-indulge to his neighbour’s hurt”. 
JC practices The Methodology sourced by Yahweh  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”. 

We imitate Satan’s methodology in the 1st part of our physical and spiritual life  –  because we know of nothing else from a babe. 
JC as  “The Word of God”  as  “The Intercessor”   (between Yahweh and us,  as humans)   introduces into The Environment the new methodology for a 
successful existence of our society in which the vast majority of people will require the 2nd part of their physical life to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual 
life  (that is to occur in The Millennium). 

All this is  part  of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles of which our  worldly Christian 
leaders  never  teach because they are too wrapped up in worldly methodology  (as explained above)! 

As I state elsewhere,  my commentaries are forced to be so excessively long because I need to unpick the  unrighteous twaddle  taught by worldly 
Christian leaders!  –  When are they going to wake up out their self-imposed stupidity?   It would be so much simpler to talk to atheists and non-
Christians because they do not have the  “unrighteous mental baggage”  crushing their reasoning faculties  -  being precisely what JC was teaching us 
at Luke.5v36-39.  Sadly,  JC and the apostles had precisely the same problem with the orthodox Jews and their leaders being crushed by  twisted  Word 
of God (part 1)  over the generations preceding JC’s 1st Advent,  because they were  not  prepared to come to JC and ask,  as did Nicodemus because he 
was  genuinely searching  what  “The Word of God”  really meant to The World  (John.3v1-15).   
As I state elsewhere  -  it requires  an outside competent auditor thoroughly skilled in The Quality Manual  (in this case of The Bible)  to expose  rife  
non-conformance within departments who have  no  desire to change  a comfortable,  but absolutely errant procedure  (which is precisely what JC did, 
and received the reaction at John.11v47-53)! 
A 4th revision addition. 
I added the quotation from 1Tim.2v5 above during my 4th revision for me to explain what is in Paul’s mind and thus underwrite this commentary. 
I have simplified and interpreted 1Tim.2v5 in the following manner - 

The Anointed Jesus is the  one/only  “specific god”  ([floating pointer] because the context is The World,  tells us the subject is JC)  
also (JC is)  the  one/only  intercessor between  “God”  (Yahweh [absolute pointer])  also Man. 

This  translation/interpretation  holistically sits alongside the  translations/interpretations  11 and 12 above for this verse Gal.3v20.  
This translation tells us that no other entity can intercede on our behalf to Yahweh,  except only JC. 

Then what do our  “worldly Christian leaders”  tell us in their  “near useless ministry”? 
They tell us we have our “supposed saints”  and Mary the  “supposed mother”  of the (Almighty) God,  through whom we can speak. 

This is all dangerous hogwash! 
It drags our mind towards the wrong place  (ancestor worship)  – being the (cess)pit of our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39. 
These commentaries are forced to become so long to untangle the unrighteous balderdash created over the last 1700 years of Christendom! 
I have every right to be righteously wrathful over what I witness!   They will need to think long and hard about how to answer JCg for their actions! 
Gal.     3v21 og the  therefore/then   (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)    
Gal.     3v21 og of the  announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises  of the  God?    Not  (let it) {become to be}!    
Gal.     3v21 og if  (it has been) given/bestowed/granted  For  (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  the (one [law])   
Gal.     3v21 og (the) able/possible/capable [middle voice]    (to) vitalise/{make alive}/{give life/existence},   
Gal.     3v21 og really/certainly/cleanly/indeed/truly  wish/suppose  {from/out of}  (of the) Law/Precepts/Regulations   
Gal.     3v21 og (it) was  the  righteousness/equality/justification. 
Gal.     3v21 = Therefore/Then,  (is)  The Law  against/contravening  the  Promises/Pledges  of the  God (Yahweh)?    

Not  let it  {become to be}   (= Never should this be said)!  
For  if  it had been  given/bestowed  the Law  the  personally  able/capable  to  {make alive}/{give life/existence},   
truly/indeed  wish/suppose  the  righteousness/equality/justification  it was  {from out of}  of the  Law! 

 

Therefore  (is)  The Law  against/contravening  The Promise/Pledges  of The God  (Yahweh)? 
Not let it become to be!   (= Never should this be said!) 
For if the Law had been given  (that was)  personally able to give  (everlasting)  life/existence, 
(then)  suppose indeed the  righteousness/innocence  was from out of The Law! 
               (The Crux is  “humans cannot gain life as we presently stand”  –  because our mind is wrong –  we  evade/excuse  ourselves from The Law) 

 

Paul asks the question  again  after making the point in the previous verse that - 
Only JCg as  “the specific god”  of humans,   became “The Intercessor”  to enable  all  humans to come to Yahweh over their two-part life. 

Note   TCs  (as “The Early Adopters”)  achieve this during the 1st part of their physical life to become  “The Heirs”  (Sons of God)  over what shall 
become  “The Inheritance”  [=  “The Resurrected World”]  out of which,  ideally people will come to Yahweh in the 2nd part of their physical life  (as 
“The Late Adopters”). 

Thus,  as I explain in v19,  The Law set  “The Required Standard for The Promise”  to be effective.   
Inasmuch  “The Required Standard”  (of The Law)  was required to show - 

JC  was  able to  fulfil/surpass  this standard to become  “The Golden/Kingly  Standard”  for us humans to emulate during  The Gospel Age  
and then on into the following Millennial Age into The Eternity. 

An aside   I use “golden” because that is the prophetic allegory for  “kingship”  -  being what The TCs achieve when imitating JC to the best of their 
ability. 
Continuing the reasoning. 
Again,  Paul is trying to explain the separator between  “humans”  and  “JC”  in the second part of this verse. 
Where the answer is - 

No!  –  For humans   The Law cannot produce  righteousness/innocence  –  we are all guilty and deserve death  (Rom.3v23). 
Yes!  –  For JC   The Law produced   righteousness/innocence –  JC was  not  guilty –  but murdered by  “The Professional Leaders of  
Religion”  because he  was proved perfect  (John.11v47-53,  noting Rev.5v1-10),  and they detested him exposing their hypocrisy by 
promoting  “The Alternative way to live”! 

Where it must be clearly understood  
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It was Yahweh's Methodology operating within JC that  triumphed in righteousness  (under The Jurisdiction of Yahweh as The Ultimate 
Authority of  “Fair Play”  in The Universe)  over  “The Leaders of Religion”  operating according to worldly methodology originally sourced 
by Satan.  This route then  righteously enables  JC's Creation a  “2 part existence”  as “FutureLife.Org” thoroughly expounds. 

After all this explanation then - 
Can the reader understand why v20  (as an introduction)  was placed where it was between v19 and v21 to fully support my unique 
interpretation of JCg being  “The Intercessor”   that sits precisely upon The Original Greek,   –  and now with the transparent translation and 
accompanying exegesis,  then we are able to understand that traditional translations  make  no  sense  within context!   They stand out as a 
carbuncle! 

Either locally –  or when taken holistically with  every’ verse  of the whole Bible –  as I so very carefully show by righteous reasoned exegesis. 
I must ask    

When are our  worldly Christian leaders and theologians going to wake up out of their self-imposed stupor? 
Quite simply  –  they do  not  care about their subject matter  –  else they  would  do something about it! 
That is why they require an  external auditor  thoroughly knowing the subject matter to give them an in-depth audit. 
If fortunate enough to be resurrected,  then they will be exposed as reneges in The Millennium  (Matt.8v12, Luke.12v3, 20v16,  etc.). 

Gal.     3v22 og But  (it [scriptures]) {shut together}/{embraced in common}/included/concluded/{locked up}   
Gal.     3v22 og the  documents/{holy writ}/scriptures  the [neut.pl]    all [neut.pl]   (things) 
Gal.     3v22 og under/through/inferior/below/by (to)   (the) sin/faults/offences,   
Gal.     3v22 og that  the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  {from/out of}   
Gal.     3v22 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Gal.     3v22 og (it may/should be) given/bestowed/granted  to the (persons)  committed/believing/entrusting  (over the 2 epochs). 
Gal.     3v22 = But the scriptures  (Tanakh)   {shut together}/{lock up}  all the  people  under/below  sin/fault/offence   (because we fail),  

that  The  Promise/Pledge  (of The Inheritance)   {from out of}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  it  may/should be  given/bestowed  to the  people  committed/entrusting   (in The Word of God). 
           (TCs shall demonstrably prove to The World  [Luke.12v3]  they imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  and thus worthy for The Inheritance). 

 

But the scriptures (The Tanakh)  lock-up  all the people under the  sin/fault   (because The Law as The Standard,  has exposed our failures), 
               (The Crux is  “humans are lock-up under sin/fault”  –  because our mind is wrong –  we  evade/excuse  ourselves from The Law) 

that The Promise/Pledge  (of  The  Blessed/Purified  Inheritance)  from out of the faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (being  “The Office of Sonship”  made possible by JC setting  “The Required Standard”  -  as determined by Yahweh) 
might be given to the person  committed/entrusted   (precisely imitate JC  [= real belief]  to achieve The Promise of being a Co-Heir, Rom.8v17) 
 

JC came to give  every human  a 2nd opportunity  irrespective  of Baptism  (1John.2v2)  that is  why  JC came to Earth to save those people who are fully 
committed/entrusting  upon him  (= imitate him else it  is  hypocrisy to “The Knowledge” and  no  fidelity is practised =  no  faith)  over their 2 part life.   
So those people who have not heard,  or come to  take-on  his message during the 1st part of their physical life will still have that opportunity to be saved 
provided  they  are  demonstrably righteous  (to “The Requirement” [= imitate JC])  –  and this is where The Millennium becomes operational.  

All humans  irrespective  of their present worldly belief will be resurrected  (but the  charlatan Christian leaders will  never  be resurrected)  
in a perfected fleshly DNA body to learn how to be  “Righteous”  and  must then practice  “Righteousness”.  (as fully explained elsewhere). 

The Promise to Abraham was of a saviour from of his Seed,  and of a Promised Land having a huge nation from his loins  (“The Early Adopters” of “The 
Word of God”  in the first part of their life hence the  true/righteous  understanding of John.10v16, noting Heb.11v38-40, Psm.45v13-17, John.2v1-12). 
That is precisely the future for THE CHILDREN of Abraham as a call for us to become TCs being  “The Spiritual Israel”  elected from out of  “The 2nd 
Epoch of Fleshly Israel by Yahweh in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  carried out by  only  Yahweh during The Gospel Age. 
These TCs shall become the  kings/priests/Heirs  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v5, Rom.8v17, 22, Matt.19v28, etc.,)  to rule for a 1000 years (Rev.20v1-7)  
over  “The Resurrected World”  that becomes  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  where “Israel” means  “persistence with Subjector”  and can be  “persisting”  in  
“righteousness” (positively)  or in  “rebellion” (negatively)  when they have “The Knowledge”  being  “The Word of The Subjector”  =  Yahweh  (hence 
2Cor.12v1-3  –  see my local commentary,  and my commentaries to all the given citations above that explain everything)!  
Also see Rev.22v15 upon which,  to whomever to whom I talk,  seem to ignore  –  so there must be rebellious people outside the metaphoric  “City of 
Jerusalem”  that represents  “Yahweh’s Ruling Authority”  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)   over the whole Earth  (that is  why  metaphoric Jerusalem comes 
down in Rev.20v1-3) –  thus there  are  rebellious humans refusing to learn righteousness  (and thus being  “outside Yahweh’s Ruling Authority” =  
“outside Jerusalem”  as  “outlaws”).   
That  why  Yahweh allowed  (put it in the authorities’ mind for)  criminals to be burnt  outside  the old worldly Jerusalem to  allegorically represent  
“The 2nd Death”  of annihilation for those people behaving as criminals,  by rebelling against  “Yahweh’s Authority” acting through JCg  (Rev.19v16)  
in The Millennium.   

This is what JC recognised,  and is precisely why JC used the  “Valley of Hinnom”  (= “Gehenna”)  in his teaching for us.  It is absolutely  
not  physical flames in  “The 2nd Death”  but merely the fire in Jerusalem's municipal rubbish dump  (into which the carcasses of criminals 
were thrown)  represented “entire destruction unto absolutely nothing”,  so that nothing remained.  This is metaphoric representation of what 
will occur to us as individuals at  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation!   Quite simply we will not even be a  {conscious entity}/soul  to realise 
that we are dead!   We would just not exist! 

These allegories cannot be made any clearer within The Scriptures that Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  uses to teach us for our warning –   
Only  if  we choose to imbue this knowledge within our  being/existence! 
Consequently,  we realise,  within The Culmination as we enter The Eternity,  then everything has turned full circle to yield  “The Righteous Resultant”.   

(1)  JCg created  “us”  using Yahweh's Laws and we reject Yahweh's  “Right to Rule” us  –  preferring to seek a self-indulgent future  
       that is ultimately unsustainable as a society.   
(2)  JC redeems us  –  his creation,   
(3)  “The Early Adopters”  become JCg’s  brothers/sisters  and Yahweh righteously gains more Sons of God into The Universe.   
(4)  “The Resurrected World”  ultimately yields those specific humans who freely choose to imitate their creator and saviour  (JC[g]) 
(5)  thereby yielding a perfect society motivated to operate according to agapao because they have  experienced/rejected  the pain of  
      Worldly methodology  (in the 1st part of their physical life)! 

This is precisely what The Bible teaches us –  and yet it is  never  taught,  and neither with the substantiating knowledge as given in The Tanakh. 
Our worldly Christian leaders stand charged with absolute delinquency  and shall be ejected from their position if fortunate to be resurrected. 

 
36th Comment – Before JC came to deliver  “The Word of God”  to became our  “Real Faith” = accurate Knowledge + 
Assurance + Fidelity  then we were guarded and  “locked-in by The Law” – there was no escape because there was  no  
other alternative for our future success against Yahweh's Decree on sin (Gen.2v17)  as  “The Existing Standard”  to yield 
a perfect society. 
46th Reasoning – Yahweh first set  “The Requirement”  (must not sin)  and then  “The Standard”  (The Law of Moses)  to 
attain  “The Requirement”,  and we all failed  “The Standard”.   But because JC came to  (1) give  “The Word of God” 
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and  (2) become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”,  then this opened up all humans before and after his self-sacrifice to a 2nd 
opportunity for all people to learn about  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (to imitate JC)  of which society must attain for 
its members to achieve eternal life.  Those people outside this become as outlaws to The New Jerusalem (Rev.22v15). 
47th Reasoning – Thus,  the Law became our  escort/instructor  of needed works necessary to meet  “The Requirement”, of 
which we ignored,  because we did not initially have the correct mindset  (spirit/personality/desires/traits),  but The Law 
showed us,  we required the Real Faith (= accurate K+A+F)  operating within us  to completely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
48th Reasoning – Now the Real Faith (= accurate K+A+F)  has come through  “The Word of God”  operating within us,  
then we no longer require The Law to  escort/instruct  us,   because works  naturally follow  the agapao built upon “The 
Word of God”  that yields  “The Real Faith”  imbued within us to then yield the HS  (being its composite definition as 
given on “FutureLife.Org”). 
Gal.     3v23 og fore/{in front of}/prior/before  of the  And   (to) accompany/appear/bring/come   
Gal.     3v23 og the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
Gal.     3v23 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations   
Gal.     3v23 og (we were) {being watched in advance}/{mounted a guard}/{hemmed in}/{kept (with a garrison)}/guarded   
Gal.     3v23 og (the having been) {shut together}/{embraced in common}/included/concluded/{locked up} (plural)   
Gal.     3v23 og into/unto  the  occurring/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}/purposing     
Gal.     3v23 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (to be) {taken off the cover}/revealed/disclosed. 
Gal.     3v23 = And  prior/before  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} (= JC’s ministry into our lives)  to  appear/come  

we were  kept/{hemmed in}/guarded  under/below  The Law (= we could not escape from it)   
having been  {locked up}/{shut together}  unto the  intending/necessity  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (of God's Word) 
to be  revealed/disclosed  (when JC started his ministry to explain The Gospel of The Lord’s Acceptable Year). 

 

And before of the faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (= before JC's ministry  [as God's Word]  to  inculcate and drive  our mind) 
we were  kept/guarded  under The Law   (The Law covers all humans –  because we all die  [which would be annihilation,  if not for JC's actions]) 
having been  shut-up together unto the necessity of the faith   (being what JC's ministry to  reform our mind   [through 3 stages]  brings to us) 
to be revealed   (at JC's 1st Advent to give us  [1] The Ministry  and  [2] The Ransom Sacrifice,  both displaying  “The Wisdom of God”). 

               (“The Goal”  for The Gospel Age is for  “The Early Adopters”,   because without them,  we cannot gain “The Late Adopters”!) 
 

So as Paul states    
We humans could not wriggle out from the constraints of The Law  –  and consequently we were entrapped within it  –  and we all failed The 
Law in our works  –  because  our mind had  not  been trained correctly  we were still operating under  “worldly methodology”  (= “to self-
indulge to our neighbour's hurt”).   We “excused ourselves”  (similar to Jude.v4)  from fulfilling The Physical Law and hence we “die”, just 
as do virtually all Christians excuse themselves from  “The Spiritual Law”  (Mark.12v30-31)  and hence we cannot become “Sons of God”! 

Can the reader understand this critical exegesis? 
Nonetheless,  JC came as  “The Word of God”  physically into The Environment to  accurately  explain  The Gospel  of  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  
(Luke.4v16-19 and see glossary)  which was to explain how we  all  might enter  “The Kingdom of God”  (= a society that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire).   
We start now within our heads during the 1st part of our physical life purifying our minds  (= the 2nd part of our spiritual life, Luke.17v21)  upon  “The 
Word of God”   (practised as best we can,  struggling in Satan’s present world)  hence becomes “The Presence/Parousia of JC within us. 
This makes  “The Early Adopters”  (144000 TCs)  then ready for  “The Real Thing”  (= physically operating within The Environment)  upon our 
resurrection into the 2nd part of our physical life to then make possible  “The Salvation of The Late Adopters”  in The Millennium  (covered by JC in his 
death over “The Great Sabbath Day”, John.19v31, 20v1, to purify Man. Mark.2v27-28).  
Thus “The Word of God”  became  “The Knowledge”  upon which we might gain  “The Assurance”,  upon which we can then exercise  “The Fidelity” 
required to give us  “The Real Faith”.  This is absolutely not the  “pretend/blind  faith”  that we see operating around us,  within  all  worldly religions  
(including  worldly Christianity)  that atheists so readily and correctly recognise as being  so absolutely deficient  (as demonstrated by the rampant  
“hypocrisy” practised  –  hence 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16,  etc.)! 
Gal.     3v24 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  the  Law/Precepts/Regulations  (the) {child leader}/tutor/instructor/schoolmaster   
Gal.     3v24 og {of/from us}  (it has) {become to be}  into/unto  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Gal.     3v24 og that  {from/out of}  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Gal.     3v24 og (we may/should be) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}. 
Gal.     3v24 = Thus  The Law  it has  {become to be}  our  escort/instructor/tutor  unto  the  Christ/Anointed,   

that  we  may/should  be  {rendered  righteous/innocent}  {from out of}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
          (= of/by JC works - ministry/sacrifice  imbued within us – to produce a  “real spiritual reform”,  so we precisely imitate JC). 

 

Thus,  The Law has become to be our  escort/tutor   (it becomes our guide to show what our deportment should be like,  if  driven by God's Word) 
unto the Anointed   (where Yahweh's  “Sons of God”  are driven only by  “The Word of God”  =  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”), 
               (“The Goal”  for  “Anointed/Christ”  is to  “get The Mind Correct first”  Luke.17v21,  while still under Satan’s heaven [singular]) 
that  “we”  might be rendered  righteous/innocent   (if  our mind is correctly driven,  then  we fulfil what The Law requires of us to our neighbour). 

               (“we”  inclusively occurs over the 2 parts of our life for  [1] “The Early Adopters” now,  and  [2] “The Late Adopters”  in The Millennium.) 
 

Paul is teaching us that The Law was given to show us what was required in works to become  righteous/innocent  before Yahweh’s Decree on Sin, 
however we failed,  but nonetheless, it became a conduit through which those humans who desire  “Righteousness”  might come to recognise that we 
need JC’s ministry demonstrated by his lifestyle.  This  “Wisdom of God”  became  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”   for us to  personally  emulate  -  for 
us  then  to become accepted as being  righteous/innocent  before Yahweh  in His  audit/assessment/assay  of us during the 1st .part of our physical life.  
           (Noting this becomes righteously repeated in the 2nd part of our life to yield  “The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”.) 
Hence the next verse  (for “The Early Adopters”). 
Therefore  

Just as  Yahweh resurrected His Premier Son,  JC,  as a Son of God  (as  “The  First/Only/Chief  Begotten Son”  from  flesh  to  a  
heavenly/celestial  physical bodied entity), 
Then likewise  those people who sincerely try to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  through  affliction/pain  and suffering metered out upon them 
by worldly religious authorities (John.16v1-4),  they too shall receive  “the same”  as did JC  -  being  “The Inheritance of The Resurrected 
World”  in The Millennium. 

Note   “Begotten”  absolutely does  not  mean what we are taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  having entirely  missed the point  of what Yahweh is 
teaching us,  being “A Mystery” to them and thus  hiding  “The Goal of Anointing”  (hence “anti-Christ”),  please see  “begotten”  in my glossary and 
elsewhere in my commentaries explaining what this terminology  really means.   
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As a clue,  please see Psm.2v7 as the  future terminology  -  and Rev.1v5 as  past terminology  –  with JC[g]’s resurrection  in the middle! 
 
Gal.     3v25 og (of the having) accompanied/appeared/brought/come   And   
Gal.     3v25 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   {no longer/more}/{yet not to}   
Gal.     3v25 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) {child leader}/tutor/instructor/schoolmaster  {we are/being}. 
Gal.     3v25 = And  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  having  accompanied/come, 

(then)  {we are}  {no longer}  under/below  the  escort/instructor/tutor   (of The Law on Works,  because our mind is guiding us)! 
 

And  (when)  the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   
               (As taught by JC to complete God’s Word by a mind being exemplified in deportment to yield  “The Wisdom of God”  as  “The Example”) 
having personally come   (within our minds - so that we  truly  imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  [showing we have a mind like his, John.17v21-26]) 
(then)  we are  no longer  under the  escort/tutor   (inasmuch our brain is  always  driving us  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”). 

               (We have no need of  “The Physical Laws”  because our mind is guided by  “The Spiritual Laws” [Mark.12v30-31]  to yield  “charity”.) 
 

Thus,  when the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  has become  personally  imbued  [middle voice],  then we no longer need  “The Law of Works”  
upon which to be judged. 

Why? 
Because the  escort/instructor/tutor  only instructed us on how to physically  act/behave  –  but it did  not  “instruct our mind”.  
Thus,  our mind might still be  calloused/hard  as we  begrudgingly  obeyed The Law.    

We just learnt  “how we might get around it”,  how we  “bend the law”,  or  “our only crime was that we got caught”! 
Perhaps,  we give  “feigned charity”  for the outside impression of  “being good”  but it is not genuine  –  our mind is driven by an ulterior motive. 
See what JC observed at Mark.12v42-42, Luke.21v2-3 at the physical level,  and by simile at the spiritual level, Luke.18v10-14, being of The Mind. 
          (The above is pandemic in “Religion” -  especially by the leaders.  How do we know this?   See my commentaries at Matt.6v1-8,  7v16-21,  etc.) 
Importantly (because of 1Sam.16v7) - 

Yahweh is only  “pursuing after”  our minds to place within a perfected body upon the 2nd part of our physical life. 
Either  (1) “perfected minds”  for a celestial body,  or (2) “yet to be perfected minds” placed in a perfected fleshly body “given in trust”. 

That is   why   the present body  is trash  (though a beautiful creation when perfected)  –  that faces  annihilation,  it  is  the  “synapse construction 
mapping”  which is to be retained by Yahweh  (as our  “heavenly treasure”)  to  “personality clone”  us into a  perfected  physical body either   

1.  Ideally a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  (as a son of God for the 144000 TCs)  that is  guaranteed never  to die,  being commensurate  to the 
purified mind  (= perfected the 2nd part of our spiritual life while still in the 1st part of our physical life); 
       OR 
2.  Less ideally  (but for about 99.9+% of us)  to be placed within a perfected DNA fleshly body  (given  in trust)  for the mind to be yet further 
perfected  (being the 2nd part of our spiritual life while in the 2nd part of our physical life)  while in a perfected environment of The Millennium  
(termed  “paradise/park”).   This new  “Physical Experience”  enables us to experience  both  societies,  and then be able to make an  
educated  decision at the end of The Millennium of which we wish to continue with into the future.  That is  true  “Righteousness”! 
This is  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by  JC and the 1st Century Apostles! 

(It is  not  the  “unrighteous  nonsense/myth/hearsay”  as preached in  “Religion”  sourced by Satan through his cohorts!) 
That is  why  we endeavour to have  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within our mind  now  (Luke.17v21)  so that we can achieve  “The Ideal Goal”. 
As JC stated    

The Kingdom of God is here now  (operating within the minds  of the  receptive  apostles and future TCs of The Gospel Age),  so they might 
become the  kings/priests  of The Millennium upon their resurrection to make this a  “Physical Reality”  within The Environment as its proven 
responsible leaders  (having demonstrably proved themselves in the 1st part of their physical life  to  “The Judging World”). 

These 144000 by having  “The Kingdom of God”  within them,  guiding their lifestyle to produce works that are very unlikely to contravene The Law  
(during the 1st part of their physical life)  means upon resurrection  they effectively become The Kingdom of God   

They have taken upon themselves  personal  Ownership,  Accountability that comes from  “The Word of God”  for  “The Responsibility to 
Administer The Kingdom of God”   (Luke.19v16-19)  alongside their faithful Bridegroom and then husband JCg  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 
21v2, 9, etc.). 

As I keep stating,  all this exegesis is  utterly  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  by virtue they do  not  personally want to 
solve  “The Mystery of God”  because of the personal ramifications this would bring upon their  “present life”,  and what they receive from The World. 
I thoroughly explain all this elsewhere within my commentaries and have no need to repeat it here. 

And again,  in context the next verse - 
 
32nd Instruction – If we imbue The Knowledge and gain assurance from this perfect information,  then we are  {agreeing 
in covenant}/{promising by vow}  as our personal aim to become a Son of God,  thus we must not stay as a 1 talent man 
but become a 2 or 5 talent man  (Matt.25v18-21)  by then  acting with fidelity upon this knowledge. 
37th Comment – Because once having been given  “The Knowledge”  then it must be imbued within a person  if  they 
choose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire then output this “Knowledge”  in works of agape to edify our neighbour,  so they too,  
know  why/how  to imitate JC and ideally for them to become a TC.  In this manner Yahweh progressively gains His 
144000 TCs so that once having his future World rulers,  then He can move to the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan 
to bring forth Mankind’s Salvation”  ([1] 1st Resurrection and then  [2] 3.5 years later, The Millennium). 
49th Reasoning – Clearly it is best to do it during the 1st part of our physical life for Sonship,  but most Christians shall 
reject it as will all their counterparts  (by default),  the atheists,  agnostics,  or members of other worldly religions because 
these individual people require the 2nd part of their physical life within a perfected society to realise they must  
imbue/inculcate  this knowledge for their own eternal life. 
17th Warning – “Sons of God” comes with caveats!  This is an exhortation based upon what The Recipients already knew! 
It seems no one truly knows  (1) What is Yahweh’s Ideal Goal for us,  (2) Why we must aim for this Goal,  (3) How we are 
to implement this goal within our lives,  (4) Where the route will take us in our present life  (by ignoring John.14v5-15). 
18th Warning – Specifically beware of  worldly (and worse, Charlatan)  Christian Leaders  fraudulently claiming  they 
and their congregational members are  “Children/(Sons) of God”  by ignoring Matt.20v23,  when that decision can  only  
be made at  the end of the first part of our life – noting what occurred to Judas Iscariot  (metaphorically “Stillborn”). 
Leaders have absolutely no authority to make that statement,  but  we all should actively aim to become Children of God. 
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19th Warning – No human is positioned to state any person is a  “Child of God”  as a definitive or de-facto statement,  we 
are taught  never  to judge our brethren  (either negatively or positively [no demarcation is given in that command]) 
because we can become spiritually lofty and easily fall down from this position by  nurturing “The Wrong Mind”. 
The whole ethos of 1st Century Christianity is a very flat pyramid of authority (being naturally the opposite in “Religion”). 
Gal.     3v26 og (the) all (persons)  for  (the) sons  (of the) God  {you are/belong}  through (reason of)   
Gal.     3v26 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
Gal.     3v26 = For  {you  (Brethren actively aiming to become TCs)  are}  all  the sons  of the  God  (Yahweh) 

through  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus. 
 

For you   (brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   
are all sons of the God   (being of Paul’s exhortation to be  “The Ideal Goal”  unto which we should aim  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1]  even if not successful) 
(which only becomes possible)  through reason of the  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
within the Anointed Jesus   (JC has achieved  “The Goal”,  towards which we likewise should aim,  by  precisely imitating him  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1]). 

               (When  placed  “into context”  then  this becomes a  “Conditional Statement”  not  simply a  “De-facto Statement”!) 
 

A 4th revision addition. 
Oh – “What a verse  taken out of context”  –  by our  “Leaders of Christendom”   putting so much weight upon just this   one  verse in The 
New Testament  and ignore so many other parts of The Bible that give added foundation to what Paul was really saying here! 

Thereby these leaders are becoming 2Pet.2v1, sowing a  “Gospel of Excuses”  to remain human  (Jude.v4). 
Noting reason for the above is because Paul is driving to the conclusion,  being of the goal given at Gal.3v29. 
Paul is giving  by means of exhortation,  to return upon what these people had originally entered  by contract  –  and they have slid off the 
rails (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1);  –  they must get themselves onto The Track to achieve  “The Goal”  (v29).  

Paul is  not  teaching passivity here but stating. 
“Continue with The Contract entered into at Baptism,  do not renege on it!” 

Because presently,  Paul has seen them slip away into The World [1v6-8, 3v1]  – being that of “worldly Christianity”. 
Where,  “worldly Christianity” in its thousands of forms  is simply stated as,  anything other than  “1st Century Christianity”! 

Returning to the modified previous revisions: 
These are The Brethren who originally  worked hard  (“ergon” StrongsTM 2041)  to become TCs by demonstrating their  agapao/{edifying love}  to JCg 
through their works by exactly imitating him as precisely instructed by Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.),  but they had become like stony ground,  
or ground with weeds  (Matt.13v20-22). 
I repeat - 

This verse is  not  to be taken out of context – as do all  charlatan Christian leaders in their beguiling words of  “sweet poison”  to our minds! 
The context is all  conditional  before this statement becomes factual. 
Paul is teaching us,  this is  “The Goal”  (“Sons of God”  to become  “The Heirs”, v29)   being what is possible  if  we continue unto the end of the 1st 
part of our physical life in  (real) “faith”  (truly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle),  where  “The Real Faith”  is - 

1. Accurate  knowledge = learn The Bible  (a good translation  [prior to 1950 CE]  and  not  the NIV)  and then  thoroughly understand  it. 
2. Assurance = have  full confidence  within what we now know and understand by thoroughly  assaying/testing  what is known. 
3. Fidelity = continuously practice  what we know  –  else we  are  a hypocrite and  shall be rejected  by Yahweh! 

Unless  all  these  three  steps occur,  then what we personally have within us is  blind and useless faith  (being “Religion” in its entirety)  –  and thus we  
cannot  become classed as a  “Son of God”  where we need to have  “The Accurate Knowledge”.   For our example,  look at JC at Luke.2v45-53 and 
Paul at Acts.22v3, 26v3-6.  We read these individuals were motivated to use all their time in attaining  “The Knowledge”  to  gain the basic bedrock of 
knowledge  (Matt.7v24-25)  –  see also Timothy at 2Tim.3v15-17 -  the scriptures abound with this instruction (noting how Mary knew The Tanakh to 
come out with what is known as “The Magnificat”)  –  and thus we must  personally  gain   “The Accurate Knowledge”  first,  to even get off the 1st 
square to gain  “Real Faith”.   

How many Christians today can quote The Bible  (New or Old Testaments)  as could the people recorded in The New Testament? 
How then can “Christians”  be generically called “Sons of God”  if they do not truly know  “His Word”? 

Can any Christian on this planet please answer that question – if they dare! 
I write in this brazen fashion – not to scold,  but only to wake us up out of a stupor/passivity  so that you can become a Son of God by doing 
something about it  -  hence I am asking you to become “Christ”  rather than holding you back by being “Anti-Christ”! 

Can the reader see the differentiation between what I am teaching  -  and what worldly Christian leaders preach? 
I agapao you to spiritually feed you,  by contrast,  worldly Christian leaders eros you to physically feed off you! 

It is  only  by having  “Real faith”  can we logically be in the position to gain the HS  –  being its composite definition that I give elsewhere. 
We now realise how poisonous  (for our  long-term  health)  is the  self-indulgent  preaching of our  charlatan Christian leaders give to their deluded 
devotees,  all claiming to have the HS operating within them, “slain in the spirit” (of what? – The World – Eph.2v2)  while rolling around in the dirt – 
hardly something that JC did  -  and he had more HS than any person!   -  Hence the warning that JC gave at Matt.24v23-26 and in other places and the 
instruction of Paul to Titus  (Titus 2v2-8)  to keep a  sane/reasoning  mind  –  else we will  (1) become entrapped by charlatans and  (2) make Yahweh 
look ridiculous in the  sane/reasoning  mind of people outside “1st Century Christianity”.  These are the specific individuals who should be brought in by 
sane,  rational and reasoned argument! 

Furthermore,  we must realise that it is impossible to  “to pull the wool over Yahweh’s eyes”  (Gal.6v7)!  –  
We must sensibly reason - 

If  Yahweh can  (and obviously He can at 1Sam.16v7-13 for the future of kingship [allegoric to ideally for The Millennium, v29]),  read our 
very  “synapse construction mapping”  to recreate a living  spirit/personality/desires/traits  clone of us upon our resurrection,   
Then  quite obviously,  He can read our  “synapse construction”  while we are alive and monitor  “The Motive”   (being the heart condition)  
for every action we personally do.   Is the motive,  to edify our neighbour to our own hurt -  or self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt?  

Though some of these  worldly Christian leaders might sound most wonderful and plausible  (on the surface, as are conmen so proficient)  to their 
adoring audiences.   If the Christian leader has any motive  other  than  “the personal edification of every person within their congregation to personally 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  then  Yahweh will despise them  (being most of them)! 

It is as simple as that! 
I have not invented anything;  it is precisely as more than half of JC’s parables and illustrations teach us! 

Gal.     3v27 og {as much/great/many/long} (persons)   For   into/unto  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Gal.     3v27 og (you were) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised,   
Gal.     3v27 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (you) {sunk into a garment}/endued/{have put on}. 
Gal.     3v27 = For  {as many}  people  you were baptised  unto the  Christ/Anointed, 

(then)  you  {have put on}/imbued  the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

For as many you were baptised unto the Anointed   (personally entered into The Covenant to ideally achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”  to Yahweh), 
(then)  you have put on the Anointed   (to have learnt “The Requirements for Sonship” –  now  accurately exercise this knowledge with fidelity). 
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This is  not  a glib statement by Paul  –  in contrast to what our  worldly Christian leaders errantly state to their audiences   
“Now you are baptised into the Family of God  –  you are saved!” 

Utter crass rubbish!   For which our worldly Christian leaders  will be condemned  by JCg in The Millennium,  if they are fortunate to be resurrected! 
What Paul is telling us by instruction - 

By a matter of fact,  you have now been baptised,  and publicly declared you are a “Christian”.  –  Now you put on his lifestyle! 
That is The Crux.  

“sinking into a garment”  means  “we become what our garment shows to The World”  -  we dress to how we want The World to see us. 
Remember it is  not  just how The World sees us  (being the immediate worldly return)  –  but also how Yahweh sees us  (being what is on offer in The 
Millennium)  –  and the two aspects viewed might be very different,  which sadly means we could be a hypocrite to what we claim to The World! 
I quote a Psychiatrist  

When 2 people enter into a room – actually 6 people enter that room  (to be absolutely correct - he is wrong - as we are soon to find out). 
2 people as the individuals see themselves - 
2 people how they see each other. 
2 people as they really are  (being how The World sees them). 

Furthermore,  the Psychiatrist  is wrong  because being worldly,  he has ignored the most important  “set of people” - 
2 people as how Yahweh views those individuals. 

This is The Crux of my point –  humans only see  “want they want to see”,  and will  utterly disregard  what does not suit their  ideals/aspirations/desires,  
their mind will completely remove anything they have no desire to be  party/associated  with -  even if what should be recognised is an indisputable fact! 
This is  utterly pandemic  throughout Christianity  –  but  charlatan Christian Leaders are aware of this and use it for their own self-indulgence,  they 
feed their acolytes  “what their acolytes desire”  –  irrespective of what The Bible really teaches us  –  because they create their  own bibles  (Rev.22v18-
19)  and use these  “bible creations”  to give  “supposed credence”  to what they state  (their ministry creates their own bibles).  

How? 
The devotees are only instructed  (if at all)  to read highly selective parts of The Bible,  and ignore The Whole Bible and thus can  only  have a distorted 
view of  “The Knowledge”  –  being  the selective knowledge  (especially if the deeper level is not explained),  and then to add insult to injury  (with 
regards to how Yahweh views the landscape)  these charlatans then spin these  (already selective)  quotations to mean something  never  originally 
intended by the faithful scribes!  

How many  worldly Christian sects are given assistance  (planning schedules)  to read through The Whole Bible? 
That means a  good quality  Bible,  avoid modern  translations,  where the translators arrogantly think they know more than the scribes and thus  “spin 
the translation”  into something Yahweh has no desire to be written and then publicised!   The NIV was  “the watershed in deviancy”,  it is a worldly 
interpretation – and at critical places the translators seem to have  “got hold of the wrong end of the stick”  when  writing-in  their interpretation,  – it is 
best to either burn or compost the NIV bible so it does not pollute the mind of a hapless reader! 

I only know of perhaps two groupings of Christians setting Bible planning schedules and they came from the same original founder! 
Therefore,  we who  are  actively aiming  to become TCs as audited by Yahweh  must  take on  The  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  of JC  by - 

(1) gaining accurate knowledge,  and if   
(2) having the correct heart-lead motivation,  so that  
(3) our  minds/actions  must become like JC where   
(4) we actively desire to edify our neighbour so they understand  why  they  too  must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  for which,  
(5) we then precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

This is the correct sequence of events.  Most  worldly Christians sadly,  cannot yet get into stage (1)  [even if they have the correct heart condition]  –  
only because in their innocence they have  not  been instructed correctly by their  worldly Christian leaders,  preferring to keep their devotees ignorant,  
because ignorant people are like cattle  –  easy to corral   (they do not ask difficult questions,  and meekly give worldly return)! 

This is all an abomination to Yahweh, – and  virtually all  leaders of Christendom will be dealt  most harshly  by Yahweh  (Luke.12v46-48)! 
Yet they are presently beloved by millions upon millions of deluded devotees  (please read my commentaries to Revelations chapter 8). 

 
33rd Instruction – Yahweh has no interest in  race/colour/{ethnic background}  of people,  neither male nor female but He 
is only interested in their  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  to sincerely fulfil His Desire.  They are  only  to imitate 
JC and  accurately spread  “The Word of God”  in both word and more importantly by deed,  so that Yahweh might be  
praised through more TCs being generated  into The Environment over the Gospel Age of some 2000 years. 
50th Reasoning – Contrary to what  worldly Christian leaders naturally preach to us,  Yahweh detests empty songs and 
praises every  hour/day/week/month/year,  if people of the  monasteries/nunneries/congregations  act  not  like “The 
Ecclesia”  among their neighbours.  The requirement is to yield more potential TCs to  (1) give  dignity/honour  to Yahweh 
for an eternity as Sons for God,  and  (2) the action of producing more TCs achieves the  prophesied trigger threshold  of 
144000 TCs elected from The Gospel Age  to enable Yahweh  (according to His Word)  to then  bring in The Millennium. 
7th Prophecy – By logical extension there will only be one Family,  one Nation operating within The Millennium. 
51st Reasoning – One spiritually minded  “Family”  under JCg and his metaphoric Bride  (of 144000 TCs, Rev.14v1-4, 
21v2,9)  and  “One Nation”  covering the whole planet being “people”  (as metaphoric children from this marriage, 
Eph.5v30-32)  whose members of this  “one spiritually minded family”  will be mutually driven by agapao yielding agape. 
Gal.     3v28 og no/not/none  {there is (in or among)}   (the) Jew  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (the) Greek,   
Gal.     3v28 og no/not/none  {there is (in or among)}  (the) slaves/{bond servants}   
Gal.     3v28 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}   
Gal.     3v28 og (the [person]) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free,   
Gal.     3v28 og no/not/none  {there is (in or among)}  {male (for) lifting}/man   also  {to give suck}/female;   
Gal.     3v28 og (the) all (persons)   for  {specifically yourselves}  one/singularly  {you are/belong}   
Gal.     3v28 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   (of the) Jesus. 
Gal.     3v28 = (To Yahweh)  there is   no  Jew  nor  Greek  (= Gentile),   there is  no  slave  or  free person,   no  male  also  female,   

for  {specifically yourselves}  are  the all people  one/singularly  within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus. 
 

        (To Yahweh,  as we are taught in Acts.10v34-35,  for  “The Goal of The Anointing”  then -) 
There is no Jew nor Greek (= Gentile)    (people of any nation are invited to aim for  “The Goal”  –  having 144000 places), 
there is no slave or free person      (people at any level in the social strata are invited to aim for  “The Goal”  – having 144000 places), 
no male  also  (no)  female    (people of any sex are invited to aim for  “The Goal”  – having 144000 places), 
for specifically yourselves are all  one/singularly  within the Anointed Jesus   (having  “The Knowledge”  to become part of  “The Anointed”). 
              (Note   Having  “The Knowledge”  is stage 1,  there is yet stage 2 and stage 3 to complete  before  Sonship to Yahweh is possible)  
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The New Gospel message shows that any person of any nation,  race or religion is  invited/called  to become a TC  irrespective  of their past lifestyle,  
even a criminal with a most heinous lifestyle can  “personally reform on The Word of God”  (= to be “within the Anointed Jesus”)  and then actively aim 
for  “The Goal of Sonship”. 
Thus previously  “The Word of God”  was entrusted with  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (fleshly one nation Israel  –  where aliens  (= Gentiles)  could become 
part of it through circumcision and in the Jubilee Year be freed).  Yet today,  “The Word of God”  has been entrusted with  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The 
Christian Nation)  that invites The World to become part of its fold  (through  “The Knowledge”  and assurance leading to Baptism into the fidelity of 
lifestyle to The Knowledge to become  “The Real Faith”,  hence practising “The Wisdom of God”).   
In this manner  we aim  to become part of  “The Body of Christ”  (1Cor.12v12-22)  and  the  successful  people  (as deemed by Yahweh and  not  by 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  become just that  “body”  at the 1st 2nd C of JCg through  The  Selection/Election  process  carried out by Yahweh.   
All precisely as JC told us at Matt.20v16, 22v14    

Many people are  called/invited  (to be Christians),  but few  (to become TCs)  are  selected/elected  by Yahweh  (to become Sons of God). 
Worldly Christian leaders are  only  interested in the  “Quantity”  (to self-indulgently harvest the worldly return for themselves),  but Yahweh uses this 
worldly attribute so that from this “Quantity”,  then He is able to gain His “Quality”  (to harvest  “The 3rd Epoch Remnant”  from out of The 
Millennium for the recipients’ gain).   This is the most fundamental truism. 

Notice also,  the conditioner  word  “if”  in the next verse given in context of all these verses  (but ignored by  worldly Christian leaders). 
Perhaps at this point,  I should raise a query  

“Unsuitable People”  assume a priestly position over other people under the misapplied statement  
“We are all equal in Yahweh's assessment.”   

However,  they have twisted the understanding of what The Bible teaches us by deliberately choosing to misapply what  “The Word of God”  teaches us! 
Thereby  not  making themselves suitable candidates to represent Yahweh  –  by having a  demonstrable rebellious mindset! 
Let us reason together on precisely what The Bible teaches us  

All throughout The Bible we are taught Yahweh is seeking out by election His future “Sons of God”  (some examples Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
JC told us that upon our resurrection then there shall be no male or female,  hence “sons” means neuters and thus these “sons” would have 
been previously men and women in the 1st part of their physical life (Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v35). 
JC taught us to be  The Last/Least  within society  (Matt.19,30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30). 
The apostles taught us likewise in their epistles  (too many supportive quotations here – please see my electronic “Concordance of Topics”). 

Consequently,  we might ask ourselves what sort of person should we be? 
We are then given instructions by The Apostles of God  (= Appointees by Yahweh to tell)  within their epistles.   
Being  “appointees by Yahweh”   (and  not  appointees by The World)  means we respect everything the scribes teach us  –  and in this manner we bring  
glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh within  our own mind  by subjecting ourselves to His instruments,  who themselves are demonstrably worthy to become 
future Sons of God. 

We are taught by the 12th  (replacement)  Apostle  (Paul)  directly  called/invited  by JCg  how  “wives”  (not “women”)  should behave in the 
ecclesia  (1Cor.14v34-35  –  see my local commentaries). 

Now let us put all this together and then the answer is obvious! 
We realise that  “wives”  who follow  “The Word of God”  as given above  in its  entirety  will gain the correct heart condition to be suitable candidates 
for Sonship to Yahweh  –  to be part of the 144000 future  “Sons of God”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
Suitable characteristics would be those displayed by Sarah, Mary, etc. 
Thus  “wives”  who learn  “The Word of God”  themselves and use their time in religious ministry in all aspects  have  gained the correct submissive 
heart condition to be elected by Yahweh  (Luke.19v16-19, etc.). 
Because they have specifically searched the scriptures to discover how they might fulfil Yahweh's Desire in the manner they are best able  without  
contradicting the words within  “The Word of God”  shows their  true demeanour and humility  to  “The Word of God”  by displaying an inner  
honouring/glorying  of Yahweh worthy of accolade – by simile Luke.14v7-11.   The problem is that the  one/same  minded person  (= same 
spirit/personality/desires/traits)  wife is chasing after  The Same Minded  male person’s goal  in the world   (to  “control people”)  –  using  “The Word 
of God”  as a tool to satisfy their own desires. –  Quite simply,  this mindset of  “both sexes”  is  not  suitable material for Yahweh’s future Sons of God!   
But they  “marry themselves”  to a self-indulgent continuum out of which Yahweh  is  able to  elect/select  His future “Sons of God”,  being individuals 
who demonstrably show themselves as not being party to this type of mindset  (Eph.2v2)  covering the planet  -  but having a mindset of  
humility/penitence  to The Word of God (= to/as  JC)!   Hence these rejected worldly ministers  (both male and female)  shall be part of Matt.8v12, etc, 
see my local commentaries. 
We can further inductively reason - 

If  we cannot subject ourselves now to Yahweh's appointees (Paul, etc.) –  then  are we likely to subject ourselves to them in The Millennium? 
Moreover,  we show ourselves as  not  being worthy to represent Yahweh now in the 1st part of our physical life  –  demonstrating ourselves to 
be of a rebellious mind to  “The Word of God”!   How can the 144000 TCs be of like mind  (= same HS)  when they disagree? 
We inductively reason the rebellious persons to  “The Word of God”  have no HS  -  and are consequently rejected by Yahweh! 
         All this is true,  irrespective of the self-indulgent nonsense given by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  in their millions! 

Hence JC's teaching regarding the inhabitants of Chorazin  (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13  –  please read my local commentaries). 
Finally,  we can reason that,  because there is not much difference between both male and female taking places of  worldly  ministry then both groupings,  
as they presently stand with the displayed heart condition,  are unlikely to be successful in  “The 1st Judgement”  (Matt.20v23). 
After that necessary departure to ideally cause personal reflection,  then repentance,  and not consternation  (as Paul equally said in his 2nd letter to the 
Corinthians),  please let me continue. 

Knowing the response to the above shows our heart condition  –  being   Is it worthy to represent Yahweh? 
The crux of this verse teaches us  “The Following” - 
        “The Goal”  of  “The Christ/Anointed”  (as deemed by Yahweh)  of the Jesus  (leading The Way to Sonship, John.14v5-15)  is  open/available  to -  

1.  No Jew or Greek  –  future Sonship is open to any race or tongue within The World. 
2.  No slave or free person  –  future Sonship is open to any person throughout the social structure of society. 
3.  No male or female  –  future Sonship is open to male or female of the human species. 

The crunch comes in our demeanour - 
“Contriteness and humility”  to The World given within our ministry by both word  and deed  (driven by our mind). 

Most importantly,  is  “our demeanour”  to  “The Word of God”  as JC  (Rev.19v13)  –  Yahweh's première representative and ambassador. 
It is by thoroughly understanding  “The Word of God”  and being personally prepared to allow  The Power  of  “The Word of God”   to personally bring 
about the required internal reform to become entirely Christlike  –   “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  –  freely/simply  with  no  strings attached 
for worldly return.    

Then,  and  only  then,  do we become suitable material for Yahweh's short list to become future  “Sons of God”. 
It is towards this end this verse opens itself up to The World as a  “free  invitation/calling”  (but  “The Election”  by Yahweh is dependent upon us as 
individuals  –  being what we do during the 1st part of our physical life in the purification process of the 2nd part of our spiritual life)! 

At the conclusion of this commentary we realise  why  Paul moves on to what he then teaches us in the following verse - 
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34th Instruction - IF  you are of  (meaning, “imitate”)  JC,  then  you are of Abraham’s Seed  (thus via JC [as God’s 
Word, wholly inculcated])  to become part of  “The New Spiritual Israel”  who will become Sons of God and heirs of The 
Promise,  meaning  to gain  “The Inheritance”  being that of  “The Resurrected World” (= “The New Fleshly Israel”)  
during what becomes  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”. 
52nd Reasoning – By inference,  if  we are  not  precisely imitating JC'  (being his ministry/lifestyle)   then  we are  not  of 
Abraham's seed and thus are  not  inheritors/heirs  (as Sons of God)  of/over  “The Resurrected World”. 
20th Warning – By inference,  if we are  not  of Abraham's seed then we  could be  like The Pharisees  (John.8v32-58)! 
Moreover,  we could become  “Bastard children of God”  (Heb.12v8)  and thus  rejected  from attaining The Inheritance. 
Sadly,  only about 1 person in about 30,000 Christians (an order of magnitude) can achieve Sonship  (Matt.7v12-14, etc.). 
This is stated not to castigate,  but as an exhortation to fire ourselves up,  to work even harder to achieve The Grade. 
Gal.     3v29 og if  And  {specifically yourselves}  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Gal.     3v29 og therefore/thus/consequently/haply/surely/perhaps/supposing  of the  Abraham   
Gal.     3v29 og (the) seed/offspring/issue  {you are/belong},  also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Gal.     3v29 og (the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   
Gal.     3v29 og (the) inheritors/{possessors by apportion}/{sharers by lot}. 
Gal.     3v29 = And   if   {specifically yourselves}   (actively aiming to become TCs)  

(are)  of the  Christ/Anointed,    (to be part of  “The Future Appointment”  as deemed by Yahweh  [to be His personal Sons]), 
also   (consequently)   according to The Promise    (given to Abraham being progressively fulfil as precisely explained on this website). 
therefore you   (aiming to precisely imitate JC – the Son of God)   are  of  Abraham’s  seed    (= the New Spiritual Israel),   
(being)  the  heirs/inheritors      (= of The Future Resurrected World owned by Yahweh to be given to His Sons = 1+144000 in number) 

 

And  if   (The most important conditioner  -  ignored by  virtually all  Christian leaders) 
specifically yourselves  (actively and assiduously aiming to become TCs)       (not forgetting the “IF” qualifier … … ) 
(are)  of the Anointed   (targeting yourselves unto  “The Goal of Sonship”  as specifically shown to us by JC … …) 
also  (consequently)  according to The Promise/Covenant   (as established with Abraham by Yahweh through Isaac  [metaphorically = JC]) 
therefore/(then)   you  (who are aiming to become  “Sons of God”)   are of Abraham's seed   (by aiming to fulfil  “The Promise/Contract”) 
(become)  the  heirs/inheritors   (As 144000 new  “Sons of God”  with JCg,  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium). 
 

The inductive inference being,  “that  if  we are  not  of JC then we are  not  of Abraham’s seed  (John.8v32-58)”. 
Thus,  we  need  a definition of  “are of Christ”  that will be used by Yahweh when He performs The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement. 

The only definition that I can understand is  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  JC set in his  ministry/lifestyle  being that we too  “follow in his footsteps”  
which can  only  mean,  we  imitate his walk  =  The Manner in which JC deported himself  –  just as Paul instructed of us  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 
The best example to describe  “imitate”  means,  an outside observer  cannot differentiate between  “the original”  and  “the copy”!    
Thus we are to inculcate  “The Word of God”  so our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is the  one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh as taught 
to us through JC as  “The Word of God” (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  –  and then  –  only then,  do we gain the HS  –  by the composite definition I give for 
the HS  (and  not  the mass nonsense taught by  worldly [and worse, charlatan Christian]  leaders about the HS). 

Consequently,  we  “are  in/of  JC”  being of  “The Goal”  of what JC desires of us to achieve  -  to sit alongside him as deemed by Yahweh  
(Matt.20v23)  in The Millennium to  competently teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”. 

This verse is teaching us with the required qualifier of  “if” - 
If  having the  accurate knowledge  as given in both The Old and New Testament  (God’s Word of parts 1 and 2)  and   
if  we  gain assurance  and competence to teach by  rigorous assay/testing  of what we know for “Righteousness”  and   
if  we  practice fidelity  to what we know  –  inasmuch we imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best that we are able  (as 5 and 2 talent 
stewards show)  to fully express  “The Wisdom of God”  within our deportment to our neighbour  … … …  
Then  Yahweh will consider we  “are  in/of  JC”  worthy of a similar  “awakening/rousing”  as that given to JC to become JCg  –  thus attain 
The Sonship to Yahweh at  “The 1st Resurrection”  in Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgment”  of Christians (James.3v1). 

This is  “Real Faith”  to be reciprocated by Yahweh to honour His agreement within The Bilateral Promise  taken/given  by both Parties at baptism. 
A 4th revision addition by means of an impassioned  statement/warning/plea! 
       All the above is completely  incomprehensible  to our  worldly Christian leaders as a careful audit of their output  against The Bible  demonstrates! 
That is why Yahweh shall  completely reject them  for the future role of teaching “The Resurrected World” as most of JC’s  parables/illustrations  tell us! 

Please read my many hundreds of commentaries to The Gospels telling us what JC was  really  teaching us,  because you will not be told any 
of this understanding from Christendom!   

What is my authority to state this? 
I have consumed more than 50,000+ personal man hours in studying principally The New Testament and extended into The Old Testament. 
I have given to The World the most  accurate/amplified  translation of The New Testament on this planet  (demonstrated by its commutativity). 
I have produced  “The Most Righteous Exegesis/Foundation”  of some 4,000,000+ words explaining  “The Word of God”  to The World. 

So,  I ask  
What credentials has your  “Christian Leader”  over my  “demonstrable credentials”? 
Who as The Authority to audit who? 

I do not state the above to boast,  but only to open the eyes of the reader to  rampant deception  within  “Religion”  (having zero precision in its output)  
with its leaders acting as wolves in sheep’s clothing  (Luke.10v3, Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29, etc.).   I do this  freely  (I solicit  no  money/donations)  -  in the 
face of inevitable persecution. 

Would your Christian leader do this?    Or even entertain the idea? 
Therefore,  who supports The Status Quo for an easy life now,  or who supports The Millennium for a difficult life now? 

This is what JC specifically tell us!   Do I have need to write down the citations? 
Wake up to reality  –  a  conman/woman  always appears to be wonderful in the eyes of  his/her  next victim! 

Yahweh is seeking His  “144000 TCs”  representing  “the ethos”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to bring forth  “The Millennium”. 
Yahweh is certainly  not  seeking  “Religious people/leaders”  (their worldly aspirations are presently a detestation to Him)! 

That is  why  we need The Millennium to bring about  “Mass Reform”  within  “The Minds”  of  “The Resurrected World”! 
I only speak with such passion – because I am so concerned about this matter  -  it is so important and yet appears to be no more than a joke within the 
minds of people purporting to represent  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe,  where they have no personal humility amid such Omnificence! 
 
 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
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Comment – repeat - The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what  “The Word of God”  
tells us –  which means we must  first know and then understand  “The Word of God”  before we become a slave to it! 
Seems obvious –  but is utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians” -  and  endorsed/encouraged  by the leaders over them! 
16th 'Allegory' – Heir = A person who takes on  The  Ownership/Title/Responsibility  of what belonged to The Father. 
53rd Reasoning – This means the 144000 TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  take on  “The  Ownership/Title/Responsibility”  
of what  The Father chooses to give to them.  Being  “The Responsibility” to “Administer the teaching of Righteousness”  
to  “The Resurrected World in The Millennium”  –  to give all humans  (as individuals)  their 2nd and  last  opportunity to 
personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire  and thus become entitled to live for an eternity in a perfected environment  (Paradise). 
21st Warning – Without substantiation,  worldly Christian leaders merely reproduce what  “Leaders of Religion” preach:  
“Belong to us to gain everlasting life!”  Utter bunkum!  “Leaders of Religion” are  utterly redundant  to  “Yahweh's Plan 
of Human Salvation”,  that is why He is working in parallel to “Religion”, precisely as “1st Century Christianity” teaches. 
17th Allegory – Infant = A Christian spiritually weak in “The Knowledge”.  But takes on more significance here because 
these people are earmarked from birth by Yahweh as future Sons of God, inasmuch they have  the propensity and drive,  to 
run with The Knowledge  (when gaining it from a TC)  by imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return = a TC. 
18th Allegory – The Estate = The World of people in The Millennium,  all of whom have been  awakened/roused  into 
perfected DNA fleshly bodies  to learn “Righteousness”  from the proven worthy Kings/Priests  (144000 Sons of God). 
19th Allegory – Guardians/Administrators = Worldly leaders of  politics/commerce/religion  operating under Satan’s 
System by  following his methodology to succeed within this present world  by  settling-in  and  making it their own home. 
Noting though,  a TC's response to them at Rom.13v1-5,  and hence learning both the positive and negative aspects of life 
from their deportment.   We aiming to be TCs copy the  Godly/positive  aspects and reject the negative aspects of their life. 
20th Allegory – Slave = beholden to fulfil the desires  (laws/customs)  of  The  Guardians/Administrators. 
38th Comment – An infant has no more influence than a slave,  even though by Name, he might be heir to the whole estate. 
39th Comment – While an infant,  he/she  is subject to guardians until appointed by The Father to become  “The Heir”. 
21st Allegory – The time appointed = “The 1st Resurrection”  where JCg collects his Bride to commence The Millennium 
and as to when,  only decided by Yahweh (Matt.20v23),  hence it is  only  He who knows when it is to occur (Matt.24v36). 
54th Reasoning – Likewise we  (as TCs)  were also infants being enslaved by the basic laws of predominantly self-
indulgence operating through the guardians and administrators of this present worldly system. 
Gal.     4v1 og (I) state/exclaim  And  upon/over/concerning  {as much/great/many/long}   
Gal.     4v1 og (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time   
Gal.     4v1 og the  inheritor/{possessor by apportion}/{sharer by lot}   
Gal.     4v1 og (the) infant/{simple minded}/{immature Christian}/childish  (he/she) is,   
Gal.     4v1 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (thing)   (he/she) {bears through/apart (as transport)}/{drives up/down}/differs  
Gal.     4v1 og (of the) slave/{bond servant},   (the) lord/master  (of the) all (things)   am/being/having. 
Gal.     4v1 = And  I  state:  

Upon/Concerning  {as how long}/during  the  time/while  the  inheritor/heir  he/she  is  the  infant/child, 
         (yet placed within the position to obtain what belongs to The Father in due time) 
not  he/she  {bears through}/differing  (than)  of the  slave/{bond servant}    (beforehand,  they are both not exercising rulership) 
(though he/she)  the  lord/master  (= supremacy/owns)   am/being/having  of the  all  things    (in due season). 
         (when  mature/adult  then  he/she  shall be given ownership of the whole estate  when the time comes). 

 

And I state: 
Concerning the heir   (being what shall occur in the future  –  as determined solely by Yahweh  if  this person is to be  an adopted child), 
during the unspecified time  he/she  is the child   (growing  by learning  “The Responsibility”  that should ideally come with maturity) 
not  he/she  bears through  (= not having authority, than)  of the  slave  (both child and slave have no  authority/responsibility over the  inheritance)  
(though)  he/she  (ultimately,  when mature)  having supremacy of all things   (having The Authority over The Inheritance [of The Millennium]). 
 

Where I can best explain the verse by translating the allegories - 
Heir to The Estate = Yahweh’s Priesthood - as a future Son of God  (see “Inheritance” in glossary). 
Infant = (normally means a person with little knowledge).  However,  in this context Paul is using by example   The time a TC waits within 
this present world  –  having no  influence/control  over people in this world  (hence,  not a “Leader of Religion”).  This represents a Brother 
learning how to avoid becoming embroiled within the machinations of The World and imbue the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC to 
become a  mature  Christian  (= TC).  To be gaining The Responsibility over small things – and if mastered,  then to be given greater 
responsibility later  (Luke.19v16-19,  then to be  “Anointed”  as a future Son of God,  by Yahweh Himself,  and  not  by any other Entity in 
The Universe). 
This is the  “process of generation” – to be  “Born Again” – see glossary because it is  not  what we are told by  worldly Christian leaders! 
Slave = Humans working for The Administrators of  this present  worldly system being The Leaders  self-indulging  off  The World (humans). 
Owns = having  the correct heart condition,  that  sincerely yearns  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  being to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  and thus demonstrate themselves worthy to become one of Abraham’s Sons  (hence as  “Sons of God”). 
The whole estate = The Inheritance =  “The Resurrected World”  (humans)  in The Millennium.  The Child grows during Satan’s tenure over 
this present World  but rejects worldly methodology by wholly imbuing God’s Word to express “Yahweh’s Methodology”  and become a 
mature spiritual adult  (as determined by The Father – Yahweh)  living in the 2nd part of their physical life as a ruler  (2Tim.4v6-8, 2Pet.5v4, 
Rev.1v6, etc.). 

Thus,  the reader can see this is prophecy to  “The Priesthood”  of the Millennium.  
Where the TCs,  as the 144000 Priests (metaphorically The New Temple),  will become responsible for  fleshly Mankind's future on the Earth. 

Finally I ask the reader to look around,  to examine the antics and shenanigans of the congregational members beholden to the  worldly Christian 
schisms around The World  -  who are  (apparently)  “Children of God”  as a  (supposed)  de facto statement,  presumptuously made by errant worldly 
Christian leaders  (ignoring Matt.20v23). 
I then ask the reader this simple question - 

Would you want to be ruled by these self-indulgent congregational members in The Millennium? 
I think the answer to that question speaks volumes about  “The Nonsense”  taught by our  demonstrably delinquent  worldly Christian leaders! 
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A 4th revision addition. 
This is an important question to ask - 

Why  is Paul writing this specific verse? 
Let me give the answer … … …  

It is the very  opposite reason  as to that implied by our leaders of Christendom to their congregations  (as usual)! 
Paul is  not  condoning their behaviour by implying it is acceptable to be a  worldly Christian  (been deceived away from  “1st Century Christianity” unto 
“worldly Christianity”  Gal.1v6-8, 3v1)  but rather Paul is warning them about  what they shall loose! 
They entered a  bi-lateral  contract with Yahweh to  “imitate JC”  to receive what  “he received from Yahweh”,  and unless they return to  “1st Century 
Christianity”  then they shall be reneging upon the covenant they signed-up unto during baptism and thus fail to personally achieve “The Goal”. 
Consequently,  Paul is reiterating what they know  (being what he has already taught to them by word of mouth  -  as the most important he told them 
when he had first met them)  so they can change their mind and repent away from  worldly Christianity  (being a “Gospel of Excuses” 2Cor.11v4, 
Jude.v4)  and return to  “1st Century Christianity”.    This is what JC taught by word and deed to express  “The Wisdom of God”  to yield Sonship for  
“The Early Adopters”  during The Gospel Age. 
Gal.     4v2 og But  under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) commissioners/{house managers}/guardians/stewards   
Gal.     4v2 og (he/she) is,   also  (the) managers/overseers/treasurers/governors/stewards,   
Gal.     4v2 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  of the  {fixed beforehand}/{designated day}/{time appointed}  of the  father. 
Gal.     4v2 = But  he/she  (immature child, but growing into a future TC)   is  under/below   (the authority of)   {house managers}/guardians 

also   (the child is below the authority of)   the  overseers/administrator/governors    (being what is occurring within the present world) 
{up to}/until  of the  Father's  (Yahweh's)   {designated day}/{appointed time}   (The Millennium) 

 

But  he/she  (the immature child growing to become a TC as determined only by Yahweh being  “The Adopting Father”) 
is under  (the authority of)  the  guardians/stewards   (being the lower immediate  “nanny”) 
also  (the child is below the authority of)  the  managers/overseers   (being the higher household managers) 
until of The Father's (Yahweh’s)  designated day   (The Millennial  “Day”  of 1000 years [2Pet.3v8].) 
 

These authorities are not necessarily good or bad guardians,  but simply worldly leaders who have authority over TCs while the TCs imbue JC’s  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  and learn how to avoid the  self-indulgent  activities of The World.  
These  “guardians”  and “managers”  are allowed to be in their positions over TCs  (John.19v11, Rom.13v1-5)  and shall be removed by The World as 
and when their time is due  –  it is  not  within the remit of a TC to interact in any manner with these  worldly  authorities except in humility and 
subjection  –  by precisely imitating JC. 
Clearly  “The Appointed Time of The Father”  will become due when Yahweh has His  demonstrably proven  (to The World) 144000 TCs to be elected 
from out of The Gospel Age  –  and as of yet  (2013 CE)  –  this has  not  occurred  –  so there are still places available to be filled by  “us” –  if  “we”  
choose to precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Note   These 144000 TCs have  no  need to prove anything to Yahweh  –  He foreknows who precisely they will be  (Rom.8v29, etc.),  but these 144000 
TCs need to prove themselves to The World as having  precisely imitated  JC's ministry/lifestyle  to be demonstrably worthy  to the members  of  “The 
Resurrected World”  in recognition,  “these people  must be respected and obeyed” (= honoured/magnified/etc.)! 
However,  it is a race against time,  the perils of worldly disasters created by Mankind will  crash-in  upon the human species as  JC(g)  forewarns in 
four places  (Matt24v22, Mark,13v20, Luke.21v26, Rev.6v16),  so that we might not be ignorant  (the fallout from global warming,  fighting over ever-
fewer pure resources, etc).  Hence the urgency of this website to clarify The Message that is to bring in more TCs for Yahweh to elect and so fill  all  
those prophesied 144000 places  (Rev.14v1-4, etc.,)  made ready for JCg to collect at his 1st 2nd C  (= The 1st Resurrection  Rev.20v6). 
Once this has occurred  (Yahweh having his Tools),  then The Millennium shall be instituted some 3.5 years later  (plus 45 days – Dan.12v11-12)  being 
“The Physical Reality”  of  “The Kingdom of God”  on Earth,  led by the very people having  “The Spiritual Reality”  of  “The Kingdom of God”  ruling 
their minds (Luke.17v21)  in the 1st part of their physical lives. 
Gal.     4v3 og {In this manner}/{After that}/Likewise/as/so  also  {we ourselves}  {at which too}/when  (we) were   
Gal.     4v3 og (the) infants/{simple minded}/{immature Christians}/childish (plural)   under/through/inferior/below/by   
Gal.     4v3 og the  {(something) orderly in arrangement}/basal/fundamentals/elements/principles/rudiments   
Gal.     4v3 og of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  
Gal.     4v3 og (we) were  (the having) {become enslaved}/{entered bondage} (plural). 
Gal.     4v3 = {In this manner}/Likewise  also  when  {we ourselves}  were  (spiritual)  infants/children   

{being enslaved}/{enter bondage}  under/below  the  {fundamental/principle/basal  influences}  of the  world/life   
           (presently administered by the worldly guardians and administrators). 

 

In this manner  also when we ourselves were  (spiritual)  children   (meaning,  when worldly methodology still dominated our reasoning) 
being enslaved under the fundamental influences of the world   (worldly methodology dictating our deportment). 
 

In context,  mature TCs can contemplate what life was like when we were spiritual babes to  “The (real) Word of God”. 
We were misled by the leaders of The World  (of politics, religion and commerce)  setting their standard that imitated the standard Satan established for 
this world,  being of  “selfishness and self-indulgence”  under the guise  {he is}/{they are}  making it better for us by being our  “supposed servants”  –  
a complete misnomer! 
Once the spiritual infant realises this,  thereby seeking to gain  and understand  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  by imbuing it into the child’s 
lifestyle  –  then we have the  spirit/personality/desirers/traits  of JC to become mature adults in  “The  Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}”  correctly 
expressed within our life.  We now become  free  from the debilitating World  (John.8v32-36)  by dying away from the  self-indulgences  of The World  (= 
“fundamental/principle/basal  influences expressed in our deportment)  that had originally captured our reason to chase after them,  but now mature,  we 
eagerly become The Slave for JCg to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  This is what JC meant when speaking about dying to gain life  (Matt.0v39, 16v25, 
Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, etc.),  please read my local commentaries. 
Most importantly, 

If  we are of the correct  penitent/humble  heart condition   
Then possibly  Yahweh  may  decide we are worthy as The Heirs  for/{to gain}  The Inheritance to be  given  to  “us”  in The Millennium.    

This is all opposite to what we witness within The World today,  where by contrast,  the present worldly leaders  take  their positions  (by operating 
according to worldly methodology)  in a  “pretence they are helping us”  -  when in reality they are driven to be  “helping themselves”   –  this is alien to 
Yahweh's Methodology which is,   “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”.    

A  servant/minister  “to society”  shall be a person who is being driven by Yahweh’s Methodology and are  not  “hypocrites”! 
This is precisely how the future  kings/priests  ruling  “The Resurrected World will behave  –  having  demonstrably proved themselves worthy. 
This is why Yahweh can  only  attain 144000 individuals  (out of some 3 billion people [Christians] of The Gospel Age)  who precisely imitate JC,  
precisely as JC told us at Matt.20v16, 22v14  -  and similarly in other places. 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
40th Comment – In the fullness of time to bring forth The Seed,  Yahweh puts His Son’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
into a fleshly DNA frame from out of a woman so that JC might live under  “The Law (of Moses)”. 
7th Good News – Yahweh saw fit to assist JCg in redeeming JCg's creation  (Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3)  over a 2 part life,  
made  only possible  by JC’s actions of  (1) The ministry for our mind,  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice for our body. 
(Note,  Only  these  two things are required for personal salvation,  we have  no need  for  “Leaders of Religion”  in it!) 
55th Reasoning – JC in this present state then lives under  guardians/administrators  and then becomes subject to The Law 
(of Moses)  so that  during his assay period  (Matt.3v15)  of 3.5 years  (starting immediately after baptism)  he must utterly 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in every action  –  else he becomes condemned by The Law and will die eternally = annihilation. 
41st Comment – JC then lives under The Law so that he might  redeem/reclaim  those people who are living under The 
Law,  that we  (TCs as  “The Early Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology)  might become adopted  “Sons of God”. 
56th Reasoning – The priority is for the 144000 TCs to be taken out of The Gospel Age to enable Yahweh to then move to 
“Phase 3 of His Plan”  - being the redemption of  all  humans who freely choose to imitate JC in a perfected society.  
Thus it is the TCs now as  “The Early Adopters”  who personally take on “The Real Faith” (accurate K+A+F)  to exactly  
imitate  JC’s ministry, who shall be “The Adopted Sons of God” with “The Responsibility” that comes by being The Heirs. 
Instruction – repeat - – If we imbue The Knowledge and gain assurance from this perfect information,  then we are  
{agreeing in covenant}/{promising by vow}  as our personal aim to become a Son of God,  thus we must not stay as a 1 
talent man but become a 2 or 5 talent man  (Matt.25v18-21)  by then  acting with fidelity upon this knowledge.. 
Comment – repeat - Because once having been given  “The Knowledge”  then it must be imbued within a person  if  they 
choose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire then output this “Knowledge”  in works of agape to edify our neighbour,  so they too,  
know  why/how  to imitate JC and ideally for them to become a TC.  In this manner Yahweh progressively gains His 
144000 TCs so that once having his future World rulers,  then He can move to the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan 
to bring forth Mankind’s Salvation”  ([1] 1st Resurrection and then  [2] 3.5 years later, The Millennium).. 
35th Instruction – It is only by gaining an  accurate version of “The Word of God”  (and virtually all versions are very far 
from satisfactory)  then  we are able to fully understand and inculcate “The Word of God”  that shall modify our synapse 
construction to become Christlike and thus be in the position to call Yahweh:  “Abba”,  in the same manner as did JC. 
22nd Warning – It is very difficult to gain The One/Same Word as that sourced by JC (John.6v60)  because there are so 
many sub-standard versions taught,  all being much easier to digest for both the teacher and pupils.  Thus, while some 
individuals may sincerely believe they are crying “Abba” - yet they have  not  been adopted (Heb.12v8),  and thus rejected 
57th Reasoning - Because  IF  the  Real Faith (= accurate K+A+F)  is fully expressed within us as individuals,  then  we 
have the utter confidence that whenever we ask  in His  Name/Character/Authority  as adopted children crying:  
Abba/ Father -  He will hear  and respond  within the environment to alleviate  over-powering  problems  (1Cor.10v13). 
58th Reasoning – Yahweh responds because  only  TCs have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC being 
“The Word of God”  that drives us to become motivated with ardent zeal to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Gal.     4v4 og {at which too}/when  and  (it) accompanied/appeared/brought/came  
Gal.     4v4 og the  {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness}   
Gal.     4v4 og of the  {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time,   
Gal.     4v4 og (he) {off/from/out  set apart}/{gone forth (on mission)}/dispatched  the  {specific god}  the  son  (of the) Him   
Gal.     4v4 og (the having) {become to be}  {from/out of}  (of the) woman/wife,   
Gal.     4v4 og (the having) {become to be}  under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  [of Moses]; 
Gal.     4v4 = And  when  the  {item filled}/fullness  of the  time/while/period  it  accompanied/came,   

“The Specific God”  {gone forth}/{set apart}   ([from] “out from a place”)   His  (Yahweh’s)   son  (JCg)   
having  {become to be}   (physically born)   {from out of}  of the  woman/wife,   
having  {become to be}   (live/exist/{deport oneself})   under/below/by  The Law  (of Moses).   

 

And when the fullness of unspecified time came   (Yahweh had sufficiently gained His  “Early Adopters”  out of  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”), 
“The Specific God”  (Yahweh)  set apart His (Yahweh)  son  (JC[g])   (JC now fulfils the hundreds of prophecies,  previously given above) 
having become to be  (physically/[spiritually] born)  from out of the woman   (Mary  [but also  “The Means to Deliver”,  being of The Prophets])   
              (Yahweh expressed His HS to use His capability to place the  spirit/desire/personality/traits  of JCg within a fleshly body) 
having  become to be  (live/exist/{deport himself})  under The Law  (of Moses). 

              (JC had to grow up under the guide of The Law of Moses,  and then become  Tested/Assayed  for 3.5 years upon what he had previously learnt) 
 

It really irritates me when I keep hearing the unreasoned mantra from  worldly Christian leaders who keep stating   
“God sent JC”  to save The World because He  (inferring Yahweh)  loved us and promptly cite verses like this to support what they state! 

Sadly,  it is back to the theologians  spinning  “The Original Greek Word”  to suit  “The Worldly Christian Doctrine”  invented by men! 
(Please see my 4th revision addition at the end to justify my given reasoning below.) 
JC  (originally as JCg)  was  not  sent by Yahweh to this planet to redeem those people of Mankind who ultimately desire to imitate JC’s lifestyle. 

(See the  correct  translation of John.3v16 as correctly given on this website together with my associated commentary). 
But surely this is what  “The (English translated) Bible”  tells us!   

No!  -  Not quite the inference within  “The (Original Greek) Bible”.   
I write like this to,  get the reader to  “sit-up”  and carefully examine and reason upon the situation. 

The crux is that JCg was  not  sent as a slave might be sent  –  “under orders”. 
But rather - 

JCg  freely volunteered  himself in the midst of Yahweh’s ruling edict on sin to present himself as The Means to extract his 
personal creation from out of eternal annihilation. 
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Moreover,  JC subjected himself to  “The Requirement to get The Job done”,  which meant he had to subject himself like a slave to 
what Yahweh could make “become to be”  because  (1) JC was setting the  correct attitude  for all future “Sons of God”  to adopt 
and further,  (2) JC agapao/{edifying loved}  his creation to redeem it!   This modus of operandi is hardly imitated by  (virtually)  
all  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  which is precisely why “1st Century Christianity”  has to be snuffed out around The 
World because it sets a  “very public contrast”  to  “Religion”  that would invite  “Questions about The Norm”! 

JCg could quite easily,  have let  “Mankind”  totally annihilate itself  –  and in this  unrighteous  manner,  to condemn certain people who had 
a propensity to think and reason precisely like JC  (their creator  –  and thus personally solve “The Mystery of God”  –  see elsewhere what 
this important term  really means  and  why  it still remains a mystery to our  worldly Christian leaders).   
However,  because Yahweh and JCg are  not  unrighteous,  then,  They freely choose to  “step-in”  (as extra-terrestrial intervention)  and  
righteously  resolve the issue as we have witnessed throughout the history of Mankind  –  as  precisely explained  on this website   
“FutureLife.Org”  (and  certainly  not  in the manner as given by errant  worldly Christian doctrine  invented by Man). 

Thus,  JCg  volunteered  his perfectly safe existence as  “The Son of God”  to redeem his personal  “premier creation”  –  “Mankind”  from certain 
annihilation.  Yahweh  {edifying loves}/{attracted to}  agapao/phileo  JCg and supported him in his personal mission to redeem all Mankind  (being 
JCg’s personal creation)  from  “The Curse of Satan”  (being of “Death” = annihilation)   at the end of our present  {conscious existence}/life/soul   (see 
glossary on these terms).  
JC,  by becoming  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  (next verse)  some 2000 years ago,  has made that  “Death” of annihilation  to be put back by  one  stage,  
by making  “The Death”  at the end of our  present  life to be merely  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15).   This enables an  awakening/rousing/{collection of the 
senses}  for  all  of us to have a 2nd  and last  opportunity to make the  “correct decision”  once we all have had  all  “The Evidence”  yielded within a 
perfected society in The Millennium to personally reason upon its consequences.  

The  “Correct Decision”  by imitating JC’s lifestyle  results  in  “everlasting life”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
But conversely,  the “Incorrect Decision”  of returning to the  “self-indulgence”  of pampering  “The Immediacy”  of an  animalistic/carnal 
mind nurtured in the 1st part of our physical life will result in  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

The correct analysis by going analysing the compound words that construct this word is  “out from stationary”  –  which does  not  mean “sent”!    
It means - 

“something has moved”  “out from a place”  and  “moved somewhere else”. 
Inasmuch  “Yahweh physically made possible”  something to occur.   

It does  not  mean  “sent”  (with the connotation of  “following orders”)! 
That hopefully clarifies one error of  worldly Christian Doctrine  (out of supposed  “innumerable errors”  in their output of  “Religion”). 

Now let us move to  another error  within  worldly Christian Doctrine. 
“The Major Error”  in bible translation by our  “supposed scholars”  is the use of  “ho theos”  to always point to  “The Almighty God”  –  as I profusely 
show elsewhere,  this is an utter  “travesty of translation”  of  “The Original Greek”.   

There are  three case pointers that  always  point to Yahweh  –  so surely that should be enough  –  a fourth should not be required!   
And clearly it is not!  –   But actually  “ho theos”  (nominative)  becomes a  floating pointer depending upon  The Context. 

In this location it could be argued the pointer could either be based upon humans and thus point to JCg,  or it is based upon JC as  “The Son of God”  
and thus directly points to Yahweh.  In this instance I have chosen the latter which coincides with how our translators choose to express themselves. 
However at least the reader has the opportunity to make a personal choice within my  transparent translation  that sadly is  not  available in any English 
translation of  “The Original Greek Word”  on this planet  -  where elsewhere,  this knowledge is stripped away by  incompetent  translation  supposedly 
given by  “professionals”!      

They should know what they are doing,  but evidently,  they presently do not  (rather,  they do not care for  “understanding with precision”)! 
A 4th revision addition. 
The word used in this verse is “exapostello” (StrongsTM=1821)   
“exapostello” is a compound word of  “ek/ex”  and  “apostello” (StrongsTM=1537 and 649). 
“ek/ex” means “from/out/of origin” and  
“apostello” is a compound word of “off/away/from/away” and “{to set fast (stall)}/repress/abstain”  (StrongsTM=575 and 4724)  to mean  “set apart” 
(directly meaning  “off/away from being stationary”) 
Therefore,  “Man”  has superficially translated this  “exapostello”  into  “sent”,  –  just as  “Man”  does to the word “apostello”. 
Consequently  “exapostello”  should not be translated into  “sent”  having the connotation of a person  “following orders”  but rather it is the action of 
“moving from one place to another”,  therefore a better words would be  {put/gone forth}/dispatched/discharged/{set apart}  inasmuch Yahweh  
expedites/facilitates  JCg’s desire to save his personal creation,  Mankind,  from annihilation. 
“Annihilation”  naturally occurs by default because Mankind’s members must firstly learn how  “not to make mistakes”  (by suffering the consequences),  
and yet  “sin”  is  not  acceptable in a perfected society  –  hence Yahweh’s initial decree on sin  (Gen.2v17)  which effectively states  

“In the day you sin you shall (begin to) die (everlastingly)” 
It becomes an impossible equation to solve  

We can only reach the ideal solution by failing,  and yet by failing we are annihilated before reaching the ideal solution!  
That is why we require extra-terrestrial intervention to “kick-start”  “The Solution to The Equation”  for those people within Mankind who  are  
prepared to personally reform themselves through a 2 part solution  (both 2 part spiritual and 2 part physical). 
It is of this route through  many hundreds upon hundreds of allegoric prophecies  given in God’s Word  (of which  more than half are fulfilled)  that are 
given in  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC by both word and fulfilled by deed. 

It is of this that  “FutureLife.Org”  thoroughly and freely explains to The World! 
Gal.     4v5 og that  the (persons)  under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations    
Gal.     4v5 og (he [JC] may/should) {to buy up}/ransom/{rescue from loss}/{improve (opportunity)}/redeem,   
Gal.     4v5 og that  the  {placing as a son}/adoption  (we may/should) receive/{take aside}. 
Gal.     4v5 = That  he (JC)  may/should  reclaim/ransom/redeem  the people   (living/existing)   under/below/by  The Law  (of Moses),   

that  we  (TCs)  may/should  {receive adoption}/{take aside as a son}.    (people aiming to be TCs  may  become adopted Sons of Yahweh). 
 

He (JC)  might  reclaim/ransom/redeem  the people  (living/existing)  under The Law  (of Moses), 
that we (TCs)  might receive adoption   (people aiming to be TCs  may/perhaps  [= not certain]  become  adopted  “Sons of God/Yahweh”). 
                (Inasmuch,  this ideal resultant  is  possible  -  if  we learn to precisely imitate JC by the required three steps to gain “Real Faith”) 

 

This  is  an interesting verse. 
What is being said here?  -  Rather than what we are mindlessly told by  worldly Christian leaders!    

There is an enormous gulf between the two realities  (one is The Truth sourced by Yahweh,  and the second a lie given by Man)! 
1. JCg came (as JC)  so that he might redeem those people living under The Law. 

The Bible tells us that all humans are subject to The Law and failed The Law (Rom.3v23)  –  thus logically  all  people are to be redeemed by JCg - 
irrespective of what worldly sourced religion  (a person might subject themselves),  or atheist, or agnostic, or what anybody might be!   

Why? 
Because absolutely  no  conditioners/caveats  have been placed upon that statement –  so we  must not  place additional words in the text  (within our  
mind)  to spin our reasoning (as do worldly Christian leaders)  –   else we contravene the warning given at Rev.22v18-19.   
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Likewise,  at 1John.2v2, 4v14 -  no  conditioners/caveats  have been placed upon that statement  –  thus categorically a universal  “Save by redemption”  
for all humans with  no exceptions  will occur.  Consequently we realise that for Yahweh to be  “Righteous”  (and He is  “absolutely Righteous”  –  of 
which our  worldly Christian leaders seem to ignore in their muddled exegesis) –  then these people must have another opportunity to  “Believe in Jesus”  
=  to  “precisely imitate Jesus’ lifestyle driven by agapao”  –  hence the existence of  The Millennium  –  for this  “Righteousness”  to occur. 
Therefore,  we can reason - 

Being a  “Christian”  does not automatically mean we stand a better chance than any other human in being  “saved by redemption”. 
Please see my dissertation on,  “What is the difference between Saved and Everlasting life”  that very carefully explains the difference. 

However – specifically for “Christians” then what JC did opens  two  extremely  diverse  futures that are  not  on offer to non-Christians during the 1st 
part of their physical life.  These two specific future options are - 

1.1  The possibility of Sonship to Yahweh  if  we imitate JC ministry/lifestyle  (as stated in the 2nd part of this verse)  to the best we are able 
1.2  The possibility of annihilation at the end of our present life  if  we imitate Judas Iscariot  (as stated in other epistles – Hebrews + others). 

Furthermore,  for completeness because it is applicable to most of The World is this  “Third Future Scenario” -   
All non-Christians – along with most Christians shall become  “The Resurrected World”  to learn  “Righteousness” during The Millennium. 
These people shall be taught by JC’s two flock brought together  (John.10v3,16)  as  “The New Jerusalem” to rule “The Resurrected World”. 

2. That we (TCs) might receive adoption. 
Paul states that we  might  be part of The Adoption process = to be a son of  Abraham/Yahweh  if we follow the rules  (2Tim.2v5) that means not 
necessarily The Brethren,  but “we”,  being inclusive of  The Apostles/{holy people}  encouraging The Brethren to become like him (= TC). 
The Bible states constantly The Goal towards which  humans are to ideally aim (1.1 above),  but those people who fail  (being 99.99+% of Mankind)  are 
given a 2nd opportunity for everlasting life to escape  “The Curse of Satan”  when entering the 2nd part of their physical life within The Millennium. 
These people then living in a  park/paradise  within a perfected society shall enable them to appreciate this wonderful society and quickly  
readjust/reform  their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to imitate JC’s lifestyle when personally experiencing  “The New Reality  (of The Environment)”  
to truly  “believe in Jesus” = “to believe in The Word of God”  by fully inculcating it.   
They shall  personally  achieve everlasting life  (based entirely upon what JC did for us),  of which I thoroughly explain all the required righteous 
exegesis elsewhere. 
Gal.     4v6 og because  And  {you are/belong/be}  (the) sons,  
Gal.     4v6 og (he) {off/from/out  set apart}/{gone forth (on mission)}/dispatched  the  {specific god}   
Gal.     4v6 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  son  (of the) Him  
Gal.     4v6 og into/unto  the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of yourselves},    
Gal.     4v6 og (the) screaming/shouting/shrieking/exclaiming/entreating:   Abba!   The  Father/Forebear! 
Gal.     4v6 = And because  {you are}  sons   (when  we  are  accepted by Yahweh as a TC),   

‘the specific god’ (= ?)  (“out from puts” =)  {gone forth}/{set apart}   
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  His ( = Yahweh’s)  son (JC)  into your  hearts/{seats of motivation},   
crying:  Abba!   The Father! 

 

And because you are sons   (inasmuch you are aiming to be TCs  –  thus on  “The Adoption List”  and are  not  rejected  “bastard”  Heb.12v8) 
                (Because of the conditioners implied within the word  “might”  of the previous verse  -  wholly ignored in spin by  “Leaders of Christendom”) 
“the specific god”  (see commentary)  set apart the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of His (Yahweh)  son  (JC)   
into your  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (The Power of “The Word of God” correctly  taught/inculcated  in a person's brain,  having penitent heart) 
                (This is why  “John the Baptist”  preaching  “Repentance”  had to  “prepare the path”  for JC as  “The Word of God”  to enter us) 
crying:  Abba!   The Father!   (Is reasoned by  a refined child  having reached  “The Age of Maturity”  to recognise  “The Father's Qualities”).  
 

Thus,  Paul is telling us - 
We are sons of God  (by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  and thus  “the specific god” (= ?)  {gone forth}/{set apart}  the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of His son into our hearts, crying   Abba!   The Father! 

(Please read my 4th revision to Gal.4v4 regarding the “{gone forth}/{set apart}”) 
Clearly    “The son”  is JC who cried   “Abba”  to His Father,  Yahweh  (as The Bible tells us  –  Mark.14v36). 

Also  “you”  refers to people  striving to imitate  JC  –  being the whole reason  why  they  (as brethren aiming to be TCs)  cry   “Abba”! 
       Naturally - 

Because  those specific people  are  striving to  precisely imitate JC,   
Then  they have  “The Word of God”  within them that delivers  “The Knowledge”  to build  “The Required (real) Faith”  (by the  necessary  
3 stage process)  to yield the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as had JC when he was here upon  The Earth  facing the same 
extremes of suffering inflicted upon him by  “The Religious Authorities”. 

       Furthermore - 
Yahweh will respond to alleviate possible  over-powering  problems as promised at 1Cor.10v13,  because it is  not  in Yahweh's interests  
(that are to gain more TCs)  to have an apostle mentally or physically broken down when precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  before  
they have brought more TCs to Yahweh in their  service/sacrifice  to The World.   Noting the World cannot be saved  (through self-reform in 
The Millennium)  without firstly,  the 144000 TCs proving themselves worthy to The World during the 1st part of their physical life  (to 
personally bring forth The Millennium in their work imitating JC)!   Can the reader see the righteous,  virtuous circle in all of this exegesis? 

       However - 
No  protection will be afforded to us if we pollute ourselves with The World and of its methodology –  by becoming politically involved with it  
–  noting James.1v6-8  and  James.4v2-4,  together with its associate context. 

Therefore,  I now ask the reader with the verse clearly explained, -  then  “towards whom”  does  “the specific god”  point? 
Is it  (1) Yahweh,  or  (2) JCg? 

Based upon the context of the relative pointer  (His/Yahweh’s son [JC])  then the  “ho theos”  must point to Yahweh. 
Thus,  in this instance it is  not  Yahweh placing His Spirit  (= HS)  directly within us but rather - 
This is being attributed to Yahweh  –  because it was Yahweh who sourced  “The Word of God”  (= JC,  Rev.19v13)  -  where it was JCg who 
freely choose to give us  “The Word of God”,  thereby without hindrance giving us a choice to imbue  “The Word of God”  –  so it operates as 
a  presence/parousia  within us  (while The Master is physically away  –  Matt.25v14)  thereby enabling us to gain the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of His son (JC)  in the TCs who desire to entirely change to imitate His son for “The Same as JC received”. 

Apologies for the long sentence  –  but it is  all conditional  –  and is  not  as we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders in their spiritual blindness! 
We are told this fulfils  “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment”  and thus becomes His “HS”  (being its composite definition)  
operating within The Environment to maximise the efficiency of the TC in  accurately  spreading  “The Word of God”  within The World to  new  people.  
Complete aside   
I have just listened to  “A prayer for today”  on Radio 4 and  as usual,  it was useless  when coming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to teach The World about 
“Yahweh’s Acceptable Year” – it could have been equally said by a Hindu, Muslim, Sikh, or virtually by any other religious grouping,  there was nothing  
within it to differentiate it from any worldly religion!   But the person had all the academic paraphernalia  –  “Dr.” of this,  that,  or the other! 
             How can this person presently cry to Yahweh   “Abba” and expect  “The Father”  to listen to him  –  if that is the type of sermon they give? 
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59th Reasoning – IF  we are not a slave  (to the world),  but  (positioned to become)  an  (adopted)  son/[daughter] (a TC).    
And  IF  a son  (for the rest of the 1st part of our physical life)  then  we are an inheritor of God’s things through JC. 
23rd Warning – There are two very important conditioners within that reasoning given above!  Most people cannot get 
past the 1st stage and if they do – then they might walk away,  back to The World again  (hence Luke – chapter 15). 
42nd Comment – But you (Brethren)  as infants,  having no in-depth knowledge of God – but ideally learning,  then 
become slaves to the guardians and administrators of The Worldly things having themselves,  no knowledge of God. 
Allegory – repeat - Infant = A Christian spiritually weak in “The Knowledge”.  But has more significance here because 
these people are earmarked from birth by Yahweh as future Sons of God, inasmuch they have  the propensity and drive,  to 
run with The Knowledge  (when gaining it from a TC)  by imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return = a TC. 
Allegory – repeat - Guardians/Administrators = Worldly leaders of  politics/commerce/religion  operating under Satan’s 
System by  following his methodology to succeed within this present world  by  settling-in  and  making it their own home. 
Noting though,  a TC's response to them at Rom.13v1-5,  and hence learning both the positive and negative aspects of life 
from their deportment.   We aiming to be TCs copy the  Godly/positive  aspects and reject the negative aspects of their life. 
43rd Comment – But to you  (Brethren),  if you consider you absolutely know Yahweh,  and you are being known by 
Yahweh for taking this position,  then  why  return to the  weak/poor  spiritual  basic/fundamental  worldly things within 
which you delighted to slave before you came to  “The Knowledge of The Real Gospel” (= 1st Century Christianity)? 
60th Reasoning – Thus  if  having The Knowledge to become mature with the possibility of being accepted by Yahweh for 
Sonship,  then  why should Christians throw this away in preference of worldly things for the immediacy of a carnal mind? 
61st Reasoning – The point is,  The Brethren are to become shining luminaries within The World to draw out the next 
generation of TCs –  rather than behave as worldly people,  like our  worldly Christian leaders  (infiltrating the ecclesia)! 
8th Good News – The TCs have  “The Opportunity”  to become  “Future Sons of God”  by precisely imitating JC. 
24th Warning – Do not be like the dog that returns to its vomit (2Pet.2v22)  or like the cleaned pig to again roll around in 
the mud/muck!   JC has made us clean and we accepted this by mutual Agreement –  thus remain honourable  to  “The 
Agreement to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for The Prize (of Sonship)”  given to a  “trustworthy servant worthy of his hire”! 
44th Comment – You meticulously observe  (worldly things [religious customs])  days/months/times/years  without thought 
22nd Allegory – days/months/times/years = worldly customs,  festivals,  pilgrimages, etc., supporting “Religious Edifices”. 
62nd Reasoning – Worldly customs sap away our precious time from  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to our  
neighbour.  These customs also change our focus away from  “The Ideal”  as given by JC in his  ministry/lifestyle, 
where JC’s example becomes 2nd or 3rd place within our minds  –  because it is crowded out as being unimportant. 
Gal.     4v7 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  {thou art}/{you are}   (the) slave/{bond servant},   
Gal.     4v7 og but  (the) son.  if  And  (the) son,   also  (the) inheritor/{possessor by apportion}/{sharer by lot} 
Gal.     4v7 og (of the) God [Yahweh]   through (reason of)   (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Gal.     4v7 = Thus  if  {no longer}  the  slave/{bond servant},  but  the  son.    (Thus,  not a slave to The World but adopted son of God) 

And  if  the  son,  also  the  inheritor/{possessor by apportion}  of the  God    (being the inheritor of Yahweh’s things)   
through reason of the  Christ/Anointed.   (= The Appointment of The Office made available by JC yields the things of Yahweh to His sons). 

 

Thus  if  no longer the slave,  but the son  (not a slave to The World, but  sufficiently matured  to become accepted by Yahweh as a TC, imitating JC) 
               (Was a slave in the World,  but matured in the meantime by learning  “The Father’s Work”  to then take upon himself The Father’s Inheritance) 
And  if  the son,  also the inheritor   (of what belongs to God,  being what Yahweh chooses to give to His sons [plural, Rom.8v17, 22, etc.]). 
               (Because through “The Maturing” process has  proved  him/[her]self  [extended from JC to the TCs]  worthy  as  “a son for adoption”) 
through reason of The Anointed   (“The Appointment of Office”  -  made available by JC's ministry and ransom sacrifice). 

               (JC was “The Example”  for us to precisely imitate,  to achieve  “Sonship/Anointed”  as he achieved at the end of his fleshly existence). 
 

Perhaps the best way to explain this is to repeat it with the additions -  
Thus  if  no longer  you are a slave  to the  administrators of  this  present worldly system,  but a proven son into Yahweh’s  new Priesthood  
(= Son of God)  because you have personally fully imbued  “The Word of God”  and then expressed it as  “The Wisdom of God”  to The 
World showing we have His same mind  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Moreover,  if  a Son of God by adoption  (having proved to be of the  one/same  spiritual DNA [as Abraham] as only  determined by Yahweh),  
then  also the inheritor of God’s things by being within the Priesthood  now to  administer  The Millennium as the faithful stewards through 
reason of the  one/same  with  JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  for  “The Appointment of Office”. 

This  “naturally occurs”  because while learning as an infant  (= brethren aiming to become a TC)  to become a blossoming TC  –  then the person 
shows  him/herself to be faithful in small things through the 5 and 2 talents  (Matt.25v15-22,  Luke.19v12-19)  then The Father will trust this new/adopted  
Son in greater things upon  his/her  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (= resurrection)  into the 2nd part of  his/her  physical life. 
Notice the two important “ifs” –  as judged by Yahweh  and  not  by ourselves  –  many Christians are going to be in for a tremendous shock upon their 
awakening/rousing (= resurrection)  into the 2nd part of their physical life based upon their hypocritical 1st part of their physical life.  This is the very 
thing of which JC warned at Matt.12v8, 13v42, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30, Luke.13v28 –  please see my local commentaries and also by contrast Matt.13v50! 
Gal.     4v8 og But  then/{at the time}  truly/indeed/{that one}  no/not/none   
Gal.     4v8 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  (the) God [Yahweh],   
Gal.     4v8 og (you) served/{in bondage}/slaved   to the (persons [worldly administrators])   not   
Gal.     4v8 og (to the) growth/production/descent/genus/lineage/type/nature  am/being/have  (to the) {specific gods}; 
Gal.     4v8 = But  truly/indeed  then  you  (a spiritual infant)   not  having  (real)  knowledge/understanding  of the  God  (Yahweh),   

you  (brethren)   served/slaved  to the  people    (the worldly administrators of the three domains,  namely of  politics/religion/commerce)   
not  being/having  descent/lineage  of the  specific gods   (= they are not really gods  but think and act as though they are). 
         (Worldly leaders driven by worldly methodology thinking they are gods  –  and  “naturally”  ignoring Yahweh’s Methodology). 

 

But truly then,  you  (a spiritual child)  not having  (real)  knowledge/understanding  of the God  (Yahweh) 
you (brethren)  served/slaved  to the people   (worldly administrators  [of  politics/religion/commerce]  entrusted with your welfare)  
(they as worldly administrators)  have no godly lineage   (“world” leaders by definition,  can only operate according to  “worldly methodology”). 
               (These worldly leaders  [politics/religion/commerce]  think and act as supposed gods -  but they have no credibility or provenance) 
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Quite simply   “not having a godly nature”  means the worldly administrators  are  “self-seeking and thus worldly”.  
They make themselves  “as a god”  and  take from  those people around and below them  (under their “controlling”)  by giving a “pretend service”!  
“Pretend service”  because it is fraudulent – inasmuch what they give is supposed to be of commensurate value for what they take,  but it is not! 
They offer a service of administration,  but  “their service”  comes a distinct second to the main reason  why  they take the position of leadership in the 
present worldly system being  “to self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt”  under  “The Control of People”  they administer.    
While they misappropriate their power to gain out of their minions to show The World they are not worthy of their position,  it becomes of us not to rebel 
against them in any manner,  because it is  not  our responsibility to correct them,  but Yahweh will repay in The Millennium  (if they are resurrected,  
noting,  charlatan Christian leaders are annihilated). 
Moreover,  to survive within their worldly position,  they need to behave in a worldly manner –  else they will be ousted by  “an equal”,   likewise 
desiring the position  and  what comes with it!  

Why  do we see a leader struggling to  “hang onto power”  –  if  they did not like the position and what comes with it! 
I do  not  see  any  of our worldly  (religious)  leaders behaving as did JC and The Apostles within their life!    That surely speaks volumes! 
Thus infants having the propensity to become TCs while having no  real  knowledge of  “The Word of God”  as given by JC  (and  no  other source)  will 
serve  (means  fulfil the desires)  of the worldly administrators.  But when having  “The Knowledge of The Word of God”  then  “The Infants”  grow up  
into TCs to then  fulfil The Desire of Yahweh  while operating under the regime of the  worldly  (religious)  authorities.   
“Operating under”  means the TC complies with the requirements of  “The Worldly Administrators”  and tries to be a model secular citizen respected by 
all humans by being utterly neutral in all aspects  –  most certainly,  the TC will  never  tangle with  “The Worldly Authorities”  through demonstrations 
or by rebellion,  else they show disrespect to Yahweh’s arrangement  (John.19v11, Rom.13v1-5, Luke.13v1-3).    

All worldly laws  are to be obeyed  except where these worldly Laws directly contravene Yahweh’s Laws  –  else we show disrespect to 
Yahweh’s allowed hierarchy as presently installed on The Earth.  
Quite frankly,  if  we cannot show respect to authority now,  in the 1st part of our physical life,  then  why should we hypocritically expect  
“The Resurrected World”  to respect our authority as future  “Sons of God”? 

This hypocrisy would naturally disqualify us for Sonship  if  we could  not  demonstrate  “The Respect”  for law and authority ourselves today!   
Sadly,  our  worldly Christian leaders are  utterly bereft of this righteous logic  when they give  “Dietrich Bonhoeffer”  (on par with Luke.13v1-3)  so 
much adoration within their sermons as to the worship of him,  and of his actions,  in his failed attempt to assassinate Hitler!   

Are they reading the same  “Bible”  as that I have read?   
Obviously  not,  because theirs has gone through Rev.22v18-19 within their mind  –  of which they then preach in their sermons! 

Based upon what The Bible clearly tells us,  then they will be rejected for Sonship by Yahweh unless they follow the advice in  Luke. Chapter 15. 
The Crux being that the TCs  will  allow  The World to deal with The World  –  inasmuch with the example I gave of Dietrich Bonhoeffer,  he should have 
allowed Humanists or non-Christians  (if  “Christians”  followed the teaching of The Bible)  to overthrow worldly leaders as they deem fit  –  and if 
Dietrich was behaving as a TC then he would remain utterly neutral in his position  –  and if possible,  exit the zone of influence that Hitler would have 
had over Dietrich Bonhoeffer.   We are taught to be  (spiritual)  sojourners in the land  (= no ties to the world)  and to be  (spiritual)  aliens to this world 
(= we have no interface with  “The Machinations of The World”  controlled by its leaders)  so that we remain spiritually  spotless/unblemished.    

With that carefully explained  –  then what can we state about our  worldly Christian leaders?    
By definition,  and in the manner in which our  worldly Christian leaders operate to be supporting Bonhoeffer’s actions  (against  what The Bible 
specifically instructs in just so many places)  show themselves to be worldly  and thus are automatically rejected by Yahweh! 

Remember,  Yahweh is seeking future Sons of God  not  based upon worldly principles and considerations  (as we read in the next verse). 
Worldly Christian leaders  by definition  operate according to  worldly reasoning  based upon  worldly methodology  irrespective of how they try to mask 
their reasoning.  Quite simply,  a competent auditor will see through it  –  but sadly there are  very few  TCs to perform competent audits  –  and The 
World generally ignores what they teach  –  that is why we require The Millennium to make  the required wholesale change within Mankind! 

That is the righteous beauty of  “Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Mankind's Salvation”! 
Again,  all this is  utterly ignored  by our  worldly  Christian leaders and theologians  in their  worldly wisdom! 
I  sometimes wonder why they behave in the manner they do,  having no respect for Yahweh,  even though they fraudulently claim the opposite! 
Gal.     4v9 og now/present/immediate  and  (the) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}  (the) God,   
Gal.     4v9 og {more than}/better/rather  and  (the being) {with certainty}/{absolutely known/understood}   
Gal.     4v9 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) God [Yahweh],   
Gal.     4v9 og {in what manner}/how/why  (you) {to revert}/{come/go  again}/convert/{re/turn  around}   
Gal.     4v9 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  over/upon/concerning   
Gal.     4v9 og the (plural, elements)  feeble/impotent/sick/weak (plural)   also   (the) poor/pauper/beggar (plural) 
Gal.     4v9 og (the) {(something) orderly in arrangement}/basal/fundamentals/elements/principles/rudiments,   
Gal.     4v9 og who/what/which/that   anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   
Gal.     4v9 og {from above}/{from the first}/anew/{from the  beginning/top}  (to) serve/{be in bondage}/slave   
Gal.     4v9 og (you) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will? 
Gal.     4v9 = And  now/presently  (The Brethren)  {absolutely  knowing/understanding}  the  God  (Yahweh),   

and  rather  the being  {absolutely known/understood}   under/by  the  God    (Yahweh acknowledges your representation) 
why  you  return/revert  again  over/concerning   
the  feeble/weak  also  poor/beggarly  (spiritual)  {fundamental/principle  influences}    (animalistic/carnal  minded drivers),   
that  {from the  first/beginning}  you  determine/delight/desire  to  serve/{be in bondage}/slave  again? 

 

And now  (The Brethren,  as taught by TCs)  absolutely  knowing/understanding  the God   (Yahweh)   (through JC as  “The Word of God”) 
               (This means putting ourselves in the position to read it and thoroughly understanding it  -  NOT  via our  worldly Christian leaders) 
and rather  (yourselves)  being absolutely  known/understood  by the God   (Yahweh now expects us to  accurately represent Him) 
why you return again   (thus they had the knowledge of  “1st Century Christianity”  before returning to  “Religion”  of  worldly Christianity) 
concerning the weak  (minded)  also  poor  (spiritual)  fundamental influences   (= animalistic minded drivers for  “The Immediacy”  pleasure), 
that from the beginning you  delight/desire  to  serve/slave  again?   (You desire to return to  “worldly methodology”?) 
 

Paul states  
You Brethren absolutely know and understand  “The Word of God”  and how to apply it within your life  (= imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  
where you have  “signed-up”  to be  accurately representing Yahweh's Interests  here upon The Earth. 
Furthermore,  Yahweh has accepted your initial commitment to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Therefore,  why do you desire to spiritually revert to having a weak and poor mind –  being of the  {animalistic/carnal minded}  instincts 
resurfacing and again taking control of your life to make you become like a slave to worldly desires and passions of self-indulgence? 

Yahweh is now expecting you to start representing His Interests,  to start taking upon yourselves His Character and Authority by precisely imitating JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  amongst our neighbours,  that can only occur by us operating according to  “1st Century Christianity”  with the utmost fidelity. 
In the same manner as JC stated at Luke.17v7-9. 
Perhaps that might be a question we could ask of many “Born Again” Christians – and many religious leaders!   
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Please read glossary on what this term  “Born Again”  really means  -  because it is absolutely  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us! 
Especially pertinent is the next verse in context - 

Gal.     4v10 og (the) days/{periods of time}   (you) {to inspect alongside}/{note insidiously/scrupulously}/observe,   
Gal.     4v10 og also  (the) months,  also  (the) times/seasons/occasions,  also  (the) years. 
Gal.     4v10 = You  {meticulously observe}  the days,  also  the months,   also  the times,   also  the years. 
 

You meticulously observe the days,  also the months,  also the times,  also the years. 
 

Paul is speaking about the converted Christian Jews at the time who must have been keeping Jewish rituals to  “gain favour”  with God. 
But without realising  they are  only saved  by precisely imitating JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part physical life.   
However,  if  we meticulously observe JC’s ministry  by  imitating his ministry  (driven by  {edifying love}/agapao)  -  then  we  will  become a TC and  
(as did JC)  have  guaranteed  (= everlasting)  life as a future  “Son of God”  together having  “The Responsibility for The Inheritance”  to be  “The 
Rulers/Administrators  over The Resurrected World”). 
What occurred to the Jews in  “The 1st Epoch Israel”   is likewise repeated by  worldly Christians today of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  –  the leaders 
promote all their festivals and special days together with all the usual customs of  “Religion”  (Matt.23v23).  Likewise,  juicy/attractive  soundbites are 
given to the congregations by their leaders as little scraps of  ('poisoned')  food thrown out to them as did  “The Rich Man to his staving congregations  
(Lazarus)’  (Luke.16v19-21+)  and so   How do they think this activity shall endear them to Yahweh?   

The answer is obvious! 
Have I any need to write it down? 

 
45th Comment – TCs fear for their flock of individuals because The World is insidious in the manner it operates,  (1) being 
a  liturgy of excuses  to cover personal actions resulting from The Methodology of this present system of things and  (2) 
twisting The Truth so humans might self-indulge  –  where in many instances it is to our neighbour’s hurt. 
63rd Reasoning – TCs  toil/labour  to edify their spiritual children in  “The Knowledge”  for  no  worldly return,  but it is 
only  the infants  (of godly propensity)  who can turn that knowledge into personal  “Real Faith”  (accurate K+A+F),  by 
practising with fidelity what the TC has  accurately  given.  It is turning that knowledge into “Real Faith”  by the required 
3 stages that Yahweh will be assessing upon  His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  made upon  only/all  “Christians”. 
46th Comment – We are instructed to imitate Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  and he  {felt fatigue}/toiled/laboured  free of 
charge  in giving his ministry,  and thus we reason –  we should be doing likewise!   Do our Christian leaders do likewise? 
64th Reasoning – We can only go on  precisely  what The Bible  tells us -  thus we reason that  if Paul is a TC by doing 
what he instructs of us – then  we logically deduce,  those people  not  precisely imitate Paul,  cannot  be TCs  (Cor.11v1)! 
That is perhaps why Yahweh can  only  find 144000 TCs during some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
Comment – repeat - But to you  (Brethren),  if you consider you absolutely know Yahweh,  and you are being known by 
Yahweh for taking this position,  then  why  return to the  weak/poor  spiritual  basic/fundamental  worldly things within 
which you delighted to slave before you came to  “The Knowledge of The Real Gospel” (= 1st Century Christianity)? 
Reasoning –repeat- Thus if having The Knowledge to become mature with the possibility of being accepted by Yahweh for 
Sonship,  then why should Christians throw this away in preference of worldly things for the immediacy of a carnal mind? 
Warning – repeat - Do not be like the dog that returns to its vomit (2Pet.2v22) or like the cleaned pig to again roll around 
in the mud/muck!   JC has made us clean and we accepted this by mutual Agreement –  thus remain honourable  to  “The 
Agreement to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for The Prize (of Sonship)”  given to a  “trustworthy servant worthy of his hire”! 
Gal.     4v11 og (I) {be frightened/alarmed/afraid}/awe/revere/fear/respect/defer  {specifically yourselves};   
Gal.     4v11 og not  {lest somehow}/haply/perhaps  {without reason/cause}/{in vain}/worthlessness   
Gal.     4v11 og (I have) {felt fatigue}/{hard work}/toiled/laboured  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
Gal.     4v11 = I  alarmed/fear  for  {specifically yourselves}  (brethren),   

(that)   not  {lest somehow}/perhaps  {without reason}/wasted/vainly  I have  toiled/laboured  (in my teaching)   
unto  {specifically yourselves}!    (if you brethren return back to the  lifestyle/deportment  of the worldly system)! 

 

I fear for specifically yourselves  (brethren - “Christians”); 
(that)  lest perhaps I have  {without reason}/vainly  toiled  (in my teachings)   unto specifically yourselves!  
          (Paul is worried that after teaching them  “1st Century Christianity”,  they are now sliding back into  worldly Christianity,  a subset of “Religion”) 
 

Quite simply we have the following occurring - 
People having  previously  operated under worldly customs as directed by  “The Worldly (religious) Authorities”,  have initially grabbed at  
“The Knowledge”,  and tried to live by it.    Later the initial enthusiasm wears off,  they became distracted  (as the seed sown amongst the 
weeds and stones –  Matt.13v20-22, Luke.8v4-15)  by worldly religious customs that have absolutely nothing to do with JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
These distractions  (Matt.23v23)  have been placed within our path by “The Religious Authorities”  to give them some form of  “worldly 
legitimacy”  (within worldly trained minds  –  based upon worldly methodology  [Eph.2v2]). 
This means we have effectively thrown away that very precious knowledge sourced through JC who was painfully murdered to give  “The 
Knowledge”  to us!    
Yet most Christians still claim to represent JC while ignoring what he taught and practised,  therefore making them “hypocrites”,  of which 
they would vehemently deny and be most desirous to kill me for stating this of them  (when I am only trying to help them to reform and thereby 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)!  

Furthermore,  for TCs truly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by having equally laid down their life in sacrifice  (through “sapping toil”)  away from this 
present worldly system have also been abused by the senseless rebuff of those people  (Christians)  orchestrated by their leaders having tasted  “The 
Knowledge”  and vomited it up  (2Pet.2v22)  –  because they could not stomach it!   Noting the word  “digested”  in the Bible means  “to display in our 
deportment what we have learnt (consumed)”. 
 
36th Instruction – An utterly key instruction:  “Imitate Paul as he imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle”. 

Who does this?   Only the 144000 TCs who will assay righteous in Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”! 
65th Reasoning – Paul is a human like all of us –  and he was worse than many of us,  by actively persecuting Christians,  
and yet he made “The Mental Transformation/Transfiguration”.  So, we can be reformed like Paul, but we must put in The 
Effort to absolutely learn The Bible and then understand it – else we cannot get off the 1st square to achieve  “Real Faith”! 
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47th Comment – A TC will never  hurt/harm  or cause suffering to any person,  because they always imitate JC’s lifestyle. 
Conversely humans who do any one of those things mentioned at Gal.5v19-21 cannot become TCs – as Paul tells us there! 
9th Good News – TCs will  never  “self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt”  (unlike their  worldly religious counterparts). 
Gal.     4v12 og (you) {become to be}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (emphatic) I/me,   
Gal.     4v12 og because  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  {specifically yourselves}   
Gal.     4v12 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
Gal.     4v12 og (I) {beg,  as binding oneself}/petition/beseech/pray/{make request} [middle voice]  {of yourselves}.   
Gal.     4v12 og {Not even one}/{No one}/None  (thing)  I/me/my  (you) {been unjust}/wronged/offended/hurt/suffered. 
Gal.     4v12 = You  {become to be}  {in that manner}/likewise/as   emphatic  me  (Paul)!    

Because  Brothers,   {I also}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  {specifically yourselves},    (there is no difference between us,  you be like me). 
I  personally  beg/beseech/{make request}  {of yourselves}:     (just consider what I say to you now,  to realise my agapao for yourselves) 
{Not even one}  person of  yourselves   {been unjust}/wronged/hurt   me (Paul). 

 

You become to be in that manner as  emphatic me (Paul)!   (“Copy me,  as I copy JC”,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1) 
Because brothers,  I also in that manner as specifically yourselves  (Behold – I am not intrinsically different to you,  thus,  you can be like me) 
I personally  beg/beseech  of yourselves   (please consider what I say to you -  I have a real concern for yourselves,  because I agapao you) 
Not even one  (of) yourselves wronged me  (Paul,  when I was ill,  -  so you are intrinsically good people,  as shown when I first came to you, v13). 

          (Paul is trying to win them by endearing them to his way of thinking,  saying  “you can be like me”  just as I am showing concern for yourselves.) 
 

Paul is saying    
Become like me  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1),  because I am like you,  nothing special -  I have become like you by coming into your land,  living like 
you and taken nothing from you  (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12).  Furthermore,  you are good people,  because you showed that when I first 
came to you  -  you helped me to recover  -  therefore you are not intrinsically  self-indulgent. 

Paul is leading with this verse to explain that he is   “Not the enemy”  (see v16)! 
Noting what John had to state at 1John.2v18-19 and 3John.v9-10 about what the TCs were facing. 
This is what Paul was facing with a few members within their congregation  (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1). 

TCs throughout all of the some 2000 years of The Gospel Age are  “squeezed out”  by  “Rogue Traders” behaving as  “Spiritual Paedophiles”   
preaching/grooming  “to please the ear”  (2Tim.4v3-4, 2Cor.2v17, 4v2, 1Thes.2v3-6, etc.),  where it is natural for the ignorant flocks to coalesce behind 
the leaders giving a  “favourable performance”  to satisfy “The Immediacy”  of an  animalistic/carnal  mind. 
However,  this is  not  agapao operating as real charity  (agape)  the TCs deliver to groom the hearkening respondents for  “The Future Responsibility”  
to teach  “The Resurrected World”  the required  “Righteousness”.   This requires the respondents to understand what they need to do and start 
practising this role now,  in the most honest manner possible by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  –  see Luke and Matt Chapter 10,  and also the 
parables explaining this Matt.25v15-20, Luke.19v16-19.  
Worldly Christian leaders by contrast,  do  not  have this goal  (of The Millennium)  driving their mind  (because they  never  speak about it),  and by 
consequence,  they only give for  “The Mutual Immediacy”  to please  “The Mind”  in a worldly manner for a worldly return from their large doting 
clientele coming in through  “The Wide Gate”  (Matt.7v12-14)  unto The Wolves Matt.7v15.    

This is  the essential difference  between  “1st Century Christianity”  and  worldly Christianity. 
Obviously because the  worldly Christian leaders  are  demonstrably operating according to worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to their neighbour's 
hurt)  then they too are rejected by Yahweh from being future  “Sons of God”.   By consequence of their actions,  they are actively  delaying  the onset of 
The Millennium  that requires  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000  (Rev.14v1-4)  to be achieved  before  Yahweh can instruct JCg to return 
to collect his bride,  for The Millennium to follow some 3.5 years later. 
 
48th Comment – Paul refers to his fleshly infirmity when he was first with them,  and how these specific individuals were 
of the correct compassionate mindset not to immediately reject him. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

49th Comment – Paul refers to himself being as God’s  angel/messenger/{bringer of tidings}. 
50th Comment – Paul refers to himself being “as JC” = “The Anointed saved by Yahweh”. 
66th Reasoning – This is not Paul being  “big-headed”  but a double pointer.  (1) Humans can be God’s Angels = TCs. 
(2) Humans can be filled with so much  awe/enthusiasm  as to treat Christian Leaders as  ‘JC’  personified  (apparently 
anointed,  and thus saved by Yahweh).  Charlatan Christian leaders are so gifted to do this –  but their motive is wrong. 
But Paul correctly motivated gives The Gospel of the 2 part life being so wonderful,  they would have glorified God for 
Paul – and Paul would have corrected them – unlike  charlatan Christian leaders basking in  adoration/money/ego. 
51st Comment – From (1) it can be seen,  TCs should be welcomed as angels from God  (messenger = appointed to tell). 
25th Warning – From (2), while Paul would have refused any such inference,  we have JC warning at The End Times this 
would occur within The Christian Nation (Mark.12v21-22)  and we witness this prophecy  fulfilled today  as many 
charlatan Christian leaders twist God’s Word to make a  “handsome worldly return”  on what they know about JC   (just 
as did Judas Iscariot).  Moreover,  their thousands, and millions of devotees “love them” so much for what they receive! 
52nd Comment – The Galatians would have offered the very best of their body to assist Paul in their genuine appreciation 
of what he had brought to them –  giving them The Route out from worldly methodology for The Millennium Expectation. 
26th Warning – Christian leaders  “give to please”,  hence nurturing the present worldly mind,  they have absolutely no 
interest in promoting The Millennium ideals,  either for themselves or for their self-indulged devotees  (Matt.23v13). 
They only have a vain “Hope” that something may occur,  by contrast,  TCs make “The Expectation”  a physical reality! 
Gal.     4v13 og (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  and  because  through (reason of)  
Gal.     4v13 og (of the) feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}   
Gal.     4v13 og (I) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel}  {to yourselves}   
Gal.     4v13 og the  previously/before/formerly. 
Gal.     4v13 = And  because  you  know/understand  through reason  of the  fleshly/bodily  malady/infirmity 

I  previously/formally  {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel}  {to yourselves}. 
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And because you  know/understand  through reason of the  fleshly/bodily  malady/infirmity   (I had) 
(when)  I  previously announced the Good News to yourselves   (on my earlier missionary Journey). 
 

This could have been a disease of which Paul had at the time that may have affected his eyesight  (v15)  perhaps due to Paul's encounter on The Road to 
Damascus (Acts.9/22/26v1-12)  to become  “the splinter”  in Paul’s side  (2Cor.12v7)  of which he prayed three times to have this fleshly problem 
removed. 
Regarding the timing,  this epistle was written in about 51 CE  (see my reasoning given at Gal.2v1)  during his third missionary journey.  He would have 
been speaking about his first missionary journey during the time of about  47 to 48 CE,  hence an incident occurring about four years earlier. 
Noting that Paul went through Galatia in all three of his missionary journeys and thus it could have been on his second journey 49 to 50 CE. 
Gal.     4v14 og Also  the  {putting to proof by experiment}/solicitation/adversity/temptation  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Gal.     4v14 og the (one [infirmity])  in  to the [= within]  flesh/{carnal minded};   
Gal.     4v14 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  no/not/none  (you) contemptible/despised/{least esteemed},   
Gal.     4v14 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (you) {to spit out}/spurned/rejected;   
Gal.     4v14 og but  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel   
Gal.     4v14 og (of the) God  (you) received/accepted/took/welcomed [middle voice]  I/me/my   
Gal.     4v14 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}. 
Gal.     4v14 = Also  the  one  (malady/infirmity)   within the  flesh/body  of my  {putting to proof by experiment}/test/adversity;   

none of  you  despised/{least esteemed}  me,   {not even}  you  spurned/rejected  (me);   
but  you  personally  received/accepted  me  {in the manner}/as  of the  God’s  angel/messenger, 
{in that manner}/as  the  Christ/Anointed  the  Jesus. 

 

Also my  test/adversity  (Paul's physical malady)  within the flesh   (being to test the stamina of Paul's missionary work); 
none of you despised me,  not even you rejected (me)   (while Paul was being tested,  these Galatians rallied around to help him); 
but you personally received me in the manner as of God's angel   (a messenger/{bringer of tidings}), 
in that manner as the Anointed Jesus!   (Yes! –  You even thought of me to be   “Jesus Christ”!)  
 

An exceedingly interesting verse! 
Paul feels these Brethren are sincere,  inasmuch they have  a caring heart  being specifically  The Prime Feature  of a prospective TC.   
TCs truly care about the present chaos and suffering occurring around them,  and it  is  this injustice that motivates the TC to teach The World about 
“Yahweh’s Acceptable (= Righteous)  Year”  in much adversity sourced from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.16v1-4).  Where sadly,  these 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  are exposed as being very worldly,  and wilfully  “in bed”  with  “The Machinations of The World”,  while 
pretending to be  “caring”,   and thus are shown to be invariably taking more out,  than what they put in  –  regarding the fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!    
Consequently,  these sincere Galatian brethren certainly cared for Paul,  and Paul was able to accurately communicate  “The Word of God”  in a 
wholesome manner  –  so initially they also understood how they too might personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  until wayward religious leaders got hold 
of their sensibilities,  Gal.1v6-7, 3v1.   
Let me repeat,  an intrinsic quality of a TC is they genuinely and sincerely care for all humans irrespective of who they are or whatever might be their 
ethnic origin,  but this is not a  “blind caring”  it occurs over two stages,  firstly concentrated to yield  “The Early Adopters”,  and then secondly to make 
possible The Millennium to yield “The Late Adopters”.  In this manner they truly care for Mankind’s long term goals and work to make this possible 
which may be painful for the recipients of a TC’s reforming instruction  (2Cor.13v2, etc.). 
Now the other interesting part  (an equivalence  –  to provoke reasoned thought). 
“But you  personally received  me  in the manner  of God’s  angel,  as The Anointed,  the (one)  Yahweh Saved”.  
This should best be spilt into two sections to untangle  worldly Christian doctrine. 

1. Receive me in the manner of God’s angel.  We have many instances where the use of  “angel”  is placed within the epistles for example 
Heb.13v2  “some people may have entertained angels”  and other references Luke.7v24, 9v52, 2Cor.8v23, James2v25, etc.,  all use the word 
“aggelos” – StrongsTM = 32.  Whereupon  worldly Christian leaders try to bring into play some supernatural element into the proceedings. 
This is bogus humbug  –  mystical nonsense!   Given only in the pretence our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  have some special 
knowledge  (I just consider this to be vain posturing for a worldly return)! 
Paul uses this word to mean  “messenger” (“aggelos”)  that can be from Yahweh or from The World (Satan),  thus as Paul states here  –  he 
is God’s  messenger/angel  and thus likewise  all  TCs are God’s messengers/angels  “appointed to tell”  (apostles)  members of The World 
about  “Yahweh’s Acceptable (Righteous) Year”  –  which is precisely what he did! 

2. “as the  Christ/Anointed”  and my mind then goes back to the several warnings JC gave  (examples Mark.12v21-22, Matt.24v23-26)  of the 
false  Christs’  written down in the same,  but opposite manner as to which Paul has written about himself.  Thus we can reason,  there  will  
be many religious leaders claiming to have the Lord’s HS,  supposedly being  “anointed to tell”,  and doing all manner of the supposedly 
most wonderful things in God’s  “name” (but not in His character or authority).   Furthermore,  millions upon millions of people will clamour 
to go out and see these most beguiling and amiable religious leaders!   Where surely they have been  “anointed by God to tell”  The World 
about  “God”  (actually telling the World what the World wants to hear)! 
This is what we witness today  –  the media circus shows giving great airing to these charlatans all claiming to do the most wonderful things 
supposedly using  “God’s HS”,  by touting Yahweh about  “like a puppet on a string”  to do their bidding  (ignoring Matt.4v7)  and merely 
bring Yahweh into disrepute within the minds of the  sane/reasoning  members of society.   
However,  these  charlatan Christian leaders gain all the  self-indulgence  they desire,  power/prestige/money/influence/leverage/control  
from their adoring  on-mass  (sadly deluded)  devotees  –  so they  “have their day”  now,  but perhaps they shall  never  be resurrected to see 
“The Lord’s Day”  of The Millennium! 
Thus JC  tells us    Do not go and see these  charlatan Christian Leaders creating a great stir amongst their devotees!  
Also JC  tells us    This is one of the signs that will show us as being near to  The End of The Gospel Age  (having begin about 100 years ago). 
Furthermore,  JC  tells us   You know The Tree by careful examination of The Fruit  (Matt.7v17-21)    

Do they  (The Fruit)  imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)?] 
Do our congregational members even know what Paul did in his life  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28  as some examples). 
Are our congregational members even interested in what Paul did in his life? 
Finally – if they did know,  then would they then do what Paul did in the latter part of his life? 

I invent none of this  –  it is written in The Bible  for us all to study,  and it is  my given responsibility  to draw the readers’ attention to these passages 
and how they all link together into a harmonious solid structure –  because we will absolutely  not  receive this understanding from  worldly Christian 
leaders  (as we so readily witness today  –  2015/20 CE)! 

Finally,  the meaning of  “Jesus” – “Yahweh Saved”  (Greek StrongsTM 2424 from Hebrew StrongsTM 3068 and 3467 yielding 3091). 
Yahweh certainly saved His premier Son of God,  JCg by  “Anointing”  him unto  “The Office of Appointment”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in a  
heavenly/celestial  physical body within which,  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation has  no  effect  (Rev.2v11, 20v6).   This becomes an incorruptible body 
because of what he sowed  (1Cor.15v35-55)  to become The First  (waved barley)  of The Firstfruits  (waved wheat – Lev.23v5-25)  as prophesied and 
required to be fulfilled  (Rev.14v1-4) before The Millennium starts. 
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Likewise for The Prophecy to be fulfilled  –  Paul makes the statement,  he is to be part of this ruling authority in many places as my commentaries so 
very carefully explain  –  because  “Yahweh Saved”  Paul from Saul  (originally “Saul” of Acts.7v58, 8v3, 9v1,  to become “Paul” of Acts.22/26v1-17),  
to become equally of the same  heavenly/celestial  physical body  (metaphorically “as one flesh” Gen.2v24)  as that of his  (and another 143,999 other 
TCs)  future metaphoric bridegroom JCg.  Therefore,  from out of this metaphoric marriage Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9, 
etc.,  Yahweh  (as The Matchmaker)  will achieve  “The 3rd Remnant of The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  as  “the children”  from this special union. 

It is just  so obvious,  being precisely what The Bible tells us  (= “1st Century Christianity”)  –  and yet  never taught  by those people 
fraudulently claiming to represent Yahweh or JC!  –  What an outrage and insult to Yahweh and JC,  both of Who made all this possible! 

Gal.     4v15 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  therefore/then  (it) was   
Gal.     4v15 og the  beatification/{attribution of good fortune}/blessedness  {of yourselves}?    
Gal.     4v15 og (I) witness/reporter/testifier [as the person giving the evidence]  for  {to yourselves}   
Gal.     4v15 og because  if  (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty,   
Gal.     4v15 og the eyes  {of yourselves}  (the) {digging out}/extracting/{plucking out}/removing (plural) 
Gal.     4v15 og wish/suppose  (you have) given/bestowed/granted  {to me}/mine. 
Gal.     4v15 = Wherefore  then  was  your  {attribution of good fortune}?      

For  I  personally  {give witness}/report  {to yourselves}:   
Because   (once earlier)   if  {capable enough}/{make possible},   wish/suppose  you have   (= you would have … … ) 
{plucked out}/gouged/extracted  your  (own)  eyes  (and)  you  given/bestowed  (your eyes)  {to me}! 

 

Wherefore then was your attribution to good fortune?   (How did you achieve honoured status with Yahweh to be a possible TC?) 
For I personally give report to yourselves: 
Because  (once earlier – when I was previously with you)  if capable enough, 
You would have plucked out your  (own)  eyes  (and)  you have given  (them)  to me! 
 

I do like the expression  “{attribution of good fortune}”  but desire to explain the word  “attribution”  because it packs so much into what Paul is 
teaching us. 

“Attribution” = The process in which people use information to make an inference about the causes of certain behaviour or events.  
Thus,  Paul is saying    

What has occurred  (while I was away)  for you to change your mind about me and The Gospel of Good Fortune that I gave to you! 
Is it perhaps you have subsequently thought I have been cursed by God because of my disfigurement  and/or  poor eyesight? 
(Inasmuch humans generally look upon  “the pleasing outside”,  rather than grasp the exegesis within the given core message  –  where the 
maxim   “judging the book by its cover”  comes into play  - see John.9v1-3 and all my commentaries to the whole chapter  –  very revealing).   

People use the eyes to make quick judgements –  rather than the content of the exegesis.   
A classic worldly example of this was in the run-up to the USA election in 1960 between Nixon and Kennedy  –  where it was the first television debate.  
A poll afterwards showed most of the people who watched the television would vote for Kennedy,  and those who listened to the debate on radio would 
vote for Nixon.  -  And the difference?   Visual presentation!   

Kennedy appeared tanned,  confident and  well-rested  after campaigning in California.   
By contrast,  Nixon had recently spent two weeks in hospital for a serious knee operation,  and still looked underweight with pallid 
complexion.  He refused any  make-up  to improve his colour. 

Furthermore,  what does the Bible say about “Jesus”?  
Have our  worldly Christian leaders ever told us  –  absolutely not  –  please read what The Prophets had to tell us about JC,  being how people would 
discern JC’s appearance and what Peter says about JC,  and why he was like this.  Was it  The Face/Façade  or The Message that JC wanted to give? 
Now look by contrast at our wonderfully  “worldly polished”   worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders giving  “the sales spiel”  for Worldly 
Consumption and  Inevitable Worldly Gain  by return,   being they give to  self-indulge  the recipients to make them feel good about themselves. 
For what reason?  For the devotees respond in a positive manner to give a worldly return to their leader –  merely fuelling a  self-indulgent loop between 
all parties on the back of  “The Word of God”  (being used as a tool).  Whereby what we witness is an  “enraptured circus”  in which all parties are  
demonstrably  not  interested in    The Power  of  “The Word of God”  to bring about  true  personal reform  away from worldly methodology throughout 
one’s own character.    
God’s Word is not to be used as  “the one hook”  upon which we can pretend to exhibit  “ourselves”  as  “the perfected part”  for self-adoration to be 
supposedly of the  one/same  as that which operated within JC!   This thinking is utterly criminal – being precisely how Yahweh views the situation!  
Neither should  “The Word of God” be used as a tool to endorse worldly methodology in both the giver and recipient  (with a bit of self-indulgent  
“charity” thrown in for  good luck’).  This mechanism is an abomination to what Yahweh desires to yield and occur in The Millennium! 
I just find it all so very disgusting as I peer so very deeply into their mind  (Matt.23v27, Luke.11v47-48)  by observing their fruitage  (Matt.7v16-21)! 
I write like this – not to criticise,  but only   “To provoke self-audit”  and  “yield personal reform”  to become as that of which JC instructed of us  as 
individuals  to achieve  “The Goal”.  This is what athletes must do to achieve their goal,  being months and years of very hard and dedicated work  –  of 
which they do it for,  is  not  to come last  –  but to come first!   And I,  like Paul,  use the same allegory 1Cor.9v23-26,  where we must run according to 
The Rules  (2Tim.2v5,  being to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  else we are rejected by Yahweh for a future place of Sonship. 
Paul then goes on to state  

How can it be like this  (you having strayed into worldly Christianity),  when in the early days I gave you this wonderful  Real Gospel message 
of  “1st Century Christianity”,  you became so excited about it because it was  so different  to  “Religion”,  that you would have given me your 
own eyes in gratitude to what you received!    Where  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answered  “God’s Word part 1”! 
How is it then,  that you have changed  (1v6)  in your thinking over the intervening time  (to now become part of “Religion”)? 

These verses suggest Paul’s thorn was of very poor eyesight from a disease that could have disfigured his face  -  or perhaps from his encounter with JCg 
at Acts.9v3-12,  leaving him in perhaps the similar manner as did Jacob Gen.32v24-30.  Perhaps to remind them of their duty to Yahweh within this 
present world trying to pull them away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (as Two Pillars for Mankind’s salvation)  –  being as Paul reasons at 2Cor.12v7.  
However,  our  worldly Christian leaders will give none of this  in-depth  reasoning –  why should they?   They do  not  care for the past,  or the future! 

So how can they really  agapao/{edifying love}  their congregational members with this sort of displayed attitude? 
 
53rd Comment – Paul is deeply saddened by the wayward nature of The Galatians,  in how they have turned their back on 
what they knew,  so Paul asks:  I have been true in everything I have done to you – why then,  am I now your enemy? 
10th Good News – TCs never lie,  they always speak “The Disclosing Truth”  (unlike their worldly religious counterparts)! 
67th Reasoning – As read in the next verse,  fresh aspiring  worldly Christian leaders had sprung up  within/around  this 
new ecclesia,  had twisted and thus hijacked God’s Word so enabling these leaders to derive some worldly return. 
54th Comment – These worldly aspiring leaders have no good intentions  (to edify their listener to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire), 
but desire to exclude TCs from their flocks because,  the TC exposes the hypocrisy of the  worldly religious leaders! 
Comment – repeat - People can be very fickle and are prone to manipulation either from a good or bad source! 
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Warning – repeat - People are easily beguiled by charismatic leaders manipulating our minds to their own advantage 
Warning – repeat - There are many assumed leaders who climb above to manipulate people for worldly self-indulgence. 
Warning – repeat - These leaders do  not  have the best interests of the devotees at heart and will change The Gospel from 
that given by JC,  to a gospel sourced from themselves – so they might gain personal worldly advantage. 
Gal.     4v16 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  (the) hateful/hostile/adversary/opposer  {of yourselves}  (I) {became to be}   
Gal.     4v16 og (the) {being true (in doctrine and profession)}/{speaking the truth}  {to yourselves}?    
Gal.     4v16 = Thus  I  {became to be}  your  adversary/enemy/opposer 

(only because)   I was  {being true}/{speaking the truth}   (in all my dealings)   {to yourselves},  
 

Thus I became to be your enemy   (you now think me to be hurtful,  when I am redirecting you back,  to again,  ideally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
(only because)  I was speaking the truth  (in all my dealings)  to yourselves   (so you might  turn away  from the  new/false  worldly Christianity), 
 

This is so sad,  –  and can be very true in life during the 1st part of our physical life within this present system of things!  There are so many distractions 
that can pull people away to fulfil their own desires  (Matt.13v20-22)  –  prompting a mind change that will cause a reversal to  “The Good”  that has 
been done to them through the driving force of  {edifying love}/agapao  operating within other people.   
This is basic selfishness,  being what Satan has brought into The World through his methodology that humans choose to follow,  and thus make him their 
god irrespective of whether they recognise his existence or not!   Consequently,  even atheists make Satan their god  –  if they follow his methodology to 
self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt,  noting at least they are not “hypocrites”  (unlike pious religious people)! 
We read that Paul has been  “True”  in all his dealings with them,  but maybe  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  he has set by imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  is too much for them and thus when his back was turned,  then other very beguiling religious leaders  (early aspiring  worldly Christian 
leaders)  had devalued what Paul said.   They may have scurrilously suggested  (as within the Corinthian ecclesia)  by stating   Paul does not mean what 
he said to you  –  it is for an earlier generation  –  you are 2nd generation Christians  –  you have no need to behave like 1st generation Christians! 

This is precisely the same sort of teaching I hear today –  but it is just so much more degenerate in our last generation  –  because we are  
“supposedly wise”  and  “competently sagacious”!   

However,  the word and phrase today is “Love”, –  “just cover everything with Love”  and you can do  “whatever you like”  under  “the banner of love”  
as though  “Christians”  have a  (self-indulgent)  monopoly of  “love”  (despising the same good things  [to love one-another]  as taught by  non-
Christians).  We must understand their worship,  is  not  driven by  {edifying love}/agapao  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to yield the next generation of TCs 
(by  careful  examination/audit  of The Fruitage),  but rather an eros love,  being what they can get out of their worship  (either emotional hype,  or a 
position in heaven)!   Hardly likely to viewed favourably by Yahweh  (Isa.1v11-21, Amos.5v21-23). 
One day  – being during  “The Day of The Lord”  -  then those people twisting God’s Word now,  for self-indulgence,  will then have a major shock,  and 
a very rude awakening  (Matt.8v12, etc.)! 

Interestingly,  guess of what we are to read in the next verse  (in context)! 
Gal.     4v17 og (They are) {have warmth of feeling}/desirous/covet/jealous/zealous/fervent  (for)  {specifically yourselves}   
Gal.     4v17 og not  (the) { (appears/looks) well/worthy/honest/suitable},    but   
Gal.     4v17 og (to) {shut out}/exclude  {specifically yourselves}  (they) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will,   
Gal.     4v17 og that  them  (you be) {having warmth of feeling}/desirous/covet/jealous/zealous/fervent. 
Gal.     4v17 = They   (aspiring worldly Christian leaders)   not  worthily/honestly  desirous/covet/jealous  (for)  {specifically yourselves}  

    (“Leaders of Religion”  laying claim to The Brethren,  for all the self-indulgent worldly returns we witness today,  some 1900+ years later) 
but  they  determine/desire/{be pleased}   to  {shut out}/exclude  {specifically yourselves}   (from us TCs,  sincerely caring for your future) 
that  you be  desirous/covet/jealous  to them.    (providing  “the wide gate”  to become the sheep for them,  as the wolves  Matt.7v12-15). 

 

They  (aspiring  worldly Christian leaders, 1John.2v18-19, 3John.v9-10)   
are not  worthily/honestly  desirous/covet/{righteously jealous}  (for)  specifically yourselves  (they do not have your best interests at heart) 
but they  (worldly Christian leaders)  determine/desire  to exclude specifically yourselves   (from attaining “The Goal of Sonship” yielded by JC) 
          (Thereby becoming  “Anti-Anointing” for Sonship,  hence “Anti-Christ”  being of what John could see starting then  1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3) 
that you be  desirous/covert/{unrighteous jealously}  to them   (worldly Christian leaders  [for worldly gain]  desiring to replace the TCs) 

          (This “Anti-Anointing” has fully developed over some 1900 years,  but there are  a few  TCs still bringing forth the next generation of TCs.) 
 

As to be expected, there were aspiring  “Leaders of Christianity”  trying to pull the Galatians away from  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + 
assurance + fidelity  of which Paul  simply/freely  gave),  they by replacing it with  “worldly wisdom” of “sweet platitudes of endearment”  that will fulfil 
the personal desire of these new worldly leaders  –  to  “divide and rule”. 
Throughout history we read of  “The Religious Authorities”  having this same attitude to their devotees  –  so please;  will anyone tell  why  this attitude 
should be any different now in  The 21st Century CE? 

Clearly it is  no  different – The Same Mindset  prevails –  but different names and faces filling those worldly  roles/positions  within  “The 
Religious Edifices”  as the positions become available in succeeding generations.  It occurred  before  JC’s ministry (Matt.23v37)  it occurred  
during  JC’s ministry (John.11v47-53),  it occurred  after  JC’s ministry Acts.7v58-60, 12v2 because of v3  (and prophesied as such – 
John.16v1-4).  Moreover,  it has occurred ever since,  for example William Tyndale through the ages.   
Except today,  it will be more underhand in a supposedly  “civilised society”! 

Notice how Paul is  desirous/jealous  for  Yahweh,  because Paul is wholly motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Furthermore,  Paul is  desirous/jealous  for  The Brethren of whom he is nurturing,  to become like him as worthy future Sons of God  and thereby be 
bringing more  honour/glory  to further  magnify Yahweh within  “the sane/reasoning minds”  of  all  entities in The Universe. 
This operates by extra-terrestrial entities viewing the righteous behaviour of TCs  –  and gives them more confidence to give  glory/honour/dignity  to 
Yahweh,  because of the displayed conviction by other entities  –  for example the TCs on this planet endeavouring to imitate JC while being impeded by 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”.   Thus,  this becomes  “a mesh”  of intelligence throughout The Universe giving all due acknowledgement to The 
Omniscience and Omnipotence of Yahweh  being of  “Himself”.   It is  not  of a  “superficial pretence”  for self-indulgent reasons within practitioners! 
By contrast to the TCs,   charlatan Christian leaders are  desirous/jealous  of indulgence  from  their devotees  (working at a simple local level  –  to be 
king of their environment  by using  “The Word of God”  as a tool used to their own ends)  –  and this is what  we witness  as they  prance about  in front 
of the media circus  -  destroying God’s Word in the process by both by words and deed!   This is precisely the same methodology brought upon The 
World by Satan  (Gen.3v1-5)  where he wanted to usurp  “Yahweh's Right to Rule”  in our life.  The  charlatan Christian leaders  (collectively having 
millions upon millions of adoring devotees)  are operating in precisely the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within their 
god  (Satan, 1John.5v19)  to usurp Yahweh's true position within The World  (by using Yahweh's Word for their own deviant ends)! 
However,  what makes them “confidence tricksters” is the way they manipulate themselves within and behind the defensive guard of their congregational 
members  (who themselves are sincerely trying to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by doing only what they know). These  charlatan Christian leaders operate 
though  “The Pretence”  of caring,  and be saying all the most wonderful soundbites with   “Love abounding”  -  just as JC states about the scribes and 
Pharisees worming their way within the confidence of old widows for their inheritance  (Matt.23v14, Mark.12v40, Luke.47, etc.)! 
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This  is  what  The Bible  tells us  as by warning  for our edification -  but naturally this is  never  taught by people wishing all this knowledge  
to remain well hidden from public scrutiny!   That is why they prefer the spiritual  “darkness”  rather than  “The Light of God’s Word”  that 
exposes deviant activity  (noting what JC said at John.9v39-41). 

Yet someone must  stand-up  and speak out  to become  “The Whistle-blower”  to  “call time”  to  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”   –  just as The Prophets 
likewise spoke out against  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  –  as we are all able to read in their writings,   where  “The Worldly Authorities”  on the receiving 
end of  “a blown whistle”  reacted angrily to  “hypocrisy made public”  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34)! 
       While on the outside,  The Public not connected to  “the  sphere/zone  of hypocrisy”  welcome   “The Blown Whistle”  for righteousness to prevail! 
Hence the next verse in context - 
 
37th Instruction – And it is  virtuous/good/worthy  for Brethren at all times to have a  {warm feeling}/zealous/fervent  in  
the  virtuous/good/worthy  things,  and not only when the TCs are around keeping an eye upon the proceedings! 
68th Reasoning – Imitating JC means that people are to edify their neighbour in maximising their potential to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire and this comes from teaching in both word and deed by fervently working in a  virtuous/worthy  manner. 
69th Reasoning – The Brethren should always behave like this even when the TCs are not around to keep an eye on things.  
It must come from a sincere heart-felt manner driven by the  readjustment/reforming  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
moulded around that of JC, because we are under the continuous assessment by Yahweh reading the our synapse mapping  
during our  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  made  only  upon Christians for the  possibility/responsibility  of Sonship. 
Gal.     4v18 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  and  the (thing/character) 
Gal.     4v18 og (to be) {having warmth of feeling}/desirous/covet/jealous/zealous/fervent   
Gal.     4v18 og in  (to the [= within]) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy (thing)  {every when}/{at all times}/always,    
Gal.     4v18 og also  not  merely/alone/only  in  to the [= within]  {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present   
Gal.     4v18 og I/me/my  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}.  
Gal.     4v18 = And  the  virtuous/good/worthy   (thing/character)   

always  to be  desirous/covert/jealous  within the  virtuous/good/worthy  thing,   
also  not  only within  me  {being near}/{at hand}/present  towards  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

And always the  virtuous/good/worthy  (thing/character)  to be  desirous/covert/jealous  within the  virtuous/good/worthy  thing, 
          (= And the  virtuous/worthy  character shall always be  desirous/jealous  within the  virtuous/worthy  thing,) 
also not only within me being near towards specifically yourselves. 

          (= also this worthy attitude shall not only occur when I am being near towards yourselves.) 
 

The Brethren are to always practice fidelity according to  “The Knowledge”  of which Paul  (Apostle/TC)  has imbued within their minds.   
Thus remain close to  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity}  that  only  “1st Century Christianity”  yields as  “The Complete 
Package”,  because while Paul can only carry out periodic external audits and cause the necessary correction afterwards,  The Brethren  must police 
themselves  through  internal audits.   Always,  knowing that Yahweh is equally carrying out a personal,  in-depth continuous audit by monitoring the  
“synapse construction mapping”  during the  “inter-neuron firing”.   
Thus,  there is no hiding behind  “The Painted Façade”  presented for human worldly consumption  –  because all things done in secret shall be shouted 
across the rooftops in The Millennium as JC tells us  (Luke.12v2-3). 
 
55th Comment – Paul tells these spiritual infants of his serious concern, they are returning toward The World, and he is in 
metaphoric travail over it!  Must he go back to  start from the beginning again with them?  Have they forgotten the basics? 
23rd Allegory – “in birth pains” = Giving forth potential future children to Yahweh in Paul's personal sacrifice. 
27th Warning – This does not mean “Born Again” as  errantly taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  because we could be 
“stillborn”  as was Judas Iscariot  (= annihilation).  It means Paul is implanting  “The Word of God”  within recipients in 
his personal sacrifice to Yahweh to give  possible  future birth through his labours  (not of The Finished Product  –  that is 
self-generated)  but rather by setting in motion the individuals back on their path to Yahweh – for Yahweh to examine. 
70th Reasoning – The Brethren had slid backwards and Paul was appealing to their senses to redirect themselves so they 
might firm up on their assurance and start practising fidelity again,  thereby reading their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
to become like JC in what they think,  and thus  “occupationally do”. 
Gal.     4v19 og (the) Infants/Darlings/{Little children}/{Immature Christians}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my,    
Gal.     4v19 og whom/what/which/that (plural)   anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   
Gal.     4v19 og (I am) {to experience the pains (of parturition)}/{travail in (birth)}  {up to}/{as far as}/until   
Gal.     4v19 og {of whom/which}  (he/it be) {adjustment of  parts/shape/nature/form}/{to fashion/form}  
Gal.     4v19 og (the)  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  in  {to [= within] yourselves}. 
Gal.     4v19 = My  infants/{little children}   (people with limited godly knowledge,  inexperienced in fending off worldly machinations),    

(for)  whom I am  again/{once more}  {in birth pains}/{travail in birth}   
until  {of whom}  the  Christ/Anointed  he/it  be  adjusted/formed/fashioned  within  yourselves   (to become TCs). 

 

My little children   (Christians with very limited practical spiritual knowledge to fend themselves from the worldly machinations of “Religion”) 
(for)  whom I am again in birth pains   (Paul is trying to bring them towards Yahweh,  but they repeatedly become  “stuck in the birth canal”) 
until of whom the Anointed  (being The Goal laid down by JC)  be  adjusted/formed  within yourselves   (get your mind correct for The Goal) 
 

A couple of points need to be considered here regarding this verse. 
1. These Brethren had clearly backslid towards The World  (through the insidious teaching of the newly aspiring  worldly Christian leaders)  

because Paul speaks of him going through birth pains  again  with them.  Thus,  he was nurturing them,  and things seemed  quiet/good,  but 
then the  pains of distress -  are they going to be “still-born” (dead)?   Can he get them back to start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  again? 

2. Does this mean they become fully born  –  thus  “Born Again”  while still during the 1st part of their physical life,  and thus contradict what I 
state in the  “Born Again”  section of my glossary? 

No!  
Because look at what is being said in the verse  –  and by whom.   
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Paul is speaking of the metaphoric children still learning within themselves of  “The Knowledge” and are  not  yet mature adults. 
They need to learn   “How to apply The Knowledge”  with a World pulling them back into “Religion”  -  their minds now need to become 
tested and resilient to the machinations given by  worldly Christian leaders spinning God’s Word into a tool to extract worldly gain. 
In this manner they become strong,  having a tested mind  worthy  of Sonship  to lead  “The Resurrected World”  unto  “Righteousness”. 

There are two scenarios to explain what Paul is teaching us - 
2.1  It is Paul speaking about the best he can do  to deliver  his sacrifice to Yahweh.  His sweet smell  (frankincense as used by the priest in 
the temple service)  of sacrifice is the giving of his life in the service of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary)  to deliver  new  TCs as The 
Offering on Yahweh’s Altar  (where the altar is The Environment around a TC).  Thus, Paul is delivering  (at this point in time)  potential  
TCs for Yahweh to then make The Decision on their personal  worthiness over the course of the 1st part of the  individual’s  physical life. 
Paul,  along with others like Apollos,  is planting and watering (1Cor.3v4-6)  –  conceiving and nurturing  within others to make possible the 
next generation of TCs who can then be elected by Yahweh for physical birth at  “The 1st Resurrection”  when JCg comes to collect them. 
He speaks of birth pains  again  –  so obviously they have not yet been  “Born Again”,  JC only spoke about it  “The Once”  after our present 
physical existence  –  not multiple times  –  so Paul is speaking about a  continuous process of generation –  “Birth”  has  not  yet occurred. 
2.2  This is The Crux.  Paul does  not  make the decision who is to be  “Born Again”  worthy of Sonship  –  only  Yahweh makes that decision. 
We  are told  by JC that even he cannot make that decision,  but  only  The Father in The Heavens (Matt.20v23, Mark.10v40),  which also 
shows that JC to be an entity  separate  from The Father  (and is one of perhaps  hundreds  of verses that destroy the worldly created Trinity 
myth  –  again,  another topic for my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”).  Furthermore,  because  only  The Father chooses His 144000 
TCs to become  His  “Sons of God”  that becomes  The Trigger Threshold to close The Gospel Age  –  then logically, as JC  teaches us   “only 
The Father knows when The Millennium is to commence” (Matt.24v36). 
Thus  “Born Again”  is made  official/ratified  for a TC upon their  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  
unto Sonship to Yahweh from a decision made by Yahweh and  no  other human on this planet  (thus the human created  
beatification/canonisation  is  against  Bible teaching –  and so are all the  hang-ons’  pilgrimages,  etc. afterwards (Matt.23v23)  –  are 
merely a lucrative money spinner for The Extraction process to operate upon the spiritually poor and thus  “duped minions”).  

We realise the TCs’ spiritual  readjustment/reform  during the 1st part of their physical life  (occurring now)  has been accepted by Yahweh upon their  
awakening/rousing  to become  “Sons of God”.  Those people who are not “Sons of God”,  have logically  not yet  been accepted by Yahweh and thus 
need  more time  for the  “perfection process of begetting”  to occur upon their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and clearly they have  not yet  been  
“Born Again”,  thus  a further  refinement to perfection  (of the mind)  is required during The Millennium within a  perfected  DNA fleshly body.   
This is precisely why Paul concludes the verse by stating   “… until The Anointed be  adjusted/reformed  within themselves.”    
This becomes the  reform/adjustment  required within our mind to become identical to that which successfully operated within JC to yield  “The Office of 
Appointment”  in The Millennium to educate  “The Resurrected World”  to  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium. 
As the reader might understand,  this is all alien to what we are told  in error  by  worldly Christian leaders who  cannot  use The Bible to justify what 
they preach!   As the reader can see I use accurate and meaningful quotes in context to support what I teach.  Moreover,  I will  show so very much more  
in my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  –  when compiled and put onto The Internet for The World to read  –  thereby finally closing The Gospel Age  
(Matt.24v14)  of nonsense  exegesis/doctrine  put out by the  same-minded  people as those JC scorned in Matt. Chapter 23 
Gal.     4v20 og (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will  And  (to be) near/{at hand}/{time being}/present   
Gal.     4v20 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}  {just now}/henceforth/hitherto/now/present,   
Gal.     4v20 og also  (to) {make a change}/{force something different}/changed   
Gal.     4v20 og the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  {of me}/I/me/mine/my,   
Gal.     4v20 og because  (I) {to have no way out}/{being at a loss}/{being perplexed}  in  {to [= within] yourselves}. 
Gal.     4v20 = And  I  determine/desired/{be pleased}  {to be near}/present  towards  {specifically yourselves}  now/hitherto,   

also  to  {make a change}/{force something different}  my  voice/address/disclosure    (meaning  “let me write in new manner”)   
because  I am being  {at a loss}/perplexed  within  yourselves. 

 

And I  determine/desire  to be near towards specifically yourselves now   (to nurse you back to “1st Century Christianity”  from  “Religion”) 
Also to make a change  (in)  my  address/disclosure   (let me write in another manner towards you) 
Because I am being at a loss within yourselves   (being why you reverted to “Religion”  in the form of  “worldly Christianity”). 
 

Paul is very concerned about the slippage occurring within The Brethren when he is physically away from their side and unable to steady them from the 
machinations presented by  “new kids on the block”  being the next generation of  “Leaders of Religion”  swooping-in  after  “The 1st Generation”  of 
TCs are reaching the end of their physical life .  Sadly,  there are too many self-appointed religious leaders claiming their ideology is superior than that 
stated within  “The Word of God”  -  so they might gain some foothold during their climb  “to receive by return”  power/influence/gratuities  that comes 
from their elevated position  –  of  “control over people”  enabling them like a rogue trader to  “scam off their victims”.  These  “Leaders of Religion”  
in the subset of  worldly Christianity becoming the very  “Spiritual Paedophiles”  of which JC warned at  Matt.18v6, Luke.17v2.  

Because we must ask ourselves   What can they offer  –  when JC did it all for us  (that is   “to get us into The Millennium”)? 
Paul states he will endeavour from another angle to try and get these Galatian Brethren to understand  why/how  they are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
 
56th Comment – Do  worldly Christians desire to be under The Law?   Do they  really  understand what this means? 
71st Reasoning – The Law was given because it was a tutor while we humans were waiting for “The Real Thing” being JC 
to give us The Methodology that  “fulfils The Law”.  JC being “The Word of God”   explained what we must do to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire which at present is to achieve 144000  “Sons of God”  so that Yahweh might move forward into Phase 3 
of His Plan = The Millennium.  We do this by  being at one  with JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits - so logically,  we  
imitate him  in all  that he did within our capabilities to be correctly exploited  (Matt.25v15)  when driven by God’s Word! 
Gal.     4v21 og (you) state/exclaim  {to me}/mine,   
Gal.     4v21 og the (persons)  under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  [of Moses]   
Gal.     4v21 og (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}/willing  {to be/exist}.   
Gal.     4v21 og the  Law/Precepts/Regulations  no/not/none  (you) hear/listened/understand/respond? 
Gal.     4v21 = You  state  {to me}  (Paul):    

The people  determining/desiring  to  be/exist  under/below/by  The Law  (of Moses). 
Not  you  listen/understand  The Law? 

 

You state  to me  (Paul):  (When I audit your actions)  
The people  determining/desiring  to  be/exist  under The Law  (of Moses)    (Your actions seem to suggest you want to be beholden to The Law) 
Not you  listen/understand  The Law  (of Moses)?    (Do you not know what the consequences are of being  “Beholden to The Law”?) 
 

Exasperated Paul states   
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Are you really desiring to live under The Law and thus become judged by The Law  (of Moses – based upon works)?  
Do you really understand what this means to you? 

Then Paul enters this next section to use the analogy of  “Israel”  brought into existence  to explain  its prophetic meaning  for The Brethren  to become 
TCs in their own right. 
This is done in the next few verses being  a small example  of so many allegories that gives me “ The Real Faith”  (inasmuch  “The Accurate Knowledge 
+ The Assurance + The Fidelity”  to create this website)  of Yahweh’s “Master Plan”  for the reader to enjoy and rejoice   –  being,  there  is  The 
Righteous God (Yahweh),  Who  is  distinctly interested in the welfare of those specific humans who  ultimately desire to imitate His Son JCg  over what 
becomes their 2 part life. 
Not only that He is interested in our welfare,  but also prepared to give us  accurate  knowledge that is  utterly logical and absolutely righteous for every 
individual  who has existed on this planet during the last 6000 years.  No other religion on this planet can come anywhere near to matching that claim! 
Quite simply   “Religion”,  along with  worldly Christianity is in the bottom league,  while  “1st Century Christianity”  is in an infinitely higher league  
and surprisingly,  it can be reasonably argued the atheists and agnostics lay between the two extremes! 
 
57th Comment – Paul  now explains in allegories how The Law spans out over The World,  and upon people calling 
themselves of JC,  but in reality,  the Christian nation becomes split into  two  groupings:- 
    (1) people who are  not  fervent for JC  (resurrected as perfected DNA fleshly humans  –  along with The World)  and  
    (2) people who are  most actively  fervent for JC  by truly imitating him  (resurrected to become the future Sons of God). 
Thus,  in answer to Paul’s question of the previous verse – where we want to be – really depends upon what we do  (please 
also see 1Cor.15v34-55)!      
Allegory – repeat - Abraham (always in prophecy)  =  Yahweh. 
Allegory – repeat - Isaac (always in prophecy)  =  JC. 
24th Allegory –  The Promise = “The Inheritance”  ran down through The Seed  (JC enabled “The Promise” to occur). 
Reasoning – repeat - Isaac was a generation  down  from Abraham – but was never  Abraham  (more Trinity repudiation) 
25th Allegory – Hagar = Abraham’s Egyptian slave  (represents  “The Means”  to deliver  “Yahweh’s Covenant to The 
World” was defaulted to The Law of Moses)  -  Yahweh promised many nations would be seeded through Ishmael. 
72nd Reasoning – Inasmuch,  The World could  never  deliver  “Sons of God”  that prospect could  only  come through  
“The 2nd Covenant”.   The World must wait until The Millennium,  to be taught how to be part of “The 2nd Covenant”. 
26th Allegory – Egypt (always in prophecy) = the present Worldly system of The Gospel Age  (when used in allegory). 
27th Allegory – Sarah = Abraham’s half-sister and wife (Gen.20v5) – though old,  she was very  comely and attractive 
(represents “The Means” to deliver 'Yahweh’s Covenant to The Christian Nation' = JC’s 2 Laws yielding  “Real Faith”). 
28th Allegory – half-sister = RNA half related to Yahweh and thus typifies the virgin Mary and son JC. 
29th Allegory – Ishmael = (descendants) represent The World of all Non-Christians. 
30th Allegory – Esau = (descendants) represent  worldly Christians who prefer The World  (passive, self-indulgent). 
31st Allegory – Jacob = (descendants) represent TCs fighting for  “The Birthright”  to become like JC = Sons of God. 
32nd Allegory – Twined = Came out together,  being sons in name to Isaac (=JC), being The Christian Nation of two parts 
33rd Allegory – Jacob = “Grabber” he will fight for The Birthright – it means so much to him.  Then he becomes “Israel” 
8th Prophecy – As “The Grabber” he will fight for The Birthright – it means so much to him.  Then he becomes “Israel”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Israel = “persevere with subjector (God)” = either  “persevering positively with Yahweh”  or 
“persevering negatively with Yahweh”  that delineates to either ‘persevere imitating JC’ or ‘persevere in rebellion to JC’. 
It must be clearly understood,  nations now mean nothing to Yahweh  as we are clearly told  (v28)  and thus “Israel” 
retains its original meaning for  the progressively new groupings that come under The Word of God for each new Epoch. 
73rd Reasoning – In this instance “Israel” in this prophecy means  The  Spiritual  Israel (144000 TCs,  Jacob)  to become 
The Sons of God  as “The Remnant” “twin” elected from  Fleshly worldly Israel (Esau)  during The Gospel Age – being 
the whole reason  why  Paul is using this history  as future prophecy  to explain  why  The Brethren should aim to become 
TCs for  “The Promise”  we are told earlier is  for  “The Inheritance”  (“The Resurrected World” of fleshly humans) 
34th Allegory – The TCs are  Spiritual Israel  –  because they are the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with 
JCg,  having his  presence/parousia  operating within them in  “The Real Faith”. 
35th Allegory – Worldly Christians are Fleshly Israel – because they are the same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with 
The World having the  presence/parousia  of the spirit of the air  (Eph.2v2 = The Methodology of The World)  operating in 
them,  having not completely washed clean their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  from the 1st part of their spiritual life. 
36th Allegory – The World = represents Mankind  –  but by extension here represents the  present worldly methodology  
that imitates Satan’s methodology to put  “the self”  first before our neighbour – being a corrupt methodology that will 
ultimately be  destroyed/dissolved/{melted away}  as The Bible tells us in several places  (for example 2Pet.3v10-13). 
9th Prophecy – Ishmael represents people slaving to The World  and know of nothing else -  hence  came first. 
10th Prophecy – Isaac represents people having  the possibility  to become free from The World  (John.8v32-36) –  JC's 
methodology followed The World's methodology was introduced  (by about 4000 years, hence Ex.12v3,6, representing JC). 
37th Allegory – woman (in prophecy always) = “The Means to deliver something” (see next allegory). 
38th Allegory - The two women = two types of contract Yahweh makes with Mankind through its creator JCg where the 
two types of contract can either be with a perfected fleshly body  or  a heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body (1Cor.15v34-54). 
39th Allegory – Mount Sinai = The Place Yahweh meets with Mankind to give The Law,  but note it was given to The 
Israelites,  but Hagar represents The World – is there a contradiction?   No! -  Because Hagar represents The World not 
even  recognising/accepting/realising  these Laws apply to them – thus = The World – hence my insistence to what the two 
“Israel(s)” mean earlier. 
Allegory – repeat - Jerusalem = “City/Organisation of Peace”  to represent Spiritual Rule (organisation) upon Earth – 
Allegorically trainee apostles (144000 TCs)  to prove themselves for The Millennial Rule over The Resurrected World. 
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Jerusalem prior The Millennium = Worldly spiritual rule through the three Abrahamic Faiths  (all hijacked by Satan). 
11th Prophecy – Hagar being of the present Jerusalem becomes representative of the fleshly World and Sarah becomes 
representative of the high Jerusalem being of Yahweh’s organisation of the future Millennium.  
Paul also tells us,  Sarah becomes the mother of TCs  (who will become the future Sons of God  in  Yahweh’s Jerusalem (= 
complete organisation upon Earth)  as “The Temple” comprising of 144000 white stones  (to be “The Ruling Authority”). 
12th Prophecy – The Covenant of the free woman is barren  (to the world)  because TCs are being taken out of The World. 
13th Prophecy – The Covenant of the free woman bursts forth with 144000 Kings/Priest “Born Again” upon The World, 
Born together (1Thes.4v13-18, 2Cor.15v50-55)  as one peculiar (not worldly)  nation born in one day (1Pet.2v9, Isa,66v8) 
11th Good News – The Woman shall deliver the 144000 TCs throughout The Gospel Age to become Yahweh's Sons of God. 
14th Prophecy – The Covenant of the slave has many children = The Resurrected World of perfected DNA  fleshly humans. 
15th Prophecy – Rather be part of The Covenant of the free woman –  for she has the husband (JCg). 
40th Allegory – husband (always in prophecy) = JCg being the bridegroom to the 144000 TCs of the free woman. 
38th Instruction – Paul encourages The Brethren to become like him,  The Children of The Covenant through Isaac (JC) 
41st Allegory – Ishmael persecution of Isaac = The World  persecuting  “1st Century Christianity”  as sourced by JC. 
42nd ‘Allegory' – inheritor = “a person who receives from The Father what belongs to The Father”  =  A TC who shall 
receive  “The Resurrected World”  (comprising of humans within fleshly DNA bodies)  from The Father  (resurrecting the 
fleshly world into the 2nd part of their physical life).  TCs shall become responsible for The Resurrected World’s wellbeing. 
16th Prophecy – The TCs will be persecuted by The World  (by inference,  if this does  not occur then we  cannot be a TC). 
Allegory – repeat - The Inheritance = operates at two levels.  The immediate 1st level would be of Canaan becoming Israel 
filled with Israelites.  The 2nd level occurs in The Millennium being  The World becoming “Israel” by name  filled with all 
resurrected people  (= the  new  “fleshly Israelites” = 3rd Epoch Israel)  to learn  “Righteousness”  from JCg and his 
bride of 144000 TCs  (Rev.21v2, 9, etc.)  then to be  kings/priests  (Rev.1v6,   as the  proven “spiritual Israelites”). 
(For completeness, “The 2nd Epoch Israel” of its two levels  is required  to gain  the 144000 Sons of God  for future rule.) 
43rd Allegory – cast out = the fleshly humans are rejected from becoming “Sons of God”,  to then ideally become  “sons of 
JCg and The Bride” of 144000 TCs  if  they personally choose to become righteous in The Millennium (by self-reform). 
Gal.     4v22 og (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  For  because: 
Gal.     4v22 og (the) Abraham  two  (the) sons  (he) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had,   
Gal.     4v22 og one/singularly  {from/out of}  of the  {female slave}/servant/bondmaid/maid,  also  one/singularly   
Gal.     4v22 og {from/out of}  of the  unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free (woman). 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.16v11, 17v19  
Gal.     4v22 = For  it has been  written  because:- 

Abraham  had/obtained  two sons,   
one  (son)  {from out of}  the  {slave woman},   also  one  (son)  {from out of}  the  {free woman}. 

  

For it has been written because: 
  Abraham had two sons   (Ishmael and then about 14 years later, Isaac) 
  one  (son [Ishmael])  from out of the slave woman (Hagar),   also one  (son [Isaac])  from out of the free  (woman [Sarah]). 
 

To explain what was going through Paul’s mind,  then I must first explain the following allegories  –  of which there are thousands within The New 
Testament as my commentaries show  –  but most of which are utterly  unintelligible  to our worldly Christian  scholars/theologians/leaders  (at 2007 
CE,  when this website “FutureLife.Org” became live to The World). 
Hopefully this website will become The Catalyst for their understanding so they are mentally positioned to  “join the dots”,  to view The Picture and then 
understand what Yahweh is really teaching us in His Quality Manual,  being  “The Instruction Manual”  on how to achieve personal salvation through 
JC's actions! 

How can we make this accusation about  “Professional Religious Leaders”  with validity?    
Because quite simply    They  never  teach of this critical exegesis that underpins Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation!    

Either  (1) they do not know,  else  (2) they stand doubly accused for remaining silent if they do know  (Eze.33v6, Luke.16v19-21+)! 
There is  no other option! 

A 4th revision addition: 
Quite simply,  “Religious Leaders”  do not care about  “The Almighty God of The Universe”  except to use Him as a tool for a fleshly living and by 
consequence effectively make Him inferior to their position over The World,  else what I am about to explain would have been discovered centuries 
earlier and taught subsequently every day to edify The World! 
By contrast, I intrinsically care about  “Yahweh”  and make it my aim in life to discover His Qualities and what He is doing within The World 
throughout millennia  “and find it”  (Matt.7v7-8),  to recognise His Omnificence and Omnipotence thereby making me a mere cretin in His midst,  a 
slave to  freely give  unto the World so its members might gain a spiritual living. 
JC’s apostles likewise submitted themselves as slaves in The Service of Yahweh to make themselves the  last/least  in society to explain  “1st Century 
Christianity”  being of the thousands of prophetic allegories carefully laid in place to be righteously fulfilled to express Yahweh’s Omnificence and 
Omnipotence to the general public,  showed the correct attitude.  By doing this  (as equally do I)  made them a target for death by  “The Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  because this activity exposed them to be fraudsters with regard to what they were claiming as supposed representatives to  “The 
Almighty God of The Universe”!    The two wholly diverse activities made it  “Publicly Obvious”  as to who was fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire;  that is why 
the people operating to worldly methodology preferred to continue with worldly methodology  (rather than to reform)  by murdering  “The Opposition”! 
We really have no need to be an “Einstein”  to understand what is occurring within the World and has done for the last some 6000 years,  since Cain 
murdered Abel for intrinsically,   the same reason! 
Now continuing with my earlier revisions. 
The  representations/allegories - 

1. 1st generation   Abraham  always represents Yahweh  (as “The Loving Father”). 
2. 2nd generation   Ishmael  the older  half-brother  from  Egyptian  slave woman  (Egypt is  always  analogous to  The World  in prophecy). 

  = those people being  “The Heathen”  (= non-Christian)  who are entrapped by Satan. 
                        Isaac  the younger half-brother  (from the same stock – Sarah was Abraham’s half-sister)  from the free woman represents JCg 
  = gives The Message  through JC  of freedom  from  “The Curse of Satan”  to yield possible eternal life for us humans. 
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3. 3rd generation  (through Isaac)  Esau  the older twin represents those leaders who failed to heed God’s Word  (= rejected The Birthright). 
    = The  worldly Christian leaders who remain passive and  do not care  to  precisely  imitate JC 
                                              Jacob (changed to Israel)  the younger twin represents those persons who fight for The Birthright of God’s Word 
    = The True Christians (TCs) who fight in adversity for The Inheritance  by imitating  JC. 

The reader must understand these two sons of Isaac  (represents JC)  are  “The Leader Heads”  of what was to follow.  Inasmuch these two sons 
represent those people who aspire to take upon themselves  “roles of leadership”  over the people to follow.   

They as  “The Heads”  of what was to follow -  represent leaders  “from the loins”  of JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  during  The Gospel Age. 
“The Word of God”  through JC  (= “Isaac” by allegory)  can go one two ways    

Either  (1) the majority of leaders reject it  (as witnessed within worldly Christianity)  where majority means  The  First/Most  (born),   
or  (2) the minority  (as The Last/Least)  grab for  The Birthright within themselves  (because it is so precious to them)  to become TCs where 
the minority means the 2nd born  (of the twins)  (Paul explains this in Hebrews,  likewise JC telling us about  The First/Most  now in society 
becoming  The Last/Least  in The Millennium,  and  The Last/Least  now becoming  The First/Most  in The Millennium). 

Therefore  “The Offspring” to Yahweh from Isaac  (analogous to JC),  inasmuch ideally,  we train our offspring to be in the service to Yahweh, 
1. Esau represents The Head of Fleshly 2nd Epoch Israel’ –  principally worldly Christian leaders  (over their flocks)  rejected by Yahweh 

for Sonship,  these individuals being The Many  called/invited  into The Christian Nation for  possible  sonship,   but - 
2. Jacob represents The Head of Spiritual 2nd Epoch Israel =  the 144000 TCs accepted by Yahweh to become future Sons of God as  “The 

Remnant”  elected/selected  from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (= The Christians,  Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
Where   “The Prophets”  were  “The Remnant”  elected/selected  from out of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (= The Jews). 
And ultimately where  “The Saved Humans”  who learn  “Righteousness”  in  The 2nd part of their physical life during The Millennium become  “The 
Remnant”  from out of  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  (where Paul spoke of himself in  “The 3rd Heaven/Authority”  of the future Millennium, 2Cor.12v1-3). 
The three sets of  “The Remnant”  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and completes  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  of planting,  growth and harvest of humans. 
It is  “Acceptable”  to Yahweh  –  because it is “Righteous” methodology  (sourced by Righteous Yahweh)  to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 

“The Remnant” out of Israel  is what was promised in The Old Testament as  “returning to The Lord”. (Isa.10v20-22) –   
Where “Israel” truly means to  “persevere with  Subjector/God”  (Gen.32v28). 
As individuals we can   “Persevere  (positively or negatively)  with Yahweh”  -  which makes  “Israel”  such a perfect name over the three 
epochs when  the occupants of  “Israel”  have  “The Word of God”  in their midst. 

Therefore,  repeating,  because it is just so important - 
This process occurs in a  righteous/equitable  manner to make it  acceptable  to The Lord (Yahweh),  because Yahweh is  “The Pinnacle”  of 
righteousness/equitable  to His Standards operating throughout The Universe. 

Note   “Jacob” means  “Grabber”  because at birth he was grabbing onto the heel of his twin brother Esau  (Gen.25v25-26).  
Note the further allegories,  how they were born together  –  just as The Christian Nation was born together from JC  (Isaac),  and later how Jacob 
would grab at  The Birthright  because it meant so much more to him than his  worldly brother Esau  (Gen.25v31-32,  who  sold it  for some food for his 
animalistic fleshly/[carnal minded]  belly)  –  all precisely as The Bible tells us.  It was absolutely  not  as our  worldly Christian leaders tell us  –  “it 
was stolen”!   That is another one of their  very many  utter lies filling their “worthless exegesis”!   It is the summation of these things that make worldly 
Christian leaders like Esau (Mal.1v3, Rom.9v13)  because in reality,  they bring disrespect within  sane/reasoning  minds concerning Yahweh’s  
honour/dignity/righteousness,  while it is all under “The Pretence”  they are praising Yahweh  (but merely using Yahweh as a tool to extract worldly 
gratification; – this practice is an abomination)! 

It is my righteous anger that drives me to write this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to expose the spiritual darkness of their machinations! 
Furthermore we righteously reason,  Jacob represents the 144000 TCs who themselves  arduously sought  after the Birthright to become future Sons of 
God  (as was JC in lineage)  because the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Promise given to Abraham  (as The Birthright)  meant so much to them! 
Repeating what I stated in an earlier commentary  

 If  Abraham always represents Yahweh,  and Isaac  (a generation down)  always represents JCg and finally,  the next generation down 
comprising of Jacob and Esau,  who both represent the two faces of  “Christianity” of The Gospel Age,  then what does it say to us about the 
worldly myth of the Trinity? 

Just another repudiation out of so many my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will clearly show to The World!    
How does that worldly myth sourced by Satan to confuse Mankind lay within what has been logically and righteously shown? 
Surely Yahweh does not source material which is confused and disconnected?   Yahweh is  not  a God of confusion  (1Cor.14v33)! 

Obviously worldly myth falls apart as I show in perhaps more than a hundred places within The New Testament  –  of which I shall boldly expose in my 
electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  to  finally remove for once and all time  that most unrighteous part of  worldly Christian doctrine! 
Now I have taught  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  something worthwhile about what Yahweh is demonstrating in His means for Mankind’s 
Salvation,  will they now teach it to their congregations for their edification?   I hardly think so! 

Hence their action wholly underpins what I state about them! 
However,  to be fair,  there may be the odd Nicodemus who will reform and move forward Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation by becoming a TC! 
Gal.     4v23 og But  the (person [son])  truly/indeed/{that one}  {from/out of}   
Gal.     4v23 og of the  {female slave}/servant/bondmaid/maid  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Gal.     4v23 og (the) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}   
Gal.     4v23 og (he has been) {process of procreation/generation/begetting}/regenerated/begotten,   
Gal.     4v23 og the (person [son])  and  {from/out of}   
Gal.     4v23 og of the  unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free (woman)   
Gal.     4v23 og through (reason of)  of the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise. 
Gal.     4v23 = But  the son  (Ishmael)   from/out  of the  maid  (Hagar)   he has been  generated/begotten   

according to  the  animalistic/flesh/{carnal minded},   
yet  the  son (Isaac)  from/out  of the  free woman  (Sarah)   through reason  of the  Announcement/Promise/Pledge;  

 

But the one  (son [Ishmael])  from out of the female slave (Hagar)  has been generated according to the animalistic mind 
               (Sourced by  “of the World”  and thereby can only think in a worldly manner  [to self-indulge to the neighbour’ hurt]) 
yet the one  (son [Isaac])  from the free woman (Sarah)  through reason of  The Promise/Pledge  (of The Birthright); 

               (Sourced by  “of Yahweh”  and thereby chooses to think in a Godly manner  [to edify our neighbour to our own hurt]) 
 

Best explained by repeating the above with the additions - 
But the son (Ishmael)  from the maid  (Egyptian slave/Hagar  to Abraham Gen.16v3-4)  is begotten  (conceived/born/regenerated)  to the  
flesh/{carnal minded}  (symbolic to present worldly methodology),  yet the son (Isaac)  from the free  (not slave and thus born  not  being 
slave to sin within the world = operating to Yahweh's Methodology)  woman  (wife/Sarah to Abraham Gen.21v1-2)  through reason of The 
Promise  (of God prophesied by the messengers one  year  before  the birth of Isaac);  
Also,  because Sarah was the half-sister of Abraham  (Gen.20v12)  then the allegory can be further extended - 

Where Abraham  always  represents Yahweh,  and Isaac from the union between Abraham and Sarah always represents JC as  “The Son of God” 
(Abraham)  –  but because Sarah was the half-sister of Abraham then the allegory goes further - 
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It means,  Sarah represents Mary whose husband is not  Joseph,  but Yahweh  (hence the switch in genealogy at Luke.3v23)  to yield Isaac representing 
JC,  where Sarah and Mary are half-sisters in Yahweh’s Family  (where Mary’s father named “Heli” means “High” [exulted])  the point being of the 
RNA within the two women were already part “holy/pure”.  Hence,  by analogy to yield their holy sons with Yahweh’s HS,  where  both  Isaac and JC 
were from  impossible  wombs  -  Sarah’s barren at 90 years and Mary was a virgin.    Where in prophecy  “woman”  always  =  “The Means to deliver”  
(hence the next verse  “delivering Covenants”). 

Thus Yahweh promised to both women  (Sarah/Mary)  something  humanly  impossible  (dead womb of Sarah, virgin Mary)  being The Seed 
through  (Isaac)  and Resultant of The Saviour (JC),  thus it could  only  be sourced by Yahweh  –  being the specific point made here! 

All this,  and so  very many more  different allegories of this event of which I exhaustively cover elsewhere shows The Bible  accurately  explained,  is 
leagues superior  to anything The World can deliver in its worldly religions  (including  worldly Christianity).  “Religion”  as sourced by Satan  (are the 
leaders operating under his methodology)  given by utterly confused humans to perpetuate confusion and hide The Absolute Truth for Human Salvation! 
Ishmael was the  first child and wild  (Gen.16v12),  and was about 14 years older than Isaac  (Gen.17v24-25, 21v4-5)  and thus The World had to wait 
some 4000 years before JC came,  to become The Means through which The World would be blessed (22v16-18)  because of the metaphoric sacrifice of  
(22v1-15)  previously  -  representing JC’s Ransom Sacrifice on The Pole/Post  (John.19v17-18).  We are told,  Isaac was taken to Mount Moriah 
(Gen.22v2)  –  which was to later become  “The Foundation of The Temple of Jerusalem”  through its progressive inauguration  (2Sam24v16-25, 
1Chr.21v15-28, 2Chr.3v1)  and by Solomon in his  prophetic  prayer of dedication of the completed building  (where the stone temple was to become The 
Spiritual Temple of JC and the 144000 TCs, 2Chr.6v20-21, etc.).  Moreover,  JC’s execution was planned by The Leaders of “Religion” (John.11v47-53) 
in this very place as was Isaac’s proposed sacrifice!    
This is an  infinitesimal  number of allegories and prophecies that lace throughout The Old and New Testaments to build up Yahweh's  “Most Righteous 
Plan for Human Salvation”.  All of which appears to be  utterly unknown  to our  worldly  Christian leaders/scholars/theologians  because thy  never  
teach it,  and thus  they stand condemned  by Yahweh,  if knowing,  they remain silent! 
Gal.     4v24 og Who/Which  (it) is  (the being) allegorised/metaphoric/analogy,  they  for  {they are/be}  the  two   
Gal.     4v24 og dispositions/contracts/covenants/agreements;  first/certain/one  truly/indeed/{that one}   
Gal.     4v24 og off/away/separated/from  (the) {rear up}/hill/mount/mountain  Sinai  
Gal.     4v24 og into/unto  (the) servitude/bondage/slavery   
Gal.     4v24 og (to be) {process of procreation/generation/begetting}/regenerating/begetting,   
Gal.     4v24 og who/which  (it) is  (the) Hagar. 
Gal.     4v24 = Which it is being allegorised:  

For  they (the women),  they are  the two  contracts/agreements/covenants    (the covenants between God and Mankind).   
First/One  which is Hagar  generating/begetting  into slavery  (of The World),   truly  separated/away/from  Mount Sinai  (of Yahweh) 

 

Which is being allegorised: 
  For they (the women)    (as “The Means to deliver”  -  through their sons of … … … ),  
  they are the two  contracts/covenants   (“The Two Covenants”  between Yahweh and Mankind). 
  First/One  which is Hagar generating into slavery  (of The World)  truly  separated/from  Mount Sinai  (of Yahweh). 
 

The 1st Covenant. 
Hagar representing The World  (not  participating in Christianity,  thereby being  Non-Christians)  are to be judged by The Law as given by Yahweh 
through Moses.  Clearly all people fail The Law  (Rom.3v23,  exactly as do Christians  –  there is no difference  –  both groupings  “are human”). 
The 2nd Covenant. 
However Christians by becoming baptised now  freely  enter into a  new  Covenant with Yahweh  early  so that they are  not  to be judged upon  “The 
Law of Works”  but to be judged upon  “The Law of The Mind”,  which  if  successful  then they shall have  guaranteed  everlasting life  (“guaranteed” 
is  not  possible under  “The Law of Moses”  because all of us have failed it)!   But  guaranteed  everlasting life  can  be achieved by  precisely imitating  
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  and thus being  selected/elected  by Yahweh to become a Son of God  (one of the 144000).  
Where it must be realised that we can  only  precisely imitate JC if,  and only if,  we thoroughly imbue “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13) to know precisely 
how/what/why  JC thought and then we act with the utmost fidelity upon this knowledge – then,  and only then,  are we precisely imitating JC[s 
ministry/lifestyle,  so that upon an external audit,  JC and ourselves are indistinguishable   -  to become elected a future  “Son of God”.   
As the reader is aware – this is not quite what our  worldly Christian leaders teach,  thereby removing themselves from the position of being elected!  
Therefore the vast majority of Christians,  are rejected as we reasoned above,  where whose  “Leaders of Religion”  become like Esau  (explained later)  
and thus become part of The World again,  by consequence,  must resume their education into the 2nd part of their physical life during The Millennium 
along with  “The Sons of Hagar”  (= The World of Non-Christians). 
Note   Some translations use  “under”  instead of  “separated/away”.  As the reader can see,  this is an  incorrect  translation. 
I use the exact Greek translation and understand  “separated/away”  means they have not partaken in The Law  –  they know nothing of it because they 
are  not  Jews or Christians.  However,  they have automatically failed The Law even though they know nothing of it because all humans have been  
“self-indulgent to the hurt of their neighbour”  at some point in the 1st part of their physical life.  
Again,  this is another instance of where some of our translators are trying to be too clever but have “lost the plot” and hide  “The Knowledge”  from us! 
Notice how Paul clearly tells us  “the Two Women”  are two forms of contract between God and Mankind. 
Furthermore,  they are two specific contracts,  and are just not simply  “The 1st Covenant”  being of “Death”  and  “The 2nd Contract” being of 
“Salvation”  (as our worldly Christian leaders errantly tell us by their  “garbled reasoning”). 

It is ridiculous to have a contract to  “death [resulting in annihilation]”  because no one would sign up to it as a contract  (where a contract 
is  bilateral  agreement). 
Thus,  these two contracts mean something else  (as Paul also explains at 1Cor.15v34-54). 

This website screams out ,  there are the two types of future for humans,  either one being an  awakening/rousing  into a fleshly body  –  or the infinitely 
better other,  being an  awakening/rousing  into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as that given to JC  (1Cor.15v35-55)  through the route of Isaac  
(being the son of the free woman via Yahweh). 
Note   The  “Annihilation”  can come to certain members of both groupings in the following manner - 

1. Iniquitous  fleshly Christian leaders emulating Judas Iscariot in the 2nd part of their spiritual life while living in the 1st part of their physical 
life  (when absolutely knowing of The Inheritance as given in The Word of God = being The Vision within The Mind)  OR  

2. Resurrected fleshly humans in the 2nd part of their spiritual and physical life who ultimately reject  “The Word of God”  accurately taught and 
this become iniquitous  (when absolutely knowing of  “The Inheritance”  from “The Word of God”  made real  by being part of the experience 
-  being the wonderful society then operating)  hence the  two  groupings in The Millennium Rev.22v14-15  (please see my local commentary). 

This  is  “The Absolute Truth”,  and most certainly  not  what we are errantly told by  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  up to 2015 CE,  
where this righteous exegesis is demonstrably  unintelligible  to them  -  because  “they prefer The World”,  and can only understand worldly things). 
Gal.     4v25 og the  for  Hagar  Sinai  (the) {rear up}/hill/mount/mountain  (she/it) is  in  to the [= within]  Arabia,   
Gal.     4v25 og (it) {files together (as soldiers in ranks)}/{corresponds to}  and  to the  now/present/immediate  Jerusalem,   
Gal.     4v25 og (she) serves/{in bondage}/slaves  and  {amid/together/with (meta)}  of the  children/daughters/sons  
Gal.     4v25 og (of) her. 
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Gal.     4v25 = For  the Hagar  she is  The Mount Sinai  within  the Arabia,   
and  now/presently  corresponds/represents   to the   (worldly)  Jerusalem   (under  “The Law of Moses”)   
and  she  serves/slaves   (to the world unable to meet The Law of Moses)   with  her  children now   (being all non-Christians). 

 

For the Hagar is The Mount Sinai within the Arabia  (= in The Wilderness  not  yet having reached metaphoric “Canaan” [The Millennium]), 
and now corresponds to the  (worldly)  Jerusalem   (presently  under  “The Law of Moses”) 
and she (Hagar)  serves  (The World unable to meet The Law of Moses)  with her children now  (= all non-Christians). 
              (It must be clearly understood,  “Worldly Jerusalem”  represents  “The Three Harlots”  =  Judaism, Christianity, Islam  [Rev. Chap. 17]) 
 

It must be understood  “Jerusalem”  means “The City/Organisation  of Peace”,  and clearly an anachronism now,  but was given that title because of 
what  will  occur in The Future  –  being Yahweh’s Organisation to achieve peace upon The Earth  –  which  will  occur in The Millennium  (where JCg 
is  “The Lord of The Sabbath”  for man's purification  (Mark.2v27-28)  being  the 7th day  of  perfection/completeness  [shaba/sheba, StrongsTM = 
7650/1]  in  rest/peace,  and  “day”  = 1000 years – 2Pet.3v8). 
However,  Jerusalem is archetypical in the negative sense  now  during the present 6 “days” (of 6000 years, 2Pet.3v8)  of  “the working week”  under 
Satan’s inept management style delivering much distress upon our neighbour  (hence,  Heb.4v4 for The Sabbath).  Thus  spiritual worldly  “Jerusalem”  
now represents  Satan’s Organisation  (through its three  harlots supposedly representing  “The One Almighty God”  –  see my commentaries in Rev. 
chapters 17 and 18)  over the present Earthly System being  “The Methodology of self-indulgence to the hurt of one’s neighbour”.  This methodology 
creates the pain and suffering we witness around The World today by those people with the power to inflict it.  Consequently,  we slave for ourselves 
against the edifying of our neighbour,  driven by various worldly  (including religious)  leaders who climb to fulfil their worldly desire over the majority 
of us  –  because these leaders are by principle,  fulfilling the same desire of Satan’s self-indulgence and thus make Satan their god – regardless of them 
accepting Satan’s existence or not! 
Gal.     4v26 og the (person [woman])  and  upward/{on the top}/above/brim/high/up  (the) Jerusalem   
Gal.     4v26 og (the) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free (woman)   (she/it) is,   
Gal.     4v26 og {which some}/who  (she/it) is  {from mother}/womb  (of the) all (persons)  {of/from us} [TCs].   
Gal.     4v26 = And  the  {not a slave}/free  woman  (Sarah)   is  {on the top}/high/above  the  Jerusalem,  
           (The New Spiritual Israel  elected/chosen  by Yahweh in His selection of the 144000 TCs),   

which  she is  mother of us all   (in The Millennium  -  from the union between The Bridegroom  [JCg]  and The Bride  [144000 TCs]). 
 

And the free woman (Sarah)  is  above  the  (worldly)  Jerusalem   (Sarah generates The New Spiritual Israel to rule in  “The New Jerusalem”) 
which  she is  the mother  of us  all  (= the TCs,  and the brethren aiming to be TCs  = to fulfil  “The Goal” of  “The Anointing”). 
 

 Paul is teaching us in prophecy that Hagar represents  “the present Worldly system”,  but Sarah represents  “the future covenant of The Jerusalem”  =  
The 144000 Priests in authority teaching  “Righteousness”  to  all  people resurrected in the flesh as a mother does to her children.   

Where it must be understood,  the TCs are  metaphorically The Temple  in the middle  of Jerusalem that source instruction to  “Jerusalem”  
(being  “The Organisation that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire”  here upon The Earth). 

“The New Jerusalem”  (not  constructed of bricks and stone)  shall comprise of The Prophets,  notable leaders of Israel including The Ancient Worthies 
plus JCg’s angels of power to ensure  “Righteousness”  prevails throughout The Earth.  
Again,  the reader must understand  “Jerusalem”  is metaphoric  (and is absolutely  not  physical  bricks/stone). 
I have said before,  “Jerusalem”  is  “The Organisation of Yahweh”  that shall bring peace upon The Earth and thus it need not be made out of physical 
buildings,  but is  “The Covering over the Earth”  as  “The Controlling Reasoning Entities”  (with infinite  authority/power/capability  [but are below 
Yahweh]  ruling alongside JCg  –  as we are told Matt.20v23, Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).  These proven  reliable/perfect  administrators ensure Yahweh’s 
Desire is made manifest,  amongst and throughout,  “The Resurrected People”  entering the 2nd part of their physical life for them to personally learn  
“Righteousness”  to ideally purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life and hence,  truly  “believe in JCg”  as “The Word of God” operating as a  
presence/parousia  within our mind. 
Consequently,  Paul is teaching us before any of this can occur,  then Yahweh must first gain His 144000 future  “Sons of God”,  –  and they personally 
make possible  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  for them to personally bring forth The Millennium. 

How is this to occur? 
It is The Jerusalem above  –  being Yahweh’s organisation working through  “The Word of God”  (JC’s ministry)  during The Gospel Age within those 
very specific people who are adamantly purposed to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire irrespective of whatever hurt comes from the present World  (nominally  “The 
Religious Authorities”).  For instance,  I would perhaps consider William Tyndale as worthy candidate to be accorded with Sonship by Yahweh  –  but I 
can only surmise  –  it is  only  Yahweh who makes  “The Final Decision”  (Matt.20v23). 
William Tyndale is notable example  –  but there are obviously many publicly unknown people who  went/go  out on a limb by certainly spiritually dying 
away from this world of self-indulgence,  so they might personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  accurately  promote  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  as 
the best they were able in their own circumstance,  and thereby purifying their spiritual mind. 
So we have  “The Jerusalem of Yahweh’s Organisation”  being  “The Woman”  delivering  the TCs from out of The Gospel Age (Rev.12v1-5),  so when  
“The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 occurs,  then Yahweh can move forward to the next stage in His Plan for Human Salvation  –  being The 
Millennium,  as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  continuously screams out to The World in its writings. 
When we enter this next stage of Yahweh’s Plan,  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  shifts up by one level,  into  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  (being the vision that 
Paul saw in 41 CE some 7 years after JCg’s intervention on the road to Damascus in 34 CE,  2Cor.12v1-3 as I carefully explain in my local inter-verse 
commentary).  Hence the reason why Paul became galvanised after the vision of what The Future would be for him to start his missionary journeys in 
about 47 CE.   It was this knowledge,  supplemented by  “The Pillars”  (James, Peter, John)  together with Paul's  extensive knowledge  of The Tanakh  
enabled him to put the whole plan together within his mind  -  being what I now exposed to The World at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”, Matt.24v14. 
We are told in The Bible as I underwrite below by citation    
When JCg comes at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect the 144000 TCs  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor,15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.,)  just 
3.5 years prior to the start of The Millennium (Dan.12v11-12),  then  “The Special Marriage”  between JCg and The Bride of 144000 TCs can now occur  
(Rev.14v1-4, 19v6-9, 21v2, 9)  where The Bride becomes The Mother (= being “the means to deliver”)  of the successful children who take upon 
themselves  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium  –  when  “The New Jerusalem”  reigns  (Rev.21v1-4)  over The World  –  just as Paul is telling us here. 
Gal.     4v27 og (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  For: 
Gal.     4v27 og [Prophecy, Isa.54v1 ]   (You) {Put/Become in good frame of mind}/{Be glad/merry}   
Gal.     4v27 og (the) {(as) stiff (and) unnatural}/’sterile’/barren  the (one [woman/womb])  not   
Gal.     4v27 og (the) {producing (from seed/mother)}/bearing/{being born/delivering}/{bringing forth}/{being in travail};   
Gal.     4v27 og (the) {break/wreck/crack/disrupt/lacerate/convulse/burst/rend/tear  forth/out}   
Gal.     4v27 og also  (the) hullabaloo/shout/{cry out}   
Gal.     4v27 og the (one [woman/womb])  no/not/none   (the) {experiencing the pains (of parturition)}/{travailing in (birth)};   
Gal.     4v27 og because  (the) many/much/plenteous  the  children/daughters/sons  of the   
Gal.     4v27 og lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness  {more than}/better/rather  or/than/either/rather 
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Gal.     4v27 og of the (person [she])  holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  the  man/husband/fellow. 
Old Testament reference located at  Isa.54v1  

Gal.     4v27 For  it has been  written: 
You  {be glad}  the woman  unnatural/barren   (now)  not  the  producing/{bringing forth};  
The  {Burst forth}/{Break open}  also  {shout/out}/{cry aloud}  the woman  not  experiencing  travail/{labour pains}; 
Because  the many  (are)  the children  of the  waste/desolate   (Hagar  [Slave to The World – being its methodology leading to Death]). 
Rather better,  the one  (Sarah [Free wife])  who has the husband     
        (Yahweh yielding JCg as  “The Word of God”  to gain Yahweh's Methodology that leads unto Life ). 

 

For it has been written: 
You be glad the one  (representing “The 2nd Covenant”)  barren,  not  (yet)  producing   (giving birth to the 144000 TCs at “The 1st Resurrection”); 
              (Alternatively,  not yet yielding  “The Late Adopters” – they are having to wait until The Millennium for this spiritual birth to occur) 
burst forth  (ultimately into The World),   also cry aloud the one (woman [Sarah])  not  having labour pains   (because of no immediate birth); 
              (The “Early Adopters” are “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as  “one nation”  (Isa.66v8, 1Pet.2v9.) 
because the many  (are)  the children of the waste   (Hagar as a slave yielding practitioners of  “worldly methodology”  into The World), 
              (The ratio between the  “Early Adopters” and “The Resurrected World”   is about 1 100,000  [as by an order of magnitude]) 
rather better,  the one (Sarah)  who has the husband   (Sarah  [free from The World]  yielding practitioners of Yahweh's Methodology). 

              (Sarah’s husband is Yahweh,  but by allegory Paul goes down by a level to apply this prophecy,  the 144000 TCs have JCg as their husband) 
 

It must be understood that this is  allegoric prophecy. 
Where the context of Isa.54v1 follows on from Isa.53v11-12 speaking by prophecy  (some 750 years earlier)  of JC's ministry/lifestyle  inaugurates  The 
Gospel Age  from out of which,  Yahweh  (as The Matchmaker)  draws out by election His premier son's future bride of 144000 TCs having built 
themselves entirely upon  “The Word of God”. 
Again this section is perhaps best explained with the added words in parenthesis  (placing ourselves  in the mind of Sarah  who is  “kept separate from 
the world”  -  see by allegory precisely what occurred at Gen.20v6-7  before  she gave birth to her first son Isaac  [representing JC]  a year later) - 

Be glad the one  unnatural/barren   (“The 2nd Covenant”  which is  not  part of this  present worldly  system  [except “The Early Adopters”])   
Where it is the woman,  being “the means to deliver” = the progressive generations of TCs building upon The Covenant teaching God's Word 
now  not  producing/{bringing forth}  (because TC are being  taken out of this world  during this Gospel Age  at death  and thus their 
combined force  (by taking  The Last/Least  in society)  is  not recognised  by The World operating according to Satan's methodology);   
Alternatively,  under  “The 2nd Covenant”  that requires a  purified mind to succeed (hence “Born Again”)  -  this could be referring to “The 
Late Adopters”  requiring The Millennium within which to be truly born again after having passed through the final 3.5 year assay at the end 
of The Millennium.  While added for completeness,  this is unlikely to be the correct interpretation  – because the sequencing is wrong. 
{Burst forth}/{Break open}  and  {shout/out}/{cry aloud}  the one   (woman – great joy at JCg's 1st 2nd C  [= 2nd Advent]  to collect his 
144000 TCs being truly  “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  [Rev,20v6])  
not  having  travail/{labour pains}  (presently not physically delivering the 144000 TCs into the 2nd part of the TCs’ physical lives.   
They are delivered in one action at  “The 1st Resurrection”  without warning where The Birth is in an instant  (as a blink of an eye  –  
1Cor.15v52)  noting what Isaiah prophesied at Ias.66v8 about this one event concerning this nation of 144000 TCs  (1Pet.2v9). 
Where the 144000 TCs  become  “The means to deliver”  for  “The Future Resurrected World”. 
Because many are the children of the  waste/desolate  (being all the  worldly  people who are spiritually ignorant and are to be resurrected 
into The Millennium and then to be taught  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium by The Kings/Priests comprising of the 144000 TCs). 
Rather better,  the one  (high level is Sarah, layers down to ultimately deliver the resurrected TCs at 1Thes.4v13-18)   
who has the husband (high level is Abraham,  layers down to JCg becoming married to his Bride  [being the 144000 TCs]   now to teach all 
resurrected humans righteousness in The Millennium). 
Where,  Sarah was the half-sister to Abraham  (Gen.11v31, 20v12,  noting its precise allegories in that verse reflected down) – being exactly 
what will metaphorically occur at the second level between JCg and his  half-sister/brother (Matt.12v48-50)  being the 144000 TCs taken out 
of The Gospel Age becoming married at the start of The Millennium  (Rev.19v6-9)  to yield the children  from out  “of the  waste/desolate”  (= 
“The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium).  

I ask the reader to see  “woman”  in glossary.   “Woman”  is an allegory  =  “The Means to deliver whatever”. 
Thus  “Hagar  (Egyptian)  the slave”  means  “she slaves to the inducements of The World”. 
And  “Sarah  (same forebear to Abraham, Terah, Gen.11v31)  the wife”  to  Yahweh  “gives freedom from slaving to The World”,  from the  
self-indulgence  that ultimately destroys society. 

Thus the children from  “The Means to deliver”  Hager are worldly and cannot fully appreciate Yahweh  –  even though very many people  (of The 
Harlots – see Rev. chapters 17 and 18)  claim to represent and profusely state their  “love”  for Him –  but their actions ultimately show otherwise – 
being their  agapao/{edifying love}  is hollow/shallow,  thereby representing self-indulgent eros. 
And the children from  “The Means to deliver”  Sarah become  “The Children of God”  (metaphorically  grafted-in  adopted  sons)  who were from 
Hagar but have individually made a complete  spirit/personality/desires/traits  change from The World because they come through Isaac  (JC being “The 
Word of God”)  to become part of  “perfected spiritual Israel”  (Jacob)  rather than worldly  animalistic/fleshly  Esau  (“hairy one” Gen.25v25, 27). 
Note   These are leaders of two nations  (Gen.25v23)  at the  physical  level –  but actually  the greater significance  is at the  spiritual  level being what 
was to occur in The Gospel Age as  “The Offspring of JC”  (represented by Isaac the father).  The reader must understand  virtually everything  written 
in The Old Testament is  a precise allegoric overlay  of what is to occur in The Gospel Age leading up to and into The Millennium  –  and it was this that 
Paul with his extensive knowledge of The Tanakh could appreciate and recognise within his mind's eye  (hence his comment at 2Tim3v15-17). 
The TCs are driven like Jacob  (Israel)  having made a grasp for The Birthright representing The Heirs over The Inheritance of The Millennium in the 
opposition to The World represented by those worldly Christian leaders = Esau that is hated by Yahweh  (Mal.1v2-3, Rom.9v13, Heb11v20). 
Furthermore,  we are told in Jer.49v8-10,  Esau’s  (worldly Christian leaders)  descendants  (worldly Christians as congregational members in some 
42,000+ worldly Christian schisms,  at the time of 2015 CE)  will have their faith’ laid bare,  whose leaders as represented by Esau himself are to be 
exposed as fraudulent and hypocritical,  and this we will see as prophesied Rev. chapter 17-18 ready for The Millennium to be installed by JC and his 
faithful TCs elected out of The Gospel Age.  It is worth looking at Isa,66v8 speaking in prophecy about  “The 1st Resurrection”  of The 144000 TCs being 
something amazing that can occur -  being one nation born in a single day –  “The Spiritual Nation of Israel”  coming to life at their awakening/rousing  
to be alongside JCg  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Matt.24v40-44, etc.),  as  “The Heirs”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  to be defined as “The 
Fleshly Nation Israel”  of is 3rd Epoch. 
Please read all my local commentaries as cited above. 
However in The Millennium,  as we read later,  the two brothers  (Jacob/Israel  and Esau)  come together again  in peace   (after the offerings made by 
Jacob [Gen32v13]  as an initial  “sacrifice”/gift  given by the TCs in the first part of their physical life  before  becoming accepted as  “The Spiritual 
Israel” (Gen.32v27,  representing what the TCs have done).   Likewise the TCs as  The Kings/Priests (descendants)  coming together with Esau's 
descendants as it will be during The Millennium when  worldly Christians  shall be taught  “Righteousness”  from the TCs  (as Kings/priests)  where we 
are told by both JC and Paul   The Last/Least  (TCs as kings/priests)  shall ultimately rule  The First/Most  (the worldly focused humans – including 
worldly Christians)  –  being the two layers employed under these quotations. 
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Ultimately it is all based upon  “The Word of God”  and  “The Desire”  to fulfil it  =  The Knowledge and The Heart condition  –  get both of these  
working together  and we can become a TC!   Sadly,  so many people only have one  or  the other,  but not both,  and sadly,  collectively they fail 
Yahweh’s Desire. 
Perhaps the   worldly Christian Leaders have  “The Knowledge”  to  “supposedly know the direction”,  but have absolutely  no  motivation  (being led 
by the wrong master Matt.6v24),  and the devotees have  “no  knowledge”,  but they have motivation and thus driven in the wrong direction by their 
religious leaders –  how all so very sad! 

I ask those people who read this  -  not to be riled  –  but rather,  as an audit result that  can be changed  –  if  there is The Desire for reform. 
Be like Nicodemus  –  and “Ask”!   Be repentant and question,  enquire, seek  -  so that we together might mentally find  (Matt.7v7-8)! 

Gal.     4v28 og {we ourselves}  and   (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) Isaac,   
Gal.     4v28 og (of the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   (the) children/daughters/sons  
Gal.     4v28 og {we are/belong/be}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.13v16, 15v5, 16v10, 17v7,   
Gal.     4v28 = And  we ourselves  Brethren,   

accordingly/intensely to  the Isaac,   
{we are}  children  of the  promise/pledge. 

 

And we ourselves,  Brethren   (aiming to be TCs  –  to be part of  “The New Spiritual Israel”) 
accordingly with Isaac   (by aligning ourselves with JC  –  which means   “precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle”  [= learning and doing]) 
we being the children of  The Promise/Pledge   (originally made with Abraham,  rippling through his descendants yearning for  “The Goal”).  
 

These people  (The Brethren = The Christian Nation)  have entered  “The Race for The Promise”  (of Isaac see below)  to be successfully aiming by 
grabbing for The Promise as did Jacob (Israel)  –  but the 1st part of our physical life is not yet finished and thus they  (“us”)  could still drop out  (and 
become of Esau)!   Please see my dissertation entitled  “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”  thoroughly explaining precisely how all the  (of perhaps 
hundreds)  of allegories between the  events/times/places/people  to mirror what was to occur in The Gospel Age and what is to occur in The Millennium. 
Notice also,  how Paul has not said  “of Israel”  but rather  “Isaac”,  because these individuals could go one of two ways  –  either the way of  
Jacob/Israel  to be  “The Heirs”,  or the way of Esau to be part of  “The Inheritance”  –  as I explained in the previous verse! 
However,  Paul can (and does)  label himself as being of  Jacob/Israel  (2Tim.4v6-8)  because he has pushed forward for The Birthright  (The Promise of 
The Inheritance,  see glossary)  in affliction sourced by those people showing themselves to be spiritually,  of metaphoric Esau’s lineage  (Gen.27v41, 
John.16v1-4). 
Gal.     4v29 og But  {just as}/{exactly like}  then/{at the time}  the (person [him, Ishmael])   
Gal.     4v29 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}    
Gal.     4v29 og (the) {process of procreation/generation/begetting}/regenerated/begotten   
Gal.     4v29 og (he [Ishmael]) {followed after}/pursued/persecuted/suffered  the (person [him, Isaac])   
Gal.     4v29 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Gal.     4v29 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  now/present/immediate. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.21v9  
Gal.     4v29 = But  {just as}  then,   

the one  (Ishmael)   according to  of the  flesh/{animalistic mind}    (worldly methodology) 
pursued/persecuted  the one  (Isaac)   according to  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
          (Yahweh's Methodology  through JC as  “The Word of God”),   
{in this manner}/as  also   (occurring)   now/immediately.    (within The Gospel Age so that Satan might not be retained Rev.20v1-3). 

 

But just as then, 
The one (Ishmael)  according to The Animalistic Mind   (being from  [Hagar]  “of The World”   “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”), 
persecuted the one (Isaac)  according to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (Yahweh’s genealogy through Sarah  [not a slave to The World])  
in this manner as  also  (occurring)  now   (within The Gospel Age,  “Leaders of Religion”  self-indulging,  resulting in persecuting the 144000 TCs). 
 

This is a reference to Gen.21v9 where the older brother Ishmael  (of 19 years old)  was persecuting the younger Isaac  (of 5 years old). 
“like also now”  means,  Paul is telling us  “The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  being The Giver of  “1st Century Christianity"  will be persecuted by 
The World  (being worldly methodology attacking  “The Word of God”  [principally through  “Professional Leaders of Religion”]).  

 The Vanguard of  what  “1st Century Christianity”  represents within an individual is perfectly presented by the 144000 TCs who shall be  
drawn-out  by Yahweh throughout The Gospel Age,  and The Result revealed to both the TCs and The World at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  
(Matt.24v27, v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.11-11-13, 20v6) 

Thus a  TC will be persecuted  (John.16v1-4)  by those leaders in The World  (operating to worldly methodology),  only  because the TCs are  accurately  
teaching  “The Word of God”  to ultimately yield  “The Real Faith”  within other people of The World to bring-on the next generation of TCs.  TCs 
freely do this so that Yahweh might ultimately achieve His Pleasure of 144000  new  “Sons of God”  from out of JCg’s creation  (where these 144000 
TCs have  personally solved  “The Mystery of God”  –  please see my other commentaries for the full explanation). 
Notice Paul is teaching us,  those people who are  not  Christians (humans metaphorically from Ishmael are humans  “according to Ishmael”)  will also 
persecute TCs  (generally stirred up by  worldly religious leaders  not  necessarily professing to be Christians,  to mean  all  other worldly religions.   
TC persecution occurs because the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  know  what they  teach/do  is fraudulent regarding Mankind’s Salvation,  and  
cannot do anything  to yield any person’s  Salvation;   but it  brings-in  a  worldly/fleshly  living for them in their pyramid over the deluded devotees. 
We must recognise the following truth  

JC’s ransom sacrifice brings forth the 2nd part of our physical life in The Millennium,  and his ministry taught us how to  personally  reform 
our mind to become like him. 

The obvious question is - 
I do  not  see the words  “Professional Religious Leader”  in the above statement making possible our salvation! 
And they know it! 

Gal.     4v30 og But  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (it) states/exclaims  the  document/{holy writ}/scriptures? 
Gal.     4v30 og [Prophecy, Gen.21v10 ]   (you) eject/{cast/drive forth/out}/expel/{send away}/thrust   
Gal.     4v30 og the  {female slave}/servant/bondmaid/maid [Hagar]  also  the  son  (of the) her,   
Gal.     4v30 og no/not/none  for  not [= certainly not]   (he [son/Ishmael] may/should) {be heir}/inherit  the  son  [Ishmael] 
Gal.     4v30 og of the  {female slave}/servant/bondmaid/maid [Hagar]  {amid/together/with (meta)}  of the  son 
Gal.     4v30 og of the  unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free  (woman [Sarah]). 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.21v10  
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Gal.     4v30 = But  what  states  the scriptures? 
{Cast out}/{Send away}/eject  the  maid  (Hagar)   also  her  son  (Ishmael),   
for  the  maid’s  son  shall  certainly not  he  may/should  {be heir}/inherit  with  of the  son  (Isaac)   of the  free  woman  (Sarah). 

 

But what states the scriptures? 
  Cast out the maid (Hagar)  also her son  (Ishmael), 
  For the maid’s son shall certainly not be the heir  (alongside)  with the son (Isaac)  of the free woman  (Sarah). 
 

What does this mean? 
As usual - worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  (up to 2007 CE)  have  completely misunderstood  what all this means at so many levels! 

They generally think  (being what they preach to us  –  else they are hypocrites) - 
- The Non-Christians will be resurrected to live in hell and be tormented  (or something similar). 
- But Christians have the inheritance of living forever in heaven or in some paradise somewhere  (or something similar). 

That doctrine  (and change “Christian” for “Muslim” or “Sikh” or almost anything else in “Religion”)  is shown to be    A load of unrighteous rubbish! 
Paul is carefully teaching us of  “The Acceptable (= Righteous)  Year of The Lord”  (being precisely what JC taught in his ministry),  which is also what 
this website  “FutureLife.Org”  precisely teaches! 

After that publicity  –  what is Paul saying? 
First it must be clearly understood by the reader what  “An Heir”  means,  and what  “The Inheritance”  means  (please read glossary). 
It is only what The Dictionary tells us,  but absolutely  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us! 
An  “heir”  means specifically that   “We take upon ourselves the  responsibility/ownership/accountability/name/title  of what belongs to The Father”. 

It does  not  mean that we  “become part of it”  –  but rather  we  administrate  what we have  inherited  (from The Father). 
Where the father,  concerned over what he owns,  will ensure that his future children will be  Competent and Responsible  over what they are to inherit. 
This is done to ensure  “The Dynasty”  continues without ripples,  the loving Father will give small responsibility and chastise appropriately 
(Matt.25v14-20 and Heb.12v2-16)  to nurture the children unto maturity so they  can  be competent  to  rule/teach  what belongs to The Father.   
Sadly,  the members of Esau  (Rom.9v13)  pretend to have the authority but are certainly not competent or responsible over what they have been given in 
small measure  (Luke.19v20-22, hence 20v16). 
By contrast,  the members of  Jacob/Israel  demonstrate competency and responsibility to faithfully represent what The Father Desires,  and shall be 
given more responsibility  (Luke.19v16-19)  upon their awakening/rousing  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to be alongside JCg to rule over The Inheritance.   

I repeat  -  we are  not  part of  “The Thing”  of which we have inherited,  but rather,  we become  responsible for the caring of it. 
Now we have clarified  “The Muddle”  (amongst seemingly infinitely many others)  that  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  make of what 
The Bible tells us  (and in this instance what dictionaries  clearly tell us)  then we are now in the position to understand what Paul is telling us. 
The children of  “The Free Woman”  (noting John.8v33, 36)  are those people through whom The Promise comes -  Isaac,  Jacob (Israel),  King David, 
JC  –  being those specific people who were  personally driven for  “The Promise”.   It is from JC that  yields  “The Promise”  –  because JC was the 
First of the Firstfruits  (as The Waved Barley  on the 1st Day after  “The Covering”  of JC over  “The Great Sabbath”  [ = The Millennium]  of which  
“The eating of The Lamb [Passover]  is the first thing done on The Great Sabbath Day.   There are many additional prophetic allegories in that 
statement of which I discuss elsewhere. 
JC was the precursor of the  following  Firstfruits  (Rev.14v3-4,  as The Waved Wheat  50 days later symbolically at  “Pentecost”  (Acts.2v1-40  to start  
“The Ingathering”  of The 144000 TCs over the next some 2000 years)  as The Firstfruits from out of  The World/{Wheat sown  (ultimately in The 
Millennium).   
Most importantly,  JC was The One personally setting  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (for future kingship)  for the  “Sons of Israel”  being  “The New 
Spiritual Israel”  being  “The Remnant”  elected from out of The Christian Nation  (2nd Epoch  [fleshly] Israel’)  to become the 144000 TCs as  “The 
Sons of God”  (= The New Spiritual Israel). 
We are told that JC is The Seed  (Gal.3v16)  as the  “One Seed”,  being  “The Seed that dies”  to yield 144000 perfected fruiting plants during the 2000 
some years afterwards,  as The Firstfruits  (Rev.14v1-4). 
We are told at 2Tim.4v6-8 that Paul becomes a  King/Priest (having a crown),  precisely as Peter speaks at 1Pet.5v4,  and John at Rev.1v6. 
Thus,  Paul must be a ruler of something,  because there cannot be all Chiefs,  and no people under them.  

Thus,  who are to the people under these chiefs  (being the 144000 TCs)?    
Where these people  under  “The Chiefs”  are  part of   “The Inheritance”! 

Clearly it is the chiefs  (in  heavenly/celestial  bodies – as that of JCg)  who become  “The Heirs to The Inheritance”,  where  “The Inheritance”  itself 
becomes those people who are resurrected back into fleshly  –  but perfected DNA bodies  (given in trust so they might purify their mind). 

Therefore  “The Inheritance”  itself   “comprises  of those people who are  not  heirs to it”! 
Seems logical to me.   
Surely it is logical to our readers. 

Thus  “The Inheritance”  itself comprises of  two  groupings - 
1. The  sons of Esau  who rejected The Birthright.  These are  worldly Christian leaders (v31) who did  not  imitate JC during the 1st part of their 

physical life – and sadly become responsible for  his/their  descendants  (worldly Christian congregations – Rom.16v17-18). 
2. The  Sons of Ishmael  who were never part of The Promise  –  but were from God (Abraham).  These people are  all  Non-Christians. 

Where non-Christians are just that!   People of all worldly religions and all non-religious people being atheists, agnostics, and anyone else! 
To confirm the allegory by metaphor,  these sons of Ishmael came in time  before  the sons of Esau  –  precisely as we read in The Bible. 

Just repeating - 
The 144000 TCs who precisely imitated JC  (= being lowly,  humble,  avoiding worldly politics like the plague,  using  all their time  to  accurately  teach  
“The Word of God”  to any stranger they meet within the 1st part of their physical life).  Because these very specific people are practising now with 2 and 
5 talents to gain interest for their Lord,  then they only repeat the same in the 2nd part of their physical life on a much grander scale. 
The 144000 TCs shall be given greater responsibility over 5 and 10 cities  (Luke.19v12-19)  to repeat the teaching of righteousness to  “The Resurrected 
World”.   
These 144000 TCs being  “Sons of God”  and  “The Bride of Christ” (Rev.19v6, 21v2, 9)  having  proved themselves utterly faithful in small things  
during the 1st part of their physical life  (while suffering affliction)  shall be entirely of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that within 
Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26).    By consequence,  these 144000 TCs shall be able to yield His unlimited  authority/power/capability  directly from 
Yahweh to do whatever they so choose  –  but what they choose will always be in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as The Father (Yahweh)  
–  “to make His Desire which is separate from this world of sin manifest within The Environment” (= the “HS”).  This is simply a repeat of what they did 
during the 1st part of their physical life!   Consequently they are proven to become heirs of what belongs to Yahweh (Abraham),  to be responsible for  
“The Resurrected World”  of people entering the 2nd part of their physical life to learn  “Righteousness”  during The Millennium while covered by JC in 
death  over  “The Great Sabbath Day”.   Note,  JC’s cover finishes at the end of The Sabbath and only those people imitating JC shall achieve Salvation! 
Consequently,  the TCs resurrected as  Kings/priests  in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (being the sons of the free woman),  while  all other humans 
in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  shall be sons of   

(1)  Sons of Isaac  (through Esau)  who choose to be bound to The World  –  though had access to The Promise – but refused it. 
These are  worldly Christian leaders – and their offspring  (the congregations). 

(2)  Sons of Hagar  who  never  had access to The Promise and thus were always part of The World. 
These are  all  non-Christians  without  distinction. 
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After understanding what The Bible means  –  I had better unscramble what I have seen in some faulty bible translations. 
After understanding what Paul was teaching us,  then we return to what some of our  faulty  bible translations give us   

“The maid’s son shall not enjoy the inheritance!”   
By  being part  of The Inheritance – they  shall greatly enjoy  what  “The Inheritance”  means to them  –  being that of a wonderful society!    

Hence  two severe errors  in as little as eight words  -  perhaps  “par for the course”  in the output of  worldly Christianity! 
This is exactly why  “a little knowledge is dangerous”  –  because all manner of  faulty  reasoning is given to confuse people with even less knowledge!   

The Blind leading the blind,  and they both fall into the ditch  (Matt.15v14, Luke.9v36). 
When given a  half-truth  (pandemic in this world),  then  we need to be  very knowledgeable  in the subject matter to unpick  the lie  out from  the truth! 

I seem to regularly experience,  when teaching certain people,  they disregard what I state merely because  they think  they know “The Truth”  
–  but sadly they have  so little  “absolute factual knowledge”  –  but do not realise that they  know so very little,  having been kept in this 
unenviable state after perhaps many tens of years of regular attendance to a church! 

It is  only  when  we have become fully educated after many years of extensive study,  do we  then  realise how so very little we originally knew in The 
Beginning of our entry into any subject matter.   
However,  it is not the fault of these deluded  (and yet sadly ignorant)  persons,  but rather the fault of their  unloving  (not  {edifying love}/agapao)  of 
their  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who are  seriously condemned by Yahweh  (Luke.12v46-48)  for keeping their deluded devotees ignorant of  
the full extent of  “The Word of God”  (Luke.16v18-21+)! 
Gal.     4v31 og Therefore/Thus  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  no/not/none  {we are/belong/be}   
Gal.     4v31 og (of the) {female slave}/servant/bondmaid/maid [Hagar]   (the) children/daughters/sons,   
Gal.     4v31 og but  of the  unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free  (woman [Sarah]). 
Gal.     4v31 = Therefore brethren,   we are  not  children  of the  maid  (Hagar)   but of the free woman   (Sarah). 
 

Therefore brethren   (actively aiming to become TCs  [= learn The Bible,  thoroughly assay/test it,  and then operate with fidelity upon it]) 
We are not children of the maid (Hagar),  but of the free woman  (Sarah). 
 

Thus,  from the reasoning within this chapter Paul finishes with this exhortation - 
(This verse is  not  a statement confirming these brethren are children of Sarah,  but rather,  we have signed up to aim for this goal of Sonship!) 

“Become part of The Promise  through  Isaac! 
Become part of  “1st Century Christianity”  that JC and The Apostles taught! 
Do  not  throw away The Promise and become an atheist,  or a member of another worldly religion  (being “Religion” itself  to specifically 
include the subset of  worldly  Christianity existing for the last some 1700+ years)” 

Moreover,  once a declared  “Christian”  then we must  not  become like Esau and throw The Birthright away  –  we must struggle for The Birthright 
during the 1st part of our physical life,  and then   “Persevere (positively) with Subjector” (= definition of “Israel”)  where  “The Subjector”  is Yahweh.  
Because being a TC is very difficult today with all the inducements to become worldly  –  especially with the plethora of half-truths from  worldly 
Christian leaders giving all the wonderful soundbites and platitudes to keep the  “income stream”  flowing-in  of whatever worldly gratuity,  to justify 
their worldly existence.   
It is utterly incumbent for The Reader to carry out  a very careful audit  of their religious leader against specifically what  “The Bible”  states rather 
than  “the bible”  they use  (which has been passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19)  and repeatedly publicise in their sermons. 
For Paul to use this example of  “Hagar”,  we can understand he was really worried about these specific brethren slipping completely away from  “The 
Real Faith”  (and  back into The World)  that he had given to them through  “The Word of God”  correctly taught in its entirety  –  so he has given them 
a rally call,  they are  not  there yet,  but actively aim for  “The Promise”  by  legitimately  grabbing for it  –  as did  Jacob/Israel  (Gen.25v30-34)! 
The Crux of what Paul is stating to the Galatians is this  –  

Do you personally want to be - 
(1)  Part of The World,  or   (there is no “and”  -  it is  “one or the other”  –  precisely as JC taught us in many places) 
(2)  Part of The Promise that Yahweh has set-up for His potential future Sons of God. 

(Obviously,  imitating Esau is more contemptible to Paul and thus ignored in his exhortation  –  for we are to aim for The Goal  [or not]). 
This exhortation applies for us all of The Gospel Age that is to last for about 2000 years before The Millennium will start  (because Yahweh  will  
ultimately achieve His 144000 TCs  -  but Paul's exhortation is specifically to us,  for us  as individuals  to become  “part of this promise”,  provided we 
do not renege on  “The Bilateral Agreement/Contract”).     
Restating the contract because it is never taught - 

Precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and Yahweh will gladly offer to us,  what He gave to JC. 
As by an order of magnitude,  about 1 Christian in 30,000 Christians uphold  his/her  part of  “The Contract”! 

We must be personally exhorted  -  we must show ourselves willing to push forward and earnestly grasp for  “The Goal”,  something only has “personal 
value”  if it is  “worked for”,  the harder the effort,  then  “The Greater is The Value”  to us as individuals,  through the effort we put in to achieve it. 
Restating  “The Invitation”,  it is    

“To become a Christian”  for the  possibility  of -  “The Goal of Election”  to become a future  “Son of God”. 
Sadly,  those people who ardently claim,  “to know”  -  “do not know”.  These are predominately our  worldly Christian leaders who seem to preach the  
opposite  to the above,  as the transcripts I have of their dated sermons bear witness to what I state,  then by consequence,  we should realise,  they are  
“not  given to know”  (Matt.13v11-13)  because they  “choose not to know” (“agnoeo” StrongsTM 50). 
This stance is chosen because the ramifications resulting from the required reform would be too painful to achieve  (John.6v60)  when presently making 
gain out of The World as  The First/Most  rather than be  The Last/Least.  It would be too hard for them to reform The Mind based entirely upon imbued 
“Word of God”  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)  and consequently all this remains  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars,  which 
is  precisely why  “The Mystery of God”  still remains a mystery to them  (as competent auditors thoroughly understanding  “The Quality Manual”  are 
so clearly able to discern)! 

Please see elsewhere in my commentaries that fully explain what all this really means. 
At the close of this chapter – on my 3rd revision  (2015 CE)  I had this thought - 
         We should ask a very pertinent question here based upon what we witness within these writings  

We have this letter written by Paul to The Galatians who had clearly  “gone off the rails”!   (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, etc.) 
         Furthermore,  

We have our  worldly Christian leaders and their gurus of some 1700+ years doing  “their own thing”  (ignoring Yahweh’s Requirement).” 
What does the reader reason upon the two statements above? 

When realising what I have written here in my commentaries is unique,  inasmuch at the time of writing,  not to be found anywhere on The Internet. 
We must ask ourselves,  why  has Paul  not  written any of the explanation in his letter  (being what I have written in my commentaries)? 
The reason is that Paul would  “have no requirement”  to write down the low level allegoric explanation  (of which I give)  within his recorded high level 
information,  because - 

The Galatians had already known what all the allegories mean!  
Thus,  Paul is  drawing upon what  they already knew  (being what he had already taught them  by word of mouth,  while he was with them)  and he was 
drawing their attention back to what he had taught them.   There is little point in writing something in a letter if it is incomprehensible to its readers,  
especially if it is a letter of instruction and direction! 
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Where,  as we read in  “worldly bible commentaries”  recently written have   nothing  of what I have written alongside these self-same verses  –  being  
“The Goal”  that Paul was giving to the recipients of his letters,  and drawing upon the  “innumerable”  prophetic allegories that Yahweh has laced 
throughout  “God’s Word part 1” 

Can the reader start to see where I am going with this logical reasoning? 
What have our  worldly Christian leaders and theologians being doing for the last some 1700+ years except perhaps “contemplating their navel”,  for 
some vain justification of their existence!   For example,  I have read the writings of Augustus of Hippo  (actually only about the first 50% or so,  because 
it became very clear to me that he was on a  “drugged trip of vanity”,  and I was utterly  wasting my time!   However his writings are swooned over by 
our  worldly Christian leaders,  because they  “just do not get it”  -  they do  not  understand what they are  supposed to be doing  –  so they invent 
things,  or perpetuate worldly invention generated by their peers of previous years  (for a paper doctorate,  and to  fill-in  time to supposedly justify their 
existence  –  for worldly acclaim)! 
All this is done in parallel to the  “The Wonderful Knowledge”  as given in The Bible  to be explained  to show Yahweh’s Omnipotence,  and yet they 
much prefer  “trips of fantasy”  of their own creation for their own importance  (thus rejecting what Yahweh as The Master means to us,  mere slaves’),  
and thereby showing their desire to jump into the bed of “Religion”  whose methodology  (being Religion’s  “raison d’etre”  for  “The Self”  as 
practised by its leaders)  demonstrably comes from Satan! 

Can the reader understand this? 
Being only what The Bible precisely tells us  (e.g. Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19),  and all of which as I will show in my electronic “Concordance of 
Topics”. 
The reader must mentally take themselves off this planet,  and view things as does Yahweh and JCg,  from outside  (well away from “Religion”)  where 
They witness what is occurring through The Aeons of Time   –  knowing that  “all is in hand”  through the prophesied   “Early Adopters”. 
“Religion”  has been created by many unique and individual “founding fathers”,  where the founding  “father”  of each schism  may  have been genuine 
in seeking  “a reason”  for what is occurring on this planet,  but it is all the second and subsequent generations of subsequent leaders using  “the 
founding father”  as  “a tool”  out of which  to defraud the populace  of succeeding generations!   None  of these  “Professional Leaders of Religion” 
can offer  any  form of  Human Salvation,  and consequently,  they are fraudsters to the presupposed reason of their existence! 
Therefore while  “the founding father”  may have been innocently genuine,  it is the following scammers who are living  “off the blood of their victims”  
by operating according to  “worldly methodology”,  being  “to self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt”  as originally sourced by Satan! 

This understanding can  only  come to light,  when we take ourselves  out  of “Religion”,   and  dispassionately  view things  (outside the 
impassioned,  without reason “Religion” –  “that supposedly must be accepted by unquestioning zombies”  else   “be a heretic and killed”).   
        This is perhaps why atheists are atheists,  because they can see all this,  of which I would be an atheist  -  if I only knew of  “Religion”! 

We  must  think and reason like Yahweh and JCg,  where we must understand,  that both Yahweh and JCg have put Themselves through much grief for 
the ultimate salvation of Mankind,  to finally yield those people who  ultimately precisely imitate  JC  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  over what 
becomes our 2 part life  (2 part spiritual and 2 part physical). 

Can the reader understand this? 
It must be understood,  Yahweh is asking this specific question of  all  “Christians” of The Gospel Age - 

How many Sons of God  (who precisely imitate JC)  have  you personally  brought to Me in your  self-sacrifice  to The World  (Matt.13v22)? 
Then,  how are we to  personally answer  that question,   being “The most important question”  of our life? 

Carefully reason upon  each individual word,  as used in  Yahweh’s Primary Question  of us,  claiming to be  “Christians”! 
I or Paul,  cannot say any more  –  it is up to you,  The Reader,  to personally take yourself further. 

 
 
12th Good News – Aim towards the freedom,  “The Goal”  that JC has made possible  for/over  “The Inheritance”. 
Where  “The Goal” is “The Anointing”  by Yahweh to become the  future  “Sons of God”  having “freedom/authority”.  
39th Instruction – Be steadfast in “The Knowledge” and do not return to be as slaves again to Worldly methodology. 
74th Reasoning – “Physical circumcision”  “spiritually locks”  us to The Law  (because our mind is incorrectly focussed)  
and thus JC as “The Word of God” cannot work within us,  but circumcision of the heart  (Rom.2v29 = seat of motivation)  
to imbue The Knowledge as  “Real Faith” (= accurate K+A+F)  will bring JC’s  presence/parousia  within the person by 
having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and thus yields the HS to operate within and around ourselves. 
28th Warning – Paul testifies  “physical circumcision”  locks a person’s methodology to The Law and thus becomes in 
debt to what The Law delivers – ultimately being death  (of  “The 2nd Death” of annihilation)  if  no mental reform occurs. 
44th Allegory – “Physical circumcision” = “the locking in”  to worldly tradition without having the internal motivation to 
search for “The Absolute Truth” – where “The Knowledge” gained then reforms The Mind driven by  The  Heart/{Seat of 
motivation}  and thus as the warning given above - will lead to death (= annihilation)  over our 2 part life,  if  no reform. 
75th Reasoning – Humans relying on “The Law (of Moses)” to be made righteous/innocent  will fail because they not have 
the motivation to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that comes from “The Word of God” that ultimately yields Yahweh's HS. 
Instruction – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefit are  (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The 
Gospel),  (2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim,  (4) good habits, 
(5) pleasing persona,  (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment.   All of which come together in a TC to best  
promote/publicise  “The Word of God”  to yield the next generation of TCs  (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota). 
Reasoning – repeat - Gifts/favours  operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment. “The Word of God” 
teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our neighbour 
for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) means we 
have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  
pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield 
more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs! 
76th Reasoning – TCs have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as did JC during his ministry by having the 
one/same  knowledge  (= The Word of God)  upon which to build  “The Real Faith” (= accurate K+A+F)  will eagerly 
await in confidence of  righteousness/equality  as did JC to be gaining  “The Inheritance of The Millennium”. 
77th Reasoning – Whatever a human physically does is meaningless,  unless what is done is driven by “The Real Faith” to 
deliver Charity Works being the time to edify our neighbour to understand  why/how  they too must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Gal.     5v1 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  freedom/liberty  therefore/then  who/what/which/that   
Gal.     5v1 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  us/our/we  (he has) liberated/{set free}/exempted/delivered!    
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Gal.     5v1 og (you) {be stationary}/{to persevere}/steadfast  also  not  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   
Gal.     5v1 og (to the){join by yoke}/{couple through servitude}/{the beam (of the balance)}   
Gal.     5v1 og (of the) servitude/bondage/slavery  (you be) {held in/upon}/ensnared/{keep a grudge}/{entangled with}. 
Gal.     5v1 = Therefore/Then  in the  freedom/liberty  that  the  Christ/Anointed  he has  freed/delivered/liberated  us! 

You  {stand firm/steadfast}  also   
not  again  you be  ensnared/{held upon}  to the  {joined by yoke}/{coupled to servitude}  of the  slavery/bondage. 

 

Therefore, in the freedom that the Anointed has set us free!   (“The Goal of guaranteed Salvation” [of Sonship]  has  freed us from Satan's Curse) 
You stand firm   (within  “1st Century Christianity”  -  do  not  move over to the new  “Worldly Christianity”  being a subset of  “Religion”), 
              (Today,  “worldly Christianity” is old and covers the planet,  “1st Century Christianity”  is new and virtually no person knows of it!) 
also not again you be ensnared to the yoke of servitude   (with worldly methodology operating throughout “Religion”  [to feed its leaders]). 
 

Paul is giving this  “Rally Call”  to  all  Christians within The World  
“Therefore, spiritually move to the freedom that JC has given to us  (John.8v33, 36)  –  let us  start imitating  him!” 

We,  Christians,  are to stand firm to  “The Accurate Knowledge”  as given by The Bible  (and not the minced version through  worldly Christian 
leaders),  thereby protecting ourselves from  slinking/sinking/shrinking  back into “Religion”,  by becoming  {coupled to servitude}  to our  
animalistic/carnal  mind desiring the  self-indulgences  this world offers  in excuses  to draw us away from precisely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

Satan desires to  consume our time  with worldly activities  –  so we do  not  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Satan does  not  want 144000 TCs to occur,  so he will do everything he can to stop his nemesis (Rev.20v1-3)  from occurring. 
He does this by  allowing  his cohorts  (“Leaders of Religion”)  to fulfil their own desire  (replicating Satan’s desire)  to  self-indulge  to their 
neighbour's hurt  which means doing anything other,  than  “imitating JC”  with supposed millions of excuses as to why they cannot! 

The point of this piece is of  “its warning” - 
It is possible to think we have Yahweh’s HS operating within us  (because we feel good in perhaps a self-indulgent manner),  but we could 
become the 1 talent man who became passive because the investment process was too burdensome, –  thus this person has gone back to The 
World by burying the 1 talent into the soil of The World  (Matt.25v24-25, Luke.19v21-22).   

Furthermore - 
However we might still think we are a most wonderful “Christian” –  but Yahweh thinks otherwise. 
Likewise,  JCg informs those people honestly believing they did all these wonderful things in His Name,  but JCg says on behalf of Yahweh    
    “Get away from me you workers of lawlessness  (= not operating according to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC)  and 
move to the darkness  (covering embarrassing deportment)  of which you prefer!”  (Matt.7v21-23).   
Furthermore,  the Pharisees  (“worldly Christian leaders” of The Gospel Age)  thought they were  “Sons of God”,   and yet Yahweh does not 
think so  (John.8v32-58)  and moreover,  thinks  “they are bastards”  (Heb.12v8)  to be rejected from attaining Sonship,  yielding to their 
intense displeasure as we read Matt.8v12, 13v42, 22v13, etc. 

Consequently,  we must realise these people believing themselves to be having the (presumed)  HS  (of hype and mystique)  of which their leaders keep 
telling them to flatter their ears -  presumably for the animalistic indulgence satisfying “The Immediacy”,  are  not  realising the real reason as to why 
they are told this  “delusional soundbite”.    The fraud is not recognised because they do  not  have the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  
which is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (which truly is the “HS”)! 
Sadly,  they do  not  know what  “Yahweh's Desire”  really means at a personal level,  because they have neither personally searched for it nor have hey 
been told what it is by their  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
FutureLife.Org boldly states Yahweh’s Desire,  it is - 

During the Gospel Age,  Yahweh’s Desire is to achieve His Prophesied 144000 future  “Sons of God”  who precisely imitate JC. 
Therefore,  these spiritual leaders not declaring Yahweh’s Requirement are operating like  “Rogue Traders”  and  “Spiritual Paedophiles”  (Matt.18v6, 
Luke.17v2)  to be  “grooming”  their next victim  –  to gain something worldly out of them!   They behave like this because they have nothing of worth 
that can be examined  –  and we are back to The Tree and its Fruitage  –  being a very powerful tool JC so kindly gave to us,  for us to use to determine 
who is really fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (Matt.7v15-20  –  please see all my cited local commentaries). 
Gal.     5v2 og {(denoting surprise)  Lo!}/Behold/Look!    
Gal.     5v2 og (emphatic) I/me  (the) Paul  (I) state/exclaim  {to yourselves}:    
Gal.     5v2 og Because  if/whenever  (you are/be) circumcised,  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  {specifically yourselves}   
Gal.     5v2 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (it will) {be useful}/benefit/advantage/better/prevail/profit/gain. 
Gal.     5v2 = Behold/Look!   Emphatic I,  Paul,  state  {to yourselves}: 

Because whenever you are circumcised,  the  Christ/Anointed  will  benefit/profit  {specifically yourselves}  nothing. 
 

Behold  (I have something important to say)! 
Emphatic I (Paul)  state to yourselves:  
  Because whenever you are circumcised   (by assuming  “The Token”  [of whatever outside  custom/action  of  “Religion”]  will benefit you) 
  the Anointed  (being  “The Goal”)  will not benefit specifically yourselves  (because Yahweh wants  the reformed mind  for  “The Goal”). 
 

Paul is telling the former Jews who have converted to Christianity   Do not rely upon the physical circumcision to save them. 
But this statement has a wider allegoric meaning for us today. 
Do not rely upon fleshly showy  works/customs/actions  to  “supposedly save you”  apparently “belonging to the club”  of  “Christianity”,  because  if  
the mindset is wrong  (by  not having Yahweh's Methodology )   then  JC  (“The Word of God”)  will not  benefit/profit  {specifically yourselves}  to 
achieve  “The Goal”  of being anointed as a future  “Son of God”.  Thus by rejecting what JCg really means within us  (to precisely imitate him)  then 
we will not have his  presence/parousia  operating as  “The Word of God”  within us  (to become  “The Master/Lord”  of our mind). 

Moreover,  logically   With no  presence/parousia  of JCg (as God’s Word)  within us  -  then there will be no HS within us either! 
The HS within us can  ONLY  come by gaining   “The Real Faith”  through the required 3 stage process –  where the 1st stage is firstly to absolutely  
imbue/inculcate  “The Word of God”. 
This is contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us because they only want to fill us with  “froth and no substance” (Matt.7v24-27),  else the 
then educated congregational members would become competent auditors themselves and realise the delinquent nature of their  “Leaders of Religion”! 

It is all so perfectly logical,  and precisely what we witness! 
Gal.     5v3 og (I) {what is given}/{adduce as a witness}/{to obtest}/testify [middle voice]  And 
Gal.     5v3 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (to the) every  countenance/{human-being}/man   
Gal.     5v3 og (to the being) circumcised  because  (the) debtor/ower/delinquent/{transgressor against God}  (he) is   
Gal.     5v3 og (the) whole/all/completely/throughout  the  Law/Precepts/Regulations   
Gal.     5v3 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice. 
Gal.     5v3 = And  I  personally  {adduce as a witness}/{testify/give by word}:  

Furthermore/again  to the  every  man  the being  circumcised,   
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because  he is  the  debtor/obliged  to  perform/practice  the  whole  Law  (of Moses). 
 

And I personally testify by word: 
  Furthermore,  to every man being circumcised   (taking upon themselves a fleshly  token/custom/action  for  “presumed salvation”) 
  because he is the debtor to practise all of The Law   (becomes  “the outward driver”,  supposedly  “negating any need”  “to reform from within”) 
                 (Because the person is relying upon outward works,  then all works  must be perfectly practised,  else we have  “instantly failed The Law”)  
 

Paul is telling us from personal experience as a Jew  (Acts.22v3 26v3-6),  but he has now converted to  “1st Century Christianity”.  
He realised that trying to impose The Law upon other people through persecution made him thoroughly guilty in every sense  (Gal.13-15) 
He learnt from this previous experience that we cannot force a methodology upon anyone  –  because the desire to practise The Methodology must come 
from within  –  but  based upon  understanding   “The Knowledge”  as sourced by Yahweh through  “The Word of God”.   “The Change”  must be an 
internal  readjustment/reform  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and not something forced from outside leading to internal resentment and rebellion  
(and thus returning to The Law). 
Gal.     5v4 og  (You are) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified  off/away/separated/from   
Gal.     5v4 og  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  whosoever/whatsoever  in  (to the [= within]) Law/Precepts/Regulations   
Gal.     5v4 og  (you are) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified};   of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit   
Gal.     5v4 og  (you) {dropped/fell away}/{became inefficient}/failed/{fell from} (plural). 
Gal.     5v4 = You are  {rendered useless/void}/nullified  separated/from  of the   Christ/Anointed,    

you  who  are   (presupposing to be)   {rendered righteous/justified}  within  the Law (of Moses)      (= by adhering to The Law on works) 
(and)  you  {fell away}/failed/{became inefficient}  of the  gift/favour/benefit. 

 

You are rendered useless  separated/from  of the Anointed   (being separated from what is required to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  [to give Sonship]) 
              (We achieve  “The Goal of Anointing”  by fulfilling  “The 2nd Covenant”  of which we cannot,  if trying to adhere to  “The 1st Covenant”) 
You who are  (presupposing to be)  rendered  righteous/justified  within The Law  (of Moses)    (by adhering to The Law of  Works/Customs) 
(and)  you fell away of the  gift/favour/benefit   (being that Yahweh desires  to give  Sonship to those people precisely imitating JC). 
 

Paul is speaking about the converted Christians still adhering to the Jewish customs previously learnt,  thinking that fulfilling these customs will make 
them righteous before Yahweh!   Obviously,  Paul puts them correct here.  But I look around today and see all the various  “Christians”  adhering to the 
customs  of their own specific schism,   thinking this will make them righteous amid Yahweh’s Judgment! 
Then I look at both groupings  before  JC's 1st Advent,  and then alongside those people of some 2000 years  after  JC's 1st Advent and think - 

There is  no  difference! 
Just different  names/faces/idols/customs  -  but overall,  the adherence to worthless worldly things  (Matt.23v23)  that feeds an internal self-indulgence 
that yields  no  internal reform,  by relying upon excuses of the visible works of what our peers today and generations before have done! 

Is this what Yahweh really desires? 
Obviously not,  and that is precisely what Paul is starting to explain here.  He is trying to get us to reason upon what internal reform based only upon 
what  “The Word of God”  delivers  –  ultimately yielding  agapao/{edifying love}  within the mind that delivers  agape/{charity love}  by physical works  
“to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”.   This ultimately delivers a perfect society being what Yahweh truly desires  -  and not nonsense worldly 
customs of which  “The Almighty God”  –  absolutely does not require!   

All  He desires  -  is for all humans within society  “to edify each other to the giver's own hurt”!    Nothing more! 
In  “The Perfect Society of The Eternity”  –  Yahweh does  not  require  any  customs of “Religion”!  -  So why does He require them now? 

We reason,  humans have already failed at some point in their lifetime when compared with what The Law requires  “to make them innocent”  against 
Yahweh’s Requirement for a perfected society,  thus amid Yahweh's assessment,  we can only fall back upon what a perfect entity chose to personally do 
upon our behalf  (JC). 
In this sense  we choose to move away from The Law of works  so that we might  then  -  driven by The Mind,  try to precisely imitate JC as best we are 
able in both ministry and lifestyle,  to show our appreciation of what JC did for each one of us,  else  we become a hypocrite to what we know,  and thus 
have effectively rejected the  gift/favour  given to us by JC to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  However  if  we imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of 
our physical life to the very best we are able,  then  Sonship  might  well be  possible  upon our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (= The 1st 
Resurrection,  20v6),  only because we  have  cultivated a mind worthy of that position that has been built upon The Seed of  “The Word of God”  –  
being as The Spiritual RNA upon which we have built ourselves a new Creature/Creation  (Gal.6v15)  from within  (so this new creature becomes the  
one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh  –  John.14v20, 17v21-26).   It is  only  by working in this manner do we gain the HS –  where it is JC  
in his entirety  (wholly imbued –  Rev.19v13)  who comes first,  and the HS last.   It is not the other way around as we are  errantly  taught by  
“Professional Leaders of  worldly  Christianity”  not  understanding  “The Word of God” -  and thus have  not  fully imbued  “The Word of God” –  but 
merely bits of it  (Rev.22v18-19) –  from which they can make a   “nice little earner”! 

Can the reader see how JC becomes the righteous link between us and Yahweh  –  precisely as Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5, tells us? 
It must be understood,  aiming for Sonship without being driven by  “{agapao love}  for our neighbour”  will  not  lead to success! 
Sincere  agapao/{edifying love}  expressed in  agape/{charity love}  for Yahweh and our neighbour  must come first  –  then Sonship  may  follow later! 
Again,  this is  not  the order as proclaimed by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian Leaders for  mutual  self-indulgent reasons! 
Gal.     5v5 og {we ourselves}  For  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) spirit/personality/desires/traits  {from/out of}   
Gal.     5v5 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
Gal.     5v5 og (of the) righteousness/equality/justification  (we) {expecting fully}/{eagerly await} [middle voice]. 
Gal.     5v5 = For  {we ourselves}  in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {from out of}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

we  personally  {eagerly await}/{expecting fully}  the  anticipation/expectancy  of the  righteousness/equality  (to occur in The Millen.). 
 

For we ourselves in  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (built entirely from  “The Word of God”,  and  not  what  “Leaders of Religion”  tell us) 
of the  (real) faith   (= accurate  knowledge  [from The Bible]  +  assurance  [by testing what is known]  +  fidelity  [practising what is known]) 
we  (brethren aiming to be TCs)  personally eagerly await the anticipation of the  righteousness/equality   (to what Yahweh Desires to give). 
                 ( [1] Yahweh Desires  to give an  awakening/rousing  at  “The 1st Resurrection”   to those people precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 

                 ( [2] Yet the driver for the TC is not actually [1] above,  but rather to make possible a perfect environment of the Millennium  for everyone.) 
 

There are two things I need to make very apparent –  else the reader will gloss over the contents without understanding what is really being said here. 
Most importantly I need to explain,  standard bible translations trivialise this verse  –  by incorrectly splitting the contents within this verse. 
The verse tells us that - 

1.   We,  who are aiming to be TCs,  gain a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that has been built upon  “Real Faith”  –  where  “Real Faith” = 
accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity,  -  then  after  this three stage process,  we have a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that becomes 
the  one/same  as  that which operates within JC and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26),  to bring forward  “The Salvation of Mankind”  
through  “The Route”  provided that becomes The Millennium  –  and all the righteousness this yields within society to all people. 

This then becomes  The Lead-In  to the 2nd part of the verse - 
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2.   We,  who are aiming to become TCs,  having  gained the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh 
(which then becomes the HS,  noting its composite definition as given by  “FutureLife.Org”)  then - 
We  are  in the position,  where internally,  we are eagerly awaiting in  anticipation/expectancy  of  righteousness/justification  that will occur 
when Yahweh's Plan  moves-on  by one step into The Millennium by closing The Gospel Age. 

I will not repeat verbatim what our worldly bible translations give being  “a skewed translation”,  but this understanding is not readily gleaned out of it! 
Perhaps I should ask the question about our  personal  “eager anticipation/expectation”  for the future  “Righteousness”  to occur within society? 

Do we truly have this  “eager anticipation/expectation”  to make this future scenario  personally occur? 
If not,  –  then why not? 

All this can only come from  accurate  knowledge. 
And do we have this  accurate  knowledge about  “God’s Word parts 1 and 2”? 
And again    If not,  –  then why not? 

Whose personal responsibility is it – to gain this knowledge? 
As stated earlier  (v3)  the  “eager anticipation/expectation”  must come from within the mind by  understanding  “The Knowledge”  –  being  “The 
Reason”  why  we are able to precisely understand “The Knowledge” upon which to gain Assurance  (by meticulous assaying of The Knowledge)  to  
then  be in the position to act with Fidelity. 

What then has our religious leader been teaching us?  -  
If we do  not  have  “The Real Faith”  that can  only  be built upon  accurate knowledge! 

Most humans just drift through life taking the easy option  (the wide gate)  rather than struggling for a goal  (the tight gate for  “The Kingdom of God”)  
being precisely as JC told us at Matt.7v12-14,  that is  why  they tend to coalesce under a leader –  because the leader gives instruction  (doing  “the 
thinking”  for the devotees –  being easier for them).  However,  this comes at a price,  because “Religious Leaders”  equally has no idea of The Goal or 
even how to get there,  hence operate on worldly methodology to  “milk those duped people beneath them for personal self-gratification”  (of whatever)  
that  “their minions”  give to them.   That is why  “what Leaders of Religion give”,  is  not  “Charity”,  -  because there is always a  “kick-back”  
somewhere minimally  “lurking in the bushes” -  because their mind is  not  truly reformed on  “The Word of God”  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 

This is true throughout  all  of society,  all  time,  and  “perhaps all”  groupings  but  demonstrably not  within the TC grouping,  and that is 
why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  detest TCs  –  because TCs  make public  in meekness  “The Other Face”  -  being what Yahweh’s 
representatives  should be doing! 

Consequently,  Paul is teaching us this  “eager anticipation/expectation”  must be personally driven from within ourselves,  based upon  accurate  
knowledge,  then we have the inner confidence within, –  where  “The Knowledge”  within  “The Mind”  plus the motivation of  “The Heart”  put 
together  moulds/reshapes/reforms/readjusts  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  from which in turn,  reroutes the  “synapse construction mapping”  
that  “defines us as individuals”.  This is the most important thing we personally have  –  because it precisely describes  “us”  and thus becomes our  
“heavenly treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33  please see my local commentaries).  Consequently Yahweh captures what is most precious to us  –  
being our  “synapse construction mapping”  that perfectly defines  “us”  as  “individuals”  upon our death,  to use again,  to clone us upon our  
awakening/rousing  (symbolically told  at Eze.37v1-20 ready for The Millennium described later in Ezekiel).  From this process,  we become precisely as 
we are now in our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  but then within a perfected body either fleshly DNA based,  or ideally placed within a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body of Yahweh’s creation   (appropriate for a “Son of God”). 
This is precisely the same process that occurs billions of times a day within silicon and magnetic storage mediums,  and so it is not “fantastic”! 
We should recognise,  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and a  heavenly/celestial  body are  both  sourced by Yahweh  -  thus our mind  (2nd part of our 
spiritual life)  and physical body  (= 2nd part of our physical life)  become a creation by Yahweh for a position to be a “Son of God”. 
This is based upon what Paul told us in 1Cor.15v35-55,  being what we do in the 1st part of our physical life. 

Therefore,  we reason by definition,  a TC has  “The Accurate Knowledge”,  “The Assurance”  and practises with  “Fidelity”  what they 
know because they are utterly confident  (being driven by  “The Vista of The Kingdom of God”  operating within them,  Luke.17v21)  with  
“The Expectation”  of what will occur,  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire into the 2nd part of His Plan for  “Human Salvation”. 

This is  not  blind faith built upon  “worthless knowledge”  (Matt.7v25-27)  of some frivolous self-indulgent  “afterlife”  (because we are presumably 
“good” through worldly eyes  -  noting what Paul had to say about Abraham at Rom.4v1-8),  but rather  a new existence  where the new society might be 
substantiated by edifying all the individuals within The Society to understand  why   “self-indulgence to the hurt of our neighbour”  was an old thing of 
the 1st part of our physical life and must be  “buried then”! 

We realise this becomes a new society  “of righteousness/equality”  and thus  is  “Acceptable”  to Yahweh. 
As the reader can see,  this commentary could not come out of the standard errant bible translation!     
Thus  -  beware of  worldly  translations that are  not  given in a transparent manner as can be read on  “FutureLife.Org”. 

I give  “The Disclosing Light”  because I have nothing to hide,  unlike  “The Darkness”  covering the operations of  “Religion”  that leaks 
out through the small cracks!   Pick any nauseating subject on an internet search engine,  and “Religion”  will pop up somewhere! 

Gal.     5v6 og in  For  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus  
Gal.     5v6 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  (the) circumcision   
Gal.     5v6 og {some/any/certain thing}  (he/it) {to have/exercise force}/{be able}/{can do}/{be of strength},   
Gal.     5v6 og {not too}/neither/none/nor   (the) uncircumcision,   
Gal.     5v6 og but  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  through (reason of)   (of the) benevolence/charity/dear/agape   
Gal.     5v6 og (the) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing}. 
Gal.     5v6 = For  within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus   

neither  circumcision  nor  uncircumcision  it is  {able to exercise force}/{be of strength}  of  {some/any/certain thing} 
but  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  the  {fervently working}/{actively doing}  through reason  of the  {charity love}/agape. 

 

For within the Anointed Jesus   (being  “The Standard Bearer”  of what we are to imitate,  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
neither circumcision  nor uncircumcison is able to exercise force of anything   ( all  “religious customs” now mean nothing to Yahweh). 
             (Because the physical Old Jewish Customs were a foreshadow of what is to occur as “The Spiritual” in The Gospel Age to yield The Millennium) 
But the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge  + assurance + fidelity)   (that causes us to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
fervently working through reason of  agape/charity   (edifying our neighbour freely given  without  strings attached for a worldly return). 
 

I raise this again    
Jesus personally made  “The Office of Appointment”  possible  -  being that of Sonship to Yahweh. 
It is this that becomes  “The Mystery of God”  –  that is to be  personally solved  for us aiming to become alongside JCg in The Millennium. 
Precisely as we are told at Matt.12v48-50, 20v23, etc. 

We must understand for  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”,  it was to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by bringing forth  “The Means”  to  “The Office of Appointment”  
for it was then by circumcision  (taking on what Abraham and his family did at Gen.17v14, 24 because of 17v1-7  by entering into  “The Promise”)  
which ultimately yielded JC.   This was all under  “The 1st Covenant”  inaugurated by Moses at Sinai  (Exodus. Chapters 33 and 34). 
The reason why  “The Covenant”  was directed to “The Male”  is that only JC the firstborn Male could surpass The Law (Matt.5v17-18)  and achieved 
guaranteed everlasting life by becoming begotten into a heavenly/celestial body at his resurrection  (there are  many  fulfilled prophetic allegories in this 
one sentence of which I explain elsewhere).  
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However,  once JC was proven successful to make  “The Office of Appointment”  (unto Sonship)  “physically realisable”  (by a perfect mind resulting in 
his murder),  then he was able to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  based  not  on  “works”,  but on  “The Mind”  based upon  “The Real Faith”  (of its 3 
stage process)  built  only  on  “The Word of God Part 1”  of which JC righteously answered JC to become  “God’s Word part 2”  (Rev.19v13). 
That is precisely why Paul now states   “circumcision  (of The Jew)  and uncircumcision  (of The World [non-Jew])  is nothing”  –  because it is now not 
on the physical part of our body (works)  but on The Mind based only on  “The Word of God”.  “The Word of God”  has  The Power  (not physical,  but 
mental)  to make the  reform/transformation  from a  callus/hardened  mind  originally built upon  worldly methodology  (= the 1st part of our spiritual 
life)  become entirely reformed to be perfected upon  “The Word of God”  to become entirely Christlike  –  ready for  “The Office of Appointment”  -  
hence within  “Christ/Anointed”. 
It is through this  “Real  Faith”  {fervently working}  (= expressing  “fidelity”  to what is known  =  the 3rd step of Real Faith)  that yields Charity in our 
works  substantiating/enforcing  our  “Real Faith”  –  precisely as James tells us (James.2v14-26) -  but actively denounced by our  worldly Christian 
leaders saying   “We do not need works  –  it is all faith.” –  But theirs is  “blind Faith”  -  making them culpable to JCg in The Millennium!  
Just an addition,  Because  “The 2nd Covenant”  is now about the Mind,  enabling  “The Early Adopters”  to achieve Sonship unto Yahweh,  then we 
notice that  both  men and women can become future  “Sons of God”  -  because circumcision is not required  (it was only required to for JC). 

I leave the reader something I wrote in my 1st Revision  
Physically what we are,  means absolutely nothing,  but rather it is the  reformed/modified  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the individual modified by 
“The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  that is displayed in works to edify our neighbour so that they  too  might understand 
why/how  they might also fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
This can only occur by the TC sacrificing  his/her  life away from the self-indulgences of which this world has many,  to  consume/burn  time away within 
hedonism,  rather than be using this so  valuable/precious  time to  accurately  (not like  worldly Christian leaders)  promote  “The Word of God”  
through the  agape/charity love.  This being the freely giving of our own personal time to edify our neighbours  (freely/simply  for absolutely  no  worldly 
return,  being the usual  “strings attached”  in  “Religion”  that can be pulled sometime later in an underhand manner  “to recompense the supposedly 
gracious  public  giver”  [by contrast  Matt.6v1-8, 2Kings.5v16]). 

Finally notice how the standard bible translations are so very much weaker  –  than the strength within the original Greek!    
Sadly,  this is commonplace within our standard bible translations  –  they are just  “dumbed-down”  to make for  “easy reading and acceptance”  –  like 
a bedtime story for no real thought  -  how appalling,  when it involves something so important as “Eternal Life”  for us and of our neighbour! 
 
58th Comment – Humans can run a  good/worthy  race. 
29th Warning – Humans can run a  good/worthy  race,  but they can slip behind and thus logically still  not  win The Prize 
(The point being made is they are out in front for most of the race but near the end tire,  the other runners then overtake). 
45th Allegory – The Prize = “The Promise of gaining The Inheritance”  =  to become a Son of Yahweh. 
Comment – repeat - People can be very fickle and are prone to manipulation either from a good or bad source! 
Warning – repeat - People are easily beguiled by charismatic leaders manipulating our minds to their own advantage 
Warning – repeat - There are many assumed leaders who climb above to manipulate people for worldly self-indulgence. 
Warning – repeat - These leaders do  not  have the best interests of the devotees at heart and will change The Gospel from 
that given by JC,  to a gospel sourced from themselves – so they might gain personal worldly advantage. 
30th Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders can be so eloquent and persuasive in their speech enabling them to over-turn 
reason within the minds of human understanding,  by undermining “The Knowledge” gained from TCs!  (Extensive today) 
Gal.     5v7 og (You were) {hastily walking}/{having course}/running  (the) {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly/suitable}!   
Gal.     5v7 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  {specifically yourselves}  
Gal.     5v7 og (he/she) {beat back}/checked/hindered  to the [= in/with/by/on]  truth/verity   
Gal.     5v7 og not  (to be) pacified/conciliated/agreeable/persuaded/confident/assured? 
Gal.     5v7 = You were  {hastily walking}/running  {apparently well/worthily/honestly}!   

Who  he/she  hindered/{beat back}  {specifically yourselves}  not  to be  persuaded/confident/assured  in the  truth/verity? 
 

You were hastily walking  (in a manner that)  looks  well/worthily!   (You were moving forward for possible Sonship to Yahweh,  but ... … ) 
Who beat back specifically yourselves not to be  persuaded/confident/assured  in the truth   (of  “1st Century Christianity”)? 
 

Paul is genuinely so very concerned for them –  this is perhaps the fourth time in this  epistle/letter he has gone back and specifically made the point – 
“they have slipped away from The Knowledge that he gave to them”  (into  “worldly Christianity”).  It seems they are almost at a crisis point,  to be 
returning unto “Religion”  away from  “1st Century Christianity”,  and Paul is trying to steer them back to the  narrow/tight  gate that leads to  “The 
Kingdom of God”  (Matt.7v12-14)  of “Sonship”  for  “The Early Adopters”  to then be leading the way for everyone else in The Millennium. 
I make the same point today –  where  rampant  false knowledge given out by certain Christian leaders who claim to represent Yahweh but yet,  they are 
charlatans just misappropriating Yahweh’s Prefect Word,  to be poisoning it   (Rev.22v18-19).   By consequence,  giving out  “The Resultant”  as being 
“supposedly correct”  so these false prophets might feed off their devotees  (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29, etc.),  where the devotes  are  sincerely trying to find 
The Truth – but being blocked by their religious leaders (Matt.23v13).   
We are warned,  if corrupted in one place then it shall be in another (James.3v11-12)  –  hence,  if one thing is discovered to be wrong then what else is 
correct?   

Likely,  not very much!   But how do we know? 
Unless we thoroughly know and understand our subject matter. 

It is this  disgusting/virulent  abuse that constantly drives me to complete this website  –  to give wholesome  free-of-charge  knowledge of a most 
wonderful society,  now upon the visible horizon that will rid these most evil religious leaders from a position of power  (Mark.11v12-14, 19-21).   
To be replaced by  The Kings/Priests  of The Millennium   (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  who  (along with The Prophets, Psm.45v16, Heb.11v38-40)  -  
shall be the kings physically subjecting themselves to JCg (Rev.19v16)  being  “The Word of God”  also operating within their minds  (Rev.19v13). 
Gal.     5v8 og The  {yielding to persuasion}/credulity/assent  no/not/none  {from/out of}   
Gal.     5v8 og of the (person)   calling/biding/summoning/announcing/naming/assigning  {specifically yourselves}. 
Gal.     5v8 = The  credulity/persuasion  (is)  not  {from out of}  of the  person  calling  {specifically yourselves}. 
 

The  credulity/persuasion  (is)  not from out of the person calling specifically yourselves. 
                      (= Use  “The Knowledge”  I gave to you,  to reason through the  “beguiling flattery”  given by the new  worldly Christian leaders) 
 

Paul is saying to The Galatians  
Who has  grabbed/snatched  your  credulity/persuasion  and swayed yourselves to their deviant belief that has  not  come from Yahweh 
through JC as  “The Word of God”? 
Why are you preferring these new Religious leaders creating  worldly  Christianity by  bending  “1st Century Christianity”  into  “Religion”,  
being something that can be milked for these  “new to be”  leaders'  personal self-indulgence? 
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46th Allegory – Leaven = yeast creates CO2  and the gas goes throughout the dough –  likewise errant teaching  (as we 
witness within  worldly Christianity)  and people on mass become overtaken by the easy, and often,  the delinquent option! 
47th Allegory – Bread mix = in this instance,  Worldly  Christian congregations! 
48th Allegory – Circumcision (while it was required for entry into The 1st Covenant [for life]) = With entry into The 2nd Covenant 
everything has moved up a level from “The Physical” – to “The Spiritual.  Then at the physical level it was an obvious 
platform done on rote,  yet this represented  “The Building Block”  for “The Spiritual”  to yield “The Sons of God”  doing 
the same thing with  “The Word of God part 2”  within their minds.   I explain in detail all the allegories elsewhere. 
49th Allegory – “scandal of the pole” = JC subjected himself to intense,  prolonged physical pain and worldly ridicule – to 
remove all past worldly influence from out of our minds.  JC put to death  “The Power” of “The Old World”  (in its 
methodology)  might have over our mind  –  thereby setting us free  (John.8v32-36)  from  “The Curse of Satan”. 
78th Reasoning – After everything JC has been through to release us from all  “The Holds”  The World has over us then 
why throw all this back in his face –  because we refuse to imitate what he did for us,  to our neighbours. 
31st Warning – Acquiescing to worldly standards is very dangerous  (because worldly standards are  always sliding)  –  
humans must be  regularly  pulled-up  and guided to the higher standard merely for  “The Standard”  to be maintained!   
Several experiments have shown standards fall in  ‘Group-think’  situations where the lowest common denominator pulls 
down the average!   Because it is always much easier to slide downwards –  than to climb upwards! 
40th Instruction – The deviant  (person/knowledge/reasoning)  must be removed from the Christian grouping so  they/it  
might not mislead the children  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v4, Luke.17v2)  by climbing high within the grouping.   
Thus,  it is obviously a very serious  sin/offence  to be a spiritual paedophile,  to be mentioned in three separate Gospels! 
59th Comment – Paul confidently states that no person  (TCs supported by Yahweh)  will disagree with what he states and 
those deviant self-assuming and aspiring leaders causing trouble with delinquent teaching shall suffer suitable judgement 
ultimately from Yahweh  (that will become “annihilation”,  if  reform is not forthcoming). 
60th Comment – Oh how TCs desire suchlike deviant people to be cut out of society,  so as not to mislead for self-gain. 
79th Reasoning – The Brethren (= Christians)  are called for freedom  (from Satan’s Curse)  to slave for one another 
through acts of  Agape/Charity  and not the freedom merely to feed the carnal mind  for/with  self-indulgence. 
Gal.     5v9 og (the) small/least/less/little  (the) ferment/leaven  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout   
Gal.     5v9 og the  {water mixed with solids}/swelling/{mass of dough}/lump  (it) {causes to ferment/leaven}. 
Gal.     5v9 = The  small/little  the  ferment/leaven  it  {causes fermentation}  throughout/all  the  {bread mix}/{mass of dough}. 
 

The little leaven   (it only requires a few leaders giving beguiling soundbites,  to unsettle spiritually weaker minds  [both endemic in Christendom])  
causes fermentation throughout the bread mix   (people become unfocussed for “The Goal of Sonship”  -  if dissuaded from precisely imitating JC) 
 

Thus  “the ever-constant warning”  as given in The Bible    
Sinful  ideas/lifestyles/concepts  spread quickly through a congregation  (if left unchecked). 

Interestingly enough,  this type of warning is very rarely given in any other  “Master Religious Document”.   
The inductive logic of this observation tells us,  Satan desires worldly sourced religious documents to be  attractively inclusive,  able to  merge/change  
with other worldly  ideas/concepts  so as to  “swallow in”  more devotees away from  “The Absolute Truth”  –  because there is  only  one  “Absolute 
Truth”,   away from which it is so easy for us to fall   (hence the warnings constantly given throughout in The Bible).   

“Perfection”  is tight and difficult to maintain,  but  “deviancy from the ideal”  has  so many routes within which to take,   and thus easy to 
fulfil and fall away from  “The Ideal”  –  hence Matt.7v12-14. 

It only requires a tiny amount of  “deceptive teaching”   within the congregations to become like a bad apple in a barrel of good apples,  the faulty 
reasoning will spread like  rot/canker  and increase throughout the congregation as the members become more wayward  (away from fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire). 
We must realise,  Yahweh’s Standards are  exacting and never changing  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17,  unlike what we are told by our  worldly Christian 
leaders  “times were different then”).  By counter,  worldly standards are  always changing  and thus acquiescing to worldly standards is very 
dangerous  (because they  are  always changing  –  and invariably sliding downwards).  Humans always need to be pulled up and guided to the higher 
standard merely for  “The Standard”  to be maintained”!   Several experiments have shown that standards fall in  “Group-think”  situations where the 
lowest common denominator pulls down the average  (the classic example is the 1971 CE Stanford prison experiment that had to be halted early after 
only seven days to protect some of the participants)!    

From the results of many examples,  we reason   It must be easier to slide downwards than climb upwards  (requiring effort)! 
However,  all this must be proved by experimentation in the 1st part of our physical life  –  else  “the die-hards”  would say  

“No - this would not be true!”   Give us enough time  –  we can sort out The World according to worldly methodology!” 
That is precisely why Yahweh is freely allowing us to choose whatever we like to do  –  because we are actually  sieving/grading  ourselves  (Rom.1v16-
32, that shall be publicised later, Luke.12v3 to explain why leaders were rejected and the TCs selected)! 
A 4th Revision addition. 
         In Nov. 2020 CE, a day before UK enters a second lockdown for Covid-19 we have a whole plethora of divergent opinion over how to continue. 

That is one aspect to exhibit the above sentiments.  But the most important is that a sizable number of people just disregard The Law 
regarding social gatherings – believing  “It will not happen to me”  and then a week later  -  “Oh dear – it did”! 

Consequently,  his/her  self-indulgent attitude has caused the virus to spread through this new link and then move on to infect someone who may then die 
because of this practiced worldly methodology (“self-indulge to my neighbour’s hurt”)!   Moreover,  this unnecessary selfish action has added strain to 
the National Health Service within its staff to aid another seriously ill case of Covid-19 and the knock-on effect,  stopping the staff from helping perhaps 
a cancer patient.  Consequently, the selfish action of one individual  (multiplied up by the members of these illegal gatherings)  has serious effected the 
lives of at least  three other groupings of people  –  again multiplied up within the respective groupings. 
The three dimensional  “heat diagrams”  (x, time, y, age, z, colour)  show the nature of the problem within the 18 to 30 year olds (2Tim.3v1-5),  but why 
is it like this?   By reason they have no respect of their elders  (because the  elders/leaders  have not proved their worthiness to be  elders/leaders)  of the 
community.   The leaders of the three respective legs of society,  Politics, Religion, and Commerce  intrinsically  “fiddle while Rome burns”  (behind the 
agreeable façade of sticking plaster over social wounds)  are likewise showing the self-same attitude of  “taking from society” - by putting  “future debt”  
onto the community  –  to be paid by who?   “The Youngsters!”   We see the same thing occurring in “Climate Talks” whose output is a load of “hot air” 
(please excuse the pun)  –  when we analyse the results of politicians’ output after ten years!   Likewise, with disaster relief,  only perhaps 10% of what is 
publicly promised ever reaches the unfortunates!   We see foreign states trying to infiltrate vaccine development by cyber attacking the medical 
establishments thereby making peoples’ lives difficult all down the line.   The UK police downloading the data files of criminals in a frenzied manner – 
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just in case  “For Politics only”  the link to Interpol is switched off if there is no Brexit deal,  again hapless society becomes more exposed to criminals.    
This is what society  is like now  (but shall  NOT  be like this in The Millennium  under New Management  with  “Infinite Authority/Capability”). 

Youngsters are educated and intelligent enough to recognise what occurs now –  hence of their frustration and so “live for the moment”. 
Thus,  both youngsters and elders are behaving in the opposite manner to yield  “The Early Adopters”  working to live for The Millennium. 
Consequently,  crumbling society is  naturally defaulting  to fulfil Satan’s desire to stop the  “144000 Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  from occurring!  
Fortunately,  Yahweh predicted 144000 (to achieve The Millennium)  and not 144001 (so Mankind dies out before The Millennium could be established)! 
      Can the reader  understand this  and  why  the  thousands  of  (allegoric) prophecies given over millennia in The Bible  are being steadily fulfilled? 
I repeat - 
     All this must be personally played out into the “Fulness of Time”  -  else people would say  “It would not occur”  (if Yahweh stepped in earlier)! 
Do I have need to write down perhaps a page of Bible references to support what I have said?    Or does the reader know of them already? 

If not,  then why not? 
That is  your  personal responsibility  -  and,  how you will you answer that question to JCg in The Millennium? 

Gal.     5v10 og (emphatic) I/me  pacified/conciliate/agree/persuade/confident/assured  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}   
Gal.     5v10 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master,  because  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing 
Gal.     5v10 og else/different/more/other  (you will) {exercise the mind}/{interest oneself}/regard/think;   
Gal.     5v10 og the (person)  and  (the) stirring/{agitating (roil water)}/troubling  {specifically yourselves}   
Gal.     5v10 og (he/she shall) {take up}/bears/lifts/endure/sustain  the  decision/judgement   
Gal.     5v10 og whosoever/whatsoever  wish/suppose  (he/she) might/may/can/should/be. 
Gal.     5v10 = Emphatic I (Paul)  am  confident/assured  unto  (= for/that)   {specifically yourselves}  within the  lord/master,   

because  not/nothing  other/differently  you will  think/regard/reason  (to what I have truthfully stated to yourselves);   
and the person  stirring/confusing/troubling  {specifically yourselves}   
he/she  shall  {take-up}/endure/sustain  the  decision/judgement  whoever  supposedly  he/she  may/be.  

 

Emphatic I (Paul)  am confident that specifically yourselves are within the  lord/master   (JC as  “God’s Word”  to be  controlling our minds) 
because  (as such)  you will not think differently   (to what I have truthfully taught to yourselves to be “1st Century Christianity”); 
and the person   (the new worldly Christian  leader[s]  rising up within yourselves)  stirring/confusing  specifically yourselves  
he/she  shall take-up the decision  (to repent and return towards  “1st Century Christianity”)   whoever supposedly  he/she  may/be. 
 

In the first section of this verse we read,  Paul is trying to positively bring them back  “in-line”  behind  “1st Century Christianity”. 
In the second section,  Paul makes a personal plea for an early  iniquitous  Christian Leader to reconsider  his/her  deviant activity and return to The 
Fold of  “1st Century Christianity”   else they shall face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation upon their death  (meaning,  they shall  never  be resurrected). 
Gal.     5v11 og (emphatic) I/me  and  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
Gal.     5v11 og if  (the) circumcision  yet/still  (I) herald/proclaim/publicise,   
Gal.     5v11 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  yet/still  (I am) {followed after}/pursued/persecuted/suffered?    
Gal.     5v11 og Therefore/Thus  (it has) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified   
Gal.     5v11 og the  scandal/snare/offence/{stumbling block}/{occasion to fall}   
Gal.     5v11 og of the  {fixed stakes/posts/poles}/{self-denial}/{public execution (away from this world’s methodology)}  . 
Gal.     5v11 = And  emphatic I (Paul)  Brethren,   

if  yet/still  I  proclaim/publicise  the  circumcision  (as this person states against me),  wherefore am I  pursued/persecuted?  
Therefore,  the  scandal/snare/offence  of the  {fixed stakes/poles}/{self-denial}  has been  {rendered useless}/nullified/{made void}.  
         (If I am being persecuted for publicising the circumcision then I have wasted my time teaching about self-denial that appears offensive!) 

 

And  emphatic I (Paul),  Brethren: 
  If I still proclaim the circumcision  (as this person alleges against me),  why am I persecuted?   (See commentary) 
  Therefore,  the  scandal/offence  of the  stake/pole/{self-denial}  has been rendered  useless/nullified.   (See commentary) 
            (It is offensive for humans to change from “self-indulge” to “self-denial”,  thus Paul’s persecution for his teaching,  is worthless to most humans) 
 

Paul is effectively saying  (in the manner he does)  for the first line   
If  I preach of worldly things  (as does this charlatan of v10 claim of me),  then Satan will leave me alone  (given in a negated observation).  
But  if  I preach of spiritual things from  “The Word of God”,  then Satan through The World persecutes me. 

And Paul’s conclusion is given in the second line  
If  I did preach of worldly things  (as does this charlatan of v10 claim of me)  so that I was  not  persecuted by Satan through The Worldly 
Religious Authorities,   
Then  I would make void  “the  scandal/offence”  of self-denial of what JC did in  ministry/lifestyle  and what I try to emulate. 

This is a very important verse to  tease-out  whether it is  (1) a charlatan Christian leader teaching us  –  or  (2) a TC! 
Is the Christian  “loved by The World”,  being those people who think in an equivalent manner as does The World? 

(Noting by contrast what JC said of TCs when compared with The World at John.17v15-25.) 
By consequence  

People find it offensive to change from the present self-indulgent world for the new world of self-denial that shall occur in The Millennium. 
Therefore if Paul was persecuted for teaching of the outward self-indulgent circumcision that leads to death,  then he is wasting his time 
teaching about the internal self-denial to people that leads to life  when they immediately reject it while presently living in Satan’s world. 

We might reason from the above,  based entirely by what The Bible tells us  
If  Christian leaders have great followings  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)   
Then  they are giving what The World wants to hear and it is  not  what Yahweh desires to hear! 

By contrast,  based upon what The Bible tells us - 
If  it is a person who has a limited following  (as were the old prophets in Israel)  and having little possessions of affluence from their ministry  
Then  they are likely to be a TC  (as we also witness by record in The Bible of The Apostles). 

Finally,  we might ask - 
Is the person very carefully explaining at a  “one-to-one”  level,  or  taking a grandstand position over a large adoring flock? 

The first example is likely to be a TC,  and the latter a  worldly (or worse, charlatan)  Christian leader rejected by Yahweh for Sonship. 
Thus,  Paul teaches us  

Do not return to worldly methodology,  being  “The Power”  it had over our minds invoking ourselves to revert to unreasoned superstition, 
myth, customs, hearsay  (of “Religion”)  that take us  away  from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire.  JC became  “The Power of God's Word”  to set 
us free  (John.8v32-36)  from all this worldly nonsense that cluttered and cowered our minds from the  peace/prosperity/rest  that only 
Yahweh through JC and His faithful angels  (TCs)  are able to deliver to Mankind. 
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JC made all this possible by giving us a 2 part existence to reform and become like him  –  and yet  “you wish to return to worldly 
methodology”  that can only bring death and thus  nullify/{make void}  the intense,  prolonged physical pain and worldly ridicule on fixed  
posts that JC volunteered to partake within to redeem us by both body  and mind. 

After all of this,  perhaps we might similarly ask of ourselves - 
What do we think of this and how might we apply it to our own life? 

Because quite simply this  is  “The Judgement”  Yahweh is making upon us,  as individuals,  right now  –  during the 1st part of our physical life. 
How would you judge yourself in this matter when you compare yourself with JC,  and Paul imitating his master  (controlling his mind)? 
What can we personally do about the gap between the two comparisons to bring forth The Millennium by us becoming TCs? 

Gal.     5v12 og {Oh I  ought/wish}/{Oh that!}   
Gal.     5v12 og Also  (they will) {to amputate}/mutilate/{cut off}/sever  the (persons)   
Gal.     5v12 og {removal from}/{driving out of home}/disturbing/{turning upside down}/{making an uproar}/troubling   
Gal.     5v12 og {specifically yourselves}. 
Gal.     5v12 = Oh I wish!    

Also  the people  they will  sever/{struck off}/amputate   (themselves away from the ecclesia)    
{causing confusion}/{turning upside down}/troubling  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

Oh I wish! 
Also the people will  sever/amputate   (themselves away from  “1st Century Christianity”,  and not pollute it by fusing it into “Religion”) 
causing confusion in specifically yourselves   (by spinning  “The Word of God”  into something pleasing and acceptable  for worldly consumption). 
 

Paul fervently desires these new and aspiring  worldly Christian leaders to be removed from the scene or become ineffective so they might not cause 
confusion within Yahweh’s Word.   Paul desires them to go away and not infect The Brethren's understanding of  “The Word of God”  as only given in  
“1st Century Christianity”. 
My sentiments entirely  –  hence the work I ceaselessly put in by returning to  The Prime Standard  of The Original Greek and untangling much rubbish 
taught in  “The supposed Name of God”,  but certainly  not  in His Character or Authority! 
There might be the odd Nicodemus within the higher echelons of Christendom,  but for the most leaders,  they have their roots so firmly buried within this 
worldly system,  that returning to  “1st Century Christianity”  would be far too painful!   They have no desire to be losing the worldly  return/goodies  of  
money/power/control/privilege/leverage/pension/{self-indulging}/{and the “1001” worldly drivers}  (please see my commentary at Matt.6v24, 22v21). 
That is why Yahweh  has specifically rejected these leaders for Sonship -  they are not “children of God”  because  only  Yahweh can make that decision,  
–  so they are bogus in what they claim  -  and bogus in one thing,  means they are bogus in many other things  (James.3v11-12). 
Notwithstanding,  we are expressly invited and exhorted in our aim  to become  “Children of God”  but  only  Yahweh as  “The Adopting Father”  makes  
“The Decision”  as to who is ultimately to become  His  “Children of God”.   This is another  “near/alongside  false teaching”  given out by leaders of 
Christendom  (2Pet.2v1),  and I ask the reader to think through  all  the consequences and ramifications of what I teach about  “Children of God”  and 
what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  teach about  “Children of God”.  From this,  then we can inductively reason as to why what they teach  is 
so deceptive  and satanic  (= opposes Yahweh’s Desire)! 
Throughout my writings of some 4,000,000+ words,  I give many hundreds of different examples where Christendom  is so  “deceptively alongside”  
what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches,  that we need to be extremely well educated in  “The Word of God”  to spot the difference between what The 
Bible teaches us and what  worldly Christianity leaders preach to us.  Sadly,  virtually  no one  of The Public is proficient in The Bible,  and thus they 
completely accept without question what our worldly Christian leaders preach to them,  and quite frankly   These leaders do not know themselves  –  
being as equally  utterly confused  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  about Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Master Plan for Human Salvation”! 
Sometimes I muse about confining  The Highest Acclaimed  worldly Christian theologians in a locked room  (so they could not escape)  alongside me for 
a few days,  with The Bible  (in a few copies of the original language and lexicons)  and thoroughly discuss through what they think,  by comparison with 
what The Bible  specifically teaches us.   

They would be quivering wrecks after I had finished with them  –  or become the most vibrant new  “1st Century Christian”  representatives! 
Gal.     5v13 og {specifically yourselves}  For  over/upon/concerning  (to the) freedom/liberty   
Gal.     5v13 og (you were) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned,  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
Gal.     5v13 og merely/alone/only  not  the  freedom/liberty  into/unto  
Gal.     5v13 og (the) {starting point}/{means (to achieve an object)}/opportunity/occasion     
Gal.     5v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  flesh/{carnal minded},   
Gal.     5v13 og but  through (reason of)  of the  benevolence/charity/dear/agape   
Gal.     5v13 og (you) serving/{being in bondage}/slaving  (to the) {one another}/mutual/together (persons). 
Gal.     5v13 = For  {specifically yourselves}  were  called/summoned  over/concerning  to the  freedom/liberty,   brothers,   

not  only  the  freedom/liberty  into/unto  the  opportunity/occasion  with the  animalistic/{carnal minded}   (to feed self-indulgence),   
but  (the freedom to grasp the opportunity in)  the  serving/slaving  to the  {one another}/together 
through reason  of the  {charity love}/agape   (displayed in works edifying our neighbour to our own hurt). 

 

For specifically yourselves were called concerning freedom   (away from “Religion”  as originally sourced by Satan,  to  oppose  God’s Word) 
Brothers,  not only  (1) the freedom unto the opportunity with an animalistic mind   (to feed self-indulgent desires  that consume our time) 
But  (also the freedom in choosing)   (2) serving to one another   (driven by agapao built upon  “The Word of God”) 
through reason of the  agape/charity   (giving works freely to edify our neighbour to understand  why/how  they are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
 

This is The Crux of  True  Christianity  given as  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the Apostles. 
It is the free choice  (1) to choose self-indulgence  OR  to freely choose  (2) to slave in edifying our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
I apologise beforehand  –  but it needs to be done to untangle the  worldly Christian mystic waffle - 

The first option  (1) drives our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  away  from Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desire/Traits,  and  towards  The 
World’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced ultimately by Satan’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
The second option  (2) drives our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  towards  Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desire/Traits,  and  away  from The 
World’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced ultimately by Satan’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

It is the  “synapse construction mapping”  that becomes  “wired”  to the choice  personally  made,  –  no one can make this choice for us  (look what 
Adam and Eve did for us,  and JCg had to rescue  “The Decision”  and put it back into our own personal hands of what is now our 2 part life)! 
Those people  (being The Environmental forces)  can affect us,  one way or the other,  – they either have  our  best interests at  heart/{seat of motivation} 
(TCs)  or those  people/leaders  of The World ultimately have their  own  interests at  heart/{seat of motivation}  (in one way or another). 

The  “hypocrisy”  becomes evident in what they practice,  being different to what they teach  (Matt.23v1-3)! 
Thus,  as I explained in v11,  the TC must suffer by using their time for the ministry of JC  if they desire to become a TC in Yahweh’s judgment. 
Finally,  I would like to repeat my mantra regarding the difference between  (1) the  “calling/invitation”  to The Freedom/Liberty  (away from worldly 
methodology)  that  “The Word of God”  brings and  (2) the  “Selection/Election”  out of The  “Called/Invited  Pool of Christians”  and unto  “The 
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Office of Appointment”  as a future  “Son of God”.   We see how Paul very carefully differentiates between the two and thus he uses  “called/invited”  
because it is  only  Yahweh making  “The Specific/Greater [1st] Judgement  (James.3v1, Matt.20v23)  –  thus Paul leaves that decision to Yahweh. 
 
17th Prophecy –All the former Laws as given by The Prophets rely upon the 2 Laws given to us by JC  (Mark.12v30-31). 
50th Allegory – neighbour = all humans  (with  zero  exceptions)  outside The Brethren  (see Glossary). 
80th Reasoning – The Mind is driven by Agapao  (having the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC)  that produces Agape   
being the outward works of Charity to edify our neighbour – ideally of  “The Recipient's Mind”  by  accurate  teaching. 
Gal.     5v14 og the  For  all/whole  (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations  
Gal.     5v14 og in  (to the [= within]) one/singular  (to the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Gal.     5v14 og (it is) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled  in  to the  (one  [within,  word/sayings/topics/reasoning]):   
Gal.     5v14 og (you shall) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the  {close by}/neighbour/friend/countryman   
Gal.     5v14 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  {in that manner}/likewise/as  {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourself]. 
Gal.     5v14 = For  the whole  Law   (is)   within the  one/singular  word/saying/topic/reasoning, 

it  (Law)   is  {filled up}/fulfilled  within  the   (one/singular  saying/reasoning):  
“You shall  {edifying love}/agapao  of your   (singular = us,  as individuals)   neighbour  {in that manner}/as  yourself.” 

 

For the whole Law   (as regards Yahweh's requirement of us humans)   is fulfilled within this one saying: 
  “You shall  agapao/{edifying love}  your  (singular)  neighbour in that manner as yourself.” 
 

Paul is telling us,  “The Law of JC”  regarding other people can be simply stated as  
“You shall be  {by principle love}/{edifying love}/agapao  your neighbour as yourself.”  (see  “Love”  in glossary). 

This is JC’s 2nd Law  (Mark.12v30-31)  where we are operating through  the highest form of Love  {edifying love}/agapao  which comes from within the 
mind,  being the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the individual inherently wanting to edify their neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
This internal  {edifying love}/agapao  driving the mind,  is physically displayed in the form of  {charity love}/agape  being The Visible Works of Charity  
(simply given with  no  strings attached)  –  being the  “giving of our time”  to  freely  publicise/advertise  “The Word of God”  to our neighbour so they 
too might understand  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  (Luke.4v16-19)  –  and what is required to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (see glossary). 

The giving of our time to help others in the  physical fleshly  sense is very good but it is  not  “The Ideal”  (see Rom.4v1-5).   
“The Ideal”  is to  accurately  promote  “The Absolute Truth”  to  spiritually feed The Mind  of our neighbour  (Acts.6v1-3)  so they might 
understand  why/how  they too should do virtuous and good things to absolutely fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

For The Bible  tells us  The Body will die and rot to nothing,  but it is The Mind being the very  “synapse construction mapping”  that Yahweh is 
monitoring during our life and finally captures at the point of our death so that He might make our death merely  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15),  to be  
awakened/roused/resuscitated  within a perfected physical body either at the 1st 2nd C of JCg  (= The 1st Resurrection,  Rev.20v6)  to collect his Bride,  or 
in The Millennium where all the other people are to learn  “Righteousness”  (to tweak their mind to  “The Ideal”)  –  ideally for everlasting life. 

The question a  worldly Christian leader must ask of  him/herself  is    
“Does  he/she  really  believe that?”   

The answer to that question differentiates between the  “charity works”  to feed  “The Flesh”,  or the  “ideal works”  to feed  “The Mind”! 
Furthermore,  we reason that  if  (from Yahweh's point of view) - 

Feeding  “The Spiritual Mind”  is more important than feeding  “The Fleshly Body”. 
Then  those people  (“Leaders of Religion”)  feeding the spiritual mind with rotten or poisonous food are therefore in  more serious trouble with Yahweh  
than those people feeding the physical body with rotten or poisonous food!   Naturally we would step in to stop people feeding damaging food for the 
physical body  –  but the problem with  “spiritual food”  is that absolutely the vast majority of people on this planet do  not  know the difference between 
good and poisonous spiritual food!   Thus it becomes  “The Responsibility”  of an  external  competent auditor like myself,  to speak out when there is 
departure between  “The Quality Manual”  (The Bible)  and what is done by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  when they feed people with 
“poisonous spiritual food”,  else quite simply Yahweh will accuse me for being delinquent myself  (Eze.33v1-20)  and I fear Yahweh  (Luke.12v4-5). 

But how I do it,  is  not  through physical persuasion  (as  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  have done in the past and present)  –  but 
through spiritual persuasion by  “strength of rational argument”. 

This is precisely as Paul taught us  –  we are to use  “The Power of The Word of God”  (not in a feigned physical sense  –  but spiritually),   and the 
inductive reasoning becomes The Light to open up the recipient's mind to Yahweh.  This is  all  that Yahweh Desires in this 1st Stage under the present 
heaven/authority  of Satan  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  –  so that Yahweh might gain His “Early Adopters”,   who once having opened their minds to 
reason,  become solid administrators  (in the 2nd part f their physical life)  for Yahweh's 2nd Stage of  “Human Salvation”. 

Why?   
Because they have  demonstrably proved themselves to be reliable  (of  sound/firm  mind/resolve)  under duress while in the 1st part of their physical life 
(1Cor.3v1-16)  –  during the attacks metered out by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.16v1-4)  operating according to the old  heaven/authority  
of Satan  (being of his methodology).  This is precisely how the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  behaved to JC and the apostles (during,  before  and  
after  JC's 1st Advent some 2000 years ago)  so  why  should it be any different today when there has been  no  regime change in  “the local heaven”  
(1John.5v19)  yet,  but soon there will be! 
 
32nd Warning – Never become worldly by self-indulging to your neighbour’s expense else they will behave likewise to you. 
And ultimately both of you shall be destroyed by an ever-increasing vicious circle.  Break out from it,  for JC’s freedom! 
Gal.     5v15 og if  And  (the) {one another}/mutual/together  (you) bite  also  (you) {eat down}/devour,   
Gal.     5v15 og (you) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}  not  under/through/inferior/below/by   
Gal.     5v15 og (of the) {one another}/mutual/together  (you are) {used up}/destroyed/consumed. 
Gal.     5v15 = And,   if  you  bite  also  you  devour  the  {one another},   

you  beware   (that)   not  you are  {used up}/consumed  under/by  {one another}. 
 

And,  if you bite,  also you devour one another   (if you operate according to worldly methodology  [= self-indulge to your neighbour's hurt]) 
you beware  (that)  you are not  {used up}/consumed  by one another   (destroy your future existence and fail to reach  “The Goal”). 
 

Sadly,  Paul had to return to reasoning from within The World,  to pull them from out of The World with this warning  
If you behave in a worldly fashion to one another  –  then you will all become driven by the methodology of The World to  “get one back”  or  
“get one over”   the other person! 

This will become a circular escalation drawing everyone into its vortex.   
Do not even contemplate going back to worldly methodology  –  for it will ultimately destroy you! 

Act like JC and this new practice  (driven by Yahweh’s Methodology)  will break the old vicious loop  (within worldly methodology).   
This is how  all  humans  must  behave in the 2nd part of their physical life  (like JC)  –  else they  will  be annihilated in  “The 2nd Death”! 
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It is best to  “get to like”  Yahweh’s Methodology now,  because even if we do not become future Sons of God,  then at least it will enable us to be of good 
character at the start of The Millennium to succeed into The Eternity! 
I give a couple of Bible examples for us,  one of instruction and one of warning to endorse what Paul is say here by warning to the Galatians. 
     Paul gave an example to the Corinthians regarding lawsuits between the brethren at 1Cor.6v7  -  “let yourselves be wronged”! 
     JC defended himself from a slanderous attack by religious leaders at Matt.12v25 – “a divided kingdom falls”. 
 
41st Instruction – Christians must:  “Walk/{Deport themselves}  in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  built only upon 
“The Word of God”  (yielding the “HS”)  and then we will not  execute/complete  the self-indulgences of the worldly mind. 
81st Reasoning – JC was completely full of Yahweh’s HS and as we are told,  he was the  one/same  with Yahweh because 
of this.  As we are told,  just as The Apostles (TCs)  were the  one/same  with JC because they have the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC.  Thus,  if  we desire to become TCs (apostles)  then  we too should imitate JC  just 
as did The Apostles  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  being  precisely as instructed  above.  The question is:  Do we? 
If  we choose not -  then  we do  not  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh,  but sadly the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that sourced by The World,  and thus open ourselves unto all the things that 
please our minds for self-indulgence  (invariably to the hurt of our neighbour). 
42nd Instruction – For the  worldly mind self-indulges  against  the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that 
operates within Yahweh being separate from this world of sin to make His Desire manifest in The Environment” (= “HS”) 
And vice versa,  thus they both oppose each other,  so do  not  practice these worldly things and delight within them. 
Christians must  walk/{deport themselves}  in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that operates within Yahweh 
(= HS),  then we will  not  execute/complete  the lusts of the carnal mind  (being a worldly orientated mind). 
82nd Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced by The World  “to self-
indulge over our neighbour”  is the opposite  to the  spirit/personality/desire/traits  sourced by Yahweh in the heavens  
which is  “to edify our neighbour so that they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  (see “Holy Spirit” in glossary). 
83rd Reasoning – If  the mind has “The Accurate Knowledge”  (“The Word of God”.)  to produce  “The Real Faith”  (= 
K+A+F)  then  the mind will be correctly driven to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by precisely imitating JC and the apostles.  
Therefore,  Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  will  not  judge the Christian upon  “The Law of Works”.  
Yahweh judges the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as being the  one/same  with that of JC’s,  because The Mind 
delivering works edified humans  –  being more TCs to fulfil that required number of 144000 positions on  “The Scroll of  
(guaranteed) Life”  (Rev.5v1-2)  as future Sons of God,  to be fully read at  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6). 
33rd Warning – If we feel precisely imitating JC is too much,  then we are belittling what JC has done for us 
demonstrating a less than ideal agapao.  If we fall further away,  then we have rejected what JC has done,  and fall back 
upon  “The Law of Moses”  (covering us)  of which we can only fail  –  thereby ultimately yielding  “The 2nd Death”  of 
annihilation if we do not ultimately reform to precisely imitate JC. 
34th Warning – However leaders of Christendom teach none of that righteous exegesis,  but only a  “Gospel of Excuses”  
to remain human.   Yahweh does not want humans to survive into “The Eternity”  but only people who imitate JC. 
Gal.     5v16 og (I) state/exclaim  and:   (To the [= in/with/by/on]) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Gal.     5v16 og (you) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life},   
Gal.     5v16 og also  (the) lust/{forbidden desire/longing}/concupiscence  (of the) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}   
Gal.     5v17 og no/not/none  not [= certainly not]   (you will) complete/execute/discharge/accomplish/pay/fulfil. 
Gal.     5v16 = And I state:   

{Deport oneself}/{Occupy one's life}  in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (based upon  “The Word of God”  guiding the mind),  
also  you will  certainly not  execute/complete/accomplish  the  lusts/{forbidden desires}  of the  animalistic/fleshly/{carnal minded}. 

 

And I state: 
  Deport yourself in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (based upon “The Word of God”  to be controlling The Mind  to yield the HS within you) 
  Also you will never execute the lusts of the animalistic mind   (Yahweh’s Methodology replaces worldly methodology) 
        (Yahweh’s Methodology edifies society,  worldly methodology ultimately destroys society,  yet this must be played out before humans learn this fact) 
 

Though Paul has not stated the HS here,  but it can be readily assumed The Mind should be the  one/same  with  “The Knowledge”  as given by a TC,  
based entirely upon  “The Word of God” (that has  not  been passed through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19)   from which,  provided  fidelity is 
maintained,  then  the HS will be operating within that individual. 
Clearly  if  people do not deport themselves according to the 2nd Law of JC  (as instructed at v14 in context)  then  they are  not  operating in the HS! 
However  worldly Christian leaders falsely claim otherwise,  and thus make Yahweh’s Word  appear  to be a  “joke”  in the  sane/reasoning  mind of The 
Atheist  -  for which,  as Paul tells us in v10 (in context),  these  worldly Christian leaders will receive an appropriate  decision/judgement  for corrupting 
Yahweh’s Word within the mind of the spiritual  child/recipient! 
Paul is teaching us to keep focussed upon what we should be doing to fulfil  “The Word of God” –  in which case,  we will not have enough time to think 
about the lusting back into The World.  Ideally we as TCs should be too tired and exhausted to think about any spare time to engage within the 
indulgences of which The World can provide to  consume/burn  time;  – where  “time”  is our  most valuable and precious commodity. 
Gal.     5v17 og the  For  flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}  (it) {to set one’s heart upon}/covets/desires/lusts/{longs for}   
Gal.     5v17 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
Gal.     5v17 og the  and  spirit/personality/desires/traits  down/accordingly/intensely/against   
Gal.     5v17 og of the  flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded};   
Gal.     5v17 og these (things)  and  (the) {to lie opposite}/adversary/repugnant/{be contrary}/oppose   
Gal.     5v17 og (to the) {one another}/mutual/together,  that  not  who/what/which/that  wish/suppose   
Gal.     5v17 og (you) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will  these (things)   
Gal.     5v17 og (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice. 
Gal.     5v17 = For  the  animalistic/fleshly/{carnal minded}   (person)   lusts/craves/desires  against  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   

and the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  against the  animalistic/fleshly/{carnal minded}   (worldly methodology to self-indulge); 
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and these  things/(traits)   (are)   {lying opposite}/opposing/adversarial/{being contrary}  to  {one another},   
(so)  that  not  you  do/perform/practice  these things  that  wish/suppose  you  {delight in}/{be pleased}/desire   (to do). 

 

For the animalistic mind   (having been built upon  worldly methodology gained and nurtured since our birth to make gain in this present world) 
lusts/craves  against the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (that has been built entirely upon  “The Word of God”  to yield Yahweh’s Methodology), 
and the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (sourced by  “The Word of God”  when we are  operating within  the 2nd part  of our spiritual life) 
opposes/against  the animalistic mind   (sourced by worldly methodology  when we were  operating in  the 1st part  of our spiritual life); 
and these things/traits  (are)  {lying opposite}/adversarial  to one another   (we are either in one camp  or the other camp,  Matt.7v12-14, 12v30), 
(so)  that  not  you do these things that you supposedly  {delight in}/desire  (to do)    (if you wish to leave the world and fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
 

Let me repeat the above with some explanation in parenthesis - 
For the  animalistic/fleshly/{carnal minded}  (worldly human personality built upon worldly methodology)  lusts/craves  (to self-indulge 
within worldly things)  against the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (created by  “The Word of God”  to be correctly operating within us for 
“Godly fruitage”  resulting from Yahweh’s HS built upon God’s Word operating within us)  and the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
(sourced by Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  operates)  against the  animalistic/fleshly/{carnal minded}  (worldly human personality),  
and these  things/traits  oppose/adversarial  to  {one another},   so that  not  you do these things that you supposedly  {delight in}/{be 
pleased}/desire   (if we are to ideally leave worldly methodology to then  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire [that leads to a perfect society]). 

Paul is telling us - 
Beware,  –  you must carefully understand,  Yahweh’s HS  (see glossary)  is separate from this world of sin and thus has  no  affiliation to 
work with any human who is  animalistic/carnal  minded  (consequently has no union with worldly methodology, 1Cor.6v16)  being the 
lusting after worldly self-indulgence and gratification.   Doing any of this is invariably at the  expense/hurt  of our neighbour –  somewhere 
within The World,  of this now global village,  –  where our lives have become so interlocked with each other,  especially with the use of 
technology  (of connectivity through social media, etc.). 

We are specifically told this in James.1v6-8,   else Yahweh cannot work with us. 
Thus,  if  we foster the  {animalistic/carnal minded}  spirit/personality/desires/traits  for  “The Immediacy”  then  we shall perform the works 
commensurate to what we are nurturing,  and thus  not  yield/perform/practice  those things of which we are supposed to be doing to ultimately edify our 
neighbour – to yield a better society.   
Consequently,  we must always be guided by  “Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  made manifest 
within The Environment”  (being the definition of the “HS”). 
Therefore,  quite simply  

We must  not  practice/perform  those things of which our worldly heart desires when our spiritual mind  (trained upon  accurate knowledge)  
screams out to say   “We must  not  do these things”! 

This is why JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes a stumbling stone to  worldly Christians -  because there is this internal battle  (1Pet.2v8, Matt.21v42-
44, Luke.20v17-18, etc.),  but by contrast,  within a TC there are very few internal battles,  because the worldly mind has been subdued after many battles 
while a spiritual child. 
We realise it is much better for society as a whole to use our time in the aiding of our  neighbour/stranger  so they too might personally fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire,  this is what The Gospels tell us through JC’s parables,  thereby exhibiting what life will be like in The Millennium,  when Satan and his 
methodology is removed off this planet  (Rev.20v1-7). 
Gal.     5v18 og if  And  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
Gal.     5v18 og (you are) {led away}/brought/driven/go/induced   
Gal.     5v18 og no/not/none  {you are/belong/be}  under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations. 
Gal.     5v18 = And  if  you are  {led away}/induced/driven   (in continual positive action)   with the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (HS), 

(then)   not  {you are}   (judged)   under/by  The Law   (of Moses based upon works). 
 

And if you are led away  in/by  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (that has been built  only  upon  “The Word of God”  to gain the HS), 
(then)  you are  not  (judged)  under The Law   (of Moses based upon Works). 
 

This verse is so  utterly important to grasp  -  it is  “all conditional”   
Yahweh judges us to be a TC -   If - 
JC as  “The Word of God”  has an  operating  presence/parousia  within us,  which  then  yields  Yahweh’s HS within us   
After which,  then -  We become led by HS. 

I apologise beforehand to belabour this point  –  but sadly our  charlatan Christian leaders have totally distorted what the HS means  –  merely so they 
can  self-indulge  on what they deliver  (for the worldly return of hype  –  enabling an income stream on their shenanigans)  thereby showing they do  not  
have the HS,  irrespective of how much they profess to the opposite.    As would any conman say about his supposed qualities! 

The point is this    We  cannot  be led by the HS if we have the  incorrect  knowledge operating within ourselves  –  because we will be doing 
things that are  not  what Yahweh Desires to occur  –  and thus we  cannot  have  “Yahweh's  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
which is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  to make His Desire manifest within The Environment”  and thus we  cannot  have  the “HS”. 

Where to belabour the point even further - 
Yes!   We can be led by  “the spirit”  and we are  all  led by  “the spirit)   -   but  what type  of “Spirit”?    
Even atheists are led by  “the spirit”  being the spirit of The World because they know no better!    
Moreover,  the reason why they know no better,  is because of the so very many  “Christians”  being led by the  one/same  spirit of The World,  
as that which leads the atheists!    

Therefore,  who are the atheists copying?!  
Whose responsibility is it,  they are copying people of “Religion”  inasmuch everyone is led by the spirit of The World  (except the 144000 
TCs imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and  The Brethren  actively aiming to be like the TCs)! 

Obviously Yahweh would not be working with an individual who did not have His  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  else  quite simply He  would 
look foolish before other entities  if  He was working with an entity that is deviant to what has been supplied as  “The Word of God”!    
Consequently,  we can  only  have  “The Whole/One  JC”  as a  presence/parousia  within us  if  we have  “The Whole/One  Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  
operating within us  –  and  not  censored bits of  “The Word of God”  –  else we  cannot  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that 
which operates within Yahweh  –  because He is perfect and He cannot operate within a person having little  bits  of  “The Word of God”  (James.1v6-8). 

All this information consists of fairly obvious  righteous/logical  statements  –  but  worldly Christian leaders  “choose to be ignorant”  on 
these most obvious deductions  (and I know precisely why they teach otherwise,  in such a deviant manner). 

Else  -  in the extreme,  it could be inductively reasoned,  a person of another worldly religion  (clearly  not  having the correct knowledge)  could have 
Yahweh’s HS  –  which  is  a ridiculous concept –  but that is precisely what  worldly Christian leaders infer by their  silly and illogical reasoning! 
Moreover,  by stating such ridiculous things,  means that they too  cannot  have the HS within them  –  if they make Yahweh’s Word look foolish  (see 
v10)!   Furthermore,  we know JC did not state ridiculous things,  and he always brought honour to Yahweh's name, character, and authority! 
Consequently,  2Cor.11v15  immediately springs to mind regarding these professional (Matt.6v24) leaders of Christendom falsifying God’s Word!    
Those leaders obviously behave in this manner because their worldly income depends upon them presumptuously claiming to have the HS  –  then like a 
Rogue Trader or a spiritual paedophile  (Matt.18v6, Luke.17v2),  they will personally claim to have very much the HS.   
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By contrast we know a good trader will never need to claim how good they are –  because Word precedes them –  their works demonstrate their quality! 
After explaining  “the obvious”,  then let me explain the second part of this verse  –  because again our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  understand it. 
I explain this profusely elsewhere but repeat it again here in foreshortened form. 
If  we are choosing to reject  “The Word of God”  from being accurately imbued within our mind,  then  we are falling back upon  “The Law of Moses”  
to condemn us, –  where we shall most certainly fail  (Rom.3v23)  and shall clearly be ultimately subject to  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

Thus,  our  only  positive future in  “The Long Term”  is to  accurately  imbue  “The Word of God”  and  reform our mind to become like JC.  
To have a long-term future,  then  we must  jettison our present thought process and think precisely like JC  –  let us start now! 

Thus we are to inculcate Yahweh's Methodology to be driven by agapao  =  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”,  then we are correctly motivated to 
join a society,  whose members are  all  operating according to  the  one/same  methodology  -  thereby yielding a society that Yahweh desires to 
continue into The Eternity within  His  Universe. 
As I state elsewhere,  this does not contravene Yahweh's Law on  “sin”  because Yahweh is righteously able to judge us based upon  “The Successful 
Model”  (JC)  who  fulfilled/surpassed  “The Law of Moses”  (Matt.5v17-18),  because our mind is  absolutely intent  on  “imitating JC”. 
Consequently any  {side slip}/trespass  is sincerely  unintentional  and thus  can  be righteously ignored   (especially when we truly repent and vow  
never  to consciously repeat the  unintentional  error to our neighbour’s hurt)  because we are being judged upon a  different  –  but  legitimate 
standard. 
Obviously,  errors will occur in The Millennium  –  hence JC's instruction at  (Matt.18v19-23)  -  but  The Crux is that the errors committed will be minor 
and certainly not premediated sin. 

That explains how  “The Righteous Scenario”  is to operate  –  without contravening Yahweh's Law on sin,  effectively stated at Gen.2v17. 
It is all  “exceedingly obvious”  –  but our  worldly Christian leaders just   “Do not get it!”   -   As we witness in their  “garbled preaching efforts”! 
 
43rd Instruction – And it is shiningly apparent the occupational effort of the worldly mind is:- 
Fornication, impurity, blemish, {lustful acts}, {image worship (of anything)}, magic (of anything), witchcraft, hostility, 
opposition, contention, wrangling, jealousies, fierceness, indignation, faction, rivalries, {selfish ambition}, disunion, 
division, sedition, sects, envy, ill-will, spite, killing, intoxication (by any drug), rioting, revelling, {letting loose},  and of 
similar such things,  because the people habitually doing these things shall  not  inherit  “The Kingdom of God”. 
'Allegory' – repeat – inheritor = “a person who receives from The Father what belongs to The Father”  = A TC who shall 
receive  “The Resurrected World”  (comprising of humans within fleshly DNA bodies)  from The Father  (resurrecting the 
fleshly world into the 2nd part of their physical life).  TCs shall become responsible for The Resurrected World’s wellbeing. 
Allegory – repeat - The Inheritance = operates at two levels.  The immediate 1st level would be of Canaan becoming Israel 
filled with Israelites.  The 2nd level occurs in The Millennium being  The World becoming “Israel” by name  filled with all 
resurrected people  (= the  new  “fleshly Israelites” = 3rd Epoch Israel)  to learn  “Righteousness”  from JCg and his 
bride of 144000 TCs  (Rev.21v2, 9, etc.)  then to be  kings/priests  (Rev.1v6,   as the  proven “spiritual Israelites”). 
(For completeness, “The 2nd Epoch Israel” of its two levels  is required  to gain  the 144000 Sons of God  for future rule.) 
51st Allegory – The Kingdom of God = a society that operates under  (and thus fulfils)  Yahweh’s Desire. 
Gal.     5v19 og (the) {shiningly  apparent/manifest/obvious/known}/evidently/{clearly seen}  And  (it) is   
Gal.     5v19 og the  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  of the  flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}   
Gal.     5v19 og who/which  (they) are   [Adultery = CA],   (the) harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication,   
Gal.     5v19 og (the) impurity/blemished/uncleanness,   (the) licentiousness/{lustful acts}/wantonness, 
Gal.     5v19 = And  it is the  {shiningly apparent/obvious}  the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours 

of the  animalistic/fleshly/{carnal minded}   (to satisfy worldly  lusts/cravings/desires)    which  they are:- 
the  harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication,   the  impurity/blemished/uncleanness,   the  licentiousness/{lustful acts}/wantonness. 

 

And it is shiningly apparent the occupational efforts of the animalistic mind   (to satisfy “The Immediacy”  for self-gratification) 
(of)  which they are:- 
  the  harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication 
  the  impurity/blemished/uncleanness 
  the  licentiousness/{lustful acts}/wantonness 
 

I need add nothing here –  but we only need to look around ourselves  and see what is evident within The World  (and done by some of those people who 
ardently claim to represent Yahweh)  and publicly revered for it  (also in the media for entertainment)! 
Gal.     5v20 og (the) {image worship}/idolatry,  (the) pharmacy/magic/sorcery/witchcraft, 
Gal.     5v20 og (the) hostility/opposition/hatred/enmity,   
Gal.     5v20 og (the) quarrellings/wrangling/contentions/debates/strife/variances (plural),   
Gal.     5v20 og (the) {jealousies/zeal/passions/ardours/drives/motivations  (all in the negative sense)} (plural),   
Gal.     5v20 og (the) {passion (as if breathing hard)}/fierceness/indignations/wrath (plural),   
Gal.     5v20 og (the) intrigues/factions/contentions/strife/rivalries (plural),   
Gal.     5v20 og (the) disunions/fractious/dissentions/divisions/seditions (plural),   
Gal.     5v20 og (the) {choice (of parties)}/disunions/heresies/sects/schisms (plural), 
Gal.     5v20 = the  {image worship}/idolatry,   

the  pharmacy/magic/sorcery/witchcraft,   
the  hostility/opposition/hatred/enmity, 
the  quarrellings/wrangling/contentions/debates/strife/variances,   
the  {jealousies/zeal/passions/ardour/drives/motivations  (all in the negative sense)},  
the   passions/fierceness/indignations/wrath/{fits of rage},   
the  intrigues/factions/contentions/strife/rivalries/{selfish ambition},   
the  disunions/fractious/dissentions/divisions/seditions,   
the  {choice (of parties)}/disunions/heresies/sects/schisms, 

 

the  {image worship}/idolatry 
the  pharmacy/magic/sorcery/witchcraft, 
the  hostility/opposition/hatred/enmity 
the  quarrellings/wrangling/contentions/debates/strife/variances,   
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the {jealousies/zeal/passions/ardour/drives/motivations   (all in the negative sense)},  
the  passions/fierceness/indignations/wrath/{fits of rage},   
the  intrigues/factions/contentions/strife/rivalries/{selfish ambition},   
the  disunions/fractious/dissentions/divisions/seditions,   
the  {choice (of parties)}/disunions/heresies/sects/schisms, 
 

I need add nothing here –  but we only need to look around ourselves  and see what is evident within The World  (and done by some of those people who 
ardently claim to represent Yahweh)  and publicly revered for it  (also in the media for entertainment)! 
Note   {Image worship}  means  anything  that a person  forms within their mind  to consume their time  =  photos of  “entertainment stars”,  trinkets,  
religious tat,  cars, computers,  Internet,  cyber-space,  or any material thing of personal value,  entertainment.  Basically, anything that  consumes/burns  
time away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  where that thing or object becomes a fixation  (picture)  within the mind  “that must be served”.   
It becomes clear from the given  accurate  definition  (being that Yahweh is  after The Mind)  then perhaps I am safe in saying that  all  people  (except 
TCs)  “image worship”  the things of This World,  and thus will  not  “inherit”  “The Kingdom of God”  –  but they  will  be part of  “The Inheritance”  
assigned to  God’s Family.  Where it is the  Sons of God with  “The Responsibility”  as  “The Heirs”  “inheriting”  The World of resurrected people. 

You will not be taught any of this within Christendom! 
Yet this is  “God’s Word parts 1 and 2”  (Old and New Testament)  effectively ignored by leaders of Christendom when we audit their output! 
Gal.     5v21 og (the) {ill-will}/detractions/jealousies/spites/envies,   
Gal.     5v21 og (the) murders/killings/slaughters,   
Gal.     5v21 og (the) intoxications/drunkennesses,   
Gal.     5v21 og (the) carousing/{letting loose}/riotings/revellings/orgies  also  the (things)   
Gal.     5v21 og {similar (in appearance/character)}/{like manner}  {to these  (persons/things)}  who/which/that   
Gal.     5v21 og (I) {stated/exclaimed beforehand}/predicted/forewarned/{told before}  {to yourselves},   
Gal.     5v21 og just/as/that/how/when  also  (I have) {said already}/predicted/forewarned/{said previous}/{told before},  
Gal.     5v21 og because  the (persons)  the (things)  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones  (persons)  
Gal.     5v21 og (the) {habitually practising}/{repeating deeds}   
Gal.     5v21 og (the) kingdom/reign/realm  (of the) God  not  (they will) {acquire by lot}/heir/inherit/{gain possession of}. 
Gal.     5v21 = the  {ill-will}/detractions/jealousies/spites/envies,  

the  murders/killings/slaughters,   
the  intoxications/drunkenness,   
the  carousing/{letting loose}/riotings/revellings/orgies   
also  the things  similar/{like manner}   (of)   which  I  {stated beforehand}/forewarned/{said previously}  {to yourselves},   
just/as  I have  also  forewarned/predicted,   
because  these such like  people  {habitually practising}  these things,   they will  not  inherit  God’s  kingdom/realm. 

 

the  {ill-will}/detractions/jealousies/spites/envies,  
the  murders/killings/slaughters,   
the  intoxications/drunkenness,   
the  carousing/{letting loose}/riotings/revellings/orgies   
also the  similar/{like manner} things   (of)   which I said previously to yourselves,   
just/as  I have  also forewarned,   
because these such like people habitually practising these things,   
they will  not  inherit God’s  kingdom/realm   (they do  not  become  “The Heirs”  over the inheritance,  but  become  part  of  “The Inheritance”). 
 

Note   “Intoxication”  can be of  any  form of drug  (and  not  just alcohol)  –  being anything that takes over the person’s sensibilities where the synapse 
construction begins to fail normal  sane/rational  operation.  I would go further and state frenzied hype running upon the excess of beta-endorphins is 
also  “intoxication”  –  just as we witness in the  “circus shows”  choreographed by   “charismatic”  Christian leaders in the  “supposed name”  of 
“God”  –  but which one?   
I would suggest from their performance  (driven by their “spirit/etc.”),  then their “God”  would be Satan the present god of this worldly system. 
We should know that JC and the apostles  never  behaved like this  –  else it would be recorded for us in The Bible to read  –  therefore  the lack of 
evidence  clearly shows the utterly deviant nature of these  “carry-ons”.  However,  The Bible  tells us in many places  the opposite to what we witness in 
these worldly shows  –  being how we  all  must be of  sane/reasoning  mind  (Titus.2v2-8, etc.)  carefully considering all things! 

Please read my detailed commentary to Acts.2v3 that also includes a reference to “Aimee Semple McPherson”. 
So just as I carefully explained in  Gal.4v30  and I have no need to repeat that long commentary here,  but it means these people doing such things will 
not become a  “Son of God”  unless  very serious reform of The Mind  takes place  –  which it can  –  provided  The Accurate Knowledge is given,  and 
The Motivation is there to receive and then accurately imbue The Knowledge.   This is called   “learning”  and  “hearkening”! 
Congregational members participating in worldly things will be resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life and become  part of  The Inheritance  
(being under the TC  administrators/{Sons of God}),  thereby enabling these people presently delinquent  (to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire)  to learn  
how to be righteous  within a perfected society,  –  many will reform  –  but some will not  (in what the Bible infers by allegory,  to be a 3 1 ratio  –  see  
The Revelations of John).  
Those people who reform in The Millennium when taught  “Righteousness”  shall gain eternal life in a perfected DNA fleshly body,  but those people 
who rebel,  by returning to their ways in the 1st part of their physical life shall experience  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation. 
However,  there is a 3rd grouping.   
Iniquitous Christian Leaders who partake in this activity and shame Yahweh,  and thus bring Him and His Word into disrepute within  sane/reasoning 
minds during  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  (= during The Gospel Age)  –  as The Bible  clearly tells  us  –   these people are presently living in the 2nd part 
of their spiritual existence  (after entering in  “The 2nd Covenant”  at baptism).   Consequently,  when they die,  they have nothing else worthy to hand 
back to Yahweh  to enter another existence  (= resurrection)  –  and thus like Judas Iscariot,  – they shall  never  be resurrected.  

Charlatan Christian leaders  –  beware  –  please reform while you are still now able  (hence JC's two exhortations at Luke. chapter 15)! 
 
61st Comment – The fruitage of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (sourced by Yahweh) is:- 
{charity love}, cheerfulness, {calm delight}, peace, forbearance, patience, usefulness, gentleness, goodness, kindness, 
virtue, faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}, humility, meekness,  {self-control}, temperance, etc. 
44th Instruction – Yahweh's methodology  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  shall yield the fruitage of the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits  (sourced by Yahweh)  that is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  that is to make 
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Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (the “HS”).  This brought to fruition within all successful people 
shall ultimately yield a perfected society over our 2 part life  (2 part spiritual and 2 part physical). 
Gal.     5v22 og the  And  fruit  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (it) is   
Gal.     5v22 og (the) benevolence/charity/dear/agape,   
Gal.     5v22 og (the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy,   
Gal.     5v22 og (the) peace/prosperity/rest,   
Gal.     5v22 og (the) forbearance/{long-suffering}/patience,   
Gal.     5v22 og (the) usefulness/excellence/gentleness/goodness/kindness,   
Gal.     5v22 og (the) goodness/virtue/beneficence,   
Gal.     5v22 og (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}, 
Gal.     5v22 = And  the fruit  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (sourced by Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”) 

it is  the  benevolence/charity/dear/agape, 
the  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy,   
the  peace/prosperity/rest,   
the  forbearance/{long-suffering}/patience, 
the  usefulness/excellence/gentleness/goodness/kindness,   
the  goodness/virtue/beneficence,   
the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (built upon  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 

 

And the fruit of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (as  only  sourced by Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”) 
is the  benevolence/charity/dear/agape, 
the  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy,   
the  peace/prosperity/rest,   
the  forbearance/{long-suffering}/patience, 
the  usefulness/excellence/gentleness/goodness/kindness,   
the  goodness/virtue/beneficence,   
the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)     (built only upon  all  “The Word of God”  [and not  little censored bits of it]) 
 

These are the qualities a TC will demonstrate to  all  people within The World today,  and  not  remotely as a painted  façade/veneer  to the adoring 
masses through the media machine   (and then say what they really think,  when the microphones are turned off)! 
Gal.     5v22 og (the) gentleness/humility/meekness,   
Gal.     5v22 og (the) {self-control}/temperance;   
Gal.     5v22 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones} (persons)   
Gal.     5v23 og no/not/none  is/are  (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations. 
Gal.     5v23 = the  gentleness/humility/meekness,   

the  {self-control}/temperance;   
(there)  is  no  Law  against  {these such}  things. 

 

The  gentleness/humility/meekness,  the  {self-control}/temperance 
(there)  is no Law against these such things. 
 

Have the correct mind and attitude,  then these attributes will certainly follow. 
And how do we have the correct mental attitude?   

When our mind is wholly built upon  “The Word of God”  =  JC  presence/parousia  is operating  within us,  which then  and only then,  yields the HS!    
Where the HS has this composite definition - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

“HS” absolutely does  not  mean the nonsense we are taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  spinning a yarn on their own personal ego trip 
operating according to the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World  (Eph.2v2)  being under the control of the evil one  (2Cor.4v4, 
1John.5v19),  because they follow his instituted worldly methodology  (to “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”)! 
Thus we realise it becomes a symbiotic relationship  (else, James.1v6-8)  which starts by firstly,  relying upon us to personally respond by opening the 
door when JCg knocks at the door  (Rev.3v20)  through a TC  accurately  publicising  “The Word of God”  by both word and deed. 
 
62nd Comment – The people (TCs)  in JC are united together as companions in hardships and sufferings,  shall become 
publicly executed away from the worldly mind and its self-indulgence of worldly things  (often grabbing off other people). 
52nd Allegory – Publicly execute = Constant public showing our life has been cut away from worldly self-indulgence. 
We must remove ourselves from self-indulging to our neighbour's hurt  (and only edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 
Remain utterly neutral in all worldly matters – avoid politics like the plague  –  else we  will  become blemished. 
84th Reasoning – If we truly  live/exist  in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  then we will operate in unison. 
(This does  not  occur today with some 43000 Christian sects and  “perhaps the same”  number of doctrines!) 
Gal.     5v24 og the (persons)  And  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  the  flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded} 
Gal.     5v24 og (they) {impaled upon fixed stakes}/{nailed on stakes/posts/poles}/{publicly executed (physical or spiritual)}     
Gal.     5v24 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Gal.     5v24 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  hardships/sufferings/pains/afflictions   
Gal.     5v24 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  lusts/{forbidden desires/longings}/concupiscences. 
Gal.     5v24 = And  the people  of the  Christ/Messiah,   

{united as companions}/{in union together}  (in)  the  hardships/sufferings/afflictions    (the persecution by  “Leaders of Religion”) 
they  {publicly execute}  (to become publicly dead to)    
the  animalistic/fleshly/{carnal minded}    (worldly methodology driving our old mind) 
also  the  cravings/lusts   (of worldly sourced things). 

 

And the people of the Anointed   (the people aiming for  “The Goal”  as originally made possible by JC showing us The Way  [John.14v6]) 
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united as companions  (in)  the  hardships/afflictions   (as brought about by  “Leaders of Religion”,  because no one else is motivated to do so) 
they (TCs)  publicly execute   (themselves,  by demonstrably showing The World they have entirely renounced worldly methodology) 
the animalistic mind   (which has been  created/built  upon the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World  [Eph.2v2]  since our birth) 
also  (having publicly executed)  the  cravings/lusts   (for  “The Immediacy”  of  self-gratification). 
 

TCs become  {united together as companions}  because - 
1. They truly have  “The Accurate Knowledge”   (and  not  “worldly Christianity”). 
2. They fervently desire to tell The World about this  “Knowledge”  in its entirety,  because they  sincerely  care to edify their neighbour. 
3. They also  work hard  to publicise  (rather than being quiet and shut away in a monastery – being alien to what  JC/Paul  taught us by deed)! 
4. They take absolutely  nothing  from The World for the work they put in while  accurately  publicising  “The Word of God”. 
5. As such,  they die away from this world because they have  no personal time to indulge within The World  and of its affairs! 
6. Then  the TC has truly become  a sojourner,  an alien to the present worldly practices  –  looking towards  “The Vista of The Millennium”. 

As such,  they are  bound together  in a uniting  “Disclosing Truth”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  in the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is 
separate from this world of sin to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment”,   which becomes the “HS”,  being precisely what we are 
told in the next verse! 
Gal.     5v25 og If  (we) live/exist  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
Gal.     5v25 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) spirit/personality/desires/traits  also   
Gal.     5v25 og (let us) {arrange in regular line}/{orderly procession}/{march in rank}/{walk in conformal manner}. 
Gal.     5v25 = If  we  live/exist  in the  (one/same)  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  

           (allow  “The Word of God”  to rule our thoughts based upon  accurate  knowledge to yield the HS),   
(then)  also in the  (one/same)  spirit/personality/desires/traits  let us  {operate in unison}/{regularly deport ourselves}/{march together} 

 

If we  live/exist  in the  (one/same)  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (that has ideally been built  solely  upon  “The Word of God”)  
(then)  also in the  (one/same)  spirit/personality/desires/traits  let us  {operate in unison}/{march together}   (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
 

This occurs within TCs throughout The World. 
By contrast,  we most certainly do  not  see this instruction occurring within the  worldly Christianity community of some 37000  different  sects (2009 
CE, 42,000+ 2020 CE)  –  where perhaps,  an outside observer might confidently suggest they are definitely  not  living in the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which came through  “The Word of God”.  The obvious deduction by default  (because there are  only two  sides),  
then they operate according to  “the word of Satan”  (= worldly methodology)  sowing disunity! 

Moreover,  they are operating with a  one/same  spirit of commonality being that of  “The Wrong side”! 
They  are  most certainly living with  one  spirit/personality/desire/traits  as we are clearly told in Eph.2v2  sourced by Satan  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 
Because they are operating as warned by Paul at 2Tim.3v5,  Titus.1v16  –  not desiring to reform away from worldly methodology because of  “The 
Immediacy”  of worldly goodies this brings to them  (being the  wrong  master  –  Matt.6v24,  please see my local commentary)!    

Thereby having  no  driving vista of The Millennium within their mind of which we are able to witness  –  because they  never  teach of  “The 
Real Gospel”  of The Millennium and of  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  as given in  “1st Century Christianity”! 

 
45th Instruction – Christians  (particularly the leaders)  must not be  {desirous of glory}/{self-conceited}/{vainly glorying} 
(by placing themselves in that position)  nor personally  provoking/irritating,  nor  jealous/envying  one another. 
They must always take “The demonstrably lowliest/humblest of positions”  and not be in a vaulted position. 
Gal.     5v26 og Not  (let us) {become to be}  (the) {vainly glorifying}/{self-conceited}/{desirous of vain-glory},   
Gal.     5v26 og (the) {one another}/mutual/together (persons) 
Gal.     5v26 og (the) {calling forth to oneself}/challenging/provoking/irritating [middle voice],   
Gal.     5v26 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {one another}/mutual/together (persons)   (the) {being jealous of}/envying. 
Gal.     5v26 = Let us  not  {become to be}  the  {self-conceited}/{vainly glorifying},   

personally  provoking/irritating  the  {one another} 
(and)  the  {jealous of}/envying  to/with  {one another}. 

 

Let us not become to be  self-conceited,  personally  provoking/irritating  one another,  and  (not)  jealous/envious  to one another. 
 

Thus we are to be contrite,  humble and lowly –  thereby becoming  trustworthy  vessels for Yahweh’s power to operate through us and within The 
Environment around us  (expressing the HS)  -  simply to maximise our effort in  accurately  publicising His Word to The World  (Matt.24v14).   

Clearly if we are  not  accurately  publicising His Word then  why  would Yahweh desire to work with us  –  when obviously we would not 
have His HS operating within us!  

Clearly we would  not  have Yahweh's HS operating within us  –  and thus there are  very, very few  Christians within this World who truly have  “The 
Real Thing”  (= His HS)  operating within them  –  though clearly the vast majority will vehemently disagree  – but where is their  real  evidence  and  
Biblical based exegesis  to support their presumptuous and thus errant claim  (and thereby presently Heb.12v8 unless personal reform truly occurs)? 

Would a car manufacturer support His dealership if a certain dealership were saying incorrect things about this manufacturer’s cars,  and 
the worst -  promoting another manufacturer’s car? 

The answer is blindingly obvious!   
Likewise,  with Yahweh and His Apostles  (appointed by Yahweh  [and not  The World]  to tell)!  
Thus,  it is with utmost honour and great responsibility to have Yahweh’s HS working within and through us!   
We must absolutely  not  take this responsibility in vain,  but rather operate in a most humble and contrite manner,  and as such,  we must not allow our 
personal aspirations colour our works that are done in  “The Name of God”   (hence expressing both His Character and Authority).   

In no manner must we bring disrespect to Yahweh within  ANY  human mind witnessing what we do in our life  -  but only yield the  
glory/honour/dignity/majesty  of Yahweh within all the minds of humans on this planet,  as expressed in our deportment.   

Only then  –  are we truly fulfilling Yahweh Desire! 
We can do  none  of this,  if we are tied within worldly culture and embrace the operations of this present worldly system! 

 
 
46th Instruction – If an  {unintentional error}/{side-slip}/offence  comes upon Christian a then a non-worldly elder strong 
in “The Real Faith” is to restore this  (compliant) person with the  spirit/personality/desire/traits  of  gentleness/mildness. 
35th Warning – This non-worldly elder must take care not to be tempted in the same thing they are counselling against! 
47th Instruction – All Christians  aiming to fulfil  Yahweh’s Desire are to be supported physically and spiritually by other 
Christians who  also aim to fulfil  Yahweh’s Desire.  Please note the  main  condition placed upon the participants. 
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85th Reasoning – By placing our spiritual brother’s interests first through  {agapao love}  will then deliver the physical 
{agape love}  in the form of  {charity love}  to  edify/assist  our brother,  and thus fulfils JC’s Law  (Mark.12v30-31). 
Gal.     6v1 og (the) Brothers/{The Brethren},   
Gal.     6v1 og if/whenever  also  (he/[she] be) {taken in advance}/anticipated/{come a forehand}/{take before}   
Gal.     6v1 og (the) countenance/{human-being}/Man/(woman)  in  (to the [= within]) {some/any/certain thing}  
Gal.     6v1 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {side-slip}/{unintentional error}/transgression/fault/offence,   
Gal.     6v1 og {specifically yourselves}  the (persons [TCs/{The Brethren}])  {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}   
Gal.     6v1 og (you) {complete thoroughly}/{been fitted}/repair/restore  the (person [sinning])   
Gal.     6v1 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one} (person)   
Gal.     6v1 og in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) gentleness/humility/meekness.  
Gal.     6v1 og (the [person]) {taking aim at}/spy/regarding/considering/{taking heed}/{carefully watching}   
Gal.     6v1 og {of thyself}/{of your own self}   
Gal.     6v1 og not  also  thou/you  (you may/should be) tested/endeavoured/scrutinised/assayed/examined/proved/tempted. 
Gal.     6v1 = Brethren,   

whenever  also  the  man/woman  be  {taken in advance}/caught  within  some/any  {side slip}/{unintentional error}/transgression, 
{specifically yourselves}  the  {non carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  Brethren   
{complete thoroughly}/restore  {this such}  person  within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  the  gentleness/humility/meekness.  
(The person counselling)   {Take heed}/{Carefully watch}  not  also  you   (singular = personally)   be  tested/assayed/tempted. 

 

Brethren,  whenever  also  a  man/woman  be caught within any  sideslip/{unintentional error}, 
(then)  specifically yourselves,  the spiritual  brethren   (reasoning with your mind built upon  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC) 
restore this such person within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   of the  gentleness/humility/meekness   (as an attribute of the HS). 
(The person counselling)  Take heed,  (that)  not you  also be  tested/tempted   (by succumbing to the sideslip of the counselled recipient). 
 

Paul is evoking the elders who are mentally  secure/stable  in  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  to counsel the deviant 
person in order to bring some reform by carefully explaining things  -  as  “seen from Yahweh’s point of view”  –  because the greater picture may have 
been lost due to the personal nature of the demeanour that tends to make things myopic for the specific individual involved.  Consequently,  we realise,  
Paul’s  epistle/letter  is being written towards  two  groupings within The Galatian Ecclesia.  The Elders as appointed by Paul on his 1st visit were being 
pushed down by the 2nd grouping undermining their authority  –  in very much the same manner as did Miriam and Aaron against Moses  (Num.12v1-15) 
–  leading to Yahweh’s intense displeasure.  That is why this epistle is being written at two levels –  Paul is edifying  “The Appointed Elders”  against the 
dissidents  (= new worldly Christian leaders starting to rise up in the ranks  –  in the same manner as did Miriam and Aaron  –  and likewise ever since  
–  it is only human nature expressed in every generation  –  to Yahweh’s intense displeasure).    
Thus,  Paul is redirecting the rebellious people,  and emboldening The Elders as appointed by Yahweh through Paul  (and not The World as done today). 
It can be personally difficult for both the councillor and the person counselled –  I have been at both ends in my life and know from personal experience 
how it is possible to  “be personally drawn”  into a recipient's affairs that can possibly lead to their and one's own hurt.   
However,  we need to go through both situations,  so we learn from the pain and difficulties experienced  –  it makes for a more  “rounded person”. 
But there is a warning  –  the councillor must be of sufficient  calibre/strength/fortitude  in  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + 
fidelity)  so as not to become personally wayward and follow after the deviant person! 
Gal.     6v2 og (of the) {one another}/mutual/together  the  {going downs}/weights/loads/abundances/authorities/burdens   
Gal.     6v2 og (you) {take up}/bear/lift/endure/sustain,  also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
Gal.     6v2 og (you will) complete/occupy/supply/accomplish/fulfil  the  Law/Precepts/Regulations   
Gal.     6v2 og of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Gal.     6v2 = You  {take up}/support/bear  the  {going downs}/loads/burdens  of the  {one another},   

also  {in this manner}  you will  complete/accomplish/fulfil  the Law  of the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

You  {take up}/bear  the  loads/burdens  of one another, 
also in this manner you will  accomplish/fulfil  The Law of the Anointed.   (This is precisely what JC did for us,  to show us  “The Goal”.) 

               (The future  “Office of Appointment”  [Sonship]  requires us to personally carry the burdens of those people below and around us) 
 

We understand through inculcating the two laws JC gave to us at Mark.12v30-31,  then these laws will drive the mind to deliver the displayed  
works/fruit  being that of our edified neighbours,  cum  brethren/sisters.  Notice in every instance how it is to   edify the other  person to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire  –  rather than to give them an  “indulgent time”  (to feed an animalistic mind,  as is done in “Religion”)! 
As Paul tells us at 5v14  –  where I suggest,  we should aim to put our neighbour’s wellbeing first,  and in this manner,  we might then fulfil 5v14! 

An interesting aside  (first noticed here on my 1st Revision and later developed through Paul's writings) - 
There are a number references in The Epistles  (and this is one of them)  where there is an insinuation that  if  we yearn to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by 
completing a certain action  then  it is not referred to JC,  but rather just  “Christ”  which means  “Messiah”  and also  “Anointed”  inasmuch to be 
smeared with oil as King.  We have Paul telling us,  he shall have the crown  (kingship)  upon  awakening/rousing  (= resurrection)  at 2Tim.4v6-8, (and 
by Peter at 1Pet.5v4, etc.,)  and thus we realise,  Paul means more here than just referring to Christ as in JC.   Importantly, he is insinuating,  if  we too 
desire to become  “anointed”  as king  along with him  (Matt.20v23)  by Yahweh  –  that is to say   Become a TC,  and thus later,  a “Son of God”,  then  
we are to follow these “specific practices”  to enable this superlative outcome to occur. 
 
36th Warning – Any person who  deems/presumes  themselves to be someone of noteworthiness by what they might have in 
material,  physical,  academic, or mental worth,  then before Yahweh that person is  “nothing of value”. 
86th Reasoning – Quite simply this person has  not  the correct heart condition,  and thus has the  “seat of motivation”  for 
what the World of self-indulgence can deliver.  Consequently, the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of this person has been 
poisoned  away  from Yahweh  to become part  of The World  –  they have  “made their spiritual home”  in The World.  As 
such,  this person  will  ultimately become annihilated  if  they do  not  become  humble/meek  during their 2 part life. 
37th Warning –  While worldly people classed as atheists, agnostics and people of other worldly religions are excused, 
they will have a resurrection into the 2nd part of their life to learn what they missed off the TCs who  grasp/clutched/clung  
onto God’s Word to imitate JC during the 1st part of their physical life.  However,  those  charlatan Christian leaders who  
“become someone” on the back of Yahweh’s Word  (used as a tool)  have a dire future –  inasmuch The Bible tells us, they 
are likely  never  to be resurrected into The Millennium because through baptism they are spiritually living in the 2nd part 
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of their life now and JC  only died The Once  to  atone/reset/{buy-back}  the 1st part of their (and our)  life  (when having  
spurned the 2nd part of their spiritual life)! 
Gal.     6v3 og if  For  (he/she) thinks/{be accounted}/deems/supposes/presumes  {some/any/certain person}   {to be}   
Gal.     6v3 og {some/any/certain thing},  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   am/being/have    
Gal.     6v3 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   (he/she) {mind misleader}/deludes/deceives. 
Gal.     6v3 = For  if  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  deems/supposes/presumes   (themselves)   to be  something, 

(then)   he/(she)   deludes/deceives  himself,  being  nothing.   
 

For if some person  he/she  presumes  (him/herself)  to be something   (being better than other people  [= not desirous to support other people]), 
(then)  he/(she)  deludes/deceives  himself,  (because  he/she  in reality is)  being nothing 
 

Therefore,  if any person  deems/presumes  themselves to be  somebody/thing,   
then this person only  deludes/deceives  himself  -  because from Yahweh’s point of view   “They are nothing”! 
        (Some examples of this mentality spring to mind at Dan.4v30-33, 2Chr.26v14-21, and Acts.12v21-23,  with different outcomes). 

It must be understood this person might be the most wonderfully admired person when viewed from worldly eyes,  revered/venerated/etc.,  (particularly 
in “Religion”)   but this status will create the  wrong  “synapse construction mapping”  within the person’s mind.   

This type of superiority  “synapse construction mapping”  (as found in leaders of The World today   “To Control People”)   is the  direct 
opposite  to what Yahweh Desires,  where Yahweh desires    A  humble/contrite  mindset for  “The New Rulers of The Resurrected World”   

Repeating this again because it is just so very important to understand - 
Yahweh desires the  “synapse construction mapping”  that is  “demonstrably worthy for Sonship under test”,  being a meek mindset  (as was 
Moses Num.12v3, as we are taught Matt.5v5)  being a mindset that does  not  climb to positions of power  (in politics, religion or commerce)  
in this worldly system of pain and suffering  -  to merely perpetuate the same under false pretences!    

Yahweh desires a mindset that can be fully trusted to correctly use the  awesome capability/power  of His Authority expressed as the HS  (being its 
composite definition as given on “FutureLife.Org”)  in The Millennium  –  and  only  a humble and contrite mindset is  capable of  being trusted  in this 
wonderful position  –  that has avoided the worldly politics of this present system.   
Yahweh most emphatically does  not  desire a 2nd generation of Satan to occur in the future 144000 new “Sons of God”  extracted from out of The World! 

Now let me be controversial  (if I am not already)!   This verse is often misread! 
It is assumed to mean   

People thinking, they are important and hold high office within this  secular  world.’ 
It being  “politics and commerce”  being the two legs of the three-legged stool   (the third leg being  “religion”). 

It could mean that,  but now put this verse back into context. 
Does the surrounding text suggest  just  that singular understanding?   
Absolutely   No! 

The surrounding text speaks of ones’ lifestyle,  ones’ works,  and  “the  spirit/personality/desires/traits”. 
Now what does the text really mean? 

It is speaking of the trap,  into which I hear so many  worldly  Christians fall headlong! 
They confidently believe   “They are saved just because they believe in JC!” 
The  half-truth  and  half lie  of basic deception put out by false Christianity being  “placed alongside”   “1st Century Christianity”.   
This is what Satan did to Eve in The Garden of Eden,  and to JC in the wilderness,  and to Peter on JC’s last trip to Jerusalem). 

Paul is warning us   Do not confidently believe you are saved,  by thinking that you are somebody before JCg,  but really your thoughts,  your actions, 
your lifestyle show that you are really nothing,  because you are actually deceiving yourself.  

Before JCg,  you are  not  saved through  just your “belief”  (because as I very  carefully  explain in several places elsewhere,  true  “belief” 
is just  so very much more  than what is taught today  –  please see John.6v64  –  by contrast with Peter at John.6v68, Matt.19v27! 

(Please read all my local cited commentaries.)   
This is written in just so many places within the Bible.  I show this within my commentaries and carefully explain in other places how  “belief”  as taught 
by Christendom becomes an actual  insult  to JCg and to what he truly represents. 
That is  why  Paul then moves onto the next verse - v4 - 

Test/Audit  your works and compare them with the Bible and  not  how  “good”  you might appear against your fellow man  (Rom.4v1-5)! 
It must be completely understood that actually,  we should compare our works against JC and the reformed Paul (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12,  etc.). 
 
48th Instruction – Every Christian must  test/audit/assay  their own  “occupational work”  and  then  only  rejoice/glory  
in what they have done  if  it fulfils what The Bible instructs of us  personally.  
38th Warning – We must  never  rejoice/glory  about ourselves amid other people,  in an effort to  show/think/exhibit  
ourselves to be better  -  this is the  wrong mindset  to lead “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.   That is why  all  
leaders of The World and self-assuming people throughout all layers of society are  automatically rejected  for Sonship 
(unless they repent and become humble during the remaining part of their present life – a too higher price for most)! 
87th Reasoning – It hurts a Christian to come out of The World by becoming dead to The World to succeed as a TC –  and 
it this process of  “dying”  that is painful –  the cutting-off  of oneself from the attractions of The World to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle.  This Audit of comparing ourselves to “The Golden/Kingly Standard” JC gave to us,  shall be replicated 
during Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”.  Therefore, let us audit ourselves early by assay while we still have 
the consciousness in the 1st part of our life to reform –  perhaps from the self-audit we can be one of the vineyard workers 
who were chosen in the evening to do just one hour of hard labour before the day finishes  (Matt.20v7). 
Gal.     6v4 og the  And  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   
Gal.     6v4 og (let he/she) assay/prove/test/discern/examine  (the) each/any/every (work),   
Gal.     6v4 og also  then/{at the time}  into/unto  (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   merely/alone/only    
Gal.     6v4 og the  boasting/joyousness/rejoicing/glorying  (he/she will) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,   
Gal.     6v4 og also  no/not/none  into/unto  the  other/different/altered (person). 
Gal.     6v4 = And  let  he/(she)  test/audit/assay  his/(her)  each/every  {occupational effort}/work/labour,   

also  then  unto  himself  only/merely  the  boasting/rejoicing/glorying  he/(she)  will  have/possess,   
also  not  (boasting by comparison)  unto  other/different  people. 

 

And let  he/(she)  test/assay/audit  his/(her)  each/every  occupational effort   (against specifically what JC did and taught) 
also then only rejoicing  he/(she)  will have unto  himself/(herself)   ([1] to keep imitating JC now,   [2] when resurrected as a future Son of God) 
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also not  (boasting/rejoicing  by comparison)  unto other people   (being what  he/she  can do in an egoistic manner for worldly self-acclaim). 

               (The Crux is  “The Motivation”  behind the boasting;  [1] to embolden oneself for The Ministry,  [2] to self-indulge on publicised acclaim.) 
 

This is such important teaching for each one of us - 
Each person must carefully scrutinise their occupational work against specifically what The Bible teaches us through JC and the apostles. 
Then we can reckon on whether we are justified to internally boast in what we do,  rather than to indulgently compare our works against 
other people around us  (for an  “approving pat on the back”). 

From this verse we learn about being very careful when listening to what  worldly Christian leaders state to us  (without substantiating evidence  [as 
with most things they state])  that apparently show an  outward  (feigned)  concern and  (presupposed)  “love”  for their congregations  by teaching to 
“please the ear”,  rather than what Yahweh wants to hear being taught!   Therefore,  from Yahweh’s point of view because personal audits are  not  
forthcoming  (and if they were,  the content would be counter to  what The Bible specifically teaches)  –  then these leaders become culpable to Yahweh 
by allowing Congregations to become wayward and stray towards The World within their reasoning  (behind a delusional façade they are presumably 
fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 

Why am I so harsh? 
In answer then - 

1. Just  examine/audit  “the teaching”  given by  worldly Christian leaders  –  huge swaths  of The Bible are  just ignored! 
All this results in a  “bent/twisted  presentation”  to be formed within the minds of the deluded,  but innocent congregation  (Rom.16v17-18)! 

2. Furthermore,  what knowledge is given,  it is  not  factual (to what The Bible states) –  half-truths abound,  spun to sound nice and endearing!  
Things are also completely invented that  do not exist within The Bible!    These practitioners ignore the warning given in Rev.22v18-19. 
A half-pretence of misinformation  –  and thus  devalues  the strength of God’s Word  and what it  really  means within a person’s life.   
People do  not  know what they are supposed to be doing!    
Ministers say partially correct things at the high level,  but then stop at the low level  -  to not explain  what is really required at the  low  level  
–  because they know there will be a mass  walk-out  by The Congregation if they did!   Then,  from where would the income stream arise? 

Thus,  for convenience sake - 
This verse is ignored  (and many, many others alike)  by all  worldly Christians,  by the definition of “worldly”;  that is  why  they stay  “worldly”  before 
God’s eyes/assessment,  and do  not  progress any further to become a TC  (by Yahweh’s Special/Greater [1st] Judgement –  made upon  all  Christians)! 
However,  because my income does not come from any devotees I might have  (I suspect I have none,  because of what I write) –  then I can make this 
statement because I am not beholden to  “The Pay-Masters”  (Matt.6v24)!   I can be a dispassionate external auditor who  thoroughly knows  “the 
subject matter”  and thus competent to perform an exacting audit! 
I realise this sounds hard  (John.6v60-61)  but this  is  what JC taught us,  and his apostles imitated their master JC,  –  I can only say it  -  “as it is”! 

Finally,  a most important point to be made in our self-assessment - 
We should not think   “I have been a good person  (see Luke.18v18-24)  and thus am part of The Faith”,  -  because this type of statement shows the 
people thinking in this manner do  not  actually understand what  “Real Faith”  means!    

“Real Faith”  means clinging onto and  imbuing/inculcating  the  accurate  knowledge and then having complete  assurance/confidence  
about what  The Knowledge  truly means,  and to confirm this to The World  (and Yahweh's inspection),  then we must now fully express that 
knowledge within the environment by agape.  This is expressed as  “The Fidelity”  to what we know. 
Furthermore,  when we do this then expect “The World of Religion” to come down upon us  John.16v1-4  because people aiming to become 
TCs expose the hypocrisy with “Professional Religious Leaders”   (but  NOT  “secular leaders” – because we  are  “model citizens”)! 
      If this is not happening – then you have  “blind faith”  and a  “worldly Christian”!   I realise this is painful,  but reform is painful! 

The point I make is the following.   
If we think  

By being good and believing we are a Christian and we love Jesus as our saviour and love God, etc., etc.  –  and it stops there;  -  then quite 
frankly we do  not  have  “The Real Faith”  because we have demonstrable  faulty knowledge  in our occupational effort! 
Because quite simply The Crux being     

The New Testament teaches us  not  to stop here  (and if we do  –  then that is  why we have faulty knowledge)! 
It becomes a circular verification. 
Compare also what Paul states about Abraham Rom.4v1-6. 

Thus we realise if we think as of the above,   then we have been deluded by  worldly Christian leaders by giving us  “their (worldly) knowledge”  being  
their interpretation  of what The Bible really tells us  –  and by consequence,  losing the whole point of what The Apostles have been teaching us! 
That is the whole problem  –  worldly Christian leaders give out  “nice soundbites”  to  “please the ear”  and everyone feels  “happy and clappy”  but 
they are mass deluded.  The point JC was making is,  “The Real Faith”  hurts  individuals  who are presently part of The World  (Matt.10v35, 
Luke.12v53)  when they come out of worldly methodology and  publicly expose themselves  as TC,  by  “public execution”  away from the methodology 
practised in The World   (we personally die to The World to achieve life – as JC repeatedly told us). 
I cannot state with any credibility the congregational members are hypocrites  –  because quite simply  

They have  not  been instructed to know anything else  –  and certainly  not  instructed to  read a good quality Bible  (the NIV is  not  a good 
quality bible  –  there are serious translational errors all through it in  key places  to prop up an  erroneous doctrine). 
   (As recognised by other scholars at the time of its release – being of a loud outcry to its deficient translation  -  yet they have now died!) 

But sadly -  
The  worldly Christian leaders  are  “hypocrites”  both  (1) to Yahweh and  (2) to their congregational members,  and they are to be seriously 
reprimanded by Yahweh  (Luke.12v46-48)  if fortunate to  “be remembered”  by Yahweh for a resurrection! 

However there are good,  and very good Christian leaders  -  but these people are very few and far between,  certainly  not  many of them  –  please seek 
them out,  because they are actively trying to find you,  because Yahweh foreknowing who will be His future sons of God,  shall ensure Rev.3v20 occurs. 

They are the people through whom JCg is working as God’s Word to  “ knock on your door”  to your heart with  “The Accurate Knowledge”. 
Please read Yahweh’s Desire and Satan’ Desire in the glossary to understand precisely what is occurring within The World today. 

In context we shall next read how Yahweh  will  be judging us in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  and precisely  why  we need to get our own 
personal audit done first,  while we still have time to reform ourselves  during the 1st part of our physical life  (Matt.20v7)  so we become worthy of 
working in  “The Vineyard of The World”  and receive  the one/same  payment as others who also worked satisfactorily in The Vineyard  (Matt.20v1-12) 
– being that of   “Sonship to Yahweh”. 
A good test would be to ask this question of ourselves now - being  “The Question”  we must ask of ourselves at the end of our life - 

What have I done with my life? 
Have I maximised Yahweh’s Glory  within the minds of The Recipients  of my work,  by fulfilling His Desire to  personally  bring Him  more  
Sons of God within the people I have had  daily  intercourse?   Being the voluntary sacrifice of our occupational effort at Yahweh’s Altar 
within our local environment. 

If we can only answer no!  Or even  cannot understand  why  I have asked this specific question  –  then quite clearly we do  not  have the correct 
knowledge at present to understand what Yahweh Desires from us personally,  where we should know everything is to be judged at a  personal  level! 
If we are in this ignorant position,  then our  worldly Christian leader is  worldly  and does not know  him/herself  what Yahweh’s Desire is! 
Consequently, they too,  are rejected from being “a child of God”  (a future “Son of God”),  irrespective of their vehement protestations to the contrary!  
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63rd Comment – Every Christian will need to  substantiate/{be judged}  upon the  ticket/reasoning/{whys and wherefores}  
of what each person has done in works that shall exhibit  the type  of Faith they had in the first part of their life. 
39th Warning – This verse and many like it (e.g. James.2v16-26)  are ignored by most of Christendom,  when its leaders 
state: “We are only saved by faith and not works!”   This is a most deviant half-truth (2Pet.2v1),  because “works” are the 
outward manifestation of what is in our minds,  thereby exhibiting the  “type of faith”  we have!   It clearly shows the 
Christian leaders saying this have  “The Wrong Faith”  and shall be rejected by Yahweh in His Judgment of them! 
88th Reasoning – “The Quality of The Audit”  exhibits the  “type of Faith”  the person has and moreover “The Real 
Faith”  is based upon The Knowledge the person has  (is it purely  “blind faith”  like that of a suicidal bomber who 
perhaps shows much greater fidelity to their  faulty  knowledge than maybe Christians do today to  “their knowledge”)? 
Gal.     6v5 og each/any/every (person)  For,  the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}   
Gal.     6v5 og (the) {invoice (as part of freight)}/task/service/burden   (he/she will) {take up}/bears/lifts/endure/sustain. 
Gal.     6v5 = For  each/every  person,   

he/she  will  {take up}/support/bear  {one’s own}   {(ticket/responsibility of the)  task/service/burden}. 
 

For  each/every  person,   (This is an instruction of  “Responsibility”  issued by Paul upon what we personally do … … … ) 
he/she  will take-up one’s own responsibility of the  task/service   (we all must be,  and held,  responsible/accountable  for our own actions), 
 

Precisely understanding this verse is not helped by the less than satisfactory translation efforts of our Greek to English translators displaying minimal 
necessity for  absolute accuracy  that then play into the hands of the dissenters! 
The reader might see there is a difference in my translation of the two verses  (v2 and v5)  that follows precisely what  “The Original Greek”  tells us 
reproduced here - 
Is this a contradiction to v2 –  as one atheist observed  (see “101 Contradictions in The Bible” on this website  [I show all not to be a contradiction])? 

You  {take up}/support/bear  the  {going downs}/loads/burdens  of the  {one another},   
also  {in this manner}  you will  complete/accomplish/fulfil  the Law  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

However if the reader carefully looks in their particular bible translation then they unlikely to see any difference  –  the  same  English words are likely 
to be used in both v2 and v5,  and thus lead to the obvious confusion  (while actually,  different  meaning Greek words are used). 
However,  it can be easily seen when read in context,  and with the  precise  translation that I give  –  then the two situations are different. 

We read in v2 we are to help and support each other in their time of difficulties. 
Yet in v5 we are taught to become responsible to Yahweh in specifically what we do within the  tasks/service  we perform during our  
“occupational  effort/work”  into  “The Community”. 

Thus Paul is explaining,  every Christian will be judged in  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  to how we have performed during the 
1st part of our physical life  -  whether we are capable of handling  “The Responsibility”  of becoming a future  “Son of God”  upon our resurrection. 
Simply the question is this -   

Have we  maximised  our differing abilities  within  “The Body of Christ”  (1Cor.12v12-22)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 
 
64th Comment – This is an important part of Christian teaching,  the reciprocity is conditional on  “The Quality” of the 
two way transfer!   It must be  accurate  knowledge from the teacher being  thus of value  and  therefore worth  a return 
from persons instructed to be ideally learning something new,  rather than being fed  “stale and useless doctrine”! 
89th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  a TC will keep feeding people so they might,  if at all possible,  ultimately 
become a TC  (as judged by Yahweh) in their own right.  Other members of The Brethren (Christians)  will recognise this 
sincerity in teaching,  exhibited by TCs taking nothing from the congregation except  just sufficient for their daily needs to 
merely sustain their fleshly existence to continue to the next day.  It is  not  to provide for “personal excess”. 
40th Warning – Those  charlatan Christian leaders who take  material/prestige  in excess,  for  “useless/dangerous 
knowledge”  (a little knowledge is dangerous)  shall be severely chastened by JCg  if  they are ever resurrected into The 
Millennium.  Giving hype and adrenalin  (druglike intoxications see 5v20-21)  rushes,  is  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire 
but the very opposite – as The Bible makes very clear  if read by those people participating in such scandalous affairs! 
Gal.     6v6 og (let him/her) {share with}/impart/distribute/communicate/{be partaker}  And  the (person)   
Gal.     6v6 og (the being) {sounded down into the ears}/indoctrinated/catechized/informed/instructed/taught   
Gal.     6v6 og the  Word/Sayings/Topics/Reasoning  to the (person)   
Gal.     6v6 og {sounding down into the ears}/indoctrinating/catechizing/informing/instructing/teaching   
Gal.     6v6 og in  (to the [= within]) all (things)   (to the) {intrinsically good}/{well being}/ideal. 
Gal.     6v6 = And  let  the person  being  instructed/taught  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   

he/she  {share with}/impart/distribute  within  all  the  {intrinsically good}/ideal  things  to the  person  instructing/teaching  . 
 

And let the person being taught the  word/sayings/reasoning   (= assuming this person  is  receiving  “1st Century Christian”  teaching) 
let  him/her  share within all the intrinsically  good/ideal  things to the person  instructing/teaching.  
 

Paul is effectively stating  (as he tells us elsewhere at 1Cor.9v7 as an example,  please see my local commentary) - 
The instructor gives all his time to  teach/publicise  “The Word of God”  to those people fortunate enough to receive it and then imbue it 
within their very existence by recognising the value of this  “occupational effort/work”.  The recipients being of “The Correct Disposition”  
will recognise all this freely given effort,  and shall by return,  for the  healthy/edifying  spiritual food they received,  will then give  “all ideal 
things”  to sustain the teacher’s fleshly body during the teacher’s ministry work. 

There are many  very critical points  within this verse that separate the  worldly Christian leader from the TC. 
1. The TC will never suggest a payment should be forthcoming with a begging bowl,  or leaflets with all manner of payment methods given! 
2. The TC will invariably teach at a  “one to one”  level,  and very rarely speak to huge groups,  standing on a dais with microphone in hand. 
3. The TC will only accept day to day physical provisions and hospitality  –  never ask for money for personal subsistence. 
4. The TC will never ask for money to further  'The Lord's Work'  further afield,  because the TC operates day by day  (Luke.10v4, etc.) 
5. The TC will not operate upon a prepared script but steer the teaching to guide the recipient through what might be difficult to understand.  
6. The TC will never excite the emotions of the recipient –  the TC desires a hearkening  sane/reasoning  mind to later spread God's Word. 
7. The TC will never use any form of music when any speaking/ministry is occurring – only perhaps one or two meaningful songs as a start and finish. 
8. The TC will try to educate the recipient's mind to understand what Yahweh truly desires. 
9. The TC will have no need to repeatedly state;  “God is Great”,  “God loves us”   or  the suchlike platitudes,  because that goes without saying. 
10. The TC will have a quiet, humble, unassuming disposition,  and never take  the  first/most  position within society. 
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Important qualities upon which to careful consider. 
Moreover,  I have not even considered  “The Content” of what they teach in any detail  –  where as I carefully show within much of my writing,  there 
are gross  errors after errors  in what the vast majority of  worldly Christian leaders teach,  before we even consider what  charlatan Christian leaders 
teach to their deluded devotees. 
We should therefore beware of both  “The Presentation”  and of  “The Content”! 

Because we must understand these leaders rely upon our  “good-will”  based upon the devotees wishing to come to  “God”  and  “The 
Conman”  readily  steps-in  to a ready marketplace   “To oblige”    (naturally for recompense)! 

To further this end,  obviously  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders would cite this verse  (and perhaps the threshing ox 1Cor.9v9, 
1Tim.5v18)  to justify their income.  However,  I would counter this is  not  a good example for them to use,  because - 

The ox was working as commanded by its master  (thus faithful to the task in hand [under foot]). 
The ox was  not  sitting idly as regards to what its master desired  (but it worked hard). 
Finally,  the ox was not defecating upon the wheat to make it unwholesome for humans to imbue and digest  (kept clean and wholesome)! 

I leave the reader to determine what they want from out of those statements of reasoned observation! 
However  “all”  will be made clear in The Millennium when there shall be 1000 years to  fully  explain and understand  why  we should not have done 
what we did  (or claimed to do)  during the 1st part of our physical life comprising of perhaps 10 to 70 years (?). 
Hence the next verse  –  being a comment on what The Christian Leaders put in their ministry work and likewise their potentially duped flock! 
 
41st Warning – Do not be misled,  “T/the S/specific G/god”  shall not be mocked!   Because whatever a person might sow 
then they shall reap at some point in their 2 part physical life. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
90th Reasoning – JC as “The Word of God”  establishes  “The Required Standard”  (that itself shall not be mocked)  and 
Yahweh making “The Judgment”  of worthiness for Sonship,  shall neither have His Capability mocked (hoodwinked)! 
53rd Allegory – sow = what people put out into The Environment driven by the knowledge and motivation they might have. 
54th Allegory – harvest = what is returned from The Environment to specific people during their 2 part life. 
42nd Warning – The output from a person’s 2 part life that feeds  “self-indulgence to the hurt of our neighbour”  will 
ultimately receive  destruction/annihilation =  “The 2nd Death” of annihilation. 
13th Good News – The output from a person’s 2 part life that edifies our neighbour  (without distinction  –  being  all  
people irrespective of  nation/religion/{ethnic background}  will ultimately receive everlasting life. 
Gal.     6v7 og Not  (you be) {caused to roam from safety/truth}/deceived/seduced/wandering/{led astray},  
Gal.     6v7 og (the)  {specific god}  no/not/none  (he is) {snout (as to lowering) to make mouths at}/ridiculed/mocked;   
Gal.     6v7 og whom/which/that/what  for  if/whenever  (he/she may/should) sow/{receive seed}   
Gal.     6v7 og (the) countenance/{human-being}/man,   that/this/there/here  also  (he/she will) harvest/reap. 
Gal.     6v7 = Not  you be  {caused to roam from safety/truth}{led astray}/deceived/seduced,  

“the specific god”  is  not  mocked/ridiculed/derided;   
for  {what if}/whatsoever  the man  may/should  sow,  this  also  he/she  will  reap! 

 

Not you be led astray   (by false  worldly Christianity,   springing up to replace  “1st Century Christianity”  [as first taught by JC and The Apostles]): 
“The Specific God”  is not  mocked/ridiculed   (noting the two levels of “ho theos”); 
               (“The Specific God” [Yahweh] makes The Judgment for Sonship,  “the specific god” [JC] sets “The Standard” to make possible the Judgment)  
for whatsoever the  man/(woman)  might sow   (in the early part of his life),  this  also  he/she  will reap   (in the later part of his life)! 
 

Quite an important verse operating at two levels  –  but before I explain those levels  –  I would like to demonstrate  why  Paul used  “the specific god”  
and  not  “The God” or JC. 
As I state profusely elsewhere  “ho theos”  is a floating pointer that points either to Yahweh or JCg  depending upon the context. 
Therefore,  depending upon the frame of reference then it will point to one  Entity (Yahweh)  or the other entity (JC).  
In this instance the reference can be the TC and hence directly point to Yahweh  (but by definition of a TC,  they will not mock Yahweh)  being merely as 
a warning that we are constantly being monitored.  
But it  can  be referenced to a worldly human and thus point to JCg as  “The Intercessor”  to those persons who are not accepted in their present state by 
Yahweh  (by inference Exodus.33v20 and specifically note v17)  hence JC’s ministry as  “The Word of God”  speaking on behalf of Yahweh. 
Thus JC as  “The Word of God”  being displayed as  “The Wisdom of God” becomes The Interface for the hearkening people to reach Yahweh from out 
of “The Human Species”,  thereby becoming The Standard unto which TCs climb to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   It is all  very simple to understand  but has 
been wholly incomprehensible to our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  for the last some 1700 years lost in the Trinity myth! 

Now for the two levels - 
1. Christians who claim to represent Yahweh must be  very careful  what they do in their ministry  –  as I carefully explain by various definitions 

elsewhere of all the various types of Christian leaders,  hence explaining what to examine in their (worldly) ministry of both words and deeds. 
There are some good Christian leaders,  some mediocre Christian leaders,  very poor Christian leaders and the  charlatan Christian leaders. 
All very much as given in The Gaussian Distribution of standard populations in anything assessed  –  and precisely likewise with  “Christian 
Leaders”  where if we realise  (as we are told  –  Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4  and explained in my local commentaries)  that  only  144000 are actually 
elected by Yahweh,  then that leaves  an enormous quantity  (millions)   rejected  by Yahweh.     “Yes!  –  Rejected  by Yahweh!” 
Especially when we consider the 144000 TCs will be individuals taking  The Last/Least  position in society  –  all precisely as JC tells us! 
Therefore we can correctly reason  (from what The Bible tells us)  that sadly for the congregations  “The Quality”  of the individual leader is 
likely to be inversely proportional to the perceived acceptance value of their status,  where often the  charlatan  leaders are the leaders with 
the greatest following  (Matt.24v23-26)  –  only because  they are providing what The World desires  and these  charlatan leaders are 
desirous of the  “greater worldly returns”  that can only come from  the  “greater in number”  of people within  their  flock  (not JC’s flock)! 

2. The obvious can be stated by what we physically witness within The World today.  Those people who physically assist others are greatly 
appreciated;  and those people who  (obviously)  harm/hurt  other people are despised.  While easily stated and witnessed in the physical 
domain it is impossible to differentiate in the spiritual domain unless The Auditor is competent in their subject matter  –  which is precisely 
why  “Leaders of  Religion”  are able to give such  useless  instruction  (as assessed by Yahweh,  and human competent auditors)  –  because 
they hide behind  “mystique and mystery”  that would otherwise expose them as being  “rogue traders”  and  “spiritual paedophiles”! 

Perhaps this can be split into three layers  (of “reciprocate law”) - 
1. Physical Laws  
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Heat, Gravity, etc.  If we personally transgress these laws,  and the result is immediate by return. 
2. Secular Laws  

Defrauding, etc.  If we personally transgress these laws, and the result takes time to filter through  (if at all). 
3. God’s summarised Laws  (being JC’s 2 Laws at Mark.12v30-31)  

If we personally transgress these laws,  and the result is not realised until too late  (after resurrection in The Millennium). 
We must beware  “T/the  S/specific  G/god”  Yahweh or JCg as appropriate,  are the  “the heart-knowers”  and Paul uses this worldly maxim of  “the 
sower”  to say   The Specific God’  can peer into the depths of our heart and read our  motivation  behind what we personally deliver to The World. 
Notice also of what Paul speaks in 1Cor.15v35-55 being  (1) The Ideal body and  (2) the less than ideal body that will be available upon resurrection 
depending upon what is sown during the 1st part of our physical life. 
Gal.     6v8 og Because  the (person [sower])  sowing/{receiving seed}  into/unto  the  flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}   
Gal.     6v8 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself],   
Gal.     6v8 og {from/out of}  of  the  flesh/{carnal minded}  (he/she will) harvest/reap   
Gal.     6v8 og (the) ruin/corruption/destruction/perish.   
Gal.     6v8 og the (person [sower])  and  sowing/{receiving seed}  into/unto  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Gal.     6v8 og {from/out of}  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (he/she will) harvest/reap   
Gal.     6v8 og (the) life/existence  (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting. 
Gal.     6v8 = Because  the person  sowing  unto   (to please)   his own  animalistic/flesh/{carnal minded}   (of a sinful worldly nature),  

{from out of}  of the  animalistic/flesh/{carnal minded}  he/she will  harvest/reap  destruction/annihilation   (now or in The Millennium)  
And  the person  sowing  unto  (to please)  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (built upon “The Word of God”  to ideally yield the HS),   
{from out of}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (as sourced by Yahweh through JC)   he/she  will  harvest/reap  the  eternal  life. 

 

Because the person sowing unto  (to please)  his/(her)  own animalistic mind   (the worst being  “charlatan Christian leaders”) 
from out of the animalistic mind  he/she  will reap destruction   ( [1] now,  or  [2] in The Millennium  [at the two respective levels]). 
And the person sowing unto  (to please)  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (built  only  upon  “The Word of God” with utmost fidelity), 
from out of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (as sourced by Yahweh’s Methodology via JC)  will reap eternal life. 
 

An important verse that highlights the difference between  “spirit”  and  “spirit”! 
“What?” 

Paul now clarifies specifically what he means  
1. Sow to please worldly self-indulgence,  then ultimately it means “annihilation” if reform is not forthcoming in the 2nd  part of our physical life 
2. Sow to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within us as individuals,  then Yahweh will respond by giving us eternal life. 

The point Paul is emphasising is   
Go for The Goal now  (= Sonship to Yahweh)  being the most wonderful thing a human can achieve,  because ultimately if we want to survive 
– we will need to imitate JC’s lifestyle regardless  (else it is ultimately annihilation).   So let us do it now and fulfil Yahweh’s Desire early!  

Thus the logical conclusion is to keep working at our synapse construction to bring it ever closer towards Yahweh  (to become “more righteous”)  by 
steadily imbuing  “The Word of God”  and thereby strengthening our  “Real Faith”  to be further nurturing the HS within us  – guiding our lifestyle 
through our  spirit/personality/desires/traits   learning  from  “The Word of God”  (all very circular active work).  
An important subtlety:- 
When Paul just uses  “spirit/personality/desires/traits”  he actually means that it is our  personal  “spirit/personality/desires/traits”  which has been 
actively modified by  “The Word of God”  which itself is absolutely aligned to the that of  “Yahweh's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  
pure/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (being the “HS”). 
I am trying to demystify the mystique generated by “Leaders of Religion” to give them an  upper hand – to  “supposedly justify their  charge/tythe”! 

Utterly appalling – is it not? 
 
65th Comment – Let all Christians aiming to become TC not be  faint/weary  from the present  suffering/affliction  on 
behalf of  “The Word of God”  through  virtuous/worthy  works/practices  upon our neighbour. 
18th Prophecy – All TCs practising  virtuous/worthy  works upon their neighbour  shall in due season be harvesting,  so do 
not feel weak now  (and give up early –  but press forward to the very end of the 1st part of our physical life)! 
55th Allegory – Shall be harvesting = cannot  “harvest yourself”  thus we must be harvesting people.  Therefore, become a 
“Son of God”  to  bring-on  other people to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire after having been taught “Righteousness”.  
Thus,  the “Sons of God” participate in the judging process  (thus “harvesting”)  as both JC and Paul clearly teach us. 
Note.  There is  “The Early Harvest”  made possible by Yahweh  based upon our proving work  in the 1st part of physical 
life,  where we produce the next generation of TCs for Yahweh – hence establishing our qualities for the next stage. 
49th Instruction – Consequently,  all  Christians aiming to become TCs must use their time now  (during the 1st part of 
their physical life)  to “toil as an occupation”  for  virtuous/worthy  things towards all people,  and certainly to all humans 
who are trying to become TCs in their own right to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Gal.     6v9 og the  And  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
Gal.     6v9 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising   
Gal.     6v9 og not  (let us) {feel weak}/{fail in heart/motivation}/faint/{be weary}/weaken;   
Gal.     6v9 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) time/season/occasion  for  (to the) {pertaining to the self}/{its/one’s own} 
Gal.     6v9 og (we shall) harvest/reap,   
Gal.     6v9 og not  (the) {feeling weak}/{failing in heart/motivation}/fainting/{being weary}/weakening (plural). 
Gal.     6v9 = And  let us  not  {feel faint}/{be weary}/{fail in motivation}  (in)  the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  doing/yielding/practising, 

for  in  {its own}  time/occasion  we shall  harvest/reap,   
(if)  not  the  weakening/{feeling faint}/{being weary}/failing in motivation}. 

 

And let us not fail in motivation  (in)  the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  doing/practising,    
for in its own  time/occasion  we shall be reaping   (Yahweh will repay appropriately,  in the 2nd part of our physical life) 
(provided)   not the weakening   (in our resolve to achieve “The Goal”  which ideally occurs in Yahweh's Anointing of us at  “The 1st Resurrection”). 
 

This is a clear reference that  it is an  on-going  situation  and life  will  be  difficult/arduous/painful  for  “us”  aiming to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  –  precisely as The Bible states in so many places.  Where this affliction will  not  come from secular society  –  because TCs are model 
secular citizens,  utterly law abiding,  having perfect moral standards,  never becoming under the influence of  drugs/alcohol,  always behaving in a civil 
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demeaning manner so no person can take offence.   Therefore,  TCs are  pure/innocent/blameless,  having no justified charge able to be laid at their feet 
by any person with whom they interact,  hence they are  “holy”. 
            Thus,  we realise  “The affliction”  can  only  come from precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  that  only  offends  “Leaders of Religion”. 
            Because this deportment of a TC exposes the  delinquency/hypocrisy  of the  “Leaders of Religion” –  and thus they react  (John.11v47-53).  

Because now The Public have an obvious gauge against which to judge the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
Perhaps we might surmise those people  not  finding life painful in  “The Cause of  accurately  publicising Yahweh’s Word”,  –  then I propose The Bible  
“maybe”  teaches us these people are  not  TCs -  while publicly they might state most wonderful things for  “The Cause”  (of whom?)! 
I know this is hard teaching  –  but I am only  repeating  what The Bible regularly  teaches us  –  I am  not  inventing any of this! 
Furthermore,  if the argument presented is -   

This is another  time/age/generation/place/environment  and so does not apply! 
Then the Bible also teaches us  

“People will say this sort of thing and scoff”  (2Pet.3v3)! 
“The Fathers of the Religious Leaders did exactly the same thing”  (Matt.23v27-32)  irrespective of what  age/aeon. 

Perhaps I might wisely suggest those individuals who excuse their actives with unsubstantiated reasoning,  who also spin God's Word around to mean  
the opposite to that originally given  –  then they should start now to devise a suitable answer in reply to JCg in The Millennium  (because I would not 
like to be in their position if I came up with their worldly excuses  Matt.22v5-8, 25v24-26, Luke.19v21-22, etc.)! 

I would like to consider the middle part of the verse and explain what it might mean    
“We  (if as TCs)  shall be reaping”. 

Clearly those people who succeed and fulfil Yahweh’s Desire shall be resurrected as  “Sons of God”. 
They will  (as “Sons of God”, “The Inheritors”)  be positioned to teach  “Righteousness”  to The World of resurrected humans  (“The Inheritance”). 
We are also told  (by JC and Paul)  the apostles will be judging  “The Resurrected World”  (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.) 
Therefore,  it becomes the logical extension for those people who are TCs,  now to become future  “Sons of God”  being  “supremely blessed”  upon 
their  awakening/rousing  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6) - 

When these TCs become  “Sons of God”  in The Millennium,  they will then teach and judge,  where  “The General (2nd) Judgement”  is 
effectively  “The Main Harvest”  (from out of  “The Resurrected World”)  to yield  “The (3rd) Remnant out  (of the 3rd Epoch)  of Israel that 
returns to The Lord  (Isa.10v20-22)”  –  being  “The Culmination of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year”  (see Luke.4v19,  glossary  –  and elsewhere,  
where this subject is thoroughly explained). 

Gal.     6v10 og therefore/thus/consequently/haply/surely/perhaps/supposing  therefore/thus   
Gal.     6v10 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) time/season/occasion  (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,   
Gal.     6v10 og (let us) {to toil as occupation}/effect/{be engaged with}/{labour for} [middle voice]   
Gal.     6v10 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) all (persons),   
Gal.     6v10 og (the) {very most}/{in the greatest degree}/chiefly/{most of all}/especially  and  
Gal.     6v10 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the (persons)  domestic/relative/adherent/household   
Gal.     6v10 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Gal.     6v10 = therefore  surely  {in that manner}/Likewise,    

we  (now)  have  the  time/occasion   (while  alive/conscious  during the 1st part of our physical life), 
let us  personally  {toil as an occupation}/{labour for}  the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy   (deportment/things)   towards  all  people,   
and  {very most}/chiefly/especially  towards  the  (spiritual)  people  relatives/household  of the  Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

 

Therefore surely,  likewise we  (now)  have the  time/occasion   (during the remaining 1st part of our physical life), 
let us personally toil as an occupation the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  things/(deportment)  towards all people  (without distinction), 
and especially towards the  (spiritual)  relatives/household   (being fellow TCs and brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity  -  that has been wholly built upon  all  of  “The Word of God”). 
 

Clearly  “The Real Faith”  must be based upon  accurate  knowledge as given by  “The Word of God”  (and not twisted to suit the peculiar aims of the 
worldly focussed religious leaders  [operating according to  “divide and rule”  methodology]  yielding a multiplicity of worldly sourced  
doctrines/myths/customs/hearsay  in all those some 37,000+ Christian sects scattered throughout The World  [at 2007 CE])! 

So,  what is Paul teaching us? 
The instruction to us as individuals - 

We now have  “The Time”  to show absolute respect for what JC did for us to bring in  “The New Law”  (under the new priestly line of 
Judah,  Heb. chapters 5, 7 to 10,  –  please read all my local commentaries)  and  “The Ultimate Salvation”  that comes through the two part 
works that JC did for us during his 1st Advent to yield a   (1) new perfected mind and   (2) new perfected body for us as individuals.    

How do we show absolute respect to JC for what he did for us? 
Quite simply - 

By precisely imitating JC in our ministry and lifestyle  –  being as Paul showed us and exhorted us to do likewise  (1Cor.4v16,  11v1, etc.) 
And to do this,  we are instructed to learn and become teachers with accurate knowledge and understanding  (Heb.5v12-14). 

How are we supposed to be doing this? 
Paul tells us here - 

“Let us personally  {toil as an occupation}/{labour for}  the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  (deportment/things)  towards all people,”  
Now we have  “The Instruction”  from one of Yahweh's foremost apostles  –  we might consider by contrast,  what the content might be of the  
instruction/sermons  of which our  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders give to the recipients of their  “teaching efforts”! 
Now I could write a very thick book comprising of many volumes carefully explaining the  “perhaps infinite”  number of errors in their preaching that is  
slid-in alongside   to what The Bible  really  teaches us!   Notwithstanding,  the examples that could be used for the book are written within my many 
thousands of inter-verse commentaries directly alongside the applicable verses to explode the  “innumerable myths”  our  worldly Christian leaders  
preach in error  to the innocent and yet sadly ignorant congregations,  kept deliberately like that so as not to ask  difficult/probing  questions! 
These congregational members are considered by their leaders to be as  “corralled cattle”  kept  content/happy  within a created delusion,  so they 
create no trouble to  “The Possessors”  treating them as commodities  (precisely as Rev.18v1+ tells us)! 

Therefore,  these  millions  (over the some 2000 years)  Christian leaders cannot make  “The Grade”  of Sonship to Yahweh  –  because quite 
simply   They do  not  imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  in the same manner as did Paul to us! 

By contrast yet again,  this website freely teaches  precisely what The Bible instructs of us  –  and thoroughly explains what is Yahweh's Desire for each 
one of us  -  so that we all  (presently at the closing of The Gospel Age -  Matt.24v14)  know how we might personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
A 4th revision addition. 

How is the bold quantity of  “millions” derived? 
Quite simply,  the following calculation gives an order of magnitude. 
A third of the World  (7,500,000,000)  is deemed in some manner to be Christian and consequently yields 2,500,000,000  (most worldly) Christians. 
Assume  1 person in 1000 Christians is a  “Professional Christian leader”  of some description. 
Therefore,  2,500,000,000 / 1000  =  2,500,000  Christian leaders in the present generation. 
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This is just an estimate based upon a not too wild assumption. 
 
66th Comment – This verse suggests Paul’s eyesight was quite poor especially when put with Gal.4v15. 
Gal.     6v11 og (You) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  
Gal.     6v11 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {how much (in size/dignity)}/{how great/large} [plural] 
Gal.     6v11 og {to yourselves}  (the) writings/letters/notes/epistles/books/scripture  (I) write/scribe/engrave   
Gal.     6v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  my/{of me}/mine  (to the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand. 
Gal.     6v11 = You  know/see  {how large}  {the writing}/words  {to yourselves}  I  write/scribe  with  my  hand. 
 

You see how large the writing/words  (in this epistle)  to yourselves I write with my hand. 
 

More confirmation Paul’s  “thorn in the side”  (1Cor.12v7)  may have been very poor eyesight.  Written regarding his earlier comment of 4v15. 
 
43rd Warning – There are  worldly Christian leaders who prefer “their flock” to follow old traditions,  because it becomes 
an excuse for the leaders to continue on the same old path as their predecessors had done  (they prefer the old wine)! 
91st Reasoning – New reasoning extracted from God’s Word as Yahweh deems fit to unfold in due season will mean 
worldly Christian leaders have need to reform through practising self-denial away from the self-indulgences of The World. 
67th Comment – There are  worldly Christian leaders who pick and choose what they desire to practice themselves;  for 
instance,  Gal.5v19-23 from which they will pick and choose  (both bad and good)  depending what the worldly dictum 
suggests at the time upon which to personally capitalise!   There is also paedophilia of which Paul did not put on the lists! 
92nd Reasoning – What is my point in bashing worldly Christian leaders you may well ask?  They are only human, like us! 
That is  specifically my point –  they have  not  JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to adjust them to become like the 
apostles – and thus they  are only  human  not worthy of Sonship (unless they use this website as a wakeup call to reform)! 
Gal.     6v12 og (the) {as much/great/many/long} (persons)   (they) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will   
Gal.     6v12 og (to) {be of good countenance}/{make a fair show/display}   
Gal.     6v12 og in  (to the [= within]) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded}  these/those (specifically)  (persons)    
Gal.     6v12 og (they) necessitate/compulsory/constrain/compel  {specifically yourselves}  (to be) circumcised,   
Gal.     6v12 og merely/alone/only  that  not   
Gal.     6v12 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {fixed stakes/posts/poles}/{self-denial}/ 

/{public execution (away from this world’s methodology)} 
Gal.     6v12 og of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed    
Gal.     6v12 og (they may/should be) {followed after}/pursued/ensued/{pressed forward}/persecuted/suffered. 
Gal.     6v12 = {As many}  people  they  determine/delight/desire   

{to make a fair show}/{good visible impression}  within the  animalistic/flesh/{carnal minded}   (those people of worldly methodology)   
these specific people  compel/necessitate  {specifically yourselves}  to be  circumcised,   
that  merely  not  they  may/should be  pursued/persecuted/suffer  with the  {fixed stakes}/{self-denial}  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

As many people  (“Leaders of Religion”)  determine/desire  to make a fair show   (as an outward facade to delude their devotees) 
               (These leaders create a façade  [2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16]  to sound so  wonderful/plausible/enticing  to millions upon millions of devotees) 
within the animalistic mind   (“Leaders of Religion”  internally driven to personally gain from out of the mass of  deluded/unquestioning  devotees) 
those specific people compel specifically yourselves to be circumcised   (as an example from the Jews then,  but  any  religious custom today), 
               (“The Topic” is immaterial,  any  topic will be used by a person desiring to be a leader – to  “take control”  for worldly gain) 
that merely they might not be persecuted   (give what The World wants to receive  [= flattery and trinkets]  and thus thanked by The World) 
               (Take the easy route and preach what The World wants to hear  -  noting dissention in the ranks will be rooted out.) 
with the  {self-denial}  of The Anointed   (“The Goal”  requires painful self-sacrifice  –  made more difficult by much  “religious persecution”). 
 

The good impression should really be from spiritual  fruitage/works  over our whole life driven by The Mind built upon  “The Word of God”,  rather than 
the single  “once only”  physical act of circumcision that is much easier than being truly like JC’s ministry/lifestyle  continuously  over the 1st part of our 
physical life in this current worldly system.  Where society today  (and for the last some 6000 years)  is operating under  “The Pretender Prince” (= 
Satan,   being his  all-embracing  methodology presently practised by worldly leaders throughout all of society)   who shall be deposed relatively soon 
(2013 CE)  and certainly on or before 2067 CE  (trace through the steady progression of latest Jewish Jubilee years).   This will occur when Yahweh 
gives JCg  “The Instruction”  to curtail this present worldly system for once and for all time  (Rev.19v16-21, Dan.12v11-12, Rev.20v1-3, Matt.24v14)  to 
then start The Millennium. 
So we can see how these Jews converted to Christianity are self-indulging on their former religion  (in a worldly sense)  having not fully imbued  “The 
Word of God”  and thus were still operating according to worldly methodology  (relying upon religious customs as the excuse as not having to reform 
the mind).  By consequence of faulty understanding,  they were forcing the other Brethren back to  “Judaism traits”  that would quash the new faith of  
True (= 1st Century)  Christianity  (thereby fulfilling Satan's desire).    TCs can only come from  applied  “1st Century Christianity”  teaching. 

Likewise today,  any excuse is used to  “throw-in”  other doctrine  (as witness the diverse  myths/customs  in the some 37,000+ schisms)  
thereby excusing us  not  to become bound with what Yahweh  really  desires for people who claim to come in His name (Matt.23v23)! 

We really cannot hide behind a  “group front”  –  but rather we must stand out as individuals  –  because we are being assessed by Yahweh as 
individuals!   Hence the term “martyr” being a person who stands-up for The Cause,  very much as a “whistle-blower”  (detested by those people 
exposed as being hypocrites and fraudsters to what is publicly claimed,  in politics, religion,  and commerce)!   
It is to these people  demonstrating an inner core of motivation  always driven by  accurate  knowledge that Yahweh desires to rule  “The Resurrected 
World”;  –  absolutely  not  our present leaders of  religion/politics/commerce  operating in their present position according to worldly methodology! 
Gal.     6v13 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  For  the (persons)   (they being) circumcised  they   
Gal.     6v13 og (the) Law/Precepts/Regulations   (they) {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/beware/keep;   
Gal.     6v13 og but  (they) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will  {specifically yourselves}  (to be) circumcised,   
Gal.     6v13 og that  in  to the [= within]  {your own}/{belonging to you}   (to the) flesh/{animalistic/carnal minded} 
Gal.     6v13 og (they may/should) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice [middle voice]. 
Gal.     6v13 = For  {not even}  the people  they being  circumcised  obey/preserve  The Law   (hence pious Jewish hypocrites)  

but  they  determine/{delight in}/desire  {specifically yourselves}  to be  circumcised   
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that  they  may/should  personally  boast/glory/rejoice  within  {your own)  animalistic/flesh/{carnal minded}, 
 

For not even the people  (The Jews)  being circumcised obey The Law  (of Moses)     (hence deemed as pious religious hypocrites) 
              (Read the implication   Not even baptised Christians obey The Law that JC laid down at Mark.12v30-31) 
but they (worldly Christian  leaders)  determine/desire  specifically yourselves to be circumcised   (= be baptised into their religious customs) 
that they (Professional Religious Leaders)  might  boast/rejoice   (by creating a fanfare during a religious meeting) 
with your own animalistic mind   (play your mind along with worldly reasoning  –  being self-indulgent flattery,  “supposedly praising”  God). 
 

Again,  this is totally the wrong attitude  –  JC was not operating within their head  (as  “The Word of God”)  and it was just a  one-off  action/work  to 
become circumcised  –  rather than the continual effort to maintain integrity to  “the two laws of JC”.  Thus,  Paul makes the accurate observation,  the 
people calling out for circumcision do not even  obey/persevere  The Law they claim to represent!   Thus it is always  “what is in The Mind”  – being  
“The Driver/Direction”   to yield agape within The Environment  –  absolutely not physical things,  being the  garb/clothes/trinkets  that many religious 
people hang off their bodies!   This is an utter insult to what  “The Word of God”  really means within our lives  –  almost  “a pretence”  in order to 
excuse our actions of precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle! 
Again,  as we see in The World  the  exact same  thing  -  the  charlatan Christian leaders give their congregations their rules  (not  to be found in The 
Bible)  so the following adoring crowds might further display the wondrous nature of the leader in their numbers of flesh within the congregations!   
This is  {animalistic/carnal  minded}  people operating for  “The Immediacy”  within the duped congregational members because they know of  nothing 
else  but what is given  to entertain at a worldly level!    
They come for  

“The Spectacle”  –  “The Hype”  –  “The Excitement”  –  “The Titivation of The Animalistic Mind”   –  being of  “The Occasion”  as  “put-
on”  by The Professional Leaders for the  mutual/symbiotic  self-gratification of both parties attending  (Matt.24v23-26,Mark.13v21-23,  etc.).   

But what is it for,  in the long term?  –   Because we must ask ourselves     
What do the recipients of these  “most wonderful occasions”  perform/yield  to society when they leave these events  (which might merely be 
the weekly service)? 
Are they motivated to behave in the same manner as did Paul  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28)? 

We remember what JC taught us at Matt.7v15-21,  we know The Tree - by examining it fruits  (being The Spiritual DNA delivered to the next generation). 
Is this spiritual DNA sourced by  “The World”,  or by Yahweh via JC as  “The Word of God”? 

How does The Reader know,  unless they test and examine  “The Evidence”  and rationalise where  “The Resultant”  takes The World into the future! 
Is the resultant of these efforts to yield the next generation of TCs to fulfil  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 people so enabling Yahweh 
to close down The Gospel Age and introduce The Millennium some 3.5 years after He has resurrected The Early Adopters  (Rev.14v1-4, 19v4-9, 20v6)? 

How are you personally making this occur  (and perhaps become judged by Yahweh as being one of the 144000 TCs)? 
These are all salient questions! 
Let me give the reader an example of this. 
In industry, to get a new product into the marketplace there needs to be what is called  “a champion”  of the new product. 
This person  live/breaths  this product within their mind  -  they work across departments to ardently push forward this product through its stages to 
ensure it successfully reaches fruition. 
This is exactly the same type of minded person Yahweh wants to lead  “The Resurrected World”  having to prove themselves to be of the correct mind to 
handle  accountability  and  responsibility  that comes with  ownership  of  “The Word of God”.  (Matt.2518-21, Luke.19v16-19, etc.)  as the faithful 
house steward  (Luke.12v42-44, Matt.24v45-47, etc.). 
 
68th Comment – TCs will only boast in the self-denial away from self-indulgence to imitate JC through works in the 
required  accurate  teaching  program of which both JC and his apostles showed to The World. 
Allegory – repeat- Publicly execute = Constant public showing our life has been cut away from worldly self-indulgence. 
We must remove ourselves from self-indulging to our neighbour's hurt  (and only edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 
Remain utterly neutral in all worldly matters – avoid politics like the plague  –  else we  will  become blemished. 
93rd Reasoning – Because the TCs  are  practising self-denial away from what the world can give to  consume/burn  time  
then effectively The World has been publicly executed away from TCs,  and likewise the TCs ignore by personal public 
execution The World’s methodology. 
94th Reasoning – The TCs will become utterly focussed on using all their time fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire – because there 
are so few  workers,  and the (Firstfruit) harvest is large (to quote JC), who else is accurately giving “The Word of God”? 
As clearly demonstrated, certainly  not  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  by either word or (insincere) deed. 
Gal.     6v14 og {to me}/I  And  not  (it may/should) {become to be}  (to) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice  if  not [= except]   
Gal.     6v14 og in  to the [= within]  {fixed stakes/posts/poles}/{self-denial}/ 

/{public execution (away from this world’s methodology)}   
Gal.     6v14 og of the  lord/master  {of/from us}   
Gal.     6v14 og (of the) Jesus   (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed;  through (reason of)  {of whom/which}  {to me}   
Gal.     6v14 og (the) World/Adornment/Decoration/Life 
Gal.     6v14 og (it [world] has been) {impaled upon fixed stakes}/{nailed on stakes/posts/poles}/ 

/{publicly executed (physical or spiritual)},   
Gal.     6v14 og {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  to the [= in/with/by/on]  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life. 
Gal.     6v14 = And  not  it  may/should  {become to be}  {to me}  to  boast/glory/rejoice 

except  within the  {fixed stakes}/{self-denial}  of our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed;   
through reason of  {of whom [JC]}  The  World/Life  has been  {impaled on fixed stakes}/{publicly executed}  to me,   
(and)  {I also}  (publicly executed)  in  The  World/Life. 

 

And might I never  boast/rejoice   (in anything  [internally or externally]  about “how good I am”  in my giving or praying 5 times a day, etc.) 
except within the  self-denial  of our  lord/master   (“The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  exclusively controlling our mind); 
          (Paul means, I boast in the  pain/suffering/hardship  from imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  caused by the persecution sourced by religious leaders) 
of The  Anointed Jesus   (being what JC did  [in  ministry/deportment/{ransom sacrifice}]  to make available  “The Goal”  for 144000 TCs); 
through reason of whom (JC)  The World has been publicly executed   (JC has  provided a route out of worldly methodology,  hence killed it) 
to me   (of which I recognise,  and equally my mind has rejected a self-indulgent lifestyle endemic in the World,  and by consequence … … … ), 
(and)  I also  (publicly execute myself)  to The World  (in self-sacrifice I unceasingly,  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to whoever listens).  
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Paul  (and all TCs)  never personally boast in what they do  (by assuming themselves better than The World comprising of  “mere non-TCs”; - never let 
this be considered),  but TCs only boast as shown by  daily continual  actions/work  as a slave  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  and of “The 
Lord’s Acceptable Year”  (Luke.4v16-19),  -  where The World of self-indulgence has been  {cut away}/{publicly executed}  away from the TC  -  as all 
worldly people witness.  Thus  Paul’s righteous lifestyle  as a TC  has condemned  The World)  to be shown as  wanton/decadent/worthless  in precisely 
the same manner as Noah's righteous actions condemned The World,  and thereby become an  “Heir of righteousness”  (Heb.11v7). 
Regrettably,  we shall progressively witness the greater slide unto  wanton/decadent/worthless  activity in the last throws of The World crashing down 
upon the heads within  “The Human Species”  through expressed greed by leaders  (throughout all of society)  with the power to exercise their passions  
–  as I very carefully explain through detailed exegesis elsewhere on this website   “FutureLife.Org”. 
Furthermore,  Paul as a TC,  also confirms  “The Worldly Ways”  are now dead to Paul’s life  –  he is then totally focused to become a Priest in The 
Millennium  (2Tim.4v6-8,  1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.). 
 
69th Comment – By operating within JC  (= having  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  then circumcision and 
uncircumcison can do nothing,  but only by being a new  creation/Thing/creature  where the mind is  accurately  driven by  
“The Knowledge”  comprising only of  “The Word of God”  fully  imbued/inculcated  within the individual. 
95th Reasoning – It is the process of being “Born Again” (see glossary – it is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders 
errantly tell us)  where JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes the RNA upon which we fuse ourselves,  and thus form the 
complete DNA of the new  Creature/Thing  during its gestation period within our mind in the 1st part of our physical life.   
This gestating “Creature/Thing” may need to continue into the 2nd part of our physical life if we are  not  deemed worthy 
to become “Sons of God”  at the end of the 1st part of our physical life upon our  “awakening” at “The 1st Resurrection”. 
Gal.     6v15 og in  For  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus   
Gal.     6v15 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  (the) circumcision  {some/any/certain thing}   
Gal.     6v15 og (it has) {to have/exercise force}/{be able}/{can do}/{be of strength}  {not too}/neither/none/nor   
Gal.     6v15 og (the) uncircumcision,   but  (the) new/freshness   (the) formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance/creature. 
Gal.     6v15 = For  within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus,    (For within  “The Office of Appointment”  made possible by JC) 

neither  the  circumcision  {has force}/{to be able}   (to influence the outcome)   of anything   
nor  the  uncircumcison   (be able to do anything)   (when left to be in our  fleshly/physical/worldly  state),  
but  (only)  the  new  creation/creature.    (“The Office of Appointment” requires a  new personality  built wholly upon “The Word of God”) 

 

For within the Anointed Jesus   (within  “The Office of Appointment”  made possible by JC to bring about Mankind's Salvation over a 2 part life), 
neither circumcision   (now to mean  “religious customs”  [because we are now in  “The 2nd Covenant”  to be judged upon  “The Mind” )   
{has force}/{be able}  (to bring about our salvation) 
of anything   (worthwhile,  because  “The Physical Custom”  is used by humans to  excuse/negate  “The (required) Spiritual Mind Reform”) 
nor the uncircumcison  able to do anything   (being an excuse for our existing self  not  to enter into  “The Contact with Yahweh”  for “The Mind”) 
but  (only)  a new creation   (being a “new mind” built only upon “The Word of God”  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  will yield salvation). 
 

Thus Paul is teaching us things of  “The Flesh”  being what drives an animalistic mind,  have no meaning now – because JC has become that  
“circumcision to Yahweh”,  inasmuch he has formed  The New Spiritual Israel  by  “cutting off his life”  for a new Creation  (both he [JCg] as The 
Head ruling over his body of 144000 TCs)  that is ready to become  “Sons of God”.  “The Word of God”  entering into  a hearkening mind  becomes like 
new spiritual RNA  (half of the DNA creature)  upon which the hearkening person personally works in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  
readjustment/reform  within the mind that leads to godly works under JC’s Law.  This works in  “The 2nd Covenant”  but cannot work in “The 1st 
Covenant”,   because  “The Mind”  in the fleshly circumcision  (for the Jews)  was not involved in  “The Law of The Mind”  and thus the human,  as an 
entity,  failed  (Rom.3v23). 
I must clearly explain this concept,  because it is so important for us to understand. 
The New Creation  means  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Conception”  when implanted within us as a metaphoric spiritual RNA,  and when The 
Knowledge is carefully considered/assayed,  and subsequently exercised with fidelity,  then  this becomes the  growth in the womb  (of our fleshly body)  
within this world as The Brethren aiming to become a TC.  This is the  active nurture of Yahweh’s HS  which then operates within us because of the 3 
stages to achieve Real Faith have been progressed.   That is  “the Spiritual growth”  while we are alive on the first part of our physical life,  and if 
sufficiently perfected  -  to be equivalent to that which operated within JC,  we are able to move to the next comparable physical stage. 
Finally,  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  we  (if a TC)  gain a physical body comparable to that of our mind to be physically  “Born Again”  within a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as a member of the Priesthood  appropriate to our purified 2nd part of our spiritual life  (as a TC during the 1st part of 
our physical life).  

However,  the Bible keeps warning us  (see later)  that we could become a  “still birth” = “aborted dead”  (annihilation of  “The 2nd Death”)  
–  if we  rebel against  “The Word of God”  and thus loose this nurturing energy that would otherwise yield the HS  –  because we are  not  
operating according to the composite definition of the HS  (as given by “FutureLife.Org”).   This occurs to  charlatan Christian Leaders. 

This whole procedure from conception to birth  (= proven perfect)  becomes what is termed  “The Regeneration”,  the process  “to produce new”  (= the 
whole process can either be born alive or dead).  This is the dire warning to  iniquitous/charlatan  Christian Leaders  =  no resurrection after their death 
at the end of their present  life/existence!   

This is explained in much greater detail in the epistle to the Hebrews using Biblical text to support this understanding. 
 
70th Comment – TCs will always  obey/{operate in unison}/{walk in conformal manner }  to “The Statute”,  being  “The 
Word of God” (= The Knowledge)  as given by JC,  because they are of  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as 
with JC – so they might have  peace/rest  also  compassion/mercy.   Why?   Because TCs do absolutely nothing wrong in 
society – they are  “model secular citizens”.  Their affliction only comes at the instigation of  worldly religious leaders. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Israel = “persevere with subjector (God)” = either  “persevering positively with Yahweh”  or 
“persevering negatively with Yahweh”  that delineates to either ‘persevere imitating JC’ or ‘persevere in rebellion to JC’. 
It must be clearly understood,  nations now mean nothing to Yahweh  as we are clearly told  (v28)  and thus “Israel” 
retains its original meaning for  the progressively new groupings that come under The Word of God for each new Epoch. 
Reasoning – repeat – Israel means here  those successful  people  “The Remnant”  from out of the 3 {Epochs of ‘Israel’} 
(where 1. “prophets”/{fleshly Israel} , 2. “TCs”/{Christian Nation}, 3. “saved humans”/{The Resurrected World in The 
Millennium})  will ultimately have peace and prosperity  away from “Religion” presently  spiritually polluting this planet! 
Gal.     6v16 og Also   (the) {as much/great/many/long} (persons)   to the  [= in/with/by/on] 
Gal.     6v16 og {a straight reed}/{a rule}/{measuring stick}/standard/boundary/line/{sphere of operations}   
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Gal.     6v16 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same}   
Gal.     6v16 og (they will) {arrange in regular line}/{orderly procession}/{march in rank}/{walk in conformal manner},   
Gal.     6v16 og (the) peace/prosperity/rest  upon/concerning  them  also  (the) compassionate/{show mercy},   
Gal.     6v16 og also  over/upon/concerning  the  Israel  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Gal.     6v16 = (For)  Also  {as many}  persons    (the 144000 TCs now,  and then later,  the 3rd Remnant from out of “The Resurrected World”) 

they shall  {operate in unison}/{regularly deport ourselves}/{march together}  {in this}  statute/rule/boundary   (as set by JC's 2 laws) 
(then)  the  peace/prosperity/rest  also  compassion/mercy  upon them,    (the reformed individuals of Israel precisely imitating JC) 
also  over/upon/concerning  The Israel  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

(For)  Also as many people   (the 144000 TCs now,  and then later  “The 3rd Remnant”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”) 
they shall  {operate in unison}/{march together}  in this statute   (as given by JC's 2 Laws that drive The Mind to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
(then)  the  peace/rest  also  compassion/mercy  upon them   (being  “The Early Adopters” consisting of  [1] The Prophets + [2] The 144000 TCs) 
also concerning The Israel   (comprising both of the  spiritual  TCs being “The Mind”  ruling over the  reformed   fleshly  Resurrected World) 
of the God   (when “Israel” of its  two parts  has been fully perfected over everyone's 2 part life,  become wholly  “Acceptable to Yahweh”). 
 

An exceptionally important verse,  having so much within it. 
The point Paul is making here is this - 

Readjust/Reform  our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become the  “New Creature/Thing/Creation”  away from  the present standards and norms of 
The World,  by taking upon ourselves  “The New Standard”  being  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”   (which ideally leads to kingship)   that JC set in his  
ministry/lifestyle  being a standard of absolute  humility/lowliness  and very carefully explaining what  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  means to 
those persons who were interested.  It means going out to  new  people and freely teaching them this message. 
This becomes The Fruitage,  when during The Gospel Age,  “The Real Fruitage”  is the 144000 TCs being  “The Branches”  groomed by Yahweh on  
“The Vine Stock of JCg”  (John.15v1-6)  ready  to deliver  “The Grapes [reformed humans]  in The Millennium”.  Where The Grapes to follow  (in the 
next season of The Millennium)  are to be  “The Resurrected Humans” who become nurtured on the branches  (= formally TCs but then to be The  
Kings/Priests  of The Millennium)  of  “The Vine of JCg”  during The Millennium.  The Grapes are harvested and then assayed in the last 3.5 Years in  
“The (metaphoric)  Wine Press”  where the successful grapes yield the sweet wine for Yahweh’s Pleasure (into The Eternity),  while the rebellious ones 
become  “The Stale Vinegar”  and rejected  (into  “The 2nd Death” of annihilation)  by being poured back into the earth whence humans came.   
Noting what JC said at Matt.26v29 and why metaphorically rejected by JCg as he did on The Passover when offered the vinegar (Matt.27v34, 
John.19v30)  -  because he was to savour the sweet wine of  (1) The Firstfruits [at The 1st Resurrection]  and then  (2) the following wine made from the 
grapes during The Millennium.  Please see my commentaries at these numerous locations. 
To  bring-forth the  new TCs to fulfil that number of 144000 TCs,  then earlier generations of TCs must move out to find those very specific people who  
have  “The Fervour/Motivation”  to become TCs and thus termed  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology given to us by  “The Word of God”.   
Then these new TCs as  “The Early Adopters”,  according to their own capability  (Matt.25v15),  are  catching/grasping  at  “The Knowledge”  being 
“The Word of God”   accurately  taught  (just as did Jacob becoming  “Israel”). 
It becomes clear this instruction does  not  mean staying with the same congregation being a like a secular “social-worker” to them,  saying  “nice 
pleasantries”  to them  –  to self-indulge their ears (2Tim.4v3-4).  It means being as a missionary  –  and today,  not  to other countries,  because 
England UK is so bad and deviant  –  worse in some aspects than Sodom and Gomorrah,  where virtually  no one  knows what is really in The Bible,  
because our  worldly Christian leaders are so  utterly and absolutely useless  in accurately explaining - 

1. Why people need to understand God’s Word. 
2. The depth and profundity of God’s Word  (2Tim.3v15-17)  –  being how it all interlinks together to yield  “The Real Meaning”  of the 

thousands of allegories that unfold throughout The Millennia as given in The Bible comprising of God’s Word parts 1 and 2. 
3. And instead,  they just loose it all,  in  “useless customs”  and  “hopeless mysteries”  of their  own  conception  (Matt.23v23)! 

Thereby becoming only a sub-set of “Religion”  that is ultimately to be destroyed by the secular world at the close of The Gospel Age  –  just 
as Yahweh allowed  “The Secular Romans”  to finally close-off Judaism in 70 CE to Abraham,   before at the rise of Christianity for The 
Gospel Age epoch.   Note. The Temple records of Jewish linage to Abraham were burnt during its demise in 70 CE,  because The New linage 
to Yahweh  (for Sonship,  as only recognised by the  TCs/{Early Adopters})  was through The New (2nd) Covenant as established by JC, firstly 
through his ministry and secondly,  inaugurated at his resurrection. 
Likewise between The Gospel Age and The Millennium as we are told in Rev. chapters 17 and 18 –  being precisely why we are told   To get 
out of Religion’  (Rev.18v4)  being  “The Mother of The Harlots”  taking all aspects of The World as suitors  –  rather than Yahweh through 
JCg.  

This is what I am now witnessing in England UK during the 21st Century CE  –  a complete disintegration of Christianity as prophesied! 
Brought about solely by  “The Professional Leaders of Christianity”  making Yahweh look a buffoon to a  sane/reasoning  mind of an atheist by their 
ridiculous antics and shenanigans – overlayed with unrighteous preaching  -  it is an utter abomination! 
Our worldly Christian leaders in their supposed millions have  so much  explaining to do upon their resurrection  (if at all - for those  iniquitous 
Christian leaders)! 
See JC’s  warning  parable at Luke.16v1-10  [hence Matt.8v12, etc.]  and the accompanying commentary on this website  = “FutureLife.Org”. 

That is Part 1 of this verse. 
Now explaining the last part of The Verse. 
This fully supports my proposed understanding of 1st , 2nd  and 3rd  Epochs of “Israel”  especially how it links-in with Paul’s vision occurring some 7 
years after JCg’s intervention with  Saul/Paul  on The Road to Damascus as given in 2Cor.12v1-3  (please see my local commentary).  Where in all 3 
Epochs of  “Israel”  (= “Persevere (positively or negatively) with Subjector/God”)  have  “The Remnant having  persevered positively with Yahweh  
that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22). 
Where Paul is speaking here of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  being  “The Christian Nation”,  but rather  The New Spiritual Israel  as the few elected from 
out of  “The Christian Nation”  of the many by Yahweh (Matt.20v16, 22v14).  These wholly reformed people become the 144000 TCs who  have  become  
“The New Creation/Thing”  only  because they freely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return of any form of self-indulgence  
(see v14)   see Paul’s teaching at  (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.). 
It is only by behaving like this,  that we are  separating  what is of The World and what is of Yahweh  (Matt.22v21)  and thus only have the  one master  
for  “The Spirit” operating in The Mind  (to succeed in The Millennium),  and one master for  “The Flesh”  within which the  “synapse construction” 
operates  (to merely survive today) (Matt.6v24).   Where the two are utterly isolated inasmuch  “The Spirit”  is not spun to feed  “The Flesh”  as we 
witness within  “Professional Leaders of Religion” (by definition)  -  being the  real test  of sincerity in what we teach for  The  
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is to be taken by Yahweh and placed in a new physical body in The Millennium  –  because our old body is 
annihilated! 
 
71st Comment – TCs yearn for the close of this present evil system and the  heralding-in  of The Millennium so they might 
no longer be the subject of religious attack,  only made so because their righteous lifestyle exhibits  worldly religious 
leaders as being hypocrites to what they profess to those devotees who feed their leaders by  worldly return  (of whatever). 
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96th Reasoning – TCs show the physical scars received from spiritual battles against those retaliatory leaders who dislike 
their position being undermined by the sincerity and cleanliness of message  freely given  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
44th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders might suggest forms of masochism be practised by  “the (deluded) faithful”,  –  
this is utter deviancy and a slur on  “The Word of God”  to suggest such rubbish!   Yahweh would  never  ask for this! 
45th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders might suggest that stigma marks appear on  idols/relics  etc.,  -  likewise this is 
utter deviancy and a slur on  “The Word of God”  to suggest such rubbish!   Yahweh would  never  operate like this! 
72nd Comment – How are the deluded devotees able to know they are being led by charlatan Christian leaders suggesting 
the above?   They never  “Read to understand The Bible”,  it is easier to just follow the crowd through the wide gate unto 
the wolves (Matt.7v12-15, Acts.20v29).   However,  the Christian leaders as  “spiritual paedophiles”  shall pay a great 
price of perhaps annihilation at the end of their present existence for consuming their  “groomed spiritual children”! 
Gal.     6v17 og Of the  {remaining (time)}/{from henceforth},   
Gal.     6v17 og (the) {sapping toil}/pained/{strength wanes in labour}/weariness  {to me}/mine   
Gal.     6v17 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person) 
Gal.     6v17 og (let he/she) {to hold near}/present/afford/exhibit/{furnish occasion}/bring/do/give/keep/minister/offer;   
Gal.     6v17 og (emphatic) I/me  for   
Gal.     6v17 og the  stigma/stick/prick/{mark incised or punched (for recognition of ownership)}/{scar of service} (plural) 
Gal.     6v17 og of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus  in  to the [= within]  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
Gal.     6v17 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my   (I) {take up}/bear/lift/endure/sustain. 
Gal.     6v17 = Of the  {remaining time}/{from henceforth},    (And now regarding our future:) 

let  {no one}  person  he/she  {hold near}/{furnish occasion}/bring  {to me}  the  {sapping toil}/weariness/pains, 
        (keep persecution away from me while I imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  as Paul said to Timothy at 1Tim.2v2.) 
for  emphatic I (Paul)  {take up}/bear/sustain  the  stigma/stick/{scar of service}    (his fleshly body received the scares from  “Religion”) 
of the  lord/master  Jesus  within  my  {whole/sound body}.    (“The Word of God”  keeps him motivated to continue while opposed) 

 

Of the remaining time   (and regarding my future in the 1st part of my physical life), 
let no one person,  he/she  bring to me sapping toil   (keep persecution away from me,  as orchestrated by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”), 
for  emphatic I (Paul)  take up the scar of service   (Paul’s fleshly body bears the scars imposed upon him by “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
of the  lord/master  Jesus   (inasmuch JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  controls Paul's mind  –  therefore,  Paul precisely imitates JC) 
within my whole body   (inasmuch The Mind driven by  “agapao”  operating within The Body,   yields  “agape”  freely given to The World).  
 

We read of Paul having  “been through the wars”  in his service to JC,  –  with JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  operating as  a  
presence/parousia  within him,  where he has  “fought the good fight”  (2Tim,4v7)  and received injuries directly  commensurate with the effort  he put in 
to  “The Lord’s Service”  since his conversion to  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Notice here how he states,  it is other people who  bring-on  his pain and suffering,  and he just wishes they would just keep away from him,  which is the 
same thing he states to Timothy as being an acceptable prayer to make to The Lord at 1Tim.2v2,  enabling a TC’s life to be peaceful during the ministry 
work.  As usual,  what Paul is saying at this citation is almost the opposite to what our  worldly Christian claim this citation to mean as I locally explain! 
Then we have other  worldly Christian groupings seemingly to have  completely  “lost the plot”  when they errantly believe this verse supports their 
masochism to  “supposedly simulate”  the stigmata pain of JC and of The Apostles.  Sadly,  these individuals have been utterly deluded by their obviously 
very  worldly Christian leaders who are as equally spiritually blind as their followers in knowing how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire when they promote such 
dangerous rubbish!    
But notice how insidiously deviant is worldly interpretation  –  inasmuch it diverts the devotees from actually fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire because in this 
sad manner they think they are doing God’s Will,  but it is to the desire of the god of this present system  –  Satan to  oppose/frustrate  Yahweh because 
these individuals have stopped thinking how they might correctly grow to spiritually please Yahweh!   The leaders who promote such nonsense are utterly 
satanic  –  and because it is so wholly deviant to the teaching of JC –  then Yahweh may class them as being  charlatan Christian leaders who deserve no 
resurrection,  therefore facing their personal annihilation at the end of their present existence! 
 
14th Good News – Yahweh through His “Word of God”,  is able to establish  “The Active Brethren”  to fulfil His Desire to  
accurately  teach of The Good News as given by JC during his ministry thereby gaining the  one/same  HS.  
73rd Comment – TCs will always sincerely recognise the hierarchy of the  TWO  Entities and give all due praise to Both. 
15th Good News – The gifts and favours of JC as  “The Word of God”  ultimately yielding Yahweh’s HS within us, TCs,  
and working through into The Brethren who themselves are actively aiming to become TCs. 
16th Good News – The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of those specific Christians assiduously aiming to become TCs will 
be the  one/same  as that which operated within JC –  because they have his  presence/parousia  as  “The Word of God”  
correctly  operating within them,  to drive their mind with agapao,  exhibited to  “the judging World”  through agape. 
Gal.     6v18 og The  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}     
Gal.     6v18 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (be) {amid/together/with (meta)}  
Gal.     6v18 og of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {of yourselves}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}.   
Gal.     6v18 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
Gal.     6v18 = The  gift/favour/benefit  of  our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed, 

(be)  together/with  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of you Brothers.  Amen! 
 

The  gift/favour/benefit   (being what  “The Word of God”  delivers to a truly hearkening mind that has  reformed away from  worldly methodology) 
of our  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling every aspect of our mind) 
of The Anointed Jesus   (JC showing us The Way to achieve  “The Goal”  of Sonship to Yahweh) 
(be)  together/with  your  spirit/personality/desires/traits  -  Brothers   (to make your mind precisely the  one/same  as that which operated in JC). 
Amen. 
 

It can be read two ways. 
1. Either the popular version where it is the HS with The Brethren  (which is pretty nebulous  –  and means nothing to most peoples’ minds). 
2. An alternative being  -  where it is JC being  “The Word of God”  infused within their minds yields the benefits in life through the now 

attained  HS working within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The Brethren to be made manifest within their works. 
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I prefer the 2nd because not only it is what  “The Original Greek”  text holistically tells us,  but also it becomes more personal and connective to motivate 
us to use the  gift/favour/benefit  afforded to us by JCg as  “The Word of God”  awakening what potential we have to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that 
ultimately yields the HS as given by the composite definition - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 
superior to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 


